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the European Patent Office as receiving Office on 27 January 1999.

~ RO/118 (Notification concerning documents transmitted) enclosing the fee calculation sheet
(Annex to Form PCT/RO/101), Form PCT/RO/106, record copy of the international
application (fax original) and confirmation copy of the international application;

- Notification of receipt of record copy (Form PCT/IB/301);
- Form RO/118 and a priority document;
- Form PCT/IB/304;
- Form PCT/RO/135;
- Form RO/118 and a priority document;
- International search report (Form PCT/ISA/210);
- Form PCT/IB/304;
- RO/118,letter from the applicant, replacement sheets and powersof attorney; and
- Form PCT/IPEA/415 and international preliminary examination report (IPER)
(Form PCT/IPEA/409).
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POV/EP 95/06300

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

 

 

TheInternational Bureau of WIPO
34, chemin des Colombettes

1211,Geneva 20 DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTEDSwitzerland

The [International Searching Authority

Date of mailing
(day/month/year)

 
The receiving Office transmits herewith the following documents:

1. [x] the record copy (Article 12(1)). Fa «
the search copy (Article 12(1)).

the purported international application (your request of ) (Rule 20,7(iv)).

the record copy and correction(s) not already wansmitted in respect of the international application which
has been considered withdrawn (Rule 29.1(a)(i)).

letter(s) of correction(s) or rectification(s) (Administrative Instructions, Section 325(b) and (c)).

substitute sheets (Administrative Instructions, Section 325(b6) and (c)).

later submitted sheets (Administrative Instructions, Section 309(b)(iii), (c)(ii)).

later submitted drawings (Administrative Instructions, Section 310(c)(iii), (d){ii)).

other document(s):

MOOOOOO
letter(s) dated:

separate/general power(s) of attorney.

statement(s) explaining lack of signature considered to be satisfactory by this receiving Office.

_____ ptiority document(s) (only for the [B).

fee calculation sheet (only for the 1B).

document(s) concerning the deposit of a microorganism or other biological material.

nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence listing(s) in computer readable form (only for the [SA).

earlier search(es) (only for the [SA).

Form PCT/RO/106.

Form PCT/RO/

CONFIRMATION COPY

OWNOMOOUOUHOOOO
This notification is sent to the addressee in its capacity as the [nternational Bureau or the International Searching Authority.

 
 Nameand mailing address of the receiving Office Authorized officer

European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patendaan 2
NL-2280 HV Rijswijk

JG Tel. (+ 31-70) 340-2040, Tx. 31 651 eponl, ny ASCHE
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    Applicant's or agent's
file reference O48S PCT 361

Applicant

HOLDING B.E.V. SA et al

 

CALCULATION OF PRESCRIBED FEES

I. TRANSMITTALFEE ... 22-220.) + + ~~ LDM 200|

2. SEARCH FEE DM 2 200
Internationa! search to be carried out by

(Uf to or more International Searching Authorities are competent in relation to the international
application, indicate the nameofthe Authority which is chosen to carry out the international search)

3. INTERNATIONAL FEE

Basic Fee

The international application contains 93 sheets.

; | DM 800 [bi]

 

first 30 sheets .

63 x 19 = DM 1 197
remaining sheets additional amount

Add amountsentered at b] and b2andentertotalatB . . . | DM 1 997 [3]

Designation Fees
The international application contains 78 designations.

Add amounts entered atB and Dandentertotalatl . . ......

(Applicants from certain States are entitled toa reduction of 75% ofthe

10 x | 184 = | DM_1 840 [>]
number of designation fees amountofdesignation fee

pavable (maximum 11)

| DM 3 837
internationalfee. Where thegpplicantis forallapplicantsare) soentitled, thetotalto be enteredat/ is23% ofthesumofthe amounts enteredat Band D.)

4. FEE FOR PRIORITY DOCUMENT(ifapplicabley © 6 6. we | DM 60 [P]

DM 6 297

[J The designation fees are notpaid atthis time.
MODE OF PAYMENT

authorization to chargedeposit account (see below) L] bank draft [| coupons
C] cheque [] cash [] other (specify):

postal moneyorder [] revenue stamps

  “gM TAL FEES PAYABLE... .-.. - 2...) ee eee ees

dd amounts entered at T, S, [ and P, and entertotal in the TOTAL box 

  

   

  
  
  

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AUTHORIZATION (this mode ofpayment maynotbe available at all receiving Offices)

The RO/ is hereby authorized to chargethe total! fees indicated above to my deposit account.

is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency or credit any overpayment in the total fees indicated above to myLal deposit account.
is hereby authorized to charge the fee for preparation and transmittal of the pgfority Aocumentto the International
Bureau of WIPO to my deposit account.
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INVITATION TO CORRECT DEFECTSIN
THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION

(PCT Articles 3(4)(i) and 14(1) and Rule 26)

 
 
 

  
 

 

Date of mailing

(day;monthjyear) 1 2 SAR 1899

REPLY DUE within two months
from the above date of mailing
  
 

 

 

Applicant's or agent's file reference

048J PCT 361

international application No.

PCT/ EP 99/ 00300

Applicant

HOLDING B.E.V. SA

 
  

  

International filing date

( day/month]year) 15/01/1999

 

The applicant is hereby invited, within the imelimit indicated above, to correct, in the international application as filed, the
defects specified on the attached

.  

  
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 

 
Annex A

Annex B1 (text matter of the international application as filed)

 

[4 Annex Cl (drawings of the international application as filed)

Additional observations (if necessary):

HOW TO CORRECT THE DEFECTS? 
Correction must be submitted by filing a replacement sheet embodying the correction and a letter accompanying the replacement
sheet, which shall draw attention to the difference between the replaced sheet and the replacement sheet. A correction may be
stated in a letter only if it is of such a nature thatit can be transferred from theletter to the record copy without adversely affecting
the clarity and direct reproducibility of the sheet onto which the correctionis to be transferred (Rule 26.4).

 

ATTENTION 
Failure to correct the defects will result in the international application being considered withdrawn by this receiving Office
(see Rule 26.5 for further details).

A copyofthis invitation and any attachments has been sentto the International Bureau

C] and the International Searching Authority.

 
Authorized officer 

 
Name and mailing address of the receiving Office

European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
my NL-2280 HV Rijswijk  QOfe
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International application No.

PCT/ EP 99/ 00300

Asto signature* of the international application (Rules 4.15 and 90.4), the request:

a [] is not signed.

b. C] is not signed by all the applicants.

 
  

  

   
  
 
   
 
  
 
 
  

 
  
 

 
  
  
  
 

 
 
 

  
  

¢. C] is not accompanied by the statementreferred to in the check list in Box No. VIII of the request explaining the lackof the signature of an applicant for the designation of the United States of America.

is signed by what appears to be an agent/common representative but 
the international application is not accompanied by a power of attorney appointing him.

[J the power of attorney accompanying the international application was not signed byall the applicants.
other (specify) :

All applicants mustsign, including inventors if they are also applicants (e.g. where the United States of America is designated).

As to indications concerning the applicant, the request (Rules 4.4 and 4.5) :

a C] does not properly indicate the applicant's name ( specify):

does not indicate the applicant's address. 
does not properly indicate the applicant's address ( specify) -

does notindicate the applicant's nationality.

does not indicate the applicant's residence.

other (specify) -

 
 

Asto the language of certain elements of the international application, other than the description and claims (Rules 12.1(c)
and 26.3ter(a) and (c)):

a C] the request is not in a language which is both a language accepted by this receiving Office and a language of
publication, which are: ENGLISH, FRENCH or GERMAN.

b. C] the text matter of the drawings is not in the language in which the international application is to be published,which is: ENGLISH. 

the abstract is not in the language in which theinternational application is to be published,
which is: ENGLISH.  

 
 The tide of the invention :

a C] is not indicated in Box No.I of the request (Rule 4.1(a)).
b. [] is not indicated at the top ofthe first sheet of the description (Rule 5.1(a)).

e. C] as appearing in Box No.I of the requestis not identical with the title heading the description (Rule 5.1(a)).
5_Astothe abstract (Rule 8) :

C71 tha intarnatinnal annlicatinn daec not contain an abstract.
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*) This receiving Office has fo

physical requirements are no

ANNEX B1 TO FORM PCT/RO/106

International application No.

PCT/EP 99/ 00300

und that, with regard to the presentation of the text matter of the international application asfiled, the
t complied with to the extent that compliance therewith is necessary for:

1. [x] reasonably uniform international! publication (Rules 11 and 26.3(a)(i) (defects to be specified).

BHOOOMWOOOOOO&@H®OOUOOOO0OU
The sheets do not admit of direct reproduction.

The element does not commence on a new sheet.

Sheets are not free from creases, cracks, folds.

Sheets are not used in the upright position.

Oneside of the sheets is notleft unused.

The paper of the sheets is not flexible/strong/white/smooth/non-shiny/durable.

The sheets are not connected as prescribed (Rule 11.4(b)).

Sheets are not Ad size (29.7 cm x 21 cm).

The minimum margins on the sheets are not as prescribed
(top: 2cm;left side: 2.5cm, right side: 2cm; bottom: 2cm).Seennnte

us
1 file reference numberindicated on the sheets does not appear in the

left-hand corner of the sheets, within 1.5 cm of the top of the sheets.

The file reference number exceeds the maximum of12 characters.

The sheets of the description, claims and abstract are not numbered
in consecutive Arabic numerals.

The sheet numbers are not centered at the top or bottom ofthe sheets.

The sheet numbers are in the margin (see i. above for the size of the margins).

The text matter is not typed or printed.

The typing on thesheets is not 1 “4-spaced.

The characters in the text matter on the sheets are less than 0.21 cm high
in capital letters. P< SF 4+IY
The text matter on the sheets is not in dark, indelible color.

The element contains drawings.

The sheets contain alterations/overwritings/interlineations/too many erasures.

The sheets contain photocopy marks.

Further observations (if necessary)

Request Description Claims Abstract

OOOOOO0U HOOOWOOOO0OO&@POOOO0OOU MHOOOOOOOOO00&MOOOOO00UU OOOOO0OoO000O00BOO0000000
The applicantis hereby invited to confirm that the contents of the replacement sheets to be submitted in response to
this invitation correspond exactly to thatof the originally filed sheets.
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International application No.

ANNEX Cl TO FORM PCT/RO/106
PCT/ EP 99/ 00300

This receiving Office has found that, with regard to the presentation ofthe drawings of the international application as filed, the
»| physical requirements are not complied with to the extent that compliance therewith is necessary for:

1 [x] reasonably uniform international publication (Rules 11 and 26.3(a)(i))(defects to be specified) :
Sheets containing drawings: :

a the sheets do not admit of direct reproduction.

the sheets are not free from creases, cracks, folds.

one side of the sheets is not left unused.

the paperofthe sheets is not flexible/strong/white/smooth/non-shiny/durable.

the drawings do not commence on a newsheet.

the sheets are not connected as prescribed (Rule 11.4(b)).

the sheets are not A4 size (29.7cm x 21cm).
the minimum margins on the sheets are not as prescribed (top: 2.5cm, left side: 2.5cm, right side: 1.5cm,
bottom: Icm).
the file reference numberindicated on the sheets does not appear in the left-hand corner of the sheets, within
1.S5cem of the top of the sheets.
the file reference number exceeds the maximum of 12 characters.

the sheets are not free from frames around usable or used surfaces.

the sheets are not numbered in consecutive Arabic numerals (e.g. 1/3, 2/3, 3/3).

the sheet numtersare not centered at the top or bottom ofthesheets.

the sheet numbers are in the margin (see h. above for the size of the margins).

the sheets contain alterations/overwritings/interlinealions/too many erasures.9.

the sheets contain photocopy marks.

BOOOROOOWOOUOOOOU
Pp.

Drawings (Rule 11.13):

do not admit of direct reproduction.

contain unnecessary text matter.

contain words so placed as to prevent translation withoutinterference with lines thereof.

are not executed in durable black color; the lines are not uniformly thick and well-defined.

contain cross-sections not properly hatched.

would not be properly distinguishable in reduced reproduction.

contain scales not represented graphically.

contain numbers, letters and reference lines lacking simplicity andclarity.

contain lines drafted without the aid of drafting instruments.

contain disproportionate elements of a figure not necessary for clarity.

contain numbers andletters of height less than 0.32 cm.

contain letters not conforming to the Latin, and where customary, Greek alphabets.

contain figures on two or more sheets which form a single complete figure but which are not able to be assembled
without concealing parts thereof.
contain figures which are not properly arranged and clearly separated.

contain different figures not numbered in consecutive Arabic numerals.

contain different figures not numbered independently of the numbering of the sheets.

are notrestricted to reference signs mentioned in the description.

do not contain reference signs that are mentioned in the description.

contain the same feature denoted by different reference signs.

are not arranged in an upright position, clearly separated from one another.t

u.

OOOOOOOOOOOOsOOUOOROUW
are not presented sideways with the top of the figures at the left side of the sheets.

Further observations (if necessary):
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45 JAN 1993

The undersigned requests that the presentintemational application be processed TELECOPY
ding to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. Name ofreceiving Office and “PCT International Application”Or

east F. —————-fe ue { S R m™ e~ - ™ “IMpplicant’s or agent’s file reference
™ ed we NI MO Bydesired) (12 characters maximum) O4BI PCT 361

 
 

Box No. I TITLE OF INVENTION

Metnod and apparatus for detection of drowsiness.

Box No.1 APPLICANT

Name and address: (Family name followed by given name: fora legal enity. full officialdesignation. The address must inc udeposta codeandname ofcountry. The countryof theaddress indicatedin this Box 13 the applicant 'sState (thatts, country) of residenceifno State
ofresidence is indicateddelow.)

    
   
  

 
 

  
 

[-] This pergon is also inventor.
Telephone No,

  
 

 
HOLDING B.E.V. SA

69 route d'Esch
LUXEMBURG

 

  
 LUXEMBURG

the United States the States indicated In
of America anty the Suppiemental Box

 

 
 
 

  This person isapplicantfor the purposesof. LJ
Box No. (ff FURTHER APPLICANT(S) AND/OR (FURTHER) (INVENTOR(S)

Namé and address:ffamily name followed by given name, for a legal entity, full officialdesignation, The address must inciudepostal codeandname ofcouniry The countryo{theaddress indicatedin this Box is the applicant 3State (thatis. country) ofresidence ifnoState
ofresidenceis indicated belaw.}

 
 

ail designated all designated States exceptStates the United States of America LC]

  
  
 This person is:

[4 applicant only

applicant and inventor

C4 inventor only (this check-bax

 

  
 

PIRIM Patrick

56 rue Patay
75013 PARIS

 

  France ls marked, do notfill in below,

@ State (thatis, country) of nationality: State (thad is. country) of residence:
FRANCE FRANCE

| This person is applicant [] all designated all designaced States except C_} the United States the Srates indicated in@ for the purposesof: States the United States of America ofAmerica only the Supplemental Box
[4 Further applicants and/or (further) inventors are indicaied on a Continuation sheel.
Box No.1V AGENT OR COMMON REPRESENTATIVE; OR ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE

The person identified belowis hereby/has been appointed to act on behalf :of the applicant(s) before the competent International Authorities as: [=] agent {J common representallye
Name and address: (Family name followed by given name; for a legal entity, fuli official |Telephone No.

designation. Tne address mist includepostalcode andname ofcountry) 331 53 04 64 64 
PHELIP Bruno et al

Cabinet HARLE & PRELIP Facsimile No.
7 rue de Madrid .
75008 PARIS ° 33 153 04 64 00
France Teleprinter No.

Address for correspondence: Mark this check-box where no agent or commonrepresentative is/has been appointed and the
space aboveis used instead to indicate a special address to which correspondence should be sent.

Form PCT/RO/L01 (first sheet) (July 1998} See Notes to the request form
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ONT. 2 EPA/EPO/ CEB RLISW LIK 715- b-99): 15:21 : 33a G4 _VOSP12/7 +431 70 340001054 2wees eee pe ww ee ee ee te ee ee ree -— ee me me See awe Sg as ee

| e . e
Shest No, oT .. perennean aee eS

. —_ -
Continuation of Box No. HU FURTHER APPLICANT(S) AND/OR (FURTHER) INVENTD RS), a te ome [|

= Ca NS yyIfaone ofthefollowing sub-boxes Is used, this sheet should not be includerd fate ¥ :

__ LwiPe———Per——|__UY r
Name and address: (Family name followed by given name: for a tegal entity, full official |
designation. The addressmust include postal cede and name ofcountry. The country ofthe |address indicatedin this Box is the applicant ‘sState (that is, country) ufretidence ifnoState |
ofresidence is indicated below}

 

 

This person is

LJ applicant only
BINFORD Thomas

16012 Flintlock Road Lx] epplicant and inventor

CUPERTINO California 95014} [-} inventor only (ifthis check-bInventor on y this check-box
United States af America is marked, do notfill in below.)

 
 

 
State (that is, country) of nationality: Sxate (that ls, country) of residence:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Py all designated slf cesignated States except the United Staces the States indicated inStates {J the United States of America of America only the Supplemental Box

 
  

   

 
 

 
  

  This person is applicant
for the purposes of:  
  

 
 
 

 

Name and address: (Family name followed by given name, for a legal entity. full official
designation. The address aust includeFestalcode and name ofcountry. Thecouniryxtheaddress indicaredin this Box is the applicuat'sState (thatis, country) ofresidence fro State
ofresidence is indicatedbelow )

 

 
  

 This person is:

T] applicant only

] applicant and inventor  
 E] inventor only (fthis check-box

is marked, dy notfill in below.) 
  State (that fs, country) of nationality: | State /chet 1s, country) of residence:

eSee 
 

 

 
  
 

This person is applicant all designated all designated States except the United States the States indicated infor the purposesof: [ States 7 the Unites Seaces of Amanca of America only the Supplemental Box
 

 

 

 Name and address: (Family name followed by given name. for a legal entity, fil official—|
designation. The address must inc: ladeposta} code andmame ofcountry. The country ofthe . ,address indicatedin this Box is the applicant ‘sState (that is, country) ofresidenceifrio Stare This person is:
of residence is indicated belaw.)

} applicant only

  

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

CJ applicant and inventor

CJ inventoronly (Ufthis check-bax
is marked, do notfill in below)

 

 State (at is, country, of nationality: State thai is, country) of residence:  
   

 @ This person is applicant | all designated all designated States except the United States the States indicated in
for the purposes of; States the United States of Amesics of America only the Supplemental Box  

Name and aderess: (Family namefelte wed by given name: for a legal entity. full officialdesignation. The addressmust include postal code and name ofcountry. The country of theaddress indicatedin this Box is the applicant sStuté (thal is, country) of cesedenceifno State
ofresidence is indicatedbelow.) | This person is:

I Cj applicant anly

|[] applicant and inventor
inventor only (Ufthis check-box
is marked, do aotfill ia below.)

State (ilar is, country) of nationality: State (that is, counmy of residence:

 

This person is applicant 7 alt designated all designated States except the United States the States indicated infor the purposesof: States the United States of America of America only the Supplememal Box

CJ Further applicants and/or (further) inventors are indicated on another continuation sheet.
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Box No.V DESIGNATION OF STATES

S:2bo: 33iG4 (USPI2D/ +431 70 B403016'H 824388 AE DOD TRL ABIL Btls

Sheet No

fhe following designations are hereby made under Rule 4 Ofa) fmark theupplicablecheck-bonres, at feast ane must be marked):
Regianal Patent

[3 AP ARIPO Patent: GH Ghana, GM Gambia, KE Kenya, 1.8 Lesotho, MWMalawi, SD Sudan, SZ Swaziland, UG Uganda,
ZW Zimbabwe, and any other Strate which is a Contracting State of the Harare Protocol and of the PCT

GJ EA Eurasian Patent: AM Armenia, AZ Azerbaijan, BY Belarus, KG Kyrgyzstan, KZ Kazakhstan, MD Republic of
Moldova, RU Russian Federation, TJ Tajikistan, TM Turkmenistan, and any other State which is a Contracting State
of the Eurasian Patent Convention and af the PCT

CO ep European Patent: AT Austria, BE Relgium, CH and LI Switzeriand and Liechtenstein, CY Cvprus, DE Germany,
DK Denmark, ES Spain, Ff Finland, FR France, GB United Kingdom, GR Greece,[E Treland, IT ftaty, LU Luxembourg.
MC Monaco, NL Netherlands, PT Portugal, S£ Sweden, and anyother State which is a Contracting State of the Eurcpean
Patent Convention and of the PCT

EQ OA OAPI Patent: BF Burkina Faso, BJ Benin, CF Central African Republic, CG Congo, Cl Céte d'Ivoire, CM Cameroon,
GA Gabon, GN Guinea, ML Mali, MR Mauritania, NE Niger, SN Senegal, TD Chad, TG Togo, and anyother State
which isamember State afOAPIand aContracting State ofths PCT (ifother kind ofprotection or treatmentdesired, specify
On dotted lint) coc cece ee eee

| Nationa! Patent (ff other kind ofprotection or treatment desired, specify on dotted line):
AL Albania .. 0... cee eee eee eee.

AM Ammenif ... 66.cect ee

AT AUSUIB Co. ccc eee cee teen ee
AU Australia... 0.0.ee

AZ Azerbaijan

BA Bosnia and Herzegovina ................,
BB Barbados

BG Bulgaria. ..... 2...eee
BR Brazil. 0... wewea ees
BY Belarus...............2.2..2.0..

CA Canada

CH and LI Switzerland and Liechtenstein
CN Ching ...0..... 0.0.00. 0020 22 .

CU Cuba. wee cee et eee ee

CZ Czech Republic... eeeee.
DE Germany......-eee eee ee ee eee
DK Denmark... 00-0ee ee .
EE Estonia .. 0... 0 cece ec eee eens

ES Spain. ...00. 22 lee,
FL Finland... 0.0...ee.

GB United Kingdom
GE Georgia...................0....2..
GH Ghana... le.

GM Gambia
GW Guinea-Bissau...le.

HR Croatia

HU Hungary ..... 0.0... ee eee
ID Indonesia
IL Israel ........... See ee eee eee

IS Iceland

SP Japan 2eeee

KE Kenya...........00. .2. 002 eee eee
KG Kyrgyzstan.............0..2.. coe eeee

KP Democratic People’s Republic of Kore

KR_ Republic of Korea ...... Nae e ee eee
KZ Kazakhstan... 0.)eee eee
LC Saint Lucia
LK Sri Lanka
LR Liberia

LS Lesotho......0..000000. 00.0.0...
LT Lithuania

LU Luxembourg
LV Latvia

MD Republic of Moldova ...............00......

MG Madagascar... eee eee ee eee ee

MK The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

MN Mongolia
MWMalawi .6 00eeeee

MX Mexico . 20020 cece ca ecuae

NO Norway
NZ New Zealand ©0002. 0202 cee cee eee
PL Poland ......... 0.0.0.0. 0000 cee cece eee

PT Portugal oo... cc. eee ee ee eee
RO Romania

RU Russian Federation 22... .. cece aes Catena
SD Sudan
SE Sweden

SG Singapore
SI Slovenia...eee
SK Slovakia ...0.000..0.00............2...
SL Sierra Leone

TJ Tajikisian 6.000000... 0.0.0 e eee
TM Turkmenistan 0.0.0.0. .000 000000002. ee

TR Turkey 0.0... e eeeeee
TT Trinidad and Tobago o.oo. cece eee
UA Ukraine 0.0...cecc cere eee

UG Uganda ..0 0...eecteee

US United States of America ..Continuatdon+-in-
te BARD cece etc reece e eee e tert iens

UZ Uzbekistan...ccceee

YN VietNam wo... cee eee eee eens

YU Yugoslavia 2...eeeee
ZW Zimbabwe .....0..00.000.00020.000.000005

Check-boxes reserved for designating States (tor the Purposes ofa national patent) which have become party to the PCT afterissuance of this shect:
x INDE

FS GRANADAocccceeee ee
fy ARAB EMIRATES............... cee cecaeueeeen

HOREHHOCRORRRRERBBAHEEeeeasaseeReaee
eanNnESSSR

Precautionary Designation Statement: In addition to the designations madc above,the applicantalso makes under Rule 4.9(b) all other
designations which would bc permiticd under the PCT except any designation(s) indicated in the Supplementa! Box as being excluded
from the scope of this statement. The applicant declares that those additional designations are subject to confirmation and that any
designation whichis notconfirmed before the expiration of15 months fromthe priority date is to be regarded as withdrawnby the applicantatthe exnication of that tirne limit. (Comfrmaiion ofa desianation consists ofthe fline ofa notice smectfuine that desionatton and the
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Dr. Thomas

Bintord

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

The present invention relates generally to an image processing system, and

more particularly to the use ofa generic image processing system to detect drowsiness.

2. Description of the Related An.

It is well known that a significant number of highwayaccidents result from

drivers becoming drowsy or falling asleep, which results in many deaths and injuries.

Drowsinessis also a problem in otherfields, such as for airline pilots and power plant

operators, in which great damage mayresult fromfailure to stayalert.

A numberof different physical criteria may be used to establish when a person

is drowsy, including a change in the duration and interval af eye blinking. Normally, the

duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms when awake and about 500 to 800 ms when

drowsy. The time interval between successive blinks is generally constant while awake, but

varies within a relatively broad range when drowsy.

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers. Such

devices are shown, for example, in U.S. Patent Nos. 5.841,354; 5,813,99;

$689,241 55,684,461, 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5.353.013; 5,195,606; 4,928,090;

4,555,697, 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into three categorics: i)

devices that detect movementof the head of the driver, e.g., tilting; ii) devices that detect a

physiological change in the driver, e.g., altered heartbeat or breathing, anditi) devicesthat
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detect a physical result of the driver falling asleep. e.g., a reduced grip on the steering wheel.
Noneofthese devices is believed to have met with commercial success.

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383 disclose a generic image processing system that operates to localize objects

in relative movementin an image and to determine the speed and direction ofthe objects in

real-time, Each pixel of an image is smoothed using its own time constant. A binary value
corresponding to the existence ofa significant variation in the amplitude of the smoothed

pixel from the prior frame, and the amplitude of the variation, are determined, and the time

constant for the pixel is updated. For each particular pixel, two matrices are formed that

include a subset ofthe pixcls spatiatly related to the particular pixel. The first matrix contains

the binary valucs of the subsetof pixels. The second matrix contains the amplitude of the

variation of the subsetof pixels. In the first matrix, it is determined whetherthe pixels along

an oriented direction relative to the particular pixel have binary values representative of

significant variation, and, fer such pixels, it is determined in the second matrix whcther the

amplitude of these pixels varies in a known mannerindicating movementin the oriented

direction. In domainsthat include luminance, hue, saturation, speed. oriented direction, time

constant, and x and yposition, a histogram is formed ofthe valuesin the first and second

matrices falling in user selected combinations of such domains. Usingthe histograms,it is

determined whetherthere is an area having the characteristics of the selected combinations of

domiains,

It would be desirable to apply such a generic image processing system to

detect the drowsiness ofa person.

NYDOCSO4/231003 | 2
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The present invention is a process of detecting a driver falling asleep in which

an image of the face of the driveris acquired. Pixels ofthe image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics.ofat least one eye of the driver are selected and a histogram

is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is analyzed overtimeto identify each

opening and closing of the eye, and fromthe eye opening andclosing information,

characteristics indicative of a driver falling asleep arc determined.

In one embodiment, a sub-area of the image comprising the eye is determined

prior to the step ofselecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of an eye. In this embodiment,the stcp ofselecting pixels ofthc image having

characteristics of an eye involves selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image. The step

of identifying a sub-area of the image preferably involvesidentifying the head ofthe driver,

or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils, and then identifying the

sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model. The head of the driver may be

identified by selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to edges of

the head of the driver. Flistograms of the selected pixels of the edges of the driver's head are

projected onto orthogonal axes. These histograms are then analyzed to identify the cdges of

the driver's head.

The facial characteristic of the driver may be identified by selecting pixels of

the image having characteristics correspondingto the facial characteristic. Histogramsof the

selected pixels of the facial characteristic are projected onto orthogonal axcs. These

histogramsare then analyzed to identify the facial characteristic. If desired, the step of

identifying the facial characteristic in the image involves searching sub-images ofthe image

unul the facial characteristic is found. In the case in whichthe facial characteristic is the

NYDOCS04/271093 8 3
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nostrils of the driver, a histogram is formed ofpixels having !ow luminancelevels to detect

the nostrils. To confirm detection of the nostrils, the histogramsofthe nostril pixels may be

analyzed to determine whether the spacing between the nostrils is within a desired range and

whether the dimensionsof the nostrils fall within a desired range. In order to confirm the

identification of the facial characteristic, an anthropomorphic mode! and the location of the

facia] characteristic are used to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial

characteristic. Pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the second facial

characteristic are selected and a histogramsofthe selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic arc analyzed to confirmthe identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

In order to determine openings and closingsofthe eyes ofthe driver, the step

of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of an

eye ofthe driver involves selecting pixels having low luminance levels corresponding to

shadowing ofthe eye. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram overtime to

identify each opening and closing of the eye involves analyzing the shape of the eye

shadowing to determine openings and closings of the eye. The histograms of shadowed

pixels are preferably projected onto orthogonal axes, and the step of analyzing the shape of

the eye shadowing involves analyzing the width and height of the shadowing.

An alternative method of determining openings and closingsof the eyes ofthe

driver involves selecting pixels of the image having characteristics of movement

carrespondingto blinking. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram overtimeto

identify each opening and closing ofthe eye involves analyzing the numberofpixels in

movement corresponding toblinking over time. The characteristics of a blinking eye are

preferably selected from the group consisting ofi) DP=1. ii) CO indicative of a blinking
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eyelid, 1) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative

of a blinking eyelid.

An apparatusfor detecting a driverfalling asleep includes a sensor for

acquiring an image ofthe face af the driver, a controller, and a histogram formationunit for

forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. The controller controls the

histogramformation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics ofat least one eye of the driver and to form a histogram ofthe selected pixels.

The controller analyzes the histogram overtime to identify each opening and closing of the

eye, and determines from the opening and closing information on the eye, characteristics

indicative of the driver falling asleep.

In one embodiment, the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit

to identify a sub-area of the image comprising the eye, and the controller controls the

histograin formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of the eye only within the sub-area of the image. In orderto select the sub-area

of the image, the. controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the head of

the driver in the image, or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils.

The controller then identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model. To

identify the head of the driver, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges ofthe head of the driver and formshistogramsofthe

selected pixels projected onto orthagonal axes. ‘To identify a facial characteristic of the

driver, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to the facial characteristic and forms histogramsofthe selected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes. The controller then analyzes the histograms of the selected

pixels to identify the edges of the head ofthe driver or the facial characteristic, as the case
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may be. If the facial characteristic is the nostrils of the driver, the histogram formation unit

selects pixels of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminancelevel

of the nostrils. The controller mayalso analyze the histogramsofthe nostril pixels to

determine whether the spacing betweenthe nostrils is within a desired range and whether

dimensions ofthe nostrils fail within a desired range. If desired, the controller may interact

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-imagesof the imageto identify the facial

characteristic.

In orderto verify identification of the facial characteristic, the controller uses

an anthropomorphic model and the location ofthe facial characteristic to cause the histogram

formation unit to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial characteristic. The

histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in the sub-area having characteristics

corresponding to the second facial characteristic and forms a histogram of such pixels. The

controller then analyzes the histogram ofthe selected pixels corresponding to the second

facia] characteristic to identify the second facial characteristic and to thereby confirm the

identification of the first facial characteristic.

In one embodiment, the histogramformation unit selects pixels of the image

having low luminance levels corrcaponding to shadowing ofthe cycs, and the controller then

analyzes the shape ofthe cye shadowingto identify shapes corresponding to openings and

closings of the eye. Thc histogram formation unit preferably forms histogramsof the

shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonalaxes, and the controller analyzes the

width and height of the shadowing to determine openingsand closingsofthe eye.

In an alternative embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of

the image in movement corresponding to blinking and the controfler analyzes the number of

pixels in movementovertime to determine openings andclosings of the eye. The
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characteristics of movement correspondingto blinking are preferably selected from the group

consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinkingeyelid,iii) velocity indicative of a

blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movementindicative ofa blinking eyelid.

If desired, the sensor may be integrally constructcd with the controller and the

histogram formation unit. The apparatus may comprise an alarm, which the controller

Operates upon detection of the driver falling asleep, and may comprise anillumination source.

such as a source of IR radiation, with the sensor being adapted to view the driver when

iluminated by the illumination source.

A rear-view mirror assembly comprises a rear-view mirror and the described

apparatus for detecting driver drowsiness mountcd to the rear-view mirror. In one

embodiment, a bracket attaches the apparatusto the rear-view mirror. In an alternative

embodiment, the rear-view mirror comprises a housing having an open side and an interior.

The rear-view mirror is mountedto the open side of the housing, andis see-through from the

interior of the housing to the exterior of the housing. The drowsiness detection apparatus is

mounted interior to the housing with the sensor directed toward the rear-view mirror. If

desired, a joint attaches the apparatusto the rear-view mirror assembly, with the joint being

adapted to maintain the apparatus in a position facing the driver during adjustmentofthe

mirror assembly by the driver. The rear-vicw mirror assembly may include a sourceof

illumination directed toward the driver, with the sensor adapted to view the driver when

illuminated bythe source of illumination. The rear-vicw mirror assembly may also include

an alarm,with the controller operating the alarm upondetection ofthe driver falling asieep.

Also disclosed is a vehicle comprising the drowsiness detection device.

BRIEF s i * THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagrammaticillustration of the system accordingto the invention.
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Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the temporal andspatial processing units of thc

invention.

Fig. 3 is a block diagramof the temporal processing unit of the invention.

Fig. 4 is a block didgram ofthe spatial processing unit of the invention.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the processing ofpixels in accordance with the

invention. |

Fig. 6 illustrates the numerical values ofthe Freeman code used to determine

movement direction in accordance with the invention.

Fig. 7 illustrates nested mattices as processed bythe temporal processing unit.

Fig. 8 illustrates hexagonal matrices as processed by the temporal processing

unit.

Fig. 9 illustrates reverse-L matrices as processed by the temporal processing

unit.

Fig. 10 illustrates angular sector shaped matrices as processed by the temporal

processing unit.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showingtherelationship between the temporal and

spatial processing units, and the histogram formation units.

Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing theinterrelationship between the various

@ histogramformation units.

Fig. 13 showsthe formation of a two-dimensional histogram of a moving area

from two one-dimensional histograms.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram ofan individual histogram formation unit.

Figs. 1SA and 15B illustrate the use of a histogram formation unit to find the

orientation ofa line relative to an analysis axis.
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Fig. 16 illustrates a one-dimensional histogram.

ig. 17 illustrates the use of semi-graphic sub-matricesto selected desired

areas of an image.

Fig. 18 is a side view illustrating a rear viewmirror in combination with the.

drowsiness detection system of the invention.

Fig. 19 is a top view illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 20 is a schematic illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 21 is a cross-sectional top viewillustrating a rear view mirror assembly

incorporating the drowsiness detection system of the invention.

Fig. 22 is a partial cross-sectional top viewillustrating a joint supporting the

@ drowsiness detection system ofthe invention in the mirror assembly of Fig. 21.
Fig. 23 is a top view illustrating the rclationship between the rear view mirror

assembly of Fig. 2] and a driver.

Fig. 24 illustrates detection of the edges of the head ofa person using the

system of the invention.

Fig. 25 illustrates masking outside of the edgesof the head of a person.

Fig. 26 illustrates masking outside ofthe eyes ofa person.

Fig. 27 illustrates detection of the eyes of a person using the system ofthe

@ invention.

Vig. 28 illustrates successive blinks in a three-dimensional orthogonal

coordinate system.

Figs. 294 and 298illustrate conversion of peaks and valleys of eye movement

histograms to information indicative ofblinking.
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Fig. 30 is a flow diagramillustrating the usc ofthe system of the invention to

detect drowsiness.

Fig. 31 illustrates the use of sub-imagesto search a complete image.

Fig. 32 illustrates the use of the system ofthe inventionto detect nostrils and

to track eye movement.

Fig. 33 illustrates the use of the system ofthe invention to detect an open eye.

Fig. 34 illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect a closed eye.

Fig. 35 is a flow diagram ofan alternative method of detecting drowsiness.

Fig. 36 illustrates use of the system to detect a pupil.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention discloses an application ofthe generic image processing

system disclosed in commonly-owned PCTApplication Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383, the contents of whichare incorporated herein by reference for detection of
variouscriteria associated with the human eye, and especially to detection that a driveris

falling asleep while driveing a vehicle.

The apparatusof the invention is similar to that described in the

aforementioned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and PCT/EP98/05383, which

will be described herein for purposesof clarity. Referring to Figs. | and 10, the generic

@ image processing system 22 includesa spatial and temporal processing unit 11 in

combination with a histogram formation unit 22a. Spatial and temporal processing unit 11

includes an input 12 that receives a digital video signal S originating from a video camera or

other imaging device 13 which monitors a scene 13a. Imaging device 13 is preferably a

conventional CMOS-type CCD camera, which for purposes ofthe presently-described

invention is mounted on a vehicle facing the driver. It will be appreciated that when used in
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non-vehicluar applications, the camera may be mounted in any desired fashionto detect the

specific criteria of interest. It is also foreseen that any other appropriate sensor, e.g.,

ultrasound, [R, Radar,etc., may be used as the imaging device. Imaging device 13 may have

a direct digital output, or an analog output that is converted by an A/D convertor into digital

signal S. Imaging device 13 may also be integral with generic image processing system 22, if

desired.

While signal S maybe a progressive signal, it is preferably composedofa

succession of pairs of interlaced frames, TR, and TR', and TR, and TR’,, each consisting of a

succession of horizontal scannedlines, ¢.g., 1,1, 1,9,..l)47in TR,, and ,, in TR,. Eachline

consists of a succession of pixels or image-points PI, e.g., a, ,, a;2 and a,, for linc Ly aly,

e and al,,,, for line 1, ,, ; al, , and a,, for line], ,. Signal S(PI) represents signal S composed of
pixels PI.

S(PI) includes a frame synchronization signal (ST) at the beginning ofeach

frame,a line synchronization signal (SL) at the beginning of each line, and a blanking signal

(BL). Thus, S(PI) includes a succession frames, which are representative of the time domain,

and within each frame, a series of lines and pixels, which are representative of the spatia!

domain.

In the time domain, "successive frames” shall refer to successive frames of the

@ same type (i.¢., odd frames such as TR, or even frames such as TR',), and "successive pixels

in the same position” shall denote successive values ofthe pixels (PI) in the same location in

successive frames of the same type, e.g., a,, of |, , in frame TR, and a, , of |,, in the next

corresponding frame TR,

Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 generates outputs ZH and SR 14 toa

data bus 23 (Fig. 11), which are preferably digital signals. Complex signal ZH comprises a

NYDOCS04/291003 | 11
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number of output signals generated by the system, preferably including signals indicating the

existence and localization of an area or object in motion, and the speed Vand theoriented

direction of displacement DI of each pixel of the image. Also preferably output from the

system is input digital video signal S, which is delayed (SR) to make it synchronouswith the

output ZHfor the frame, taking into accountthe calculation time for the data in composite

signal ZH (one frame). The delayed signal SRis used to display the image received by

camera 13 on a monitor ortelevision screen 10, which may also be used to display the

information contained in composite signal ZH. Composite signal ZH mayalso be transmitted

to a separate processing assembly 10a in which further processing ofthe signal maybe

accomplished.

Referring to Fig. 2, spatial and temporal processing unit 11 includes a first

assembly !]a, which consists of a temporal processing unit 15 having an associated memory

16, a spatial processing unit 17 having a delay unit 18 and sequencing unit 19, and a pixel

clock 20, which generates a clock signal HP, and which serves as a clock for temporal!

processing unit 15 and sequencing unit 19. Clock pulses HPare generated by clock 20 at the

pixel rate of the image, whichis preferably 13.5 MHZ.

Fig. 3 showsthe operation of temporal processing unit 15, the function of

which is to smooth the video signal and generate a numberof outputs that are utilized by

spatial processing unit 17. During processing, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves from

memory 16 the smoothed pixel values LI ofthe digital video signal from the immediately

prior frame, and the values of a smoothing time constant CI for each pixel. As used herein,

LO and CO shall be used to denote the pixel values (L) and time constants (C) stored in

memory 16 from temporal processing unit 15, and LI and CIshal] denote the pixel values (L)

and time constants (C) respectively for such values retrieved from memory 16 for use by

NYMOCSO4/231003 1 12
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temporal processing unit 15. Temporal processing unit 15 generates a binary outputsigna!

DP for eachpixel, which identifies whetherthe pixel has undergonesignificantvariation, and

a digital signal CO, which represents the updated calculated value of time constant C.

Referring to Fig.-3, temporal processing unit 15 includesa first block 15a

whichreceives the pixcls Pl of input videysignal $. For each pixel PI, the temporal

processing unit retrieves from memory 16 a smoothed value LI of this pixel trom the

immediately preceding comesponding frame, which was calculated by temporal processing

unit 15 during processing of the immediately prior frame and stored in memory 16 as LQ.

Temporal processing unit 15 calculates the absolute value AB ofthe difference between each

pixel valuc Pi and LI for the samepixel position (for example a,,, of |,, in TR, and of1, , in

TR;:

AB =IPI-LEI

Temporal processing unit. 15 is controlled byclock signal HP from clock 20 in

order to maintain synchronization with the incoming pixel stream. Test block 15b of

temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB and a threshold value SE. Threshold SE may

be constant, but preferably varies based upon the pixel value PI, and more preferably varies

with the pixel value so as to form a gammacorrection. Known meansofvarying SE to form

a gammacorrection is represented by the optiorial block ]5e¢ shown in dashed lines. Test

block 15b compares, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, digital signals AB and SEin order to

determine a binary signal DP. If AB exceeds threshold SE, which indicates that pixel value

P] has undergone signtficantvariation as compared to the smoothed value L1 ofthe sane

pixel in the prior frame, DP is set to "1" for the pixel under consideration. Otherwise, D? is

set to "0" for such pixel.

NYDOCSN4/23 1093 1 13
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When DP = 1, the difference between the pixel value PI and smoothed value

LI of the samepixel in the prior frame is considered 100 great, and temporal processing unit

15 attempts to reducethis difference in subsequent frames by reducing the smoothing time

constant Cfor that pixel. Conversely, if DP = 0, temporal processing unit 15 attempts to

increase this difference in subsequent frames by increasing the smoothing tine constant ( for

that pixel. These adjustinents to time constant C as a function of the value of DP are made by
block 1Sc. If DP = 1, block 15c reduces the time constant by a unit value U so that the new
value of the time 7constant CO equals the old valuc of the constant CI minus unit value U.

CO=CI-U

If DP = 0, block 15c increases the time constant by a unit valuc U so thatthe

e newvalue of the time constant CO equals the old value of the constant C) plus unit value U.
CO=CI+U

Thus, for each pixel, block 15c¢ receives the binary signal DP from test unit

15b and time constant CI from memory 16, adjusts CI up or down by unit value U,and

generates a new time constant CO whichis stored in memory16 to replace time constant CI.

ln a preferred embodiment, time constant C, is in the form 2°, where p is

incremented or decremented byunit valuc U, which preferably equals |, in block 5c. Thus,

if DP = 1, block 15c subtracts one (for the case where U=1) frompin the time constant 2°

@ which becomes 2"'. If DP = 0, block I 5c adds one to p in time constant 2°, which becomes

2°! The choice of a time constant of the form 2°facilitates calculations and thus simplifies

the structure of block 15c.

Block 1 5c includes several tests to ensure proper operation ofthe system.

First, CO must remain within defined limits. In a preferred embodiment, CO must not

become negative (CO > 0) and it must not exceed a limit N (CO <N), which is preferablv

NYDOCS04/23 1093 1 14
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seven. In the instance in which CI and CO arein the form 2°, the upperlimit N is the

maximum valuc forp.

The upper limit N may be constant, but is preferably variable. An optional

input unit 15f includes a register of memory that enablesthe user, or controller 42 to vary N.

The consequenceof increasing N is to increase the sensitivity of the system to detecting

displacement ofpixels, whereas reducing N improves detection of high speeds. N may be

madeto depend on PI (N may vary on a pixel-by-pixel basis,ifdesired) in orderto regulate

the variation of LO as a function of the lever of PI, i.e., Nj, = f(PI;,.), the calculation of which

is done in block 15f, which in this case would receive the value of PI from video camera 13.

Finally, a calculation block 15d receives, for each pixel, the new time constant

® CO generated in block | 5c, the pixel values PI of the incoming video signalS, and the
smoothed pixel value [I of the pixel in the previous frame from memory 16. Calculation

block 15d then calculates a new smoothed pixcl value LO forthe pixel as follows:

LO=LI + (PI - LD/CO

If CO = 2", then

LO=LI + (PI- LIV’

where "po", is the new valuc ofp calculated in unit 15c¢ and which replaces previous value of

"pi" in memory 16.

@ The purpose of the smoothing operationis to normalizevariations in the value
of each pixel Pf of the incoming video signal! for reducing the variation differences. For each

pixel of the frame, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves L] and CI from memory 16, and

generates new values LO (new smoothedpixel value) and CO (new time constant) that are

stored in memory 16 to replace LI and Clrespectively. As shown in Fig.2, temporal

NYDOCS04/23 1093 1 15
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processing unit 15 transmits the CO and DP values for eachpixel to spatial processing unit 17

through the delay unit 18.

The capacity of memory16 assuming that there are R pixels in a frame, and

thercfore 2K pixels per complete image, mustbe at least 2R(e+f) bits, where e is the number

of bits required to store a single pixel value LI (preferably eightbits), and fis the numberof

bits required to store a single time constant Cl(preferably 3 bits). If each video imageis

composed ofa single frame (progressive image). it is sufficient to use R(e+f) bits rather than

2R(e+f) bits.

Spatial processing unit 17 is used to identify an area in relative movement in

the images from camera 13 and to determine the speed and oriented direction of the

movement. Spatial processing unit 17, in conjunction with delay unit 18, cooperates with a

control unit 19 that is controlled by clock 20, which generates clock pulse HPat the pixel

frequency. Spatial processing unit 17 receives signals DP, and CO, (where i and j correspond

to the x and y coordinatesof the pixel) from temporal processing unit 15 and processes these

signals as discusscd below. Whereas temporal pracessing unit 15 processes pixels within

each frame, spatial processing unit 17 processes groupingsofpixels within the frames.

Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows the temporal processing of successive

corresponding frame sequences TR,, TR;, TR; and the spatial processing in the these frarnes

ofa pixel Pl with coordinatesx, y, at timest,, t,, and t,. A plane in Fig. 5 correspondsto the

spatial processing of a frame, whereas the superposition of frames correspondsto the

temporal processing of successive frames.

Signals DP, and CO, from temporal processing unit 15 ure distributed by

spatial processing unit 17 into a first matrix 21 containing a number of rows and columns

much smaller than the numberof lines L of the frame and the numberofpixels M perline.

NYDOCS04 231093 | 16
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Matrix 21 preferably includes 2/+ 1 lines along the y axis and 2m+1 columns along the x axis

(in Cartesian coordinates), where / and m are small integer numbers. Advantagcously, / and

m are chosen to be powers of 2, where for example / is equal to 2" and m is equal to 2", a and

b being integer numbers of about 2 to 5, for example. To simplify the drawing andthe

explanation, m will be taken to be equalto / (although it may be different) and m=/=23=8, In

this case, matrix 21 will have 2 x 8 + 1 = 17 rows and 17 columns. Fig. 4 shows a portion of

the 17 rows Yo, Yj... Yis. Yyg. and 17 columns Xo, X,, ... X,,. X,, which form matrix 21.

Spatial processing unit 17 distributes into / x m matrix 21 the incoming flows

of Dp,, and CO,, from temporal processing unit 15. It will be appreciated that only a subset of

all DP,;, and CO,;, values will be included in matrix 21, since the frame is much larger, having

I lines and M pixels per row (e.g., 312.5 lines and 250-800pixels), depending upon the TV

standard used.

in order to distinguish the L x M matrix ofthe incoming video signal from the

/ x m matrix 21 of spatial processing unit 17, the indices i and j will be used to representthe

coordinates of the former matrix and the indices x and y will be used to represent the

coordinates ofthe latter. Ata given instant, a pixel with an instantaneous value PI;,, is

characterized at the inputof the spatial processing unit 17 by signals DP,, and CO,,,. The

(2/+1 ) x (2m + 1) matrix 21 is formed by scanning each ofthe L x M matrices for DP and

@ co.

In matrix 21, each pixel is defined by a row number between 0 and 16

(inclusive), for rows Y, to Y\, respectively, and a column number between 0 and 16

(inclusive), for columns X, to X,, respectively, in the case in which / = m= 8. In this case,

matrix 21 will be a plane of 17 x 17 = 289 pixels.
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In Fig. 4, elongated horizontal rectangles Y, to Y\, (only four of which have

been shown,i.¢., Yo. Y;, Yis and Y\,) and vertical lines X, to X,, (of which only four have

been shown, i.e., X,, X,, X,, and X,, ) tllustrate matrix 21 with 17 x 17 imagepoints or pixels

having indices defined at the intersection of an ordinate row and an abscissa column. For

example, the P,, is at the intersection of column 8 and row 8 as ilJustrated in Fig. 4 at position

e, which is the center of matrix 21.

In response to the HP and BL signals from clock 20 (Fig. 2), a rate control or

sequencing unit 19: i) generates a line sequencesignal SL at a frequency equal to the quotient

of 13.5 MHZ(for an image with a corresponding numberofpixels) divided by the number of

columnsper frame (for example 400) to delay unit 18,ii) generates a frame signal SC, the

frequency of whichis equal to the quotient 13.5/400 MHZdivided by the numberof rows in

the video image, for example 312.5, iii) and outputs the HP clock signal. Blanking signa! BL

is used to render sequencing unit 19 non-operational during synchronization signals in the

input image.

A delay unit 18 carrics out the distribution of portions of the J. x M matrix into

matrix 21. Delay unit 18 receives the DP, CO, and incoming pixel S(PI) signals, and

distributes these into matrix 21 using clock signal HP and line sequence and column sequence

signals SL and SC.

In order to form matrix 21 from the incoming stream of DP and CO signals,

the successive row, Y, to Y,, for the DP and CO signals must be delayed as follows:

row Y, - not delayed;

row Y, - delayed bythe duration ofa frame line TP;

row Y, - delayed by 2 TP;

and se on until
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row Y,, - delayed by 16 TP.

The successive delays of the duration of a frame rowTP,are carried out ina

cascade ofsixteen delaycircuits 1,,r3,...r,, that serve rows Y,Y;...Yj respectively, row Y,

being served directly by the DP and COsignals without any delay uponarriving from

temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits 5,r,,...1,, may be built up by a delay line with

sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by any section thereof between two successive outputs

being constant and cqual to TP.

Rate control unit 19 controls the scanning of the entire L x M frame matrix

over matrix 21. The circular displacementofpixels in a row ofthe frame matrix on the 17 x

17 matrix, for example fram X, to X,, on row Yo, is done by a cascade of sixteen shift

registers d on each of the 17 rows from Y, to Y,, (giving a total of 16 x 17 = 272 shift

registers) placed in each row between two successive pixel positions, namely the register do,

between positions PI,,. and Ply, register d,. between positions Pl,,, and PI,,, etc. Each register

imposes a delay TS equalto the time difference betwcen two successive pixels in a row or

line, using column sequencesignal SC. Because rows/,, /, ... 1, ina frame TR, (Fig. 1), for

S(PI) and for DP and CO,reach delay unit 18 shifted by TP (complete duration of a row) one

after the other, and delay unit 18 distributes them with gradually increasing delays of TP onto

rows Yy, Y, ... Yj, these rows display the DP and COsignals at a given time for rows /,.J, ..,

/,, in the same frame portion. Similarly in a given row, e.g., /,, successive pixelsignals a, ,,

a,> ... arrive shifted by TS and shift registers d impose a delay also equal to TS. Asa result,

the pixels of the DP and COsignals in a given row Y,to Y|, in matrix 21, are contemporary,

i.e., they correspond to the same frame portion.

The signals representing the COs and DPsin matrix 21 are available at a given

instant on the 16 x 17 = 272 outputs ofthe shift registers, as well as upstream ofthe registers
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ahead of the 17 rows, 1.e., registers dy ,, d,,.... djg,, which makes a total of 16 x 17+17=17

x 17 outputs for the 17 x 17 positions Py,Pp ),..-Pg5---Pig 16

in order to better understand the process ofspatial processing, the system will

be described with respect to a small matrix M3 containing 3 rows and 3 columns where the

central element of the 9 elementsthereof is pixel ¢ with coordinates x = 8, y = 8 as iltustrated

below:

(M3)m roe —-mmO
In matrix M3,positionsa, b, ¢, d, f, g, h, i around the central pixel e

correspondto eight oricnted directionsrelative to the central pixel. The eight directions may

be identified using the I‘reeran codeillustrated in Fig. 6, the directions being coded 0 to 7

starting from the x axis, in steps of 45°. In the Freeman code,the eight possible oriented

directions, may be represented by a 3-bit numbersince 2° = 8.

Considering matrix M3, the 8 directions of the Freeman codeare as follows:

WAdeww aAleBO ~O
Returning to matrix 21 having !7 x 17 pixels, a calculation unit 17a examines

at the same time various nested square second matrices centered on ¢, with dimensions 15 x

15,13% 13, 11%11,9x9,7x7,5x5 and 3 x 3, within matrix 21, the 3 x 3 matrix being the

M3 matrix mentioned above. Spatial processing unit 17 determines which matrix is the

smallest in which pixels with DP = 1 are aligned along a straight line which determines the

direction of movementofthe aligned pixels.

For the aligned pixels in the matrix, the system determines if CO varies on

cachside of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in anoriented direction
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and -a in the opposite orjented direction, where 1<a<N. For example, if positions g, e, and c

of M3 have values -1, 0, +1, then a displacementexists in this matrix from rightto left in the

(oriented) direction 1 in the Freeman cade (Fig. 6). However, positions g, e, and ¢ must at the

same timc have DP = |. The displdcement speed ofthe pixels in motion is greater whenthe

matrix, among the 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 nested matrices, in which CO varies from +1 or -|

between two adjacent positions along a directionis larger. For example,ifpositions g, e, and

c inthe 9 x 9 matrix denoted M9 have values- 1, 0, +1 in oriented direction !, the

displacementwil] be faster than for values -1, 0, +1 in 3 x 3 matrix M3 (Fig. 7). The smallest

matrix for which a line meets the test of DP=1 for the pixels in the line and CO varies on each

side of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oriented direction and

-a in the opposite oriented direction, is chosen as the principal line of interest.

Within a given matrix, a greater value of +CO indicates slower movement.

For example, in the smallest matrix, i.e., the 3x3 matrix, CO=4+2 with DPs=l determines

subpixel movementi.e. one half pixel per image, and CO=+3, indicates slower movement,

i.e. one third ofa pixel per image. In order to reduce the calculation powerin the system and

to simplify the hardware. preferably only those values of CO which are symmetricalrelative

to the central pixel are considered.

Since COis represented as a power of2 in a preferred embodiment, an

extended range of speeds may be identified using only a few bits for CO, while still enabling

identification ofrelatively low speeds. Varying speed may be detected because, for example -

2, 0, +2 in positions yg, ¢, c in 3 x 3 matrix M3 indicates a speed half as fast as the speed

corresponding to 1, 0, +1 for the same positions in matrix M3.

Twotests are preferably performed on the results to remove uncertainties, The

first test chooses the strongest variation, in other words the highest time constant, if there are
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variations of CO along several directions in ane of the nested matrices. The sccondtest

arbitrarily chooses one of two (or more) directions along whichthe variation of COQ is

identical. for example by choosing the smallest value of the Freeman code, in the instance

whenidentical lines of motion are ‘directed in a single matrix in different directions. This

usually arises when the actual direction of displacementis approximately between two

successive coded directions in the Freeman code, for example between directions ! and 2

corresponding to an (oriented) direction that can be denoted 1.5 (Fig. 6) of about 67.5° with

the x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman code).

The scanning ofan entire frame ofthe digital video signal S preferably occurs

in the following sequence. Thefirst group of pixels consideredis the first 17 rows or lines of

the frame, and the first 17 columns of the frame. Subsequently,still for the first 17 rows of

the frame, the matrix is moved columnby column fromthe left of the frame to the right, as

shownin Fig. 5, i.e., from portion TM,at the extremeleft, then TM, offset by one column

with respect to TM,, until TM,, (where M is the numberofpixels per frame line or row)at

the extreme right. Oncethe first 17 rows have been considered for each column from left to

right, the process is repeated for rows 2 to 18 in the frame. This process continues,shifting

down oneraw at a time until the last group of lines at the bottom ofthe frame, i.¢., lines L -

16... LL. (where L is the numberof lines per frame) are considered.

e Spatial processing unit 17 generates the following output signals for each
pixel: i) a signal V representing the displacement speed for the pixel, based upon the

amplitude of the maximun) variation of CO surroundingthe pixel, the value of which may be,

for example, represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 if the speed is in the form of a power

of 2, and therefore maybe stored in 3 bits, ii) a signal DJ representing the direction of

displacementofthe pixel, which is calculated from the direction ofmaximum variation, the
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value of DI being also preferably represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 corresponding to

the Freeman code, stored in 3 bits, ii) a binary validation signal VI. which indicates whether

the result of the speed and oriented direction is valid, in order to be able to distinguish a valid

output with V = 0 and DIL = 0, from the lack ofan output dueto an incident, this signal being

| for a valid output or O for an invalid output, iv) a time constant signal CO.stored in3bits,

for example, and v) a delayed video signal SR consisting of the input video signal S delayed

in the delay unit 18 by 16 consecutive line durations TR and therefore bythe duration ofthe

distribution of the signal S in the 17x 17 matrix 21, in order to obtain a video signal timed to

matrix 21, which may be displayed on a television set or monitor. Also output are the clock

signal HP, line sequence signal SL and column sequence signal SC from control unit 19.

Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or an inverted L-shaped matrix (Fig. 9) may

be substituted for the nested rectangular matrices in Figs. 4 and 7. In the case showninFig.8,

the nested matrices (in which only the most central matrices MRI and MR2 have been shown)

are all centered on point MRO whichcorrespondsto the central point of matrices M3, M9 in

Fig. 7. The advantage of a hexagonal matrix system is that it allows the use of oblique

coordinate axes x,, y,. and a breakdowninto triangles with identical sides, to carry out an

isotropic speed calculation.

The matrix in Fig. 9 is composed ofa single row (L,) and a single column (C,)

starting from the central position MR,in which the two signals DP and COrespectively are

equal to "1" for DP and increase or decrease by one unit for CO, if movement occurs.

If movementis in the direction of the x coordinate, the CO signalis identical

in all positions (boxes) in column C,, and the binary signal DP is equal to 1 in all positions in

row L,, from the origin MR,, with the value CO,, up to the position in which CO is equalto

CO, +1 or-1 inclusive. If movementis in the direction of the y coordinate, the CO signal is
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identical in all positions (boxes) in row I.,, and the binary signal DP is equal to1 inall

positions in column C,, from the origin MR,. with the value CO,, up to the position in which

COis equal to CO,, +1 or -1 inclusive. If movement is oblique relative to the x and y

coordinates, the binary signal DP is equal to 1 and CO is equal to CO,in positions (boxes) of

L, and in positions (boxes) of C,, the slope being determined by the perpendicularto the line

passing throughthe two positions in whichthe signal CO, changesby the value of one unit,
the DP signal always being equaltoI.

Fig. 9 showsthe case in which DP = [ and CO,changesvalue by one unit in

the two specific positions L,, and C,, and indicates the corresponding slope P,. In all cases,

the displacementspeed is a function ofthe position in which CO changesvalue by one unit.

If CO changes by oneunit in L, or C, only, it corresponds to the value of the CO variation

position. If CO changes by oneunit in a position in L, and in a position in C,, the speed is

proportional to the distance between MR,and E,(intersection ofthe line perpendicular to C,-

L,, passing through MR,).

Fig. 10 showsan imaging device with sensors located at the intersections of

concentric lines ¢ and radiallines d that correspond to the rows and columnsofa rectangular

matrix imaging device. The operation of such an imaging device is controlled by a circular

scanning sequencer. In thts cmbodiment, angular sector shaped n x n matrices MC are

formed, (a 3x3 matrix MC3 and a 5x5 matrix MCS are shown) and except for sequencing

differences, the matrices are processed identical to the square matrix embodiments discussed

above.

As shownin Figs. 11-16, spatial.and temporal processing unit 11 is used in

connection with a histogram processor 22a for identifying objects within the input signal

based upon user specified criteria for identifying such objects. A bus Z-Z, (See Figs. 2, 11
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and 12) transfers the outputsignals of spatial and temporal processing unit }1 to histogram

processor 22a. Histogram processor 22a generates composite output signal ZH which

contains information on the areas in relative movementin the scene.

Referring to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a bus 23 for

communicating signals between the various components thereof, for receiving input

commands from a controller 42 and for transmitting outputsignals to controller 42.

Histogram formation and processing blocks 24 - 29 receive the various input signals,i.e.,

delayed digital video signal SR, speed V, oriented directions (in Freeman code) DI, time
constant CO,first axis x(m) and second axis y(m), which are discussed in detail below. The

function of each histogram formation block is to enable a histogram to be formed for the

domain associated with that block. For example, histogram formation block 24 receives the

delayed digital video signal SR and enables a histogram to be formed for the luminance

values of the video signal. Since the luminanceofthe signal will generally be represented by

a numberin the range of 0-255, histogram formation block 24is preferably a memory

addressable with 8 bits, with cach memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to

correspond to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 25 receives speed signal V and enables a

histogram to be formed for the various speeds present in a frame. Ina preferred embodiment,

@ the spced is an integer in the range 0-7, Histogram formation block 25 is then preferably a
memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memorylocation having a sufficient number of

bits to correspondto the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 26 receives oriented direction signal DI and

enables a histogram to be formed for the oriented directions present in a frame. Ina preferred

embodiment, the oriented direction is an integer in the range 0-7, corresponding to the
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Freeman code. Histogram formation block 26 is then preferably a memory addressable with 3

bits, with each memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the

numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 27 receives time constant signal CO and enables a

histogramto be formed for the time constants ofthe pixels ina frame. Ina prefcrred

embodiment,the time constant is an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block 27

is then preferably a memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location having a

sufficient numberofbits to correspondto the numberofpixels in a frame,

Histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 receive the x and y positions

respectively ofpixels for which a histogram is to be formed, and form histogramsfor such

® pixels, as discussed in greater detail below. Histogram formation block 28 is preferably
addressable with the numberofbits corresponding to the numberofpixels in a line, with each

memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberoflines in a

frame, and histogram formation block 29 is preferably addressable with the numberofbits

corresponding to the numberoflincs in a frame, with each memory location having a

sufficient number ofbits to correspond to the numberofpixels inaline.

Referring to Figs. 12 and 14, each of the histogram formation blocks 24 - 29

has an associated validation block 30 - 35 respectively, which generates a validation signal

© V1 - V6 respectively. In general, each of the histogram formation blocks 24-29is identicalto

the others and functions in the same manner. For simplicity, the invention will be described

with respect to the operation of histogram formation block 25, it being appreciated that the

remaining histogram formation blocks operate in a like manner. Histogram formation block

25 includes a histogramforming portion 25a, which formsthe histogram for that block, and a

classifier 25b, for selecting the criteria of pixels for which the histogramis to be formed.
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Histogram forming portion 25a and classifier 25b operate under the control of computer

software in an integrated circuit (not shown), to extract certain limits of the histograms

generated by the histogram formation block,and to contral operation of the various

components of the histogram farmiation units.

Referring to Fig. 14, histogram forming portion 25a includes a memory 100,

which is preferably a conventional digital memory. In the case of histogram formation block

25 which forms a histogram of speed, memory [60is sized to have addresses 0-7, each of

which may store up to the number ofpixcls in an image. Between frames, memory 100 is

initiated, 1.e., cleared ofall memory,by setting izif=] in multiplexors 102 and 104. This has

the effect, with respect to multiplexor 102 of selecting the "0" input, which is output to the

Data In line of memory 100. At the sametime,setting init] causes multiplexor 104 to select

the Counter input, which is output to the Address line of memory 100. The Counter inputis

connected to a counter (not shown) that counts throughall of the addresses for memory 100,

in this case O<address<7. This has the effect of placing a zero in al] memory addresses of

memory 100. Memory 100is preferably cleared during the blanking interval between each

frame. After memory 10U is cleared, the mit line is set to zero, which in the case of

multiplexor 102 results in the content of the Data line being sent to memory 100, and in the

case of multiplexor 104 results in the data from spatial processing unit 117, i.c., the V data,

being sent to the Address line ofmemory 100.

Classifier 25b enables only data having selected classification criteria to be

considered further, meaning to possibly be included in the histograms formed by histogram

formation blocks 24-29. For example, with respect to speed, which is preferably a value in

the range of 0-7, classifier 25b may be set to consider only data within a particular speed

category or categories, c.p., speed 1, speeds 3 or 5, speed 3-6, etc. Classifier 25b includes a
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register 106 that enables the classification criteria to be set by the user, or by a separate

computer program. By way of example, register 106 will include, in the case of speed, eight

registers numbered 0-7. By setting a register to "lL", e.g., register number2, only data that

meets the criteria of the selected class, e.g., speed 2, will result in a classification output of
"I". Expressed mathematically, for any given register in which R(k) = b, where k is the

register numberand b is the boolean value stored in the register:

Output= R(data(V))

So for a data point V of magnitude 2, the output of classifier 25b will be "1" only if R(2)=1.

The classifier associated with histogram formation block 24 preferably has 256 registers, one

@ register for each possible luminance value of the image. The classifier associated with

histogram formation block 26 preferably has 8 registers, one register for each possible

direction value. The classifier associated with histogram formation block 27 preferably has 8

registers, one register for each possible value of CO. Theclassifier associated with histogram

formation block 28 preferably has the same number ofregisters as the numberofpixels per

line. Finally, the classifier associated with histogram formation block 29 preferably has the

same numberof registers as the numberoflines per frame, The output of each classifier is

communicated to each ofthe validation blocks 30-35 via bus 23, in the case of histogram

@ formation blocks 28 an 29, through combination unit 36, which will be discussed further
below.

Validation units 30-35 receive the classification information in parallel from

all classification units in histogram formation blocks 24 - 29, Each validation unit generates

a validation signal which is communicated to its associated histogram formation block 24 -

29. The validation signal determines, for each incoming pixel, whether the histogram

formation block will utilize that pixel in formingit histogram. Referring again to Fig. 14,
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which shows histogram formation block 25, validation unit 31 includes a register block 108

having a register associated with each histogratn formation block, or more generally, a

register associated with each data domain thatthe systern is capable ofprocessing,in this

case, luminance, speed, direction, CO,and x and y position. The content of eachregister in
register block 108 is a binary value that may beset by a user or by a computercontroller.

Each validation unit receive via bus 23 the output of each oftheclassifiers, in this case

numbered 0 ... p, keeping in mindthat for any data domain, e.g., speed, the output of the

classifier for that data domain will only be “1" if the particular data point being consideredis

in the class of the registers set to "1" in the classifier for that data domain. The validation

signal fromeach validation unit will only be "1" if for each register in the validation unit that

is set to"1", an input of "1"is received from the classifier for the domain ofthat register.

This may be expressed asfollows:

out = (in, + Regg). (fm, + Reg,) ... (i, + Reg, Ming + int, +... in,)

where Reg, is the register in the validation unit associated with input ing. Thus, using the

classifiers in combination with validation units 30 - 35, the system mayselect for processing

onty data points in anyselected classes within any selected domains, For example, the system

may be usedlo detect only data points having speed 2, direction 4, and luminance 125 by

setting each of the following registers to "1": the registers in the validation units for speed,

direction, and luminance, register 2 in the speedclassifier, register 4 in the direction

classifier, and register 125 in the luminanceclassifier. In order to form thosepixels into a

block, the registers in the validation units for the x and y directions would beset to "1" as

well.
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Referring again to Fig. 13, validation signal V2 is updated ona pixel-by-pixel

basis. If, fora particular pixel, validauon signal V2 is "1", adder 110 increments the output of

memory 100 by one. If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is 0", adder 100 does not

increments the output of memory. In any case, the output of adder 100is stored in memory
100 at the address corresponding to-the pixel being considered. For example, assuming that

memory )00 is used to form a histogram of speed, which may be categorized as speeds 0-7,

and whcre memory 100 will include 0-7 corresponding memory locations,if a pixel with

speed6is received, the address input to multiplexor 104 throughthe data line will be 6.

Assumingthat validation signal V2 is "1", the content in memory atlocation 6 will be

incremented. Over the course of an image, memory 100 will contain a histogram of the

pixels for the image in the category associated with the memory. If, for a particular pixel,

validation signal V2 is "0" because that pixel is not in a category for which pixels are to be

counted (¢ g., because that pixel does not have the correct direction, speed, or luminance),

that pixel will not be used in forming the histogram.

For the histogram formed in memory100, key characteristics for that

histogram are simultaneously computed in a unit 112. Referring to Fig. 14, unit 112 includes

memories for each of the key characteristics, which include the minimum (MIN)ofthe

histogram, the maximum (MAX)ofthe histogram, the number of points (NBPTS) in the

histogram, the position (POASRMAX)ofthe maximum of the histogram, and the number of

points (RMAX)at the maximumofthe histogram. These characteristics are determined in

parallel with the formation of the histogram as follows:

For each pixel with a validation signal V2 of "1":

(a) if the data value of the pixel < MIN (whichis initially set to the

maximum possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MIN;
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(b) if the data value of the pixel > MAX (whichisinitially set to the

minimum possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MAX;

(c) if the content of memory 100 at the addressofthe data value ofthe

pixel > RMAX (whichis initially set to the minimum possible value of the histogram), then i)
write data value in POSRMAXandij) write the memory outpul in RMAX.

(d) increment NBPTS (whichis initially set to zero).

At the completion of the formation of the histogram in memory 100at the end

of each frame, unit 112 will contain important data characterizing the histogram. The

histogram in each memory 100, and the characteristics of the histogram in units 112 are read

during the scanning spol of each frame by controller 42, and the memories 100 are cleared

and units 112 are re-initialized for processing the next frame.

The system of the invention includes a semi-graphic masking function to

select pixels to be considered by the system. Fig. 16 shows a typical image 53 consisting of |
pixels arranged in a Q x R matrix, which is divided into sub-matrices $1 each having a

dimension of 5 x ¢, wherein each s x ¢ sub-matrix includes 5 x ¢ numberofpixels of the image.

Each sub-matrix shown in Fig. 17 is a 3x4 matrix. Ina preferred embodiment, s=9 and 12,

although any appropriate sub-matrix size may be used,if desired, including 1 x 1, Referring

to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a semi-graphic memory 50, which includes a

one-bit memory location corresponding to each s x ¢ matrix. For any given sub-matrix 51, the

corresponding bit in memory 50 maybeset to "0", which has the effect of ignoringall pixcls

in such sub-matrix 50, or may be set to "1* in which case all pixels in such sub-matrix will be

considered in forming histograms. Thus, by using semi-graphic memory 50,it is possible to

limit those areas of the image to be considered during histogram formation. For example,

when an image ofa road taken by a camera facing forward on a vehicle is used to detect the
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lanes ofthe road, the pixel information ofthe road at the farthest distances frorn the camera

generally does not contain useful information. Accordingly, in such an application, the semi-

graphic memoryis used to mask off the distant portionsof the road by setting semi-graphic
memory50 to ignore such pixels. Alternatively, the portion of the road to be ignored maybe
masked by setting the systemta track pixels only within a detection box that excludes the

undesired arca of the screen, as discussed below.

In operation, for any pixel under consideration, an AND operation is run on

the validation signa! for such pixel and the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the sub-

matrix in which that pixel is located. lf the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the sub-

matrix in which that pixel is located contains "0", the AND operation will yield a "0" and the

pixel will be ignored, otherwise the pixel will be considered in the usual manner. It is

foreseen that the AND operation may be run on other than the validation signal, with the

same resultant functionality. Also, it is forcscen that memory 50 may he a frame sizc

memory, with each pixel being independently selectable in the semi-graphic memory. This

would enable any desired pixels of the image to be considered or ignored as desired. Semi-

graphic memory50 is set by controller 42 via data bus 23.

Fig. 16 showsan example of the successive classes C,, C,...C,.,, C,, each

representing a particular velocity, for a hypothetical velocity histogram, with their being

categorization for up to 16 velocities (15 are shown)in this example. Also shownis envelope

38, which is a smoothedrepresentation of the histogram.

In order ty Jocate the position of an object having user specified criteria within

the image, histogram blocks 28 and 29 are used to generate histogramsfor the x and y

positions of pixcls with the selected criteria. These are shown in lig. 13 as histograms along

the x and y coordinates. These x and y data are output to moving area formation block 36
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which combinesthe abscissa and ordinate information x(m), and y(m), respectively into a

composite signal xy(m) that is output onto bus 23. A sample composite histogram 40is

shownin Fig. 13. The various histograms and composite signal xy(m) that are output to bus

23 ate used to determine if there is a moving area in the image,to localize this area, and/or to
determineits speed and oriented direction. Because the area in relative movement maybe in

an observation plane along directions x and y which are not necessarily orthogonal, as

discussed below with respcct to Fig. 18, a data change block 37 maybe used to convert the x

and y data to orthogonat coordinates. Data change block 37 reccivesorientation signals x(m),

and y(m), for x(m)y and y(m), axes, as well as pixel clock signals HP, line sequence and

@ column sequence signals SL and SC (these three signals being grouped together in bundle F

in Figs. 2, 4, and 10) and generates the orthogonal x(m), and y(m), signals that are outputto

histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 respectively.

In urder iv process pixels only within a user-defined area, the x-direction |

histogram formation unit 28 maybe programmed to pracess pixels only in a class of pixels

defined by boundaries, i.e. XMIN and XMAX.This is accomplished by setting the XMIN and

XMAXvalues in a user-programmable memory in x-direction histogram formation unit 28 or

in linear combination units 30-35. Any pixels outside ofthis class will not be processed.

@ Similarly, y-direction histogram formation unit 29 may be set to process pixels only ina class
of pixels defined by boundaries YMIN and YMAX. This is accomplished by setting the

YMIN and YMAX valuesin a user-programmable memoryin y-direction histogram

formation unit 29 orin linear combination units 30-35. Thus, the system can processpixels

only in a defined rectangle by setting the XMIN and XMAX,and YMIN and YMAX values

as desired. Of course, the classification criteria and validation criteria from the other

histogram formation units may beset ir order ta form histograms of only selected classes of
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pixels in selected domains within the selected rectangular arca. The XMIN and KMAX

memorylocations have a sufficient numberofbits to represent the maximum numberof

pixels in the x dimension of the image under consideration, and the YMIN and YMAX

memory lacations have a sufficient numberof bits to represent the maximum number of
pixels in the y dimension the image under consideration. As discussed further below,the x

and y axes maybe rotated in orderto create histograms of projections along the rotated axes.

Ina preferred embodiment, the XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX memory locations have a

sufficient numberofbits to tepresent the maximum number ofpixels along the diagonal of

the image under consideration (the distance from "Origin" to "Stop"in Fig. 15). In this way,
the system maybe uscd to search within a user-defined rectangle along a user-defined rotated
axis system.

In order for a pixel PI(a,b) to be considered in the formation ofx and y

direction histograms, whether on the orthogonal coordinate axes or along rotated axes, the

conditions XMIN<a<XMAX and YMIN<b<YMAX must besatisfied. The output ofthese

tests may be ANDed with the validation signal so that if the conditions are not satisfied, a

logicai "0" is ANDed with the validation signal for the pixel under consideration, thereby

avoiding consideration of the pixel in the formation of x and y direction histograms.

Fig. 13 diagrammatically represents the envelopes of histograms 38 and 39,

respectively in x and y coordinates, for velocity data. In this example, x, and Yu Tepresent the

x and y coordinates of the maximaofthe two histograms 38 and 39, whereas j, and /, for the

x axis and ?, and /, for the y axis represent the limits ofthe range of significantor interesting

speeds, /, and /, being the longerlimits and f, and /, being the upper limited ofthe

significant portionsof the histograms. Limits tu (4. 2, and ?, may be set by the user or by an
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application program using the system, maybe setas a ratio of the maximum ofthe histogram,
€.8., Xy/2, or may be set as otherwise desired for the particular application.

The vertical lines L, and L,ofabscissas j, and j, and the horizontal lines L,
and L, of ordinals 7. and /, form a rectangle that surroundsthecross hatched area 40 of
significant speeds (forall x and y directions). A few smaller areas 41 with longer speeds,
exist close to the main area 40, and are typically ignored. In this example, all that is

necessary to characterize the area with the largest variation of the parameter for the

histogram, the speed V in this particular case, is to identify the coordinates of the limits /,, /,,
/, and /, and the maxima X,, and Yw» Which may be readity derived for each histogram from
memory 100, the data in units 112, and the xy(m) data block.

Thus, the system of the invention generates in real time, histograms of each of

the parameters being detected. Assumingthat it were desired to identify an object with a

speed of "2" and a direction of "4", the validation units for speed anddirection would be set

to "1", and the classifiers for speed "2" and direction "4" would beset to "1". In addition.

since it is desired to locate the object(s) with this speed and dircelion oa the video image, the

validation signals for histogram formation blocks 28 and 29, which correspond to the x and y
coordinates, would be set to "lL" as well. In this way, histogram formation blocks 28 and 29

would form histograrns ofonly the pixels with the selected speed and direction, in real-time.

Using the information in the histogram, and especially POSRMAX,the object with the

greatest number ofpixels at the selected speed and direction could be identified on the video

image in real-time. More gencrally, the histogram formation blocks can localize objectsin
real-time meeting user-selected criteria, and may producean outputsignal if an object is

detected. Alternatively, the information may be transmitted, e.g., by wire, optical fiber or
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radio relay for remote applications, to a control unit, such as unit 10a in Fig. 1, which may be
near or remote fromspatial and temporal processing unit 11,

While the system ofthe invention has been described with respect to formation
of histograms using an orthogonal coordinate system defined by the horizontal and vertical

axes ofthe video image, the system may be used to form histograms using non-orthogonal
axes that are user-defined. Figs. 15A and 15B showa methodofusing rotation of the

analysis axis to determine theorientation of certain points in an image, a method which may
be used, for example to detect lines. Ina preferred embodiment,the x-axis maybe rotated in
up to 16 different directions (180/16), and the y-axis may be independently rotated by up to

@ 16 different directions. Rotation of the axesis accomplished using data line change block 37
which receives as an inputthe user-defined axes of rotation for each ofthe x any y axes, and
which performs a Hough transform to convent the x and ycoordinate values under

consideration into the rotated coordinate axis system for consideration by the x and y
histogramtormation units 28 and 29. ‘Ihe operalion of conversion between coordinate

systems using a Hough transform is known in the art. Thus, the user mayselectrotation of

the x-coordinate system in up to 16 different directions, and may independentlyrotate the y-
ccordinate system in up to 16 different directions. Using the rotated coordinate systems, the
system may perform the functionality described above, including searching within user-

defined rectangles (on the rotated axes), forming histograms ontherotated axes, and
searching using velocity, dircction,ete.

As discussed above,each histogram formation unit calculates the following
values for its respective histogram.

MIN, MAX, NBPTS, RMAX, POSRMAX
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Given that these values are calculated in real-time, the use of these values allows the system
to rapidly identify lines on an image. While this may be accomplished in a number of

different ways, onc of the easier methods is to calculate R, where R =NBPTS/RMAX,i.e., the
ratio of the numberofpoints in the histogram to the number ofpoints in the maximal linc.
The smaller this ratio.i.e., the closer R approaches |, the more perpendicularly aligned the
data points under consideration are with the scanning axis.

Fig. 1SA showsa histogram ofcertain points under consideration, where the

histogram is taken along the x-axis,i.e., projected down onto the x-axis. In this example, the
ratio R, while notcalculated, is high, and containslittle information aboutthe orientation of

the points under consideration. As the X-axis is rotated, the ratio R increases, until, as shown
in Fig. 15B,at approximately 45° the ratio R would reach a maximum. Thisindicatesthat the
points under consideration are most closely aligned perpendicular to the 45° x-axis. In

operation, on successive frames, or on the same frameifmultiple x-direction histogram
formation units are available,it is advantageous to calculate R at different angles, ¢.g., 33.75°
and 57.25° (assumingthe axesare limited to 16 degrees ofrotation), in order to constantly
ensure that R is ataminimum. For applications in which it is desirable to detect lines, and
assumingthe availability of 16 x-direction histogram formation units, it is advantageousto
Carry out the calculation of R simuttaneously along al! possible axes to determine the angle

e with the minimumRto determinethe direction of orientation ofthe line. Because the x and y
axes may be rotated independently, the x and y histogram formationunits arc capable of
simultaneously independently detecting lines, such as each side line of a road, in the same
manner.

AS discussed above, the system of the invention may be used to search for

objects within a bounded area defined by XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX. Because
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maving object may leave the bounded area the system preferably includes an anticipation
function which enables XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAXtobe automatically modified by
the system to compensate for the spced and direction ofthe target. This ts accomplished by
determining values for O-MVT. ‘corresponding to orientation (direction) ofmovement of the
target within the bounded area using the direction histogram, and I-MVT, corresponding to
the intensity (velocity) of movement. Using these parameters, controller 42 may modify the
values of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX on a frame-by-frame basisto ensure that the

target remains in the bounded box being searched. These parameters also enable the system
to determine when a movingobject, &.g., a line, that is being tracked based uponits axis of
rotation,will be changing its axis of onentation, and enable the system fo anticipate a new
orientation axis in order to maintain a minimized valuc of R.

Referring to Fig. 12, a controller 42, which is preferably a conventional

microprocessor-based controller, is used to control the various elements of the system and to
enable user input of commands and controls, such as with a computer mouse and keyboard
(not shown),or other input device. Components | 1a and 22a, and controller 42, are

preferably formed ona single integrated circuit. Controller 42 is in Communication with data
bus 23, which allows controller 42 to run a Programto control various parameters that may be
set in the system and to analyze the results. In order to select the Criteria of pixels to be
tracked, controller 42 mayalso directly contro! the following: i) content of each register in
classifiers 25b,ii) the content of each register in validation units 31, iii) the content of XMIN,
XMAX, YMIN and YMAX, iv) the orientation angle of cach of the x and y axes, and v)
semi-graphic memory 50. Controller 42 mayalso retrieve i) the content of each memory 100
and ti) the content of registers 112, in order to analyze the results of the histogram formation
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process. In addition, in general controller 42 mayaccess and cuntro! all data and parameters
used in the system.

The systemof the invention may be used to detect the driver of a vehicle
falling asleep and to generate analarm upon detection thereof. While numerous
embodiments of the invention will be described, in general the System receives an image of
the driver from a cameraor the like and processes the image to detect one or more criteria of
the eyes ofthe driver to determine whenthe driver's eyes are open and whentheyare closed.
As discussed above, a wide-awake person generally blinks at relatively regular intervals of
about }00 to 200 ms. When a person becomes drowsy, the length of each eye blink increases
to approximately 500 to 800 ms, with the intervals between blinks being becoming longer and
variable, Using the information on the opening and closing ofthe driver's eyes, the system
measures the duration of each blink and/or the intervals between blinks to determine when the
driveris falling asleep. This is possible because the video signal coming from the sensor in
use, €.g., Sensor 310 of Fig. 21, preferably generates 50 or 60 frames per second,i.e. a frame
every 20 ms or 16.66 ms respectively. This makes it possible for the system, which processes
each imagein real time, to distinguish between blink lengths of 100 to 200 msfor an awake
person from blink lengths of 500 to 800 ms for a drowsy person,i.¢., a blink length of $ to 10
frames for an awake Personor a blink length of 25 to 40 framesfor a drowsyperson,in the
case of a 50 frames per second video Signal.

The system of the invention utilizes a video camera or other sensor to receive
images ofthe driver T in order to detect whenthedriveris falling asleep. While various
methodsofpositioning the sensor shall be described, the sensor may generally be position by
any Meansandin any location that permits acquisition of a continuous image ofthe face of
the driver when seated in the driver's seat, Thus,it is foreseen that sensor ]0 may be mountedy
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to the vehicle or on the vehicle in any appropriate location, such as in or on the vehicle
dashboard, steering whcel, door, rear-view mirror, ceiling, etc., to enable sensor 10 to view
the face of the driver, An uppropriate Icns may be mounted oon the sensor 10 to give the
sensor a wider view if reqired ta see drivers ofdifferent sizes,

Figs. 18 and 19 show a conventional rear-view mitror arrangementin which a

driver T can see ahead along direction 30] and rearward (via rays 302a and 302b) through a
rear-view mirror 303. Referring to Fig. 20, mirror 303 is attached to the vehicle body 305
through a connecting arm 304 which enables adjustmentofvision axes 302a and 302b. Axes
302a and 302b are generally parallel and are oriented in the direction of the vehicle. Optical
axis 306, which is perpendicular to the face 303a of mirror 303, divides the angle formed by
axes 302a and 302b into equal angles a and b. Axis 307, whichis perpendicular to axis 302b
and therefore generally parallel to the attachment portion ofvehicle body 305, defines an

angle c between axis 307 and mirtorface 303a whichis generally equal to angles a and b. A
camera or Sensor 310 is preferably mounted to the mirror by meansofa bracket 299, The

camera may be mounted in any desired position to enable the driver to have a clear view of

the road while enabling sensor 310 to acquire images ofthe face of the driver. Bracket 299
maybe an adjustable bracket, enabling the camerato be faced in a desired direction, i.e.,
toward the driver, or may be at a fixed orientation such that when the mirroris adjusted by
drivers ofdifferent sizes, the camera continuesto acquire the face of the driver. The signal.
from the camera is communicated to the image processing system, which opcrates as
described below, by meansoflead wi res or the like (not shown in Fi gs. 18-20).

Figs. 21 and 22 show a rear-view mirror assembly 30R in which sensor 310 is

mounted interior to the mirror assembly. Mirror assembly 308is adapted so that as assembly
308 is adjusted by a driver, sensor 310 remains directed toward the face of the driver, Rear-
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view mirror assembly 308 includes a two-way mitror 309 having a face 309a, movably
Oriented to provide a rear view to the driver. Sensor 310, which is preferably an clectronic
mini-camera or MOS sensor with a built-in lens, is affixed to a bracket 311, is oriented facing
the driver using mechanical arrangement that enables sensor 310 to receive an imageofthe
face of the driver when mirror 309 adjusted so that the driver has a rear viewofthe vehicle.
The mechanical arrangementconsists of a Cardan type mechanicaljoint, which causes
automatic adjustmentof the bracket 311 whenthe driver when the driver adjusts the rear view
mirror so that the receiving face 310a of sensor 310 receives the image ofthe face of the
driver,i.e., optical axis 310b remains aligned toward the head ofthe driver.

Bracket 31? includes rods 312 and 313 that are movably coupled together bya
pivot pin 3}4a (Fig. 21) ora sleeve 314b (Fig. 22). Rod 312 is attached at one end to a
mounting portion of the vehicle 305. A pivot pin 315, which preferably consists of a ball and
two substantially hemispherical caps, facilitates movement of mirror assembly 308. Rod 312
extends throughpivot pin 315, and attaches to rod 313 via a sleeve 314b or another pivot pin
314a. At one end, rod 313 rigidly supports bracket 311 on which sensor 310 is mounted. Rod
313 extends through clamp 316 of mirror assembly 308 via w hollow Pivot 317. Pivor 317
includesa ball having a channel therethrough in which rod 313 is engaged, and whichrotates
in substantially hemispherical caps Supported by clamp 316. The joint constantly maintains a
desired angle between mirror 309 and bracket 311, thereby permitting normal adjustment of
rear-view mirror 309 while bracket 311 adjusts the direction of sensor 310 so that the face
310aof the sensor will receive an imageofthe face of the driver. If desired, it is foreseen that
sensor 310 may be mountedinterior to rear-view mirror assembly 308 ata fixed anglerelative
to the face 309a of the mirror assembly, provided that sensor 310 is able to receive an image
of the face of the driver when the murror is adjusted to drivers of different sizes. A wide
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angle lens may be mounted to sensor 310 to better enable the sensor to be used under
different adjustment circumstances.

Sensor 310 is connected by meansof one or more lead wires to image
processor 319. whichis preferably an image processing system ofthe type discussed above
and is preferably in the form of an integrated circuit inside rear-view mirror assembly 308. In
a preferred embodiment, image Processing system 319 is integrally constructed with sensor

310. Alternatively, image processing system 319 may be located exterior to mirror assembly
308 by means of conventional lead wires. While conwoller 310 is preferably a

microprocessor,it is foreseen that controller 310 may be an ASIC orsimple controller

designed to performthe functions specified herein, particularly if the system is embedded,
€.g. Contained in a mirror assembly or integral with a vehicle.

Electroluminescent diodes 320 may be incorporated in mirror assembly 308 to

illuminate the face of the driver with infrared radiation when ambientlight is insufficient for

image processing system 319 to determine the blinking characteristics of the driver. When

such diodesare in use, scnsor 3)U must be of the type capable ofreceiviny infrared radiation.

Ulumination ofelectroluminescent diodes 320 may be controlled by controller 42 (Fig. 12) of
image processing system 319. if desired. For example, controller 42 mayilluminate

electroluminescent diodes 320 in the event that the histograms generated hy image processing
system 319 do not contain sufficient useful information to detect the features of the driver's

face required, ¢.g., NBPTS is below a threshold. Electroluminescent diodes 320 may be
illuminated gradually, if desired, and may operate in connection with one or more photocelis

{not shown) that generate a signal as to the ambient lighting near the driver, and which may
be used to contro! electroluminescent diodes 320, either alone or in combination with

controller 42 or another control circuit. If desired, an IR or other source of EMFradiation
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may be used to iNuminate the face ofthe driver at all times, provided that sensor 310 is
compatible with the illumination source. This eliminates many problems that may be
associated with the use of ambient lighting to detect drowsiness.

An optional alarm 322, which maybefor example a buzzer, bel! or other
notification means, may be activated by controller 42 upon detccting thatthe driveris falling
asleep. All ofthe components contained in mirror assembly 308, and image processing
system 319,are preferably powered by the electrical system ofthe vehicle.

Imaye processing system 319 monitors the alertness ofthe driver by detecting,
in real time and on a continuous basis, the duration ofthe blinks of the driver's eyes and/or
intervals betweenblinks, and by triggering alarm 322 to wake up the driver in the event the
driver is detected falling asleep. Image Processing system 319 receives an image of the face
of the driver from sensor 310. The image maybeof the complete face of the driver, or of a

selected area ofthe driver's face that includesat least One eye of the driver. Image processing
system 319 is capable of detecting numerouscriteria that are associated with blinking eyes,
Theseinclude any feature ofthe face that maybe used to discern the closingofan eye,
including detection ofthe pupil, retina, white, eyelids, skin adjacentto the eye, and others.
The eye mayalso be detected by detectingeither changes in the appearanceofthe eye when
blinking or by detecting motionofthe cyelid during blinking.

Referring to Fig. 30, as an initial step, the system ofthe invention preferably
detects the presence ofa driver in the driver's seat (402). This maybe accomplished in any
numberof ways, such as by anclectrical weight sensor switch in the driver's seat or by
interfacing with a signal generated by the vehicle indicating that the vehicle is in use in

motion, €.g.. a speed sensor, a switch detecting that the vehicle is in gear, a switch detecting
that closing of the seatbelt,etc. Upondetection of such a signal, the system enters into a
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search medefor detecting the driver's face or dri ver's eye(s). Alternatively, since the system
is powered bythe electrical system ofthe vehicle, and more preferably by a circuit of the

electrical system thatis powcred only when the vehicle is turned on, the system tums on only
whenthe engine is turned on, and enters into a search modein which it operates until the face
or eve(s) ofthe driver are detected. Upon detection of a driver in the vehicle (404), a Driver
Present flag is set to "1" so that controller 42 is aware of the presence of the driver.

As an alternative method of detecting the presence ofthe driver, if sensor 10 is

mounted in a manner that enables (or requires) that the sensor be adjusted toward the face of
the driver prior to use, e. g., by adjustment ofthe rear-view murror shownin Fig, 21, the
system mayactivate an alarm until the sensor has acquired the face of the driver.

The driver may also be detected byusing the image processing system to

detect the driver entering the driver's seat. This assumesthat the image processing system
and sensor 10 are already powered when the driver enters the vehicle, such as by connecting
the imageprocessing system and sensorto a circuit of the vehicle electrical system that has
constant power. Alternatively, the system may be powered upon detecting the vehicle door

open, etc. When the driver enters the driver's seat, the image from sensor 10 will be

characterized by many pixels of the image being in motion (DP=1), with CO having a

relatively high value, moving ina lateral direction away from the driver's door. The pixels
will also have hue characteristics of skin. In this embodiment, in a mode in which the system
is trying to detect the presence ofthe driver, controller 42 sets the validation units to detect

movement ofthe driver into the vehicle by Setting the histogram formation units to detect

movement characteristic of a driver entering the driver's seat. Most easily, controller 42 may
set the validation units to detect DP=1, and analyze the histogram in the histogram formation
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unit for DP to detect movementindicative of a person entering the vehicle, e.g., NBPTS

exceeding a threshold.

Fig. 23 showsthe field of view 323 of sensor 310 between directions 323a and

323b where the head T of the driver is within, and is preferably centered in, conical field 323.
Field 323 maybe keptrelatively narrow, given that the movements of the head Tof the driver

during driving are limited Limitation of field 23 improves the sensitivity of the system since

the driver's face will be represented in the images received trom sensor 10 bya greater

number of pixels, which improvesthe histogram formation process discussed below.

In general the numberofpixels in motion will depend upon the field of view

e of the sensor. Theratio of the numberofpixels characteristic of a driver moving into the
vehicle to the total numberofpixels in a frameis a function ofthe size of the field of vision

of the sensor. For a narrowfield of view (a smaller angle between 323a and 323bin Fig. 23),

4 greater number, and possibly more than 50%ofthe pixels will be “in movement”as the

driver enters the vehicle, and the threshold will be greater. For a wide field ofview (a greater

angle between 323a and 323b in Fig. 23}, a smaller numberofpixels will be “in movement”

as the driver enters the vehicle. The threshold is set correspondingto the particular location

and type of sensor, and hased upon other characteristics of the particular installation of the

systen). If NBPTS for the DP histogram exceeds the threshold, the controller has detected the

presence ofthe driver.

As discussed above, other characteristics ofthe driver entering the vehicle may

be detected by the system, including a high CO,hue, direction, etc., in any combinations, as

appropriate, to make the system more robust. For example, controller 42 may set the linear

combination units of the direction histogram formationunit to detect pixels moving into the

vehicle, may set the linear combination unit for CO to detect high values, and/or may set the
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linear combination unit for hue to detect hues characteristic of human skin. Controller 42

may then set the validation units to detect DP, CO, hue, and/or direction, as appropriate. The

resultant histogram may then be analyzed to determine whether NBPTS exceeds a threshold,

which would indicate that the driver has movedinto the driver's seat. It is foreseen that

characteristics other than NBPTSofthe resultant histogram may be used to detect the

presence of the driver, e.g., RMAX exceeding a threshold.

Whenthe driver has been detected, i.e., the Driver Presentflag has been set to

“1", the system detects the face of the driver in the video signal and eliminates from further

processing those superfluous portions of the video signal above, below, andto the right and

left of the head of the driver. In the image ofthe drivers head, the edges ofthc head are

detected based upon movements of the head. The edgesof the head will normally be

characterized by DP=1 dueto differences in the luminanceof the skin and the background,

even due to minimal movements of the head while the head is still. Movementofthe head

may be further characterized by vertical movement on the top and bottom edgesof the head,

and left and right movement on the vertical edges of the head. The pixels of the head in

movement will also be characterized by a hue corresponding to humanskin andrelatively

slow movement as compared to eyelid movement for example. Controller 42 preferably sets

the linear combination unit of DP to detect DP=1 and sets the linear combination unit for

direction to detect vertical and horizontal movement only (406). Optionally, the linear

combination units for velocity and hue maybeset to detect low velocities and humanskin

hues to make the system morc robust. Also, the lincar combination unit for CO maybeset to

eliminate the very fast movements characteristic ofeye blinking in order to prevent the eyes

from being considered at this stage of processing during whichthe headis being detected.

Finally, contro}ler 42 sets the validation units for DP, direction, and x and y position to be
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"on" (406). Optionally, the validation units for velocity, hue, and CO maybe set "on"if these

criteria are being detected.

As illustrated in Fig. 24, the pixels having the selected characteristics are

formedinto histograms 324x and 324y along axes Ox and Oy, i.e., horizontal and vertical

projections, respectively. Slight movernents ofthe head of the driver having the

characteristics selected are indicated as ripples 327a, 327b, 327c and 327d, which are shown

in line form but which actually extend over a small area surrounding the periphery ofthe

head. Peaks 325a and 325b of histogram 324x, and 32Sc and 325d of histogram 324y

delimit, by their respective coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d, a frame bounded by

@ straight lines Ya, Yh, Xe. Xd, which generally correspondto the area in which the face V of

the driver located. Controller 42 reads the histograms 324x and 324y from the histogram

formation units, preferably during the blanking interval, and detects the locations of peaks

325a, 325b, 325c¢ and 325d (408). In order to ensure that the head has been identified, the

distance between peaks 32Sa and 325b and between peaks 325b and 325c are preferably

tested to fall with a range corresponding to the normal ranges of human headsizes.

Once the location of coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d has been

established, the area surrounding the face of the driver is masked from further processing

@ (410). Referring to Fig. 25, this is accomplished by having controller 42 set XMIN, XMAX,
YMIN and YMAXto correspond to Ye, Xd. Ya, and ¥b respectively. This masks the cross-

hatched area surrounding face V trom further consideration, which helps to eliminate

background movement trom affecting the ability of the system to detect the cyc(s) of the

driver. Thus, for subsequent analysis, only pixels in central area Z, framed by the lines Xz,

Nd, Ya, Yb and containing face V are considered. As an alternative method of masking the

area outside central arca Z, controller 42 mayset the semi-graphic memory to mask off these
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areas. As indicated above, the semi-graphic memory maybe used to maskoff selected pixels

of the image in individual or srnall rectangular groups. Since head V is not rectangular, use

of the semi-graphic memory enables better masking around the rounded edgesofthe face to

better eliminate background pixels from further consideration.

The process of detecting the head of the driver and masking background areas

is repeated at regular intervals, and preferably once everyten framesorless. It is foreseen

that this process may be repeated every frame, if desired, particularly if more than oneset of

histogram formation units is available for use. Controller 42 may also compute average

values over time for coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d and use these values to set mask

coordinates Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb, if desired. This will establish a nearlyfixed position for the

frame over time. |

Once the frame has been established, a Centered-Face flag is set to “1" (412),

and controller 42 initiates the process of reducing the frame size to more closely surround the

eyes of the driver. Referring to Fig. 26, in which frame Z denotes the area bounded by Ya,

Yb, Xc,Yd determined in the prior step, controller 42 initially uses the usual anthropomorphic

ralio betweenthe zone of the eyes and the entire face for a humanbeing, especially in the

vertical direction, to reduce the area under consideration to cover a smaller zone 7’ bounded

by lines Y’a, Y's, X'c and Xd that includes the eyes U of the driver. Thus, the pixels in the

outer cross-hatched area of Fig. 27 is eliminated from consideration and only the area within

frame Z* is further considered. This is accomplished by having controiler 42 set XMIN,

XMAX, YMIN and YMAXto correspond to Xe. X’d, Y’a, and Y’’b respectively (414). This

masksthe pixels in the area outside Z' from further consideration. Thus, for subsequent

analysis. only pixels in area Z' containing eyes U are considered. As an alternative method of

masking the area outside arca Z’, controller 42 may sct the semi-graphic memory to mask off
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these areas. [t is foreseen that an anthropomorphic ratio may be used to set frame Z’ around

only a single eye, with detection of blinking being generally the same as described below, but

for one eye only.

Once the area Z’ is determined using the anthropomorphicratio, a Rough Eye-
Centering flag is set to “1" (416), and controller 42 performsthe step of analyzing the pixels

within the area Z' to identify movement of the eyelids. Movementof eyelids is characterized

by criteria that Include high speed vertical movement of pixels with the hue of skin. In

general, within the area Z', formation of histograms for DP=1 maybe sufficient to detect

eyelid movement. This detection may be made more robustby detection of high values of

CO,by detection of vertical movement, by detection of high velocity, and by detection of hue

Asan alternative to detection of hue, movementofthe pixels ofthe eye may be detected by

detecting pixels with DP=1 that do not have the hue ofskin. This wil] enable detection of

changesin the numberofpixels associated with the pupil, retina,iris, etc.

Controller 42 sets the linear combination unit for DP to detect DP=1 andsets

the validation units for DP, and x and y position to be on (418). Optionally, the linear

combination units and validation units may be set to detect other criteria associated with eye

movement, such as CO,velocity, and hue. Initially, controller 42 also sets XMIN, XMAX,

YMIN and YMAXto correspond to X'c. Xa, Y'a, and Y'b respectively. Referring to Fig. 27,

a histogram is formed ofthe selected criteria, which is analyzed by controller 42 (420). If

desired, a test is performed to ensure that the eyes have been detected. This test may, for

example, consist of ensuring that NBTSin the histogram exceeds a threshold e.g., 20% ofthe

total numberof pixels in the frame Y'a, Y°b, X'e, X'd. Once the eyes have been detected an

Eye-Detectcd flag is set to “1” (422).
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Fig. 27 illustrates histogram 28x along axis Ox and histogram 28yalong axis

Oy ofthe pixels with the selected criteria corresponding to the driver’s eyelids, preferably

DP=1 with vertical movement. Controller 42 analyzes the histogram und determines peaks

29a, 29b, 29c and 29d of the histogram. These peaksare used to determine horizontallines

Xe and Xd and vertical lines Y“a and Yb which define an area of movementofthe eyelids

Z", the movements of the edges of which are indicated at 304 and 30b for one eye and 30c

and 30d for the other eye (424). The position of the frame bounded by ¥“a, YA, X"c, Xd is

preferably determined and updated by time-averaging the values of peaks 29a, 29b, 29c and

29d, preferably every ten frames or less. Once the eyes have been detected and frame Z" has

been established an Eye Centeredflag is set to “1" (426) and only pixels within frame Z”are

thereafter processed.

Controller 42 then determines the lengths ofthe eye blinks, and, if applicable,

the timeinterval between successive blinks. Fig. 28 illustrates in a three-dimensional

orthogonal coordinate system: OQ, which corresponds to the numberofpixels in area Z"

having the selected criteria; To, which correspondsto the time interval between successive

blinks; and Oz which correspondsto the length of each blink. From this information,it is

possible to determine whena driveris falling asleep. Two successive blinks C] and C2 are

shown onFig. 28.

Fig. 29A illustrates on curve C the variation over time of the numberofpixels

in each frame having the selected criteria, e.g., DP = 1, wherein successive peaks P1, P?, P3

correspond to successive blinks. This information is determined by controller 42 by reading

NBPTSofthe x and/or y histogram formation units. Alternatively, controller 42 may analyze

the x and/or y histogramsofthe histogram formation units (Fig. 27) to detect peaks 29a and
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296 and/or 29¢ and 29d, which over time will exhibit graph characteristics similar to those

shown in Fig. 29A.

Controller 42 analyzes the data in Fig. 29A over timc to detcrmine the location

and timing of peaks in the graph (428), This may be done, for example, as shown in Fig.
29B, by converting the graph shown in Fig. 29A into a binary data stream, in which all pixels

counts over a threshold are set to "1", and all pixcl counts below the threshold are set to "0"

(vertical dashes 31), in order to convert peaks P1, P2. P3 to framed rectangles R1, R2 R3,

respectively. Finally, Fig. 29B showsthe lengths of each blink (5, 6, and 5 frames

respectively for blinks P1, P2 and P3) and the timeintervals (14 and 17 framesfor the

@ intervals between blinks P1 and P2, and P2 and P3 respectively). This information is

determined by controller 42 through an analysis of the peak data overtime.

Finally, controller 42 calculates the lengths ofsuccessive eye blinks and the

interval between successive blinks (430). If the length of the blinks exceeds a threshold, e.g..

350 ms,a flag is set to “1" indicating that the blink threshold has been exceeded. If the time

interval between successive blinks is found to vary significantly over time, a flag is set to"1"

indicting a vartable intervals between blinks. Uponsetting the first flag, which indicates that

the driver is blinking at a rate indicativeof falling asleep, controller 42 triggers alarm 322 for

@ waking up the driver. The second flag maybe used either to generate an alarm in the same
manneras with the first flag, or to reinforce the first flag to, for example, increase the alarm

sound level.

Figs. 31 - 36 show an alternative method by which the generic image

processing system maybe used to detect a driverfalling asleep. Initially, controjler 42 is

placed in a search mode (350), in which controller 42 is scans the image to detect one or more

characteristics of the face, and preferably the nostrils of the nosc. Nostrils arc generally
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shadowed, and as suchare usually defined by low luminance. Referring to Fig. 31, the area

of the image is broken up into a number of sub-images 352, in this case six, labeled A-F,

which are sequentially analyzed by controller 42 to locate the nostrils. As shown,each ofthe

sub-images 352 preferably overlaps each adjacent sub-image by an amount 353 equalto at
least the normal combined width of the nostrils and the spacing therebetween to minimize the

likelihood of missing the nostrils while in the search mode.

Controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAXto correspond to the

first sub-image A (354). Controller 42 then sets the registers 106 in the luminancelinear

combination unit to detect Jow luminance Jevels (356). The actual luminancelevelselected

@ will vary depending upon variousfactors, such as ambient lighting, time of day, weather

conditions, etc. Keeping in mind that controller 42 is able to access the histogram calculated

for luminance from histogram formation unit 24, controller 42 may use a threshold or other

desired technique to select the desired Juminancesto search for the nostrils, e.g., selecting the

lowest 15% of luminance values for consideration, and may adapt the threshold as desired.

Controller 42 also sets the validation units for luminance and x and y histogram on (358),

thereby causing x and y histogramsto be formedofthe selected low luminance levels.

Controller 42 then analyzes the x and y direction histogramsto identify characteristics

@ indicative of the nostrils, as discussed below (360). If nostrils are not identified (362)
controller 42 repeats this process on the next sub-image,i.c., sub-image B, and each

subsequent sub-image, until nostrils are identified, repeating the process starting with sub-

image A if required. Each sub-image is analyzed by controller 42 in a single frame.

Accordingly, the nostrils may generally be acquired by the system in less than six frames. It

is foreseen that additional sub-images may be used. if desired. It is also foreseenthat the area

in which the sub-images are searched mayrestricted to an area in which the nostrils are most
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likely to be present, either as determined from past operation of the system, or by use of an

anthropomorphic model. For example, the outline of the head of the driver maybe

determined as described above, and the nostril search may then berestricted to a small sub-

area of the image. It is also foreseen that the entire image may be search at once for the
nostrils, if desired.

While the invention is being described with respectto identification of the

nostrils as a starting point to locating the eyes,it is foreseen that any other facial

characteristic, e.g., the nose, ears, eyebrows, mouth,etc., and combinations thereof, may be

detected as a starting point for locating the eyes. These characteristics may be discerned from

any characteristics capable of being searched by the system,including CO, DP, velocity,

direction, luminance, hue and saturation. It is also foreseen that the system maylocate the

eyes directly, e.g., by simply searching the entire image for DP=1 with vertical movement(or

any other searchable characteristics of the eye), without the need for using another facia!

Ceeeanetnenter
Fig. 32 shows sample x and y histogramsof a sub-image in which the nostrils

are located. Nostrils arc characterized by a peak 370 in the y-direction histogram, and two

peaks 372 and 374 in the x-direction histogram. Confirmation that the nostrils have been

identified may be accomplished in several ways. First, the histograms are analyzed to ensure

that the characteristics of each histogram meets certain conditions. For example, NBPTS in
each histogram should exceed a threshold associated with the normal numberofpixels

detectable for nostrils. Also, RMAin the y histogram, and each peak of the x histogram

should exceed a similar threshold. Second, the distance between nostrils d is fairly constant.

The x histogram is analyzed by controller 42 and dis measured to ensure thatit falls within a

desired range. Finally, the width of a nostril is also fairly constant, although subject to
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variation due to shadowingeffects. Each of the x and y histograms is analyzed by controller

42 to ensure that the dimensionsofeach nostril fall within a desired range. Ifthe nostrils are

found bycontroller 42 to meet these criteria, the nostrils have been acquired and the search

mode is ended. If the nostrils have not been acquired. the search mode is continued. Once
the nostrils are acquired, the x position of the center ofthe face (position d/2 within the sub-

image under consideration) is determined, as is the y location of the nostrils in the image

(POSRMAX ofthe y histogram) (364).

In the present example, onlya single eye is analyzed to determine whenthe

driveris falling asleep. In this case the shadowofthe eye in the open and closed positions is

used to determine fromthe shape of the shadow whetherthe eye is open or closed. As

discussed above, for nighttime applications, the invention is preferably used in combination

with a shortwave IR light source. For the presently described example, the IR light sourceis

preferably positioned above the driver at a position to cast a shadowhaving a shape capable

of detected by the system. the amopomorphie tnodel ia preforsbly adaptive to motion, to fastures ofthe driver,and to angular
changes of the driver ralative to the sensor.

Referring to Fig. 32, having determined the location of the nostrils 272 ofthe

driver having a center position X,, Yy, a search box 276is established around an eye 274 of

the driver (366). The location of search box 276 is set using an anthropomorphic model,

wherein the spatial relationship between the eyes and nose of humans is known, Controller

42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN,and YMAX to search within the area defined by search box

276. Controler 42 further sets the luminance and x and y direction histogramsto be on, with

the linear combination unit for luminanceset to detect low histogram levels relative to the

rest of the image, e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance levels (368). As a confirmation of

the detection ofthe nostrils or other facial feature being detected, search box 276, which is

established around an eye 274 of the driver using an anthropomorphic model, may be
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analyzed for characteristics indicative ofan eye present in the search box. These

characteristics may include, for example, a maving eyelid, a pupil, iris or cornea, a shape

corresponding to an eye, a shadowcorrespondingto an eye, or any other indica indicative of

an eye. Controller 42 sets the histogram formation units to detect the desired criteria. For
example. Fig. 36 shows a sample histogram of a pupil 432, in which the linear combination

units and validation units are set to detect pixels with very low luminance levels and high

gloss that are characteristic of a pupil. The pupil maybe verified by comparing the shapes of

the x and y histograms to knowncharacteristics of the pupil, which are generally symmetrical,

keeping in mind that the symmetry may be affected by the angularrelationship between the

@ sensor and the head ofthe driver.

Upon detection of the desired secondary facialcriteria, identification ofthe

nostrils is confirmed and detection of eye openings and closingsis initiated. Alternatively,

the criteria being detected to confirm identification of the nostrils may be eye blinking using

the technique described bclow. If no blinking is detected in the search box, the search mode

iS reinitiated.

Blinking of the eye is detected during a tracking mode 400. In the tracking

mode controller 42 sets KMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAXto search within the area defined

@ by search box 276. Controller 42 further sets the luminance and x andy direction histograms
to be on, with the linear combination unit for luminanceset to detect low histogram levels

relative to the rest of the image,e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance levels (368), in order

to detect shadowing ofthe eye. During the tracking mode, the system monitors the location

of nostrils 272 to detect movementof the head. Upon detected movementofthe head, and a

resultant shift in the position of X,, Yy, search box 276 is shifted according to the

anthropomorphic modelto retain the search box overthe eye of the driver.
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Fig. 33 shows the shapesofthe x and y histograms 376, 378 with the eye open,

and Fig. 34 shows the shapesofthe x and y histograms 380, 382with the eye closed. The

shapes ofthe shadows,and especially the shape of the shadow withthe eye closcd will vary

depending uponthe location of the camera andthe location ofthe light source creating the
shadow.e.g., the sun or the IR light source. In any case, the width MAX, - MIN,andthe

height MAX,- MIN,ofeach histogram will generally be significantly greater for an open eye

than for a closed eye. Controller 42 analyzes the width and height of each histogram to

determine when the eye is open and when it is closed (382). An open eye may be determined

by any number of characteristics of the x and y histograms, including width MAX, - MIN,

@ and height MAX, - MIN, exceeding thresholds, NBPTSofeach histogram exceeding a

threshold, RMAX of cach histogram cxeceding a threshold, change in position of POSRMAX

as comparedto a closed eye, etc. Similarly, a closed eye may be determined by any number

of characteristics of the x and y histograms, including width MAX, - MIN,and height MAX,

- MIN,being below thresholds, NBPTSofeach histogram being below a threshold, RMAX

of each histogram being belowa threshold, change in postion of POSRMAX as comparedto

an openeye, etc., In a preferred embodiment, controller 42 calculates the width MAX, - MIN,

and height MAX,- MIN, of cach histogram and utilizes thresholds to determine whether the

@ eye is open or closed. [feach width MAX, - MIN, and height MAX, - MIN, exceed
thresholds,the eye is determined to be open. If each of width MAX, - MIN, and height

MAX,- MIN,fall below thresholds (which maybe different from the thresholds used to

determine an open cyc), the eye is determined to be closed (384). MAX and MIN are

preferably the MAX and MIN calculated in the histogram formation units. On the other hand,

MAXand MIN maybeotherthresholds,e.g., the points on the histograms correspondingto

RMAX/2 or some other threshold relative to RMAX.
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Controller 42 analyzes the number of frames the eye is open and closed over

time to determine the duration of each blink and/orthe interval betweenblinks (386). Using

this information, controller 42 determincs whetherthe driver is drowsy (388). Upon

determining that the driveris drowsy, controller 42 generates an alarm to awaken the driver

(390) or another signal indicative that the driver is sleeping.

Controller 42 constantly adapts operation of the system, especially in varying

lighting levels. Controller 42 may detect varying lighting conditions by periodically

monitoring the luminance histogram and adapting the gain bias of the sensor to maintain as

broad a luminance spectrum as possible. Controller 42 mayalso adjust the thresholdsthat are

@ used to determine shadowing,etc. to better distinguish eye and nostri] shadowing from noise,

e.g. shadowing on the side of the nose, and mayalso adjust the sensor gain 10 minimize this

effect. If desired contro!ler 42 may cause the histogram formation units to form a histogram

of the iris. This histogram mayalso be monitored for consistency, and the various thresholds

used in the system adjusted as necessary.

It will be appreciated that while the inveation has been described with respect

10 detection of the eyes of a driver using certain criteria, the invention is capable of detecting

any criteria of the eyes using any possible measurable characteristics of the pixels, and that

@ the characteristics of a driver falling asleep may be discerned from any other information in
the histograms formed by the invention. Also, while the invention has been described with

respect to detecting driver drowsiness, it is applicable to any application in which drowsiness

is to be detected. More generally, although the present invention has been described with

respect to certain embodiments and examples, variations exist that are within the scope ofthe

invention as described in the following claims.
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AIM

1, A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process comprising

the steps of:

acquiring an image of the face of the person;

selccting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person;

forming at least one histogram of the selected pixels;

analyzing theat least one histogram over time to identify each opening and

closing ofthe eye; and

@ determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

Characteristics indicative of a personfalling asleep.

2. The process according to claim ] further comprising the step of

identifying 4 sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye prior to the step of

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics ofat least

one eye, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one cye comprises selecting pixels within the sub-

area of the image.

@& 3, The process according to claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub-
area of the image comprising the at least one eye comprisesthesteps of:

identifying the head ofthe person in the image; and

identifying the sub-area ofthe image using an anthropomorphic model.

4, The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying head

of the person in the image comprisesthe steps of.
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selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to edges of

the head of the person;

forming histogramsofthe selected pixels projected anto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges of the
head of the person.

S. The process accordingto claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub-

area of the image comprising the at least one ¢ye comprises the stepsof:

identifying the location ofa facia] characteristic of the person in the image;

and

@} identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model and the
location of the facial characteristic.

6. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying the

locationofa facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises thestepsof:

sclecting pixels of the image having characteristics correspondingto the facia!

characteristic;

forming histogramsofthe selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the histogramsofthe selected pixels to identify the position ofthe

@ facial characteristic in the image.
7. The process according to claim 6 wherein the facial characteristic is the

nostrils of the person, and wherein the step ofselecting pixels of the image having

characteristics correspondingto the facial characteristic comprises selecting pixels having

low luminancelevels.

8. The process according to claim 7 furthcr comprising the stcp of

analyzing the histogramsofthe nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the
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nostrils is within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall within a

desired range.

9. The process according to claim 1 wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding
to characteristics of at least One eye of the person comprises selecting pixels having low

luminancelevels corresponding to shadowing of the eye; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the shape ofthe eye shadowingto

determine openings and closings of the eye.

10. The process according to claim 9 wherein the step of forming atleast

one histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowed pixels ofthe

eye projected onto orthogonalaxes, and wherein the step of analyzing the shape of the eye

shadowing comprises analyzing the width and height of the shadowing.

lt. The process according to claim 1 wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprises selecting pixels in movement

corresponding to blinking; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram overtime to identify each

opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the numberofpixels in movementover

time to determine openings and closingsofthe eye.

12. The process according to claim 11 wherein the step of selecting pixels

of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye ofthe

person comprises selecting having characteristics selected from the group consisting ofi)
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DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid,iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and

iv) up and down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

13. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying a

facial characteristic of the person in the image comprisesthe step of searching sub-image’s of
the imageto identify the tacial characteristic.

14, The process accordingto claim 7 wherein the step of identifying a

facial charactcristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-imagesof

the image to identify the nostrils.

15. The process according to claim 13 whereinthe facial characteristic is a

@ first facia] characteristic and further comprising the steps of:
using an anthropomorphic modeland the location of thefirst facial

characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial characteristic;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to the

second facial characteristic; and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirmthe identificationof the first facial characteristic.

16.|An apparatusfor detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus

@ comprising:
a sensor for acquiring an imageof the face of the person, the image comprising

pixels corresponding to the eye ofthe person;

a controller; and .

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having selected

characteristics,
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the controller controlling the histogram formation unitto select pixels of the

image having characteristics corresponding to characteristicsofat least one eye ufthe person

and to form a histogram of the selected pixcls, the coutruller analyzing the histogramover

time to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and determining from the Opening and

closing information on the eye, characteristics indicative ofa person falling asleep.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to identify a sub-area of the tmage comprisingthe atleast

one eye, and the controller controls the histogram formation unitto select pixels of the image

having characteristics corresponding to characteristics ofat least one eye only within the sub-

area of the image.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identity the head

of the person in the image; and

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

model.

19, The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to edgesofthe head of the person and forms histogramsofthe selected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes; and

the controller analyzes the histograms ofthe selected pixels to identify the

edges of the head of the person.

20. The apparatus according to claim 17 whcrein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the

location of a facial characteristic of the person in the image; and
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the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.

21.‘ The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics
corresponding to the facial charactcristic and forms histogramsof the sclected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes;

the controler analyzes the histogramsof the selected pixels to identify the

position of the facial characteristic in the image.

22. The apparatus according to claim 21 wherein the facial characteristic is

@ the nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formationunit selects pixels of the

image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of the nostrils.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller analyzes

the histogramsofthe nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing betweenthe nostrils is

within a desired range and whether the dimensionsof the nostrils fall within a desired range.

24, The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having low luminance

levels corresponding to shadowing ofthe eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to determine

openings and closings of the eye.

28, The apparatus according to claim 24 wherein histogram formation unit

forms histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein

the controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to determine openings and

closings of the eye.

26.=The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:
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the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in movement

corresponding to blinking; and

the controler analyzes the numberofpixels in movement overtime to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

27, The apparatus according to claim 26 wherein the histogram formation

units selects pixels ofthe image having characteristics of movement correspondingto

blinking, such characteristics being selected from the group consisting of i) DP==1, ii) CO

indicative of a blinking cyelid. iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

@ 28. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein the controller interacts
with the histogram formationunit to search sub-images ofthe imageto identify the facial

characteristic.

29, The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images ofthe image to identify the nostrils.

30. The apparatus according to claim 28 wherein the facial characteristic is

a first facial characteristic and further comprising:

the controller using an anthropomorphic model and the Jocation ofthe first

@ facial characteristic to cause the histogram formation unitto select a sub-area of the image
containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation unit selecting pixels of the

image in the sub-area having characteristics corresponding to the second facial characteristic

and forming a histogram ofsuch pixels; and

the controller analyzing the histogram ofthe selected pixels correspondingto

the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification of the first facial charactcristic.
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31. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the sensoris integrally

constructed with the controller and the histogram. formation unit.

32. The apparatus according to claim 16 further comprising an alarm,the

controller operating the alarm upon detection of the person falling asleep.

33. The apparatus accordingto claim 16 further comprising an illumination

source, the sensor being adapted to view the person whenilluminated by the illumination

source.

34. The apparatus accordingto claim 33 wherein the illuminationsource is

a source of IR radiation.

@ 35. Arear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:
a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 16 mounted to the rear-view mirror.

36. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 3§ further

comprising a bracket attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror.

37, The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising @ housing having an open side and an interior, the rear-view mirror being

mounted to the open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being see-through trom the

interior of the housing to an exterior of the housing, the apparatus being mountedinterior to

the housing with the sensor directed toward the rear-view mirror.

38. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 37 further

comprising @ joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly, the joint adapted

to maintain the apparanis in a position facing a driver of the vehicle during adjustmentof the

mirror assembly bythe driver.
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39, The rear-viewmirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising a source ofillumination directed toward the person, the sensor being adapted to

view the person when illuminated by the source ofillumination.

40. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising an alarm, the controller operating the alarm upondetection ofthe person falling

asleep.

41, A rear-view mirror assembly which comprises:

a rear-viewmirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 16, the sensor being mountedto the rear-view

@ mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located remote from the sensor.

42. A vehicle comprising the apparatus according to claim 16.

43. A process ofdetecting a feature of an eye, the process comprising the

steps of:

acquiring an imageofthe face of the person, the image comprising pixels

corresponding to the feature to be detected;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics correspondingto the

feature to be detected;

@ | formingat least one histogram of the selectedpixels;
analyzing the at least one histogramover time to identify characteristics

indicative ofthe feature to be detected.

44. The process according to claim 43 wherein the featureis theiris, pupil

or comea.

45, An apparatus for detecting a feature of an eye, the apparatus

comprising:

NYLOCS047231093 } 66
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a sensor for acquiring an imageofthe eye, the image comprising pixels

corresponding to the feature to be detected;

a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram onpixels having selected
characteristics,

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the

image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics ofat least one eye of the person

and to form a histogram oftheselected pixels, the controller analyzing the histogramover

time to identify cach opening and closing ofthe eye, and determining fromm the opening and

@ closing information onthe eye, characteristics indicative of a personfalling asleep.

NYDOCS04/231093 | 67
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In a processofdetecting a personfalling asleep, an image ofthe face of the

person is acquired, Pixcls of the image having characteristics correspondingto an vye of the

personare selected and a histogram is formed ofthe selected pixels. The histogram is
analyzed overtime to identify each opening andclosing of the eye, and characteristics

indicative of the person falling asleep are determined. A sub-area of the image including the

eye may be determined by identifying the head or a facial characteristic of the person, and
then identifying the sub-area using an anthropomorphic model. To determine openings and

closingsof the eyes, histograms of shadowedpixels ofthe eye are analyzed to determined the

@ width and height of the shadowing, or histograms of movementcorrespondingto blinking

are analyzed. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep includes a sensor for

acquiring an image ofthe facc ofthe person, a cunuuller, und a histogram formation unit for

forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. Also disclosed is a rear-view

mirror assembly incorporating the apparatus.

FIGURE 1
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS 

Inventors: Dr. Patrick Pirim

Dr. Thomas

Binford

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1.FieldoftheInvention.

The present invention relates generally to an image processing system, and

more particularly to the use of a generic image processing system to detect drowsiness.

2.DescriptionoftheRelatedArt.

It is well known that a significant numberof highway accidents result from

drivers becoming drowsyorfalling asleep, which results in many deaths andinjuries.

Drowsinessis also a problem in otherfields, such as for airline pilots and powerplant

operators, in which great damage may result from failure to stay alert.

A numberofdifferent physical criteria may be used to establish when a person

is drowsy, including a changein the duration andinterval of eye blinking. Normally, the

duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms when awakeand about 500 to 800 ms when

drowsy. The time interval between successive blinks is generally constant while awake, but

varies within a_ relatively broad range when drowsy.

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers. Such

devices are shown, for example, in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,813,99;

5,689,241;5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606; 4,928,090;

4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devicesfall into three categories: i)

devices that detect movementof the head of the driver,e.g., tilting; ii) devices that detect a

physiological changein the driver, e.g., altered heartbeat or breathing, andiii) devices that

NYDOCS04/231093 | l
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detect a physical result of the driver falling asleep, e.g., a reduced grip on the steering wheel.

None ofthese devices is believed to have met with commercial success.

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383 disclose a generic image processing system that operatesto localize objects

in relative movement in an image and to determine the speed and direction of the objects in

real-time. Each pixel of an image is smoothed using its own time constant. A binary value

corresponding to the existence ofa significant variation in the amplitude of the smoothed

pixel from the prior frame, and the amplitude of the variation, are determined, and the time

constant for the pixel is updated. For each particular pixel, two matrices are formed that

include a subset of the pixels spatially related to the particular pixel. The first matrix contains

the binary values of the subset of pixels. The second matrix contains the amplitude of the

variation of the subset of pixels. In the first matrix, it is determined whetherthe pixels along

an oriented direction relative to the particular pixel have binary values representative of

significant variation, and, for such pixels, it is determined in the second matrix whetherthe

amplitude of these pixels varies in a known mannerindicating movementin the oriented

direction. In domainsthat include luminance, hue, saturation, speed, oriented direction, time

constant, and x andy position, a histogram is formed of the valuesin the first and second

matrices falling in user selected combinations of such domains. Using the histograms,it is

determined whetherthere is an area having the characteristics of the selected combinations of

domains.

It would be desirable to apply such a generic image processing system to

detect the drowsiness of a person.

NYDOCS04/231093 | 2
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SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The present inventionis a process of detecting a driver falling asleep in which

an imageofthe face of the driver is acquired. Pixels of the image having characteristics

correspondingto characteristics.ofat least one eye of the driver are selected and a histogram

is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is analyzed overtime to identify each

opening and closing of the eye, and from the eye opening and closing information,

characteristics indicative of a driver falling asleep are determined.

In one embodiment, a sub-area of the image comprising the eye is determined

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of an eye. In this embodiment, the step of selecting pixels of the image having

characteristics of an eye involves selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image. The step

of identifying a sub-area of the image preferably involves identifying the head ofthe driver,

or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils, and then identifying the

sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model. The head ofthe driver may be

identified by selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to edges of

the head of the driver. Histograms of theselected pixels of the edges of the driver's head are

projected onto orthogonal axes. These histogramsare then analyzed to identify the edges of

the driver's head.

The facial characteristic of the driver may be identified by selecting pixels of

the image having characteristics correspondingto the facial characteristic. Histogramsof the

selected pixels of the facial characteristic are projected onto orthogonal axes. These

histogramsare then analyzedto identify the facial characteristic. If desired, the step of

identifying the facial characteristic in the image involves searching sub-images of the image

until the facial characteristic is found. In the case in whichthe facial characteristic is the

NYDOCS04/231093 | 3
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nostrils of the driver, a histogram is formedof pixels having low luminancelevels to detect

the nostrils. To confirm detection of the nostrils, the histograms of the nostril pixels may be

analyzed to determine whetherthe spacing betweenthe nostrils is within a desired range and

whether the dimensionsof the nostrils fall within a desired range. In order to confirm the

identification of the facial characteristic, an anthropomorphic modelandthe location of the

facial characteristic are used to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial

characteristic. Pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the second facial

characteristic are selected and a histogramsofthe selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic are analyzed to confirm the identification of the first facial characteristic,

In order to determine openings and closings ofthe eyes of the driver, the step

of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of an

eye of the driver involves selecting pixels having low luminancelevels corresponding to

shadowingof the eye. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram over time to

identify each opening and closing of the eye involves analyzing the shape ofthe eye

shadowing to determine openingsand closings of the eye. The histograms of shadowed

pixels are preferably projected onto orthogonalaxes, and the step of analyzing the shape of

the eye shadowing involves analyzing the width and height of the shadowing.

An alternative method of determining openings and closings of the eyes of the

driver involves selecting pixels of the image having characteristics of movement

corresponding to blinking. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram overtimeto

identify each opening and closing of the eye involves analyzing the numberofpixels in

movement correspondingto blinking over time. The characteristics of a blinking eye are

preferably selected from the group consisting of 1) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking
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eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movementindicative

of a blinking eyelid.

An apparatus for detecting a driver falling asleep includes a sensor for

acquiring an imageofthe face of the driver, a controller, and a histogram formation unitfor

forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. The controller controls the

histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the driver and to form a histogram ofthe selected pixels.

The controller analyzes the histogram overtime to identify each opening and closing of the

eye, and determines from the opening and closing information on the eye, characteristics

indicative ofthe driver falling asleep.

In one embodiment, the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit

to identify a sub-area of the image comprising the eye, and the controller controls the

histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of the eye only within the sub-area of the image. In order to select the sub-area

of the image, the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the head of

the driver in the image,or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils.

The controller then identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model. To

identify the head ofthe driver, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges ofthe head of the driver and formshistogramsof the

selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes. To identify a facial characteristic of the

driver, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics

correspondingto the facial characteristic and forms histogramsofthe selected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes. The controller then analyzes the histogramsofthe selected

pixels to identify the edges of the head of the driver orthe facial characteristic, as the case

NYDOCS04/23 1093 I 5
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may be. If the facial characteristic is the nostrils of the driver, the histogram formation unit

selects pixels of the image having low luminancelevels corresponding to the luminancelevel

of the nostrils. The controller may also analyze the histogramsofthe nostril pixels to

determine whetherthe spacing between the nostrils is within a desired range and whether

dimensionsof the nostrils fall within a desired range. If desired, the controller may interact

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-imagesof the imageto identify the facial

characteristic.

In order to verify identification of the facial characteristic, the controller uses

an anthropomorphic model and the location ofthe facial characteristic to cause the histogram

formation unit to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial characteristic. The

histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in the sub-area having characteristics

correspondingto the second facial characteristic and forms a histogram of such pixels. The

controller then analyzes the histogram of the selected pixels corresponding to the second

facial characteristic to identify the second facial characteristic and to thereby confirm the

identification of the first facial characteristic.

In one embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image

having low luminancelevels corresponding to shadowingofthe eyes, and the controller then

analyzes the shape of the eye shadowingto identify shapes corresponding to openings and

closings of the eye. The histogram formation unit preferably forms histogramsofthe

shadowedpixels of the eye projected onto orthogonalaxes, and the controller analyzes the

width and height of the shadowing to determine openingsand closingsofthe eye.

In an alternative embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of

the image in movementcorrespondingto blinking and the controller analyzes the number of

pixels in movementovertime to determine openings and closings of the eye. The

NYDOCS04/231093 1 6
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characteristics of movement correspondingto blinking are preferably selected from the group

consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative ofa blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative ofa

blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

If desired, the sensormay be integrally constructed with the controller and the

histogram formation unit. The apparatus may comprise an alarm, which the controller

operates upon detection of the driver falling asleep, and may comprise an illumination source,

such as a source of IR radiation, with the sensor being adapted to view the driver when

illuminated by the illumination source.

A rear-view mirror assembly comprises a rear-view mirror and the described

apparatus for detecting driver drowsiness mountedto the rear-view mirror. In one

embodiment, a bracket attaches the apparatus to the rear-view mirror. In an alternative

embodiment, the rear-view mirror comprises a housing having an openside andaninterior.

The rear-view mirror is mounted to the open side of the housing, and is see-through from the

interior of the housing to the exterior of the housing. The drowsiness detection apparatusis

mountedinterior to the housing with the sensor directed toward the rear-view mirror. If

desired, a joint attaches the apparatusto the rear-view mirror assembly, with the joint being

adapted to maintain the apparatus in a position facing the driver during adjustmentofthe

mirror assembly by the driver. The rear-view mirror assembly mayinclude a source of

illumination directed toward the driver, with the sensor adapted to view the driver when

illuminated by the source ofillumination. The rear-view mirror assembly mayalso include

an alarm, with the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the driver falling asleep.

Also disclosed is a vehicle comprising the drowsiness detection device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. | is a diagrammatic illustration of the system according to the invention.
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.2 is a block diagram of the temporal and spatial processing units of the

. 3 is a block diagram of the temporalprocessing unit of the invention.

_ 4 is a block diagram of the spatial processing unit of the invention.

. 5 is a diagram showingthe processing of pixels in accordance with the

. 6 illustrates the numerical values of the Freeman code used to determine

movementdirection in accordance with the invention.

Fig

Fig

unit.

Fig

unit.

Fig

processing unit.

Fig

_7 illustrates nested matrices as processed by the temporal processing unit.

. 8 illustrates hexagonal matrices as processed by the temporal processing

. 9 illustrates reverse-L matrices as processed by the temporal processing

. 10 illustrates angular sector shaped matrices as processed by the temporal

. 11 is a block diagram showingthe relationship between the temporal and

spatial processing units, and the histogram formation units.

Fig . 12 is a block diagram showingthe interrelationship between the various

histogram formation units.

Fig . 13 showsthe formation of a two-dimensional histogram of a moving area

from two one-dimensional histograms.

Fig . 14 is a block diagram ofan individual histogram formation unit.

Figs. 15A and 15B illustrate the use of a histogram formation unit to find the

orientation of a lin

NYDOCS04/231093 |
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Fig. 16 illustrates a one-dimensional histogram.

Fig. 17 illustrates the use of semi-graphic sub-matrices to selected desired

areas of an image.

Fig. 18 is a side view illustrating a rear view mirror in combination with the.

drowsiness detection system ofthe invention.

Fig. 19 is a top view illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 20 is a schematic illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 21 is a cross-sectional top view illustrating a rear view mirror assembly

incorporating the drowsiness detection system of the invention.

Fig. 22 is a partial cross-sectional top view illustrating a joint supporting the

drowsiness detection system of the invention in the mirror assembly of Fig. 21.

Fig. 23 is a top view illustrating the relationship between the rear view mirror

assembly of Fig. 21 and a driver.

Fig. 24 illustrates detection of the edges of the head of a person using the

system of the invention.

Fig. 25 illustrates masking outside of the edges of the head of a person.

Fig. 26 illustrates masking outside of the eyes of a person.

Fig. 27 illustrates detection of the eyes of a person using the systemofthe

invention.

Fig. 28 illustrates successive blinks in a three-dimensional orthogonal

coordinate system.

Figs. 29A and 29Billustrate conversion of peaks and valleys of eye movement

histogramsto information indicative of blinking.

NYDOCS04/231093 | 9
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Fig. 30 is a flow diagramillustrating the use of the system of the invention to

detect drowsiness.

Fig. 31 illustrates the use of sub-images to search a complete image.

Fig. 32 illustrates the use ofthe system of the invention to detect nostrils and

to track eye movement.

Fig. 33 illustrates the use of the system of the inventionto detect an open eye.

Fig. 34 illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect a closed eye.

Fig. 35 is a flow diagram ofan alternative method of detecting drowsiness.

Fig. 36 illustrates use of the system to detect a pupil.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention discloses an application of the generic image processing

system disclosed in commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference for detection of

various criteria associated with the human eye, and especially to detection that a driveris

falling asleep while driveing a vehicle.

The apparatusofthe invention is similar to that described in the

aforementioned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and PCT/EP98/05383, which

will be described herein for purposesofclarity. Referring to Figs. 1 and 10, the generic

image processing system 22 includes a spatial and temporal processing unit 11 in

combination with a histogram formation unit 22a. Spatial and temporal processing unit 11

includes an input 12 that receives a digital video signal S originating from a video camera or

other imaging device 13 which monitors a scene 13a. Imaging device 13 is preferably a

conventional CMOS-type CCD camera, which for purposesof the presently-described

invention is mounted on a vehicle facing the driver. It will be appreciated that when used in

NYDOCS04/231093 | 10
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non-vehicluar applications, the camera may be mountedin any desired fashion to detect the

specific criteria of interest. It is also foreseen that any other appropriate sensor, e.g.,

ultrasound, IR, Radar, etc., may be used as the imaging device. Imaging device 13 may have

a direct digital output, or an analogoutput that is converted by an A/D convertorinto digital

signal S. Imaging device 13 mayalso beintegral with generic image processing system 22, if

desired.

While signal S maybe a progressivesignal, it is preferably composed of a

succession of pairs of interlaced frames, TR, and TR’, and TR, and TR’, each consisting ofa

succession of horizontal scannedlines,e.g., 1, ,, 1, .,-...1, ;7in TR,, and,,in TR,. Each line

consists of a succession of pixels or image-points PI, e.g., a, ;, a, and a, ; for line 1, ,; al,7,

and al 7, for line 1, ,7 ; al,,, and a,, for line 1, ,. Signal S(PI) represents signal S composed of

pixels PI.

S(PI) includes a frame synchronization signal (ST) at the beginning of each

frame, a line synchronization signal (SL) at the beginning of eachline, and a blanking signal

(BL). Thus, S(PI) includes a succession frames, which are representative of the time domain,

and within each frame,a series of lines and pixels, which are representative of the spatial

domain.

In the time domain, "successive frames” shall refer to successive frames of the

sametype (i.e., odd frames such as TR, or even frames such as TR',), and "successive pixels

in the same position" shall denote successive values of the pixels (PI) in the samelocation in

successive frames of the sametype,e.g., a, , of |, , in frame TR, and a,, of 1, ; in the next

corresponding frame TR,

Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 generates outputs ZH and SR 14 toa

data bus 23 (Fig. 11), which are preferably digital signals. Complex signal ZH comprises a

NYDOCS04/231093 | 11
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numberof output signals generated by the system, preferably including signals indicating the

existence and localization of an area or object in motion, and the speed V and the oriented

direction of displacement DI of each pixel of the image. Also preferably output from the

system is input digital video signalS, whichis delayed (SR) to make it synchronous with the

output ZH for the frame, taking into accountthecalculation time for the data in composite

signal ZH (one frame). The delayed signal SR is used to display the image received by

camera 13 ona monitoror television screen 10, which mayalso be used to display the

information contained in composite signal ZH. Composite signal ZH mayalso be transmitted

to a separate processing assembly 10a in which further processing of the signal may be

accomplished.

Referring to Fig. 2, spatial and temporal processing unit 11 includesa first

assembly 11a, which consists of a temporal processing unit 15 having an associated memory

16, a spatial processing unit 17 having a delay unit 18 and sequencing unit 19, and a pixel

clock 20, which generates a clock signal HP, and whichserves as a clock for temporal

processing unit 15 and sequencing unit 19. Clock pulses HP are generated by clock 20 atthe

pixel rate of the image, whichis preferably 13.5 MHZ.

Fig. 3 showsthe operation of temporal processing unit 15, the function of

whichis to smooth the video signal and generate a numberofoutputsthat are utilized by

spatial processing unit 17. During processing, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves from

memory 16 the smoothed pixel values LI of the digital video signal from the immediately

prior frame, and the values of a smoothing time constant CI for each pixel. As used herein,

LO and CO shall be used to denote the pixel values (L) and time constants (C) stored in

memory 16 from temporal processing unit 15, and LI and CI shall denote the pixel values (L)

and time constants (C) respectively for such values retrieved from memory 16 for use by
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temporal processing unit 15. Temporal processing unit 15 generates a binary outputsignal

DPfor each pixel, which identifies whether the pixel has undergonesignificant variation, and

a digital signal CO, which represents the updated calculated value of time constant C.

Referring to Fig.-3, ‘temporal processing unit 15 includes a first block 15a

which receives the pixels PI of input video signal S. For each pixel PI, the temporal

processing unit retrieves from memory 16 a smoothed value LIof this pixel from the

immediately preceding corresponding frame, which wascalculated by temporal processing

unit 15 during processing of the immediately prior frame and stored in memory 16 as LO.

Temporal processing unit 15 calculates the absolute value ABofthe difference between each

pixel value PI and LI for the same pixel position (for example a, ,, of 1, , in TR, and of], , in

TR;,:

AB = |PI-LI|

Temporal processing unit 15 is controlled by clock signal HP from clock 20 in

order to maintain synchronization with the incoming pixel stream. Test block 15b of

temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB and a threshold value SE. Threshold SE may

be constant, but preferably varies based upon the pixel value PI, and more preferably varies

with the pixel value so as to form a gammacorrection. Known meansofvarying SE to form

a gammacorrection is represented by the optional block 15e shownin dashedlines. Test

block 15b compares, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, digital signals AB and SEin order to

determine a binary signal DP. If AB exceeds threshold SE, which indicates that pixel value

PI has undergonesignificant variation as compared to the smoothed value LI of the same

pixel in the prior frame, DPis set to '"1" for the pixel under consideration. Otherwise, DPis

set to "0" for such pixel.
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When DP = 1, the difference between the pixel value PI and smoothed value

LI of the samepixel in the prior frame is considered too great, and temporal processing unit

15 attempts to reduce this difference in subsequent frames by reducing the smoothing time

constant C forthat pixel. Conversély, if DP = 0, temporal processing unit 15 attempts to

increase this difference in subsequent frames by increasing the smoothing time constant C for

that pixel. These adjustments to time constant C as a function of the value of DP are made by
block 15c. If DP = 1, block 15c reduces the time constant by a unit value U so that the new

value of the time 7constant CO equals the old value of the constant CI minus unit value U.

CO=CI-U

If DP = 0, block 1 5c increases the time constant by a unit value U so that the

new value of the time constant CO equals the old value of the constant Cl plus unit value U.

CO=CI+U

Thus, for each pixel, block 15c receives the binary signal DP from test unit

15b and time constant CI from memory 16, adjusts CI up or down byunit value U, and

generates a new time constant CO whichis stored in memory 16 to replace time constant CI.

In a preferred embodiment, time constantC,is in the form 2°, wherepis

incremented or decremented by unit value U, which preferably equals 1, in block 15c. Thus,

if DP = 1, block 15c subtracts one (for the case where U=1) frompin the time constant 2°

which becomes 2”"'. If DP = 0, block 15c adds oneto p in time constant 2°, which becomes

2°*' The choice of a time constant of the form 2? facilitates calculations and thus simplifies

the structure of block 15c.

Block 15c includes several tests to ensure proper operation of the system.

First, CO must remain within defined limits. In a preferred embodiment, CO must not

become negative (CO > 0) and it must not exceed a limit N (CO <N), which is preferably
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seven. In the instance in which CI and COarein the form 2°, the upper limit N is the

maximum value for p.

The upper limit N may be constant, but is preferably variable. An optional

input unit 15f includes a register ofmemory that enablesthe user, or controller 42 to vary N.

The consequenceof increasing N is to increase the sensitivity of the system to detecting

displacementof pixels, whereas reducing N improvesdetection of high speeds. N may be

madeto depend on PI (N mayvary on a pixel-by-pixel basis, if desired) in order to regulate

the variation of LO as a function of the lever ofPI, i.e., Ni, = f(PI;,), the calculation of which

is done in block 15f, which in this case would receive the value of PI from video camera 13.

Finally, a calculation block 15d receives, for each pixel, the new time constant

CO generated in block 15c, the pixel values PI of the incomingvideosignal S, and the

smoothed pixel value LI of the pixel in the previous frame from memory 16. Calculation

block 15d then calculates a new smoothedpixel value LO forthe pixel as follows:

LO=LI + (PI - LI)/CO

If CO = 2’,then

LO=LI + (PI - LI)/2°

where "po", is the new value ofp calculated in unit 15c and which replaces previous value of

"pi" in memory 16.

The purpose of the smoothing operation is to normalize variations in the value

of each pixel PI of the incoming video signal for reducing the variation differences. For each

pixel of the frame, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves LI and CI from memory 16, and

generates new values LO (new smoothedpixel value) and CO (new time constant) that are

stored in memory 16 to replace LI and CI respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, temporal
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processing unit 15 transmits the CO and DPvaluesfor each pixel to spatial processing unit 17

through the delay unit 18.

The capacity of memory 16 assumingthat there are R pixels in a frame, and

therefore 2R pixels per complete image, mustbe at least 2R(e+f) bits, where e is the number

of bits required to store a single pixel value LI (preferably eightbits), and f is the number of

bits required to store a single time constant CI (preferably 3 bits). If each video imageis

composedofa single frame (progressive image),it is sufficient to use R(e+f) bits rather than

2R(e+f) bits.

Spatial processing unit 17 is used to identify an area in relative movementin

the images from camera 13 and to determine the speed andoriented direction of the

movement. Spatial processing unit 17, in conjunction with delay unit 18, cooperates with a

control unit 19 that is controlled by clock 20, which generates clock pulse HPat the pixel

frequency. Spatial processing unit 17 receives signals DP,, and CO,; (where i and j correspond

to the x and y coordinatesof the pixel) from temporal processing unit 15 and processes these

signals as discussed below. Whereas temporal processing unit 15 processes pixels within

each frame, spatial processing unit 17 processes groupings ofpixels within the frames.

Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows the temporal processing of successive

corresponding frame sequences TR,, TR;, TR; and the spatial processing in the these frames

of a pixel PI with coordinatesx, y, at times t,, t, and t,. A plane in Fig. 5 correspondsto the

spatial processing of a frame, whereas the superposition of frames correspondsto the

temporal processing of successive frames.

Signals DP;, and CO,, from temporal processing unit 15 are distributed by

spatial processing unit 17 into a first matrix 21 containing a number of rows and columns

much smaller than the numberoflines L of the frame and the numberofpixels M perline.
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Matrix 21 preferably includes 2/ + 1 lines along the y axis and 2m+] columnsalong the x axis

(in Cartesian coordinates), where / and m are small integer numbers. Advantageously, / and

mare chosen to be powers of 2, where for example / is equal to 2* and m is equalto 2°, a and

b being integer numbers of about 2 to 5, for example. To simplify the drawing and the

explanation, m will be taken to be equalto / (although it may be different) and m=1=23=8. In

this case, matrix 21 will have 2 x 8 + 1 = 17 rows and 17 columns. Fig. 4 showsa portion of

the 17 rows Yo, Y,,--- Yy5, Yig, and 17 columns Xo, Xj, ... X15, X;g Which form matrix 21.

Spatial processing unit 17 distributes into / x m matrix 21 the incoming flows

of Dp;, and CO,, from temporal processing unit 15. It will be appreciated that only a subset of

all DP... and CO,, values will be included in matrix 21, since the frame is muchlarger, havingijt ijt

L lines and M pixels per row (e.g., 312.5 lines and 250-800 pixels), depending upon the TV

standard used.

In order to distinguish the L x M matrix of the incoming videosignal from the

1 x m matrix 21 of spatial processing unit 17, the indices i andj will be used to represent the

coordinates of the former matrix and the indices x and y will be used to represent the

coordinates of the latter. At a given instant, a pixel with an instantaneous value PI;;,is

characterized at the inputof the spatial processing unit 17 by signals DP,;, and CO,,,. The

(2/-+1 ) x (2m + 1) matrix 21 is formed by scanning each of the L x M matrices for DP and

Co.

In matrix 21, each pixel is defined by a row number between 0 and 16

(inclusive), for rows Y, to Y,, respectively, and a column number between 0 and 16

(inclusive), for columns X, to X,, respectively, in the case in which / = m= 8. In this case,

matrix 21 will be a plane of 17 x 17 = 289 pixels.
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In Fig. 4, elongated horizontal rectangles Y, to Y,, (only four of which have

been shown,i.e., Yo, Y,, Y;5 and Y,,) and vertical lines X, to X,, (of which only four have

been shown,i.e., Xp, X;, X;5 and X,, ) illustrate matrix 21 with 17 x 17 image pointsorpixels

having indices defined at the intersection of an ordinate row and an abscissa column. For
example, the Pgg is at the intersection of column 8 and row8asillustrated in Fig. 4 at position

e, which is the center of matrix 21.

In response to the HP and BL signals from clock 20 (Fig. 2), a rate control or

sequencing unit 19: i) generates a line sequence signal SL at a frequency equalto the quotient

of 13.5 MHZ (for an image with a corresponding numberofpixels) divided by the number of

columnsper frame (for example 400) to delay unit 18, ii) generates a frame signal SC, the

frequency of whichis equal to the quotient 13.5/400 MHZ divided by the numberof rowsin

the video image, for example 312.5, iii) and outputs the HP clock signal. Blanking signal BL

is used to render sequencing unit 19 non-operational during synchronization signals in the

input image.

A delay unit 18 carries out the distribution of portions of the L x M matrix into

matrix 21. Delay unit 18 receives the DP, CO, and incoming pixel S(PI) signals, and

distributes these into matrix 21 using clock signal HP and line sequence and column sequence

signals SL and SC.

In order to form matrix 21 from the incoming stream of DP and COsignals,

the successive row, Y, to Y,, for the DP and COsignals must be delayed as follows:

row Yj - not delayed;

row Y, - delayed by the duration of a frame line TP,

row Y, - delayed by 2 TP;

and so on until
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row Y,, - delayed by 16 TP.

The successive delays of the duration of a frame row TP,are carried out ina

cascadeofsixteen delay circuits r,,r,,...r,, that serve rows Y,Y...Y\,, respectively, row Y,

being served directly by the DP and CO signals without any delay uponarriving from

temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits r,,r,,...7,, may be built up by a delay line with

sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by any section thereof between two successive outputs

being constant and equal to TP.

Rate control unit 19 controls the scanning of the entire L x M frame matrix

over matrix 21. The circular displacement of pixels in a row of the frame matrix on the 17x

17 matrix, for example from X, to X;, on row Yo, is done by a cascade of sixteen shift

registers d on each of the 17 rows from Yj,to Yj, (giving a total of 16 x 17 = 272 shift

registers) placed in each row between two successive pixel positions, namely the register do,

between positions PI), and PI), register dy, between positions PI,,, and Pl,,, etc. Each register

imposes a delay TS equalto the time difference between two successive pixels in a row or

line, using column sequence signal SC. Because rows/,, /, ... /|, ina frame TR, (Fig. 1), for

S(PI) and for DP and CO,reach delay unit 18 shifted by TP (complete duration of a row) one

after the other, and delay unit 18 distributes them with gradually increasing delays of TP onto

rows Yo, Y, «.. Yj, these rows display the DP and COsignalsat a given time for rows/,,/,...

],, in the same frame portion. Similarly in a given row,e.g., /,, successive pixelsignals a, ,,

a,» .-. arrive shifted by TS andshift registers d impose a delay also equal to TS. Asa result,

the pixels of the DP and COsignals in a given row Y, to Y,, in matrix 21, are contemporary,

i.e., they correspond to the same frameportion.

The signals representing the COs and DPsin matrix 21 are available at a given

instant on the 16 x 17 = 272 outputs of the shift registers, as well as upstream of the registers
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ahead of the 17 rows, i.e., registers d,,, d, ,.... djg,, which makesa total of 16x 17+ 17=17

x 17 outputs for the 17 x 17 positions Poo,Po1,---Pgg---Pi6i6-

In order to better understand the process of spatial processing, the system will

be described with respect to a small matrix M3 containing 3 rows and 3 columns where the

central element of the 9 elementsthereofis pixel ¢ with coordinates x = 8, y = 8 asillustrated

below:

(M3)qa roe -—rhOO
In matrix M3, positionsa, b, c, d, f, g, h, i around the central pixel e

correspondto eight oriented directions relative to the central pixel. The eight directions may

be identified using the Freeman codeillustrated in Fig. 6, the directions being coded 0 to 7

starting from the x axis, in steps of 45°. In the Freeman code, the eight possible oriented

directions, may be represented by a 3-bit numbersince 2’ = 8.

Considering matrix M3, the 8 directions of the Freeman codeare as follows:

3 2 1

4 e 0
5 6 7

Returning to matrix 21] having 17 x 17 pixels, a calculation unit 17a examines

at the same time various nested square second matrices centered on e, with dimensions 15 x

15, 13x 13,11x11,9x9,7x7,5x 5 and 3 x 3, within matrix 21, the 3 x 3 matrix being the

M3 matrix mentioned above. Spatial processing unit 17 determines which matrixis the

smallest in which pixels with DP =1are aligned alonga straight line which determines the

direction of movementofthe aligned pixels.

For the aligned pixels in the matrix, the system determines if CO varies on

eachside of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oriented direction
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and -a in the opposite oriented direction, where 1<a<N. For example, if positions g, e, and c

of M3 have values -1, 0, +1, then a displacementexists in this matrix from right to left in the

(oriented) direction | in the Freeman code (Fig. 6). However, positions g, e, and c mustat the

same time have DP = 1. The displacement speed of the pixels in motion is greater when the

matrix, among the 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 nested matrices, in which CO varies from +1 or-1

between two adjacent positions along a direction is larger. For example, if positions g, e, and

c in the 9 x 9 matrix denoted M9 havevalues - 1, 0, +1 in oriented direction |, the

displacementwill be faster than for values -1, 0, +1 in 3 x 3 matrix M3 (Fig. 7). The smallest

matrix for which a line meets the test of DP=1 for the pixels in the line and CO varies on each

side of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oriented direction and

-a in the opposite oriented direction, is chosen as the principal line of interest.

Within a given matrix, a greater value of £CO indicates slower movement.

For example,in the smallest matrix, i.e., the 3x3 matrix, CO=+2 with DPs=] determines

subpixel movementi.e. one half pixel per image, and CO=+3, indicates slower movement,

i.e. one third of a pixel per image. In order to reduce the calculation power in the system and

to simplify the hardware, preferably only those values of CO which are symmetricalrelative

to the central pixel are considered.

Since CO is represented as a powerof 2 ina preferred embodiment, an

extended range of speeds may beidentified using only a few bits for CO, while still enabling

identification of relatively low speeds. Varying speed may be detected because, for example-

2, 0, +2 in positions g, e, c in 3 x 3 matrix M3 indicates a speed half as fast as the speed

corresponding to 1, 0, +1 for the same positions in matrix M3.

Twotests are preferably performed on the results to remove uncertainties. The

first test chooses the strongest variation, in other words the highest time constant, if there are
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variations of CO alongseveral directions in one of the nested matrices. The secondtest

arbitrarily chooses one of two (or more) directions along which the variation of CO is

identical, for example by choosing the smallest value of the Freeman code,in the instance

whenidentical lines of motion are ‘directed ina single matrix in different directions. This

usually arises whenthe actual direction of displacement is approximately between two

successive coded directions in the Freeman code, for example between directions | and 2

correspondingto an (oriented) direction that can be denoted 1.5 (Fig. 6) of about 67.5° with

the x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman code).

The scanning of an entire frame of the digital video signal S preferably occurs

in the following sequence. Thefirst group of pixels considered is the first 17 rowsor lines of

the frame, andthe first 17 columnsof the frame. Subsequently,still for the first 17 rows of

the frame, the matrix is moved columnby column from theleft of the frameto the right, as

shownin Fig. 5, i.e., from portion TM,at the extremeleft, then TM, offset by one column

with respect to TM,, until TM,, (where M is the numberofpixels per frame line or row)at

the extreme right. Oncethe first 17 rows have been considered for each column fromleft to

right, the process is repeated for rows 2 to 18 in the frame. This process continues,shifting

down one rowat a timeuntil the last group of lines at the bottom of the frame,i.e., lines L -

16... L (where L is the numberoflines per frame) are considered.

Spatial processing unit 17 generates the following outputsignals for each

pixel: i) a signal V representing the displacement speed for the pixel, based upon the

amplitude of the maximum variation of CO surrounding the pixel, the value of which maybe,

for example, represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 if the speedis in the form of a power

of 2, and therefore may bestored in 3 bits, ii) a signal DI] representing the direction of

displacementofthe pixel, whichis calculated from the direction of maximum variation, the
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value of DI being also preferably represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 corresponding to

the Freeman code,stored in 3 bits, iii) a binary validation signal VL which indicates whether

the result of the speed and oriented direction is valid, in order to be able to distinguish a valid

output with V = 0 and DI = 0, fromthe lack of an output dueto an incident,this signal being

1 for a valid output or 0 for an invalid output, iv) a time constant signal CO,stored in3bits,

for example, and v) a delayed video signal SR consisting of the input video signal S delayed

in the delay unit 18 by 16 consecutive line durations TR and therefore by the duration of the

distribution of the signal S in the 17x 17 matrix 21, in order to obtain a video signal timed to

matrix 21, which may be displayed on a television set or monitor. Also output are the clock

signal HP,line sequence signal SL and column sequencesignal SC from control unit 19.

Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or an inverted L-shaped matrix (Fig. 9) may

be substituted for the nested rectangular matrices in Figs. 4 and 7. In the case shownin Fig.8,

the nested matrices (in which only the most central matrices MRI and MR2 have been shown)

are all centered on point MRO which correspondsto the central point of matrices M3, M9 in

Fig. 7. The advantage of a hexagonal matrix system is that it allows the use of oblique

coordinate axesx,, y,, and a breakdowninto triangles with identical sides, to carry out an

isotropic speed calculation.

The matrix in Fig. 9 is composed of a single row (L,) and a single column(C,)

starting from the central position MR, in which the two signals DP and COrespectively are

equal to "1" for DP and increase or decrease by one unit for CO, if movementoccurs.

If movementis in the direction of the x coordinate, the CO signal is identical

in all positions (boxes) in column C,, and the binary signal DPis equal to 1 in all positionsin

rowL,, from the origin MR,, with the value CO,, up to the position in which COis equal to

CO, +1 or -1 inclusive. If movementis in the direction ofthe y coordinate, the CO signal is
“+
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identical in all positions (boxes) in row L,, and the binary signal DP is equal to 1 in all

positions in columnC,, from the origin MR,, with the value CO,, up to the position in which

CO is equal to CO,, +1 or -1 inclusive. If movementis obliquerelative to the x and y

coordinates, the binary signal DP is equal to 1 and COis equal to CO,in positions (boxes) of

L, and in positions (boxes) of C,, the slope being determined by the perpendicularto the line

passing through the two positions in which the signal CO, changes by the value of one unit,

the DP signal always being equalto 1.

Fig. 9 showsthe case in which DP =I and CO, changes value by one unit in

the two specific positions L,,; and C,, and indicates the corresponding slope Pp. In all cases,

the displacement speedis a function of the position in which CO changesvalue by one unit.

If CO changes by oneunit in L, or C, only, it correspondsto the value of the CO variation

position. If CO changes by one unit in a position in L, andin a position in C,, the speed is

proportionalto the distance between MR,andE,(intersection of the line perpendicularto C,-

L, passing through MR,).

Fig. 10 shows an imaging device with sensors located at the intersections of

concentric lines c and radial lines d that correspond to the rows and columnsofa rectangular

matrix imaging device. The operation of such an imaging device is controlled by a circular

scanning sequencer. In this embodiment, angular sector shaped n x n matrices MC are

formed, (a 3x3 matrix MC3 and a5x5 matrix MC5are shown)and exceptfor sequencing

differences, the matrices are processed identical to the square matrix embodiments discussed

above.

As shownin Figs. 11-16, spatial and temporal processing unit 11 is used in

connection with a histogram processor 22a for identifying objects within the input signal

based upon userspecified criteria for identifying such objects. A bus Z-Z, (See Figs. 2, 11
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and 12) transfers the output signals of spatial and temporal processing unit 11] to histogram

processor 22a. Histogram processor 22a generates composite output signal ZH which

contains information on the areas in relative movementin the scene.

Referring to Fig..12, histogram processor 22a includes a bus 23 for

communicating signals between the various componentsthereof, for receiving input

commandsfrom a controller 42 and for transmitting output signals to controller 42.

Histogram formation and processing blocks 24 - 29 receive the various inputsignals,1.e.,

delayed digital video signal SR, speed V, oriented directions (in Freeman code) DI, time

constant CO, first axis x(m) and second axis y(m), which are discussed in detail below. The

function of each histogram formation blockis to enable a histogram to be formed for the

domain associated with that block. For example, histogram formation block 24 receives the

delayed digital video signal SR and enables a histogram to be formed for the luminance

values of the video signal. Since the luminanceofthe signal will generally be represented by

a numberin the range of 0-255, histogram formation block 24 is preferably a memory

addressable with 8 bits, with each memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to

correspond to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 25 receives speed signal V and enables a

histogram to be formed for the various speedspresent in a frame. In a preferred embodiment,

the speed is an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block 25 is then preferably a

memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location havinga sufficient number of

bits to correspond to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 26 receives oriented direction signal DI and

enables a histogram to be formedfor the oriented directions present in a frame. In a preferred

embodiment,the oriented direction is an integer in the range 0-7, correspondingto the
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Freeman code. Histogram formation block 26is then preferably a memory addressable with 3

bits, with each memory location havingasufficient numberofbits to correspondto the

numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 27 receives time constant signal CO and enables a

histogramto be formed for the time constants of the pixels in a frame. Inapreferred

embodiment, the time constantis an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block 27

is then preferably a memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location having a

sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 receive the x andy positions

respectively of pixels for which a histogram is to be formed, and form histograms for such

pixels, as discussed in greater detail below. Histogram formation block 28 is preferably

addressable with the numberofbits corresponding to the numberofpixels in a line, with each

memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberoflines in a

frame, and histogram formation block 29 is preferably addressable with the numberofbits

corresponding to the numberoflines in a frame, with each memory location having a

sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberofpixels ina line.

Referring to Figs. 12 and 14, each of the histogram formation blocks 24 - 29

has an associatedvalidation block 30 - 35 respectively, which generates a validation signal

V1 - V6 respectively. In general, each of the histogram formation blocks 24-29is identicalto

the others and functions in the same manner. Forsimplicity, the invention will be described

with respect to the operation of histogram formation block 25, it being appreciated that the

remaining histogram formation blocks operate in a like manner. Histogram formation block

25 includes a histogram forming portion 25a, which formsthe histogram for that block, and a

classifier 25b, for selecting the criteria of pixels for which the histogram is to be formed.
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Histogramforming portion 25a andclassifier 25b operate under the control of computer

software in an integrated circuit (not shown), to extractcertain limits of the histograms

generated by the histogram formation block, and to control operation of the various

components of the histogram farntation units.

Referring to Fig. 14, histogram forming portion 25a includes a memory 100,

which is preferably a conventional digital memory. In the case of histogram formation block

25 which formsa histogram of speed, memory 100 is sized to have addresses 0-7, each of

which may store up to the numberofpixels in an image. Between frames, memory 100is

initiated, i.e., cleared of all memory, by setting imif=1 in multiplexors 102 and 104. This has

the effect, with respect to multiplexor 102 of selecting the "0" input, which is output to the

Data In line of memory 100. At the sametime, setting inif=l causes multiplexor 104 to select

the Counter input, which is output to the Address line of memory 100. The Counter inputis

connected to a counter (not shown)that counts throughall of the addresses for memory 100,

in this case O<address<7. This has the effect of placing a zero in all memory addresses of

memory 100. Memory 100is preferably cleared during the blanking interval between each

frame. After memory 100is cleared, the init line is set to zero, which in the case of

multiplexor 102 results in the content of the Data line being sent to memory 100, and in the

case of multiplexor 104 results in the data from spatial processing unit 117, i.e., the V data,

being sent to the Address line of memory 100.

Classifier 25b enables only data having selected classification criteria to be

considered further, meaning to possibly be includedin the histograms formed by histogram

formation blocks 24-29, For example, with respect to speed, which is preferably a value in

the range of 0-7, classifier 25b may be set to consider only data within a particular speed

category or categories, e.g., speed 1, speeds 3 or 5, speed 3-6, etc. Classifier 25b includes a
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register 106 that enables the classification criteria to be set by the user, or by a separate

computer program. By way of example, register 106 will include, in the case of speed, eight

registers numbered 0-7. By setting a register to "1", e.g., register number 2, only data that

meets the criteria of the selected class, e.g., speed 2, will result in a classification output of

"1". Expressed mathematically, for any given register in which R(k) = b, wherekis the

register numberandb is the boolean value stored in the register:

Output= R(data(V))

So for a data point V of magnitude 2, the outputof classifier 25b will be "1" only if R(2)=1.

Theclassifier associated with histogram formation block 24 preferably has 256 registers, one

register for each possible luminance value of the image. The classifier associated with

histogram formation block 26 preferably has 8 registers, one register for each possible

direction value. The classifier associated with histogram formation block 27 preferably has 8

registers, one register for each possible value of CO. Theclassifier associated with histogram

formation block 28 preferably has the same numberofregisters as the numberofpixels per

line. Finally, the classifier associated with histogram formation block 29 preferably has the

same numberofregisters as the numberoflines per frame. The outputof each classifieris

communicated to each of the validation blocks 30-35 via bus 23, in the case of histogram

formation blocks 28 an 29, through combination unit 36, which will be discussed further

below.

Validation units 30-35 receive the classification information in parallel from

all classification units in histogram formation blocks 24 - 29. Each validation unit generates

a validation signal which is communicatedto its associated histogram formation block 24-

29. The validation signal determines, for each incoming pixel, whether the histogram

formation block will utilize that pixel in forming it histogram. Referring again to Fig. 14,
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which showshistogram formation block 25, validation unit 31 includes a register block 108

having a register associated with each histogram formation block, or more generally, a

register associated with each data domain thatthe system is capable of processing,in this

case, luminance, speed, direction, CO, and x and y position. The content of each register in

register block 108 is a binary value that may be set by a user or by a computer controller.

Each validation unit receive via bus 23 the output of each of the classifiers, in this case

numbered0 ... p, keeping in mind that for any data domain,e.g., speed, the output of the

classifier for that data domain will only be "1" if the particular data point being considered is

in the class of the registers set to "1" in the classifier for that data domain. The validation

signal from each validation unit will only be "1”if for each register in the validation unit that

is set to "1", an input of "1" is received from the classifier for the domain of that register.

This may be expressed as follows:

out = (iN, + Rego). Gin, + Reg,) ... (in, + Reg, (ing + in, +... in,)

where Reg,is the register in the validation unit associated with input ing. Thus, using the

classifiers in combination with validation units 30 - 35, the system mayselect for processing

only data points in any selected classes within any selected domains. For example, the system

may beusedto detect only data points having speed 2, direction 4, and luminance 125 by

setting each of the following registers to "1": the registers in the validation units for speed,

direction, and luminance,register 2 in the speed classifier, register 4 in the direction

classifier, and register 125 in the luminanceclassifier. In order to form those pixels into a

block, the registers in the validation units for the x and y directions would beset to "1" as

well.
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Referring again to Fig. 13, validation signal V2 is updated on a pixel-by-pixel

basis. If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is "1", adder 110 increments the output of

memory 100 by one. If, fora particular pixel, validation signal V2 is "0", adder 100 does not
increments the output of memory. In any case, the output of adder 100 is stored in memory

100 at the address corresponding to the pixel being considered. For example, assuming that

memory 100 is used to form a histogram of speed, which may becategorized as speeds 0-7,

and where memory 100 will include 0-7 corresponding memory locations,if a pixel with

speed 6 is received, the address input to multiplexor 104 through the data line will be6.

Assumingthat validation signal V2 is "1", the content in memory at location 6 will be

incremented. Over the course of an image, memory 100 will contain a histogram ofthe

pixels for the image in the category associated with the memory. If, for a particular pixel,

validation signal V2 is "0" because that pixel is not in a category for which pixels are to be

counted (e g., because that pixel does not have the correct direction, speed, or luminance),

that pixel will not be used in forming the histogram.

For the histogram formed in memory 100, key characteristics for that

histogram are simultaneously computed in a unit 112. Referring to Fig. 14, unit 112 includes

memories for each of the key characteristics, which include the minimum (MIN)ofthe

histogram, the maximum (MAX)ofthe histogram, the numberofpoints (NBPTS)in the

histogram, the position (POSRMAX)of the maximum ofthe histogram, and the number of

points (RMAX)at the maximum ofthe histogram. These characteristics are determined in

parallel with the formation of the histogram as follows:

For each pixel with a validation signal V2 of "1":

(a) if the data value of the pixel < MIN (whichisinitially set to the

maximum possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MIN;
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(b) if the data value of the pixel > MAX (whichisinitially set to the

minimum possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MAX;

(c) if the content of memory 100 at the address of the data value of the

pixel > RMAX (whichis initially set to the minimum possible value of the histogram), then i)
write data value in POSRMAXand Ii) write the memory output in RMAX.

(d) increment NBPTS(whichisinitially set to zero).

At the completion of the formation of the histogram in memory 100at the end

of each frame, unit 112 will contain important data characterizing the histogram. The

histogram in each memory 100, and the characteristics of the histogram in units 112 are read

during the scanning spot of each frame by controller 42, and the memories 100 are cleared

and units 112 are re-initialized for processing the next frame.

The system of the invention includes a semi-graphic masking function to

select pixels to be considered by the system. Fig. 16 shows a typical image 53 consisting of

pixels arranged in a Q x R matrix, whichis divided into sub-matrices 51 each having a

dimension of s x t, wherein each s x ¢ sub-matrix includes s x ¢ numberofpixels of the image.

Each sub-matrix shown in Fig. 17 is a 3x4 matrix. Ina preferred embodiment, s=9 and 12,

although any appropriate sub-matrix size may be used, if desired, including | x 1. Referring

to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a semi-graphic memory 50, which includes a

one-bit memory location corresponding to each s x ¢ matrix. For any given sub-matrix 51, the

corresponding bit in memory 50 maybeset to "0", which has the effect of ignoringall pixels

in such sub-matrix 50, or may be set to "1" in which caseall pixels in such sub-matrix will be

considered in forming histograms. Thus, by using semi-graphic memory 50,it is possible to

limit those areas of the image to be considered during histogram formation. For example,

when an imageof a road taken by a camera facing forward onavehicleis used to detect the
a
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lanes of the road, the pixel! information of the roadat the farthest distances from the camera

generally does not contain useful information. Accordingly, in such an application, the semi-

graphic memory is used to mask off the distant portions of the road by setting semi-graphic
memory 50 to ignore such pixels. Alternatively, the portion of the road to be ignored may be
masked by setting the system to track pixels only within a detection box that excludes the

undesired area of the screen, as discussed below.

In operation, for any pixel under consideration, an AND operation is run on

the validation signal for such pixel and the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the sub-

matrix in which that pixel is located. If the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the sub-

matrix in whichthat pixel is located contains "0", the AND operation will yield a "0" and the

pixel will be ignored, otherwise the pixel will be considered in the usual manner. It is

foreseen that the AND operation maybe run on other than the validation signal, with the

same resultant functionality. Also, it is foreseen that memory 50 maybe a framesize

memory, with each pixel being independently selectable in the semi-graphic memory. This

would enable any desired pixels of the image to be considered or ignored as desired. Semi-

graphic memory 50 is set by controller 42 via data bus 23.

Fig. 16 shows an example of the successive classes C,, C,...C,.,, C,, each

_ representinga particular velocity, for a hypothetical velocity histogram, with their being

categorization for up to 16 velocities (15 are shown) in this example. Also shownis envelope

38, which is a smoothed representation of the histogram.

In orderto locate the position of an object having user specified criteria within

the image, histogram blocks 28 and 29 are used to generate histogramsfor the x and y

positions of pixels with the selected criteria. These are shownin Fig. 13 as histogramsalong

the x and y coordinates. These x and y data are output to moving area formation block 36
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which combines the abscissa and ordinate information x(m), and y(m), respectively into a

composite signal xy(m)that is output onto bus 23. A sample composite histogram 40is

shown in Fig. 13. The various histograms and composite signal xy(m) that are output to bus
23 are used to determine if there is a moving area in the image,to localize this area, and/orto

determine its speed and oriented direction. Because the area in relative movement may be in

an observation plane along directions x and y which are not necessarily orthogonal, as

discussed below with respect to Fig. 18, a data change block 37 may be used to convert the x

and y data to orthogonal coordinates. Data change block 37 receives orientation signals x(m),

and y(m), for x(m), and y(m), axes, as well as pixel clock signals HP, line sequence and

column sequence signals SL and SC (these three signals being grouped together in bundle F

in Figs. 2, 4, and 10) and generates the orthogonal x(m), and y(m), signals that are output to

histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 respectively.

In order to process pixels only within a user-defined area, the x-direction

histogram formation unit 28 may be programmedto processpixels only in a class of pixels

defined by boundaries, i.e. XMIN and XMAX.This is accomplished by setting the XMIN and

XMAXvaluesin a user-programmable memory in x-direction histogram formation unit 28 or

in linear combination units 30-35. Any pixels outside of this class will not be processed.

Similarly, y-direction histogram formation unit 29 maybeset to process pixels only ina class

of pixels defined by boundaries YMIN and YMAX. This is accomplished by setting the

YMIN and YMAX valuesin a user-programmable memory in y-direction histogram

formation unit 29 or in linear combination units 30-35. Thus, the system can process pixels

only in a defined rectangle by setting the XMIN and XMAX, and YMIN and YMAXvalues

as desired. Of course, the classification criteria and validation criteria from the other

histogram formation units may beset in order to form histogramsofonly selected classes of
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pixels in selected domains within the selected rectangular area. The XMIN and XMAX

memory locations have a sufficient numberofbits to represent the maximum number of

pixels in the x dimension of the image under consideration, and the YMIN and YMAX

memory locations have a sufficient numberofbits to represent the maximum number of

pixels in the y dimension the image under consideration. As discussed further below,the x

and y axes mayberotatedin order to create histogramsof projections along the rotated axes.

In a preferred embodiment, the XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX memory locations have a

sufficient numberofbits to represent the maximum numberofpixels along the diagonal of

the image under consideration (the distance from "Origin" to "Stop"in Fig. 15). In this way,

the system may be usedto search within a user-defined rectangle along a user-defined rotated

axis system.

In order for a pixel PI(a,b) to be considered in the formation ofx and y

direction histograms, whether on the orthogonal coordinate axesor along rotated axes, the

conditions XMIN<a<XMAX and YMIN<b<YMAX mustbesatisfied. The outputof these

tests may be ANDedwith the validation signal so that if the conditions are not satisfied, a

logical "0" is ANDed with the validation signal for the pixel under consideration, thereby

avoiding consideration of the pixel in the formationofx and y direction histograms.

Fig. 13 diagrammatically represents the envelopes of histograms 38 and 39,

respectively in x and y coordinates, for velocity data. In this example, x, and y,, represent the

x and y coordinates of the maximaof the two histograms 38 and 39, whereas /, and /, for the

x axis and /, and /, for the y axis represent the limits of the range of significant or interesting

speeds, /, and /, being the longer limits and /, and /, being the upperlimited of the

significant portionsof the histograms. Limits /,, /,, /. and /, may be set by the user or by an
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application program using the system, maybesetas a ratio of the maximum of the histogram,

€.2., Xy/2, or may beset as otherwise desired for the particular application.

Thevertical lines L, and L, of abscissas /, and /, and the horizontal lines L,

and L, of ordinals /, and /, form a rectangle that surroundsthecross hatched area 40 of

significant speeds (for all x and y directions). A few smaller areas 4] with longer speeds,

exist close to the main area 40, and are typically ignored. In this example, all that is

necessary to characterize the area with the largest variation of the parameter for the

histogram,the speed V in this particular case,is to identify the coordinatesofthe limits lar dos

/,and /, and the maxima X,, and Yy, which may be readily derived for each histogram from

memory 100, the data in units 112, and the xy(m) data block.

Thus, the system ofthe invention generatesin realtime, histogramsofeach of

the parameters being detected. Assumingthat it were desired to identify an object with a

speed of "2" and a direction of "4", the validation units for speed and direction would beset

to "1", and the classifiers for speed "2" and direction "4" would beset to "I". In addition,

since it is desired to locate the object(s) with this speed and direction on the video image, the

validation signals for histogram formation blocks 28 and 29, which correspondto the x and y

coordinates, wouldbeset to "1" as well. In this way, histogram formation blocks 28 and 29

would form histogramsofonly the pixels with the selected speed anddirection,in real-time.

Using the information in the histogram, and especially POSRMAX,the object with the

greatest numberofpixels at the selected speed and direction could beidentified on the video

image in real-time. More generally, the histogram formation blockscan localize objects in

real-time meeting user-selected criteria, and may produce an output signalif an objectis

detected. Alternatively, the information maybetransmitted, e.g., by wire, optical fiber or
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radio relay for remote applications, to a control unit, such as unit 10a in Fig. 1, which may be
near or remote from spatial and temporal processing unit 11.

While the system of the invention has been described with respect to formation

of histograms using an orthogonal coordinate system defined by the horizontal and vertical

axes of the video image, the system maybeused to form histograms using non-orthogonal

axes that are user-defined. Figs. 15A and 15B show a method of using rotation of the

analysis axis to determinethe orientationofcertain points in an image, a method which may

be used, for exampleto detect lines. Ina preferred embodiment,the x-axis may berotated in

up to 16 different directions (180°/16), and the y-axis may be independently rotated by up to

16 different directions. Rotation of the axes is accomplished using data line change block 37

whichreceivesas an input the user-defined axes of rotation for each of the x any y axes, and

which performs a Hough transform to convert the x and y coordinate values under

consideration into the rotated coordinate axis system for consideration by the x and y

histogram formation units 28 and 29. The operation of conversion between coordinate

systems using a Houghtransform is knowninthe art. Thus, the user mayselect rotation of

the x-coordinate system in up to 16 different directions, and may independently rotate the y-

coordinate system in up to 16 differentdirections. Using the rotated coordinate systems, the

system may perform thefunctionality described above, including searching within user-

defined rectangles (on therotated axes), forming histogramson the rotated axes, and

searching using velocity, direction,etc.

Asdiscussed above, each histogram formation unit calculates the following
values for its respective histogram.

MIN, MAX, NBPTS, RMAX, POSRMAX
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Giventhat these values are calculated in real-time, the use of these values allows the system
to rapidly identify lines on an image. While this may be accomplished in a number of

different ways, one of the easier methodsis to calculate R, where R =NBPTS/RMAX, i.€., the
ratio of the numberofpoints in the histogram to the number of points in the maximalline.

The smaller this ratio, i.e., the closer R approaches 1, the more perpendicularly aligned the
data points under consideration are with the scanningaxis.

Fig. 15A shows a histogram ofcertain points underconsideration, where the

histogram is taken along the x-axis, i.e., projected down onto the x-axis. In this example, the
ratio R, while not calculated,is high, and containslittle information aboutthe orientation of

the points under consideration. As the x-axis is rotated, the ratio R increases, until, as shown
in Fig. 15B, at approximately 45° the ratio R would reach amaximum.This indicates that the

points underconsideration are most closely aligned perpendicular to the 45° x-axis. In

operation, on successive frames, or on the same frame if multiple x-direction histogram

formation units are available,it is advantageousto calculate R atdifferent angles, e.g., 33.75°

and 57.25° (assuming the axes are limited to 16 degrees of rotation), in order to constantly

ensure that R is ata minimum. For applications in whichit is desirable to detect lines, and

assumingthe availability of 16 x-direction histogram formationunits,it is advantageousto

carry out the calculation of R simultaneously alongall possible axes to determine the angle

with the minimumRto determine the direction of orientation of the line. Because the x and y
axes maybe rotated independently, the x and y histogram formation units are capable of

simultaneously independently detecting lines, such as each side line of a road, in the same
manner.

As discussed above, the system ofthe invention may be usedto search for

objects within a bounded area defined by XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX. Because
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moving object may leave the bounded area the system preferably includes an anticipation

function which enables XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAXto be automatically modified by
the system to compensate for the speed anddirection of the target. This is accomplished by
determining values for O-MVT,corresponding to orientation (direction) of movement ofthe
target within the bounded areausing the direction histogram, and I-MVT, corresponding to

the intensity (velocity) of movement. Using these parameters, controller 42 may modify the
values of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX ona frame-by-framebasis to ensure that the

target remains in the bounded box being searched. These parameters also enable the system

to determine when a moving object, e.g., a line, that is being tracked based uponits axis of

rotation, will be changingits axis of orientation, and enable the system to anticipate a new
orientation axis in order to maintain a minimized value of R.

Referring to Fig. 12, a controller 42, which is preferably a conventional

microprocessor-basedcontroller, is used to control the various elements of the system and to

enable user input of commands and controls, such as with a computer mouse and keyboard

(not shown), or other input device. Components | la and 22a, and controller 42, are

preferably formed on a single integrated circuit. Controller 42 is in communication with data

bus 23, which allowscontroller 42 to runa program to control various parametersthat may be
set in the system andto analyzethe results. In orderto select the criteria of pixels to be

tracked, controller 42 may also directly control the following: i) content of each register in

classifiers 25b, ii) the content of each register in validation units 31, iti) the content of XMIN,

XMAX, YMIN and YMAX,iv) the orientation angle of each of the x and y axes, and Vv)

semi-graphic memory 50. Controller 42 mayalso retrieve i) the content of each memory 100

andit) the contentofregisters 112, in order to analyze the results of the histogram formation
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process. In addition, in general controller 42 may access and controlall data and parameters
used in the system.

The system of the invention may be used to detect the driver of a vehicle
falling asleep and to generate analarm upon detection thereof. While numerous
embodiments of the invention will be described, in general the system receives an image of
the driver from a camera or the like and processes the imageto detect one or more criteria of

the eyes of the driver to determine when the driver's eyes are open and when they are closed.

As discussed above, a wide-awake person generally blinksat relatively regularintervals of

about 100 to 200 ms. Whena person becomes drowsy, the length of each eye blink increases

to approximately 500 to 800 ms,with the intervals between blinks being becoming longer and

variable. Using the information on the opening and closing ofthe driver's eyes, the system
measures the duration of each blink and/orthe intervals betweenblinks to determine when the

driveris falling asleep. This is possible because the video signal coming from the sensorin

use, €.g., sensor 310 of Fig. 21, preferably generates 50 or 60 frames per second,i.e., a frame

every 20 ms or 16.66 ms respectively. This makes it possible for the system, which processes
each imageinrealtime, to distinguish between blink lengths of 100 to 200 msfor an awake

person from blink lengths of 500 to 800 msfora drowsyperson,i.e., a blink length of 5 to 10

frames for an awake person ora blink length of 25 to 40 frames for a drowsyperson, in the
case of a SO frames per second video signal.

The system ofthe invention utilizes a video camera orother sensorto receive

imagesofthe driver T in order to detect when the driveris falling asleep. While various

methodsofpositioning the sensor shall be described, the sensor may generally be position by
any means andin anylocation that permits acquisition of a continuous imageofthe face of

the driver whenseated in the driver's seat. Thus,it is foreseen that sensor 10 may be mounted
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to the vehicle or on the vehicle in any appropriate location, such as in or on the vehicle

dashboard, steering wheel, door, rear-view mirror, ceiling, etc., to enable sensor 10 to view

the face of the driver. An appropriate lens may be mounted oonthe sensor 10 to give the
sensor a widerview if reqired to see drivers of differentsizes.

Figs. 18 and 19 show a conventional rear-view mirror arrangementin which a

driver T can see ahead along direction 301 and rearward (via rays 302a and 302b) through a

rear-view mirror 303. Referring to Fig. 20, mirror 303is attachedto the vehicle body 305

through a connecting arm 304 which enables adjustment ofvision axes 302a and 302b. Axes

302a and 302bare generally parallel and are oriented in the direction of the vehicle. Optical

axis 306, whichis perpendicular to the face 303a of mirror 303, divides the angle formed by

axes 302a and 302b into equal angles aand b. Axis 307, which is perpendicularto axis 302b

and therefore generally parallel to the attachment portion of vehicle body 305, defines an

angle c between axis 307 and mirror face 303a whichis generally equal to angles aand b. A

camera or sensor 310 is preferably mounted to the mirror by meansofa bracket 299. The

camera may be mounted in any desired position to enable the driver to have a clear view of

the road while enabling sensor 310 to acquire images of the face of the driver. Bracket 299

may be an adjustable bracket, enabling the camerato be faced in a desired direction,ie.,

toward the driver, or may beat a fixed orientation such that whenthe mirror js adjusted by

drivers of different sizes, the camera continues to acquire the face of the driver. The signal

from the camera is communicated to the image processing system, which Operates as

described below, by meansoflead wires or the like (not shownin Figs. 18-20).

Figs. 21 and 22 show a rear-view mirror assembly 308 in which sensor 3 10 is

mountedinterior to the mirror assembly. Mirror assembly 308 is adaptedso thatas assembly

308 is adjusted by a driver, sensor 310 remains directed toward the face of the driver. Rear-
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view mirror assembly 308 includes a two-way mirror 309 having a face 309a, movably
oriented to provide a rear view to the driver. Sensor 310, whichis preferably an electronic

mini-camera or MOSsensorwith a built-in lens, is affixed to a bracket 311, is oriented facing
the driver using mechanical arrangement that enables sensor 310 to receive an imageofthe
face of the driver when mirror 309 adjusted so that the driver has a rear view of the vehicle.

The mechanical arrangementconsists of a Cardan type mechanical joint, which causes

automatic adjustmentof the bracket 311 when the driver when the driver adjusts the rear view

mirror so that the receiving face 310a of sensor 310 receives the imageofthe face of the

driver, i.e., optical axis 310b remains aligned toward the head of the driver.

Bracket 311 includes rods 312 and 313 that are movably coupled together by a

pivot pin 314a (Fig. 21) or a sleeve 314b (Fig. 22). Rod 312 is attached at one end to a

mounting portion of the vehicle 305. A pivot pin 315, which preferably consists of a ball and

two substantially hemisphericalcaps,facilitates movement of mirror assembly 308. Rod 312

extends throughpivot pin 315, andattaches to rod 313 via a sleeve 314b or anotherpivot pin

314a. At one end, rod 313 rigidly supports bracket 311 on which sensor 310 is mounted. Rod

313 extends through clamp 316 of mirror assembly 308 via a hollowpivot 317. Pivot 317

includesa ball having a channel therethrough in which rod 313 is engaged, and whichrotates

in substantially hemispherical caps supported by clamp 316. The joint constantly maintains a

desired angle between mirror 309 and bracket 31 1, thereby permitting normal adjustment of

rear-view mirror 309 while bracket 311 adjusts the direction of sensor 310 so that the face

310a of the sensorwill receive an image of the faceof the driver. If desired, it is foreseenthat

sensor 310 may be mountedinterior to rear-view mirror assembly 308at a fixed angle relative

to the face 309a of the mirror assembly, provided that sensor 310 is able to receive an image
of the face of the driver when the mirroris adjusted to drivers of different sizes. A wide
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angle lens may be mounted to sensor 310 to better enable the sensor to be used under

different adjustment circumstances.

Sensor 310 is connected by means of one or more lead wiresto image

processor 319, which is preferably an image processing system of the type discussed above

andis preferably in the form ofan integrated circuit inside rear-view mirror assembly 308. In

a preferred embodiment, image processing system 319 is integrally constructed with sensor

310. Alternatively, image processing system 319 maybe locatedexterior to mirror assembly

308 by meansof conventional lead wires. While controller 310 is preferably a

microprocessor, it is foreseen that controller 310 may be an ASIC or simple controller

designed to perform the functions specified herein, particularly if the system is embedded,

e.g. contained in a mirror assembly orintegral with a vehicle.

Electroluminescent diodes 320 maybeincorporated in mirror assembly 308 to

illuminate the face of the driver with infrared radiation when ambient light is insufficient for

image processing system 319 to determinethe blinking characteristics of the driver. When

such diodes are in use, sensor 310 must be ofthe type capable of receiving infrared radiation.

Illumination of electroluminescent diodes 320 may be controlled by controller 42 (Fig. 12) of

image processing system 319, if desired. For example, controller 42 may illuminate

electroluminescent diodes 320 in the event that the histograms generated by image processing

system 319 do not contain sufficient useful information to detect the features of the driver's

face required, e.g., NBPTS is below a threshold. Electroluminescent diodes 320 may be

illuminated gradually, if desired, and may operate in connection with one or more photocells

(not shown)that generate a signal as to the ambientlighting nearthe driver, and which may

be used to control electroluminescent diodes 320, either alone or in combination with

controller 42 or another control circuit. If desired, an IR or other source of EMF radiation
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may be usedto illuminate the face of the driveratall times, provided that sensor 310 is

compatible with the illumination source. This eliminates many problems that may be

associated with the use of ambient lighting to detect drowsiness.
An optional alarm 329, which maybe for example a buzzer,bell or other

notification means, maybeactivated by controller 42 upon detecting that the driver is falling

asleep. All of the components contained in mirror assembly 308, and image processing
system 319, are preferably powered bythe electrical system ofthe vehicle.

Image processing system 319 monitorsthe alertness of the driver by detecting,

in real time and on a continuousbasis, the duration of the blinks of the driver's eyes and/or

intervals betweenblinks, and by triggering alarm 322 to wake up the driver in the event the

driver is detected falling asleep. Image processing system 319 receives an image ofthe face

of the driver from sensor 310. The image maybeofthe complete face of the driver, or of a

selected area ofthe driver's face that includes at least one eye of the driver. Image processing

system 319 is capable of detecting numerouscriteria that are associated with blinking eyes.

These include any feature ofthe face that may be usedto discern the closing of an eye,

including detection of the pupil, retina, white, eyelids, skin adjacent to the eye, and others.

The eye mayalso be detected by detecting either changesin the appearanceofthe eye when

blinking or by detecting motion of the eyelid during blinking.

Referring to Fig. 30, as an initial step, the system of the invention preferably

detects the presenceofa driverin the driver's seat (402). This may be accomplishedin any

numberofways, such as by an electrical weight sensor switch in the driver's seator by

interfacing with a signal generated bythe vehicle indicating that the vehicle is in use in

motion, e.g., a speed sensor, a switch detecting that the vehicleis in gear, a switch detecting

that closing of the seat belt, etc. Upon detection of such a signal, the system enters into a
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search modefor detecting the driver's face or driver's eye(s). Alternatively, since the system

is powered by theelectrical system ofthe vehicle, and morepreferably by a circuit of the

electrical system that is powered only when the vehicle is tumedon,the system turns on only
whenthe engineis turned on, and enters into a search mode in whichit operates until the face
or eye(s) of the driver are detected. Upon detection ofa driverin the vehicle (404), a Driver

Presentflag is set to "1" so that controller 42 is aware of the presenceofthe driver.

As an alternative methodofdetecting the presence of the driver, if sensor 10 is

mounted in a mannerthat enables (or requires) that the sensor be adjusted toward the face of

the driver priorto use, e.g., by adjustment ofthe rear-view mirror shownin Fig. 21, the

system mayactivate an alarm until the sensor has acquired the face ofthe driver.

The driver may also be detected by using the image processing system to

detect the driver entering the driver's seat. This assumesthatthe image processing system

and sensor 10 are already powered whenthe driverenters the vehicle, such as by connecting

the image processing system and sensorto a circuit of the vehicle electrical system that has

constant power. Alternatively, the system may be powered upon detecting the vehicle door

open, etc. Whenthe driver enters the driver's seat, the image from sensor 10 will be

characterized by many pixels of the image being in motion (DP=1), with CO having a

relatively high value, movinginalateral direction away from the driver's door. Thepixels

will also have hue characteristics of skin. In this embodiment, in a mode in which the system

is trying to detect the presenceofthe driver, controller 42 sets the validation units to detect

movementofthe driver into the vehicle by setting the histogram formation units to detect

movement characteristic of a driver entering the driver's seat. Most easily, controller 42 may

set the validation units to detect DP=1, and analyze the histogram in the histogram formation
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unit for DP to detect movementindicative of a person entering the vehicle, e.g., NBPTS

exceeding a threshold.

Fig. 23 showsthefield of view 323 of sensor 310 between directions 323a and
323b wherethe head T of the driver is within, and is preferably centered in, conical field 323.

Field 323 may be keptrelatively narrow, given that the movementsof the head T of the driver

during driving are limited. Limitation of field 23 improves the sensitivity of the system since

the driver's face will be represented in the images received from sensor 10 by a greater

numberof pixels, which improvesthe histogram formation process discussed below.

In general the numberofpixels in motion will depend uponthe field of view

of the sensor. The ratio of the numberofpixels characteristic of a driver moving into the

vehicle to the total numberofpixels in a frameis a function of the size of the field of vision

of the sensor. For a narrow field of view (a smaller angle between 323a and 323b in Fig. 23),

a greater number, and possibly more than 50% of the pixels will be “in movement”as the

driver enters the vehicle, and the threshold will be greater. For a wide field of view (a greater

angle between 323a and 323bin Fig. 23), a smaller numberofpixels will be “in movement”

as the driver enters the vehicle. The threshold is set corresponding to the particular location

and type of sensor, and based uponothercharacteristics of the particular installation of the

system. If NBPTSfor the DP histogram exceedsthe threshold, the controller has detected the

presenceofthe driver.

As discussed above,other characteristics of the driver entering the vehicle may

be detected by the system,including a high CO,hue,direction,etc., in any combinations,as

appropriate, to make the system more robust. For example,controller 42 mayset the linear

combination units of the direction histogram formation unit to detect pixels moving into the

vehicle, may set the linear combination unit for CO to detect high values, and/or mayset the
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linear combination unit for hue to detect hues characteristic of human skin. Controller 42

may thenset the validation units to detect DP, CO, hue, and/or direction, as appropriate. The

resultant histogram maythen be analyzed to determine whether NBPTSexceeds a threshold,

which would indicate that the diiver has movedinto the driver's seat. It is foreseen that

characteristics other than NBPTSof the resultant histogram may be used to detect the

presenceofthedriver, e.g., RMAX exceeding a threshold.

Whenthe driver has been detected, i.e., the Driver Present flag has been set to

1", the system detects the face of the driver in the video signal and eliminates from further

processing those superfluousportions of the video signal above, below,and to the right and

left of the head of the driver. In the image of the drivers head, the edges of the head are

detected based upon movements of the head. The edges of the head will normally be

characterized by DP=1 dueto differences in the luminance of the skin and the background,

even due to minimal movementsof the head while the headis still. Movement of the head

may be further characterized by vertical movementon the top and bottom edgesofthe head,

and left and right movementonthe vertical edges of the head. The pixels of the head in

movementwill also be characterized by a hue corresponding to humanskin andrelatively

slow movementas comparedto eyelid movement for example. Controller 42 preferably sets

the linear combination unit of DP to detect DP=1 andsets the linear combination unit for

direction to detect vertical and horizontal movementonly (406). Optionally, the linear

combination units for velocity and hue maybeset to detect low velocities and human skin

hues to make the system more robust. Also, the linear combination unit for CO maybeset to

eliminate the very fast movements characteristic of eye blinking in order to prevent the eyes

from being considered at this stage of processing during whichthe headis being detected.

Finally, controller 42 sets the validation units for DP, direction, and x and y position to be
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"on" (406). Optionally, the validation units for velocity, hue, and CO may beset "on" if these

criteria are being detected.

As illustrated in Fig. 24, the pixels having the selected characteristics are
formed into histograms 324x and 324y along axes Ox and Oy,i-e., horizontal and vertical

projections, respectively. Slight movements of the head of the driver having the

characteristics selected are indicated as ripples 327a, 327b, 327c and 327d, which are shown

in line form but which actually extend over a small] area surrounding the periphery of the

head. Peaks 325a and 325b of histogram 324x, and 325c and 325d of histogram 324y

delimit, by their respective coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d, a frame bounded by

straight lines Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd, which generally correspondto the area in which the face V of

the driver located. Controller 42 reads the histograms 324x and 324y from the histogram

formation units, preferably during the blanking interval, and detects the locations of peaks

325a, 325b, 325c and 325d (408). In order to ensure that the head has beenidentified, the

distance between peaks 325a and 325b and between peaks 325b and 325c are preferably

tested to fall with a range corresponding to the normal ranges of humanheadsizes.

Oncethe location of coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d has been

established, the area surrounding the face of the driver is masked from further processing

(410). Referring to Fig. 25, this is accomplished by having controller 42 set XMIN, XMAX,

YMIN and YMAX to correspond to Xc, Xd, Ya, and Yb respectively. This masks the cross-

hatched area surrounding face V from further consideration, which helps to eliminate

background movementfrom affecting the ability of the system to detect the eye(s) of the

driver. Thus, for subsequent analysis, only pixels in central area Z, framed by the lines Xe,

Xd, Ya, Yb and containing face V are considered. As analternative method of masking the

area outside central area Z, controller 42 may set the semi-graphic memory to maskoff these
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areas. As indicated above, the semi-graphic memory may beused to maskoff selected pixels

of the imagein individual or small rectangular groups. Since head V is not rectangular, use

of the semi-graphic memory enables better masking around the rounded edgesofthe face to
better eliminate background pixels from further consideration.

The process of detecting the head of the driver and masking backgroundareas

is repeated at regular intervals, and preferably once every ten framesorless. It is foreseen

that this process may be repeated every frame, if desired, particularly if more than oneset of

histogram formation units is available for use. Controller 42 may also compute average

values over time for coordinates 326a, 326b, 326c and 326d and use these values to set mask

coordinates Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb, if desired. This will establish a nearly fixed position for the

frame over time.

Once the frame has been established, a Centered-Faceflag is set to “1" (412),

and controller 42 initiates the process of reducing the frame size to more closely surround the

eyes of the driver. Referring to Fig. 26, in which frame Z denotes the area bounded byYa,

Yb, Xc, Xd determinedin the prior step, controller 42 initially uses the usual anthropomorphic

ratio between the zone of the eyes and the entire face for a humanbeing,especially in the

vertical direction, to reduce the area underconsideration to cover a smaller zone Z' bounded

by lines Y’a, Y’b, X’c and Xd that includes the eyes U ofthe driver. Thus, the pixels in the

outer cross-hatched area of Fig. 27 is eliminated from consideration and only the area within

frame Z’ is further considered. This is accomplished by having controller 42 set XMIN,

XMAX, YMIN and YMAXto correspond to X’c, X’d, Y’a, and Y’b respectively (414). This

masksthe pixels in the area outside Z' from further consideration. Thus, for subsequent

analysis, only pixels in area Z’ containing eyes U are considered. Asan alternative method of

masking the area outside area Z', controller 42 may set the semi-graphic memory to maskoff
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these areas. It is foreseen that an anthropomorphic ratio may be used to set frame Z' around

only a single eye, with detection of blinking being generally the same as described below,but

for one eye only.

Oncethe area Z'is determined using the anthropomorphic ratio, a Rough Eye-

Centering flag is set to ““1" (416), and controller 42 performsthe step of analyzing the pixels

within the area Z' to identify movementof the eyelids. Movement of eyelids is characterized

by criteria that include high speed vertical movementofpixels with the hue of skin. In

general, within the area Z’, formation of histograms for DP=1 maybesufficient to detect

eyelid movement. This detection may be made morerobustby detection of high values of

CO, by detection of vertical movement, by detection of high velocity, and by detection of hue.

As an alternative to detection of hue, movement ofthe pixels of the eye may be detected by

detecting pixels with DP=1 that do not have the hue of skin. This will enable detection of

changesin the numberofpixels associated with the pupil, retina,iris,etc.

Controller 42 sets the linear combination unit for DP to detect DP=1 and sets

the validation units for DP, and x and y position to be on (418). Optionally, the linear

combination units and validation units may beset to detect other criteria associated with eye

movement, such as CO,velocity, and hue. Initially, controller 42 also sets XMIN, XMAX,

YMIN and YMAXto correspond to X’c, Xd, Y'a, and Y’b respectively. Referring to Fig. 27,

a histogram is formed of the selected criteria, which is analyzed by controller 42 (420). If

desired, a test is performed to ensure that the eyes have been detected. This test may, for

example, consist of ensuring that NBTS in the histogram exceedsa threshold e.g., 20% of the

total numberofpixels in the frame Y'a, Y’b, X’c, X'd. Once the eyes have been detected an

Eye-Detected flag is set to “1" (422).
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Fig. 27 illustrates histogram 28x along axis Ox and histogram 28y along axis

Oy of the pixels with the selected criteria corresponding to the driver’s eyelids, preferably

DP=1 with vertical movement. Controller 42 analyzes the histogram and determines peaks

29a, 29b, 29c and 29d of the histogram. These peaksare used to determinehorizontal lines

X“c and X“‘d and vertical lines ¥“a and Y“b which define an area of movementofthe eyelids

Z’’, the movements of the edges of whichare indicated at 30a and 30b for one eye and 30c

and 30d for the other eye (424). The position of the frame bounded by Y“a, Y¥“b, X“c, X""dis

preferably determined and updated by time-averaging the values of peaks 29a, 29b, 29c and

29d, preferably every ten frames or less. Once the eyes have been detected and frame Z" has

been established an Eye Centeredflag is set to “1" (426) and only pixels within frame Z”’are

thereafter processed.

Controller 42 then determines the lengths of the eye blinks, and, if applicable,

the time interval between successive blinks. Fig. 28 illustrates in a three-dimensional

orthogonal coordinate system: OQ, which correspondsto the numberofpixels in area Z"

having the selected criteria; To, which correspondsto the time interval between successive

blinks; and Oz which correspondsto the length of each blink. From this information,it is

possible to determine whena driveris falling asleep. Two successive blinks C1 and C2 are

shownonFig. 28.

Fig. 29A illustrates on curve C the variation over time of the numberofpixels

in each frame havingthe selected criteria, e.g., DP = 1, wherein successive peaks P1, P2, P3

correspond to successive blinks. This information is determined by controller 42 by reading

NBPTSofthe x and/or y histogram formation units. Alternatively, controller 42 may analyze

the x and/or y histogramsof the histogram formation units (Fig. 27) to detect peaks 29a and
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29b and/or 29c and 29d, which overtime will exhibit graph characteristics similar to those

shownin Fig. 29A.

Controller 42 analyzes the data in Fig. 29A over time to determinethe location

and timing of peaks in the graph (428). This may be done, for example, as showninFig.

29B, by converting the graph shownin Fig. 29A into a binary data stream,in whichall pixels

counts over a threshold are set to "1", and all pixel counts below the threshold are set to "0"

(vertical dashes 31), in order to convert peaks P1, P2, P3 to framed rectangles R1, R2 R3,

respectively. Finally, Fig. 29B showsthe lengths of each blink (5, 6, and 5 frames

respectively for blinks P1, P2 and P3) and the timeintervals (14 and 17 frames for the

intervals between blinks Pl and P2, and P2 and P3 respectively). This information is

determined by controller 42 through an analysis of the peak data overtime.

Finally, controller 42 calculates the lengths of successive eye blinks and the

interval between successive blinks (430). If the length of the blinks exceeds a threshold, e.g.,

350 ms, a flag is set to “1" indicating that the blink threshold has been exceeded. If the time

interval between successive blinks is found to vary significantly over time, a flag is set to "1"

indicting a variable intervals between blinks. Upon setting the first flag, which indicates that

the driver is blinking at a rate indicative of falling asleep, controller 42 triggers alarm 322 for

waking up the driver. The second flag may be used either to generate an alarm in the same

manneras withthefirst flag, or to reinforce the first flag to, for example, increase the alarm

soundlevel.

Figs. 31 - 36 show analternative method by which the generic image

processing system may beusedto detect a driverfalling asleep. Initially, controller 42 is

placed in a search mode (350), in which controller 42 is scans the image to detect one or more

characteristics of the face, and preferably the nostrils of the nose. Nostrils are generally
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shadowed,and as such are usually defined by low luminance. Referring to Fig. 31, the area

of the imageis broken up into a numberof sub-images 352,in this case six, labeled A-F,

which are sequentially analyzed by controller 42 to locate the nostrils. As shown,each of the

sub-images 352 preferably overiaps each adjacent sub-image by an amount353 equalto at
least the normal combined width ofthe nostrils and the spacing therebetween to minimize the

likelihood of missing the nostrils while in the search mode.

Controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAX to correspond to the

first sub-image A (354). Controller 42 then sets the registers 106 in the luminancelinear

combination unit to detect low luminance levels (356). The actual luminance level selected

will vary depending upon various factors, such as ambientlighting, time of day, weather

conditions, etc. Keeping in mind that controller 42 is able to access the histogram calculated

for luminance from histogram formation unit 24, controller 42 may use a threshold or other

desired technique to select the desired luminancesto search for the nostrils, e.g., selecting the

lowest 15% of luminance values for consideration, and may adapt the threshold as desired.

Controller 42 also sets the validation units for luminance and x and y histogram on (358),

thereby causing x and y histogramsto be formed of the selected low luminancelevels.

Controller 42 then analyzes the x and y direction histogramsto identify characteristics

indicative of the nostrils, as discussed below (360). If nostrils are not identified (362),

controller 42 repeats this process on the next sub-image,i.e., sub-image B, and each

subsequent sub-image,until nostrils are identified, repeating the process starting with sub-

image A if required. Each sub-imageis analyzed by controller 42 in a single frame.

Accordingly, the nostrils may generally be acquired by the system in less than six frames. It

is foreseen that additional sub-images may be used,if desired. It is also foreseen that the area

in which the sub-images are searched mayrestricted to an area in which the nostrils are most
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likely to be present, either as determined from past operation of the system, or by use of an

anthropomorphic model. For example, the outline of the head of the driver may be

determined as described above, andthe nostril search may then be restricted to a small sub-
area of the image. It is also foreseen that the entire image maybe searchat oncefor the

nostrils, if desired.

While the invention is being described with respect to identification of the

nostrils as a starting point to locating the eyes,it is foreseen that any otherfacial

characteristic, e.g., the nose, ears, eyebrows, mouth, etc., and combinations thereof, may be

detected as a starting point for locating the eyes. These characteristics may be discerned from

any characteristics capable of being searched by the system, including CO, DP,velocity,

direction, luminance, hue andsaturation. It is also foreseen that the system maylocate the

eyes directly, e.g., by simply searching the entire image for DP=1 with vertical movement(or

any other searchable characteristics of the eye), without the need for using anotherfacial

criteria as a Starting point. In orderto providea detailed view of the eye while enabling detection of the heador other facial
characteristic ofthe driver, it is foreseen that separate sensors maybe used for each purpose.

Fig. 32 shows sample x and y histogramsof a sub-image in which the nostrils

are located. Nostrils are characterized by a peak 370 in the y-direction histogram, and two

peaks 372 and 374 in the x-direction histogram. Confirmation that the nostrils have been

identified may be accomplished in several ways. First, the histograms are analyzed to ensure

that the characteristics of each histogram meetscertain conditions. For example, NBPTSin

each histogram should exceed a threshold associated with the normal numberofpixels

detectable for nostrils. Also, RMAXin the y histogram, and each peak of the x histogram

should exceed a similar threshold. Second, the distance between nostrils d is fairly constant.

The x histogram is analyzed by controller 42 and dis measured to ensurethatit falls within a

desired range. Finally, the width ofa nostril is also fairly constant, although subject to
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variation due to shadowingeffects. Each of the x and y histogramsis analyzed by controller

42 to ensure that the dimensionsof each nostril fall within a desired range. If the nostrils are

found by controller 42 to meet these criteria, the nostrils have been acquired and the search
modeis ended. Ifthe nostrils have not been acquired, the search modeis continued. Once

the nostrils are acquired, the x position of the center of the face (position d/2 within the sub-

image under consideration) is determined,as is the y locationofthenostrils in the image

(POSRMAXofthe y histogram) (364).

In the present example, only a single eye is analyzed to determine whenthe

driveris falling asleep. In this case the shadow of the eye in the open and closed positionsis

used to determine from the shape of the shadow whetherthe eye is open or closed. As

discussed above, for nighttime applications, the invention is preferably used in combination

with a shortwave IR light source. For the presently described example, the IR light sourceis

preferably positioned above the driverat a position to cast a shadow having a shape capable

of detected by the system. The anthropomorphic modelis preferably adaptive to motion, to features ofthe driver, and to angular
changes ofthe driver relative to the sensor.

Referring to Fig. 32, having determined the location of the nostrils 272 of the

driver having a center position X,, Yy, a search box 276is established around an eye 274 of

the driver (366). The location of search box 276 is set using an anthropomorphic model,

wherein the spatial relationship between the eyes and nose of humansis known. Controller

42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN,and YMAX to search within the area defined by search box

276. Controller 42 further sets the luminance and x and y direction histogramsto be on, with

the linear combination unit for luminancesetto detect low histogram levels relative to the

rest of the image, e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance levels (368). As a confirmation of

the detection of the nostrils or other facial feature being detected, search box 276, which is

established around an eye 274 of the driver using an anthropomorphic model, may be
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analyzed for characteristics indicative of an eye presentin the search box. These

characteristics may include, for example, a moving eyelid, a pupil, iris or cornea, a shape

corresponding to an eye, a shadow corresponding to an eye, or any otherindica indicative of
aneye. Controller 42 sets the histogram formation units to detect the desired criteria. For
example, Fig. 36 shows a sample histogram of a pupil 432, in which the linear combination

units and validation units are set to detect pixels with very low luminancelevels and high

gloss that are characteristic of a pupil. The pupil may be verified by comparing the shapes of

the x and y histograms to known characteristics of the pupil, which are generally symmetrical,

keeping in mindthat the symmetry maybe affected by the angularrelationship between the

sensor and the headofthe driver.

Upondetection of the desired secondary facial criteria, identification of the

nostrils is confirmed and detection of eye openings and closingsis initiated. Alternatively,

the criteria being detected to confirm identification of the nostrils may be eye blinking using

the technique described below. If no blinking is detected in the search box, the search mode

is reinitiated.

Blinking of the eye is detected during a tracking mode 400. In the tracking

mode controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAXto search within the area defined

by search box 276. Controller 42 further sets the luminance and x and y direction histograms

to be on, with the linear combination unit for luminanceset to detect low histogram levels

relative to the rest of the image,e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance levels (368), in order

to detect shadowing of the eye. During the tracking mode, the system monitors the location

of nostrils 272 to detect movement of the head. Upon detected movement of the head, and a

resultant shift in the position of Xy, Yy, search box 276 is shifted according to the

anthropomorphic modelto retain the search box over the eye of the driver.
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Fig. 33 showsthe shapesofthe x and y histograms 376, 378 with the eye open,

and Fig. 34 showsthe shapesofthe x and y histograms 380, 382with the eye closed. The

shapes of the shadows,and especially the shape of the shadow with the eye closed will vary

depending uponthe location of the cameraandthe locationofthe light source creating the

shadow,e.g., the sun or the IR light source. In any case, the width MAX, - MIN,andthe

height MAX,- MIN, of each histogram will generally be significantly greater for an open eye

than for a closed eye. Controller 42 analyzes the width and height of each histogram to

determine whenthe eye is open and whenit is closed (382). An open eye may be determined

by any numberofcharacteristics of the x and y histograms, including width MAX, - MIN,

and height MAX,- MIN, exceeding thresholds, NBPTSofeach histogram exceeding a

threshold, RMAXof each histogram exceeding a threshold, change in position of POSRMAX

as comparedto a closed eye, etc. Similarly, a closed eye may be determined by any number

of characteristics of the x and y histograms, including width MAX, - MIN,and height MAX,

- MIN,being below thresholds, NBPTS of each histogram being below a threshold, RMAX

of each histogram being below a threshold, change in postion of POSRMAX as compared to

an open eye,etc., Ina preferred embodiment, controller 42 calculates the width MAX, - MIN,

and height MAX,- MIN,of each histogram and utilizes thresholds to determine whether the

eye is open or closed. If each width MAX, - MIN, and height MAX, - MIN, exceed

thresholds, the eye is determined to be open. If each of width MAX, - MIN,and height

MAX,- MIN,fall below thresholds (which maybedifferent from the thresholds used to

determine an open eye), the eye is determined to be closed (384). MAX and MIN are

preferably the MAX and MINcalculated in the histogram formation units. On the other hand,

MAX and MIN maybeotherthresholds, e.g., the points on the histograms correspondingto

RMAX/2 or someotherthreshold relative to RMAX.
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Controller 42 analyzes the number of frames the eye is open and closed over

time to determine the duration of each blink and/orthe interval between blinks (386). Using

this information, controller 42 determines whetherthe driver is drowsy (388). Upon

determining that the driveris drowsy, controller 42 generates an alarm to awaken the driver

(390) or anothersignalindicative that the driver is sleeping.

Controller 42 constantly adapts operation of the system, especially in varying

lighting levels. Controller 42 may detect varying lighting conditions by periodically

monitoring the luminance histogram and adapting the gain bias of the sensor to maintain as

broad a luminance spectrum aspossible. Controller 42 may also adjust the thresholds that are

used to determine shadowing,etc. to better distinguish eye and nostril shadowing from noise,

e.g. shadowing on theside of the nose, and may also adjust the sensor gain to minimizethis

effect. If desired controller 42 may cause the histogram formation units to form a histogram

of the iris. This histogram may also be monitored for consistency, and the various thresholds

used in the system adjusted as necessary.

It will be appreciated that while the invention has been described with respect

to detection of the eyes of a driver using certain criteria, the invention is capable of detecting

any criteria of the eyes using any possible measurable characteristics of the pixels, and that

the characteristics of a driver falling asleep may be discerned from any other information in

the histograms formed by the invention. Also, while the invention has been described with

respect to detecting driver drowsiness,it is applicable to any application in which drowsiness

is to be detected. More generally, although the present invention has been described with

respectto certain embodiments and examples,variations exist that are within the scope of the

invention as described in the following claims.
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CLAIMS

l. A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process comprising

the stepsof:

acquiring an image of the face of the person;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person;

forming at least one histogram ofthe selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram overtimeto identify each opening and

closing of the eye; and

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a personfalling asleep.

2. The process according to claim 1 further comprising the step of

identifying a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye priorto the step of

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristicsofat least

one eye, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye comprises selecting pixels within the sub-

area of the image.

3. The process according to claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub-

area of the image comprising the at least one eye comprisesthe stepsof:

identifying the head of the person in the image; and

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model.

4. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step ofidentifying head

of the person in the image comprisesthestepsof:
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selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to edges of

the head of the person;

forming histogramsofthe selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges ofthe-

head ofthe person.

5. The process according to claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub-

area of the image comprising the at least one eye comprisesthe stepsof:

identifying the location ofa facial characteristic of the person in the image;

and

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model and the

location of the facial characteristic.

6. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying the

location of a facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the stepsof:

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the facial

characteristic;

forming histogramsofthe selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the histogramsofthe selected pixels to identify the position of the

facial characteristic in the image.

7. The process according to claim 6 wherein the facial characteristic is the

nostrils of the person, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic comprises selecting pixels having

low luminancelevels.

8. The process according to claim 7 further comprising the step of

analyzing the histogramsof the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the
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nostrils is within a desired range and whether the dimensionsofthe nostrils fall within a

desired range.

9. The process according to claim 1 wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprisesselecting pixels having low

luminance levels corresponding to shadowing of the eye; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram overtime to identify each

opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the shape of the eye shadowingto

determine openings and closings of the eye.

10. The process according to claim 9 wherein the step of formingatleast

one histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowedpixels of the

eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein the step of analyzing the shape of the eye

shadowing comprises analyzing the width and height of the shadowing.

11. The process according to claim 1] wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprisesselecting pixels in movement

correspondingto blinking; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over timeto identify each

opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the numberofpixels in movement over

time to determine openings andclosingsofthe eye.

12. The process according to claim 11 wherein thestep of selecting pixels

of the image having characteristics correspondingto characteristics of at least one eye of the

person comprises selecting having characteristics selected from the group consisting of1)
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DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, ili) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and

iv) up and down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

13. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying a
facial characteristic of the person in the image comprisesthe step of searching sub-images of

the imageto identify the facial characteristic.

14. The process according to claim 7 wherein the step of identifying a

facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-images of

the imageto identify the nostrils.

15. The process according to claim 13 wherein the facial characteristic is a

first facial characteristic and further comprising the stepsof:

using an anthropomorphic model andthe location ofthe first facial

characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial characteristic;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics correspondingto the

secondfacial characteristic; and

analyzing the histogramsofthe selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirm the identification of the first facial characteristic.

16. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus

comprising:

a sensor for acquiring an image ofthe face of the person, the image comprising

pixels corresponding to the eye of the person;

a controller; and .

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having selected

characteristics,
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the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the

image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics ofat least one eye of the person

and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the controller analyzing the histogram over
time to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and determining from the opening and
closing information on the eye, characteristics indicative of a personfalling asleep.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to identify a sub-area of the image comprisingthe at least

one eye, and the controller controls the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image

having characteristics correspondingto characteristics of at least one eye only within the sub-

area of the image.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the head

of the person in the image; and

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

model.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics

correspondingto edgesof the head of the person and formshistogramsofthe selected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes; and

the controller analyzes the histogramsofthe selected pixels to identify the

edges of the head of the person.

20. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the

location of a facial characteristic of the person in the image; and
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the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

modelandthe location of the facial characteristic.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein:
the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics

correspondingto the facial characteristic and forms histogramsoftheselected pixels

projected onto orthogonal axes;

the controller analyzes the histogramsofthe selected pixels to identify the

position of the facial characteristic in the image.

22. The apparatus according to claim 21 wherein the facial characteristicis

the nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the

image having low luminancelevels corresponding to the luminancelevelof the nostrils.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller analyzes

the histogramsofthe nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between thenostrils is

within a desired range and whether the dimensionsofthe nostrils fall within a desired range.

24. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having low luminance

levels corresponding to shadowingof the eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to determine

openings andclosings ofthe eye.

25. The apparatus according to claim 24 wherein histogram formation unit

forms histograms of shadowedpixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein

the controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to determine openings and

closings of the eye.

26. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:
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the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in movement

correspondingto blinking; and

the controller analyzes the numberofpixels in movementover time to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

27, The apparatus according to claim 26 wherein the histogram formation

units selects pixels of the image having characteristics of movement corresponding to

blinking, such characteristics being selected from the group consisting of 1) DP=1, i1) CO

indicative of a blinking eyelid,iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

28. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the imageto identify the facial

characteristic.

29, The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the imageto identify the nostrils.

30. The apparatus according to claim 28 wherein the facial characteristic is

a first facial characteristic and further comprising:

the controller using an anthropomorphic model andthe location ofthefirst

facial characteristic to cause the histogram formation unit to select a sub-area of the image

containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation unit selecting pixels of the

image in the sub-area having characteristics corresponding to the second facial characteristic

and forming a histogram of such pixels; and

the controller analyzing the histogram ofthe selected pixels corresponding to

the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.
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31. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the sensoris integrally

constructed with the controller and the histogram formation unit.

32. The apparatus according to claim 16 further comprising an alarm,the

controller operating the alarm upon detection of the person falling asleep.

33. The apparatus according to claim 16 further comprising an illumination

source, the sensor being adapted to view the person whenilluminated by the illumination

source.

34. The apparatus according to claim 33 wherein the illumination source is

a source ofIR radiation.

35. A rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:

arear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 16 mountedto the rear-view mirror.

36. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising a bracket attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror.

37. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising a housing having an openside and aninterior, the rear-view mirror being

mountedto the open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being see-through from the

interior of the housing to an exterior of the housing, the apparatus being mountedinterior to

the housing with the sensor directed toward the rear-view mirror.

38. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 37 further

comprising a joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly,the joint adapted

to maintain the apparatus in a position facing a driver of the vehicle during adjustmentof the

mirror assembly by the driver.
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39. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising a source of illumination directed toward the person, the sensor being adapted to

viewthe person whenilluminatedby the source of illumination.

40. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further

comprising an alarm, the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the personfalling

asleep.

41. A rear-view mirror assembly which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 16, the sensor being mountedto the rear-view

mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located remote from the sensor.

42. A vehicle comprising the apparatus accordingto claim 16.

43. A processof detecting a feature of an eye, the process comprising the

steps of:

acquiring an imageofthe face of the person, the image comprising pixels

correspondingto the feature to be detected;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the

feature to be detected;

formingat least one histogram of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram overtimeto identify characteristics

indicative of the feature to be detected.

44. The process according to claim 43 wherein the featureis theiris, pupil

or cornea.

45. Anapparatusfor detecting a feature of an eye, the apparatus

comprising:
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a sensorfor acquiring an imageofthe eye, the image comprising pixels

correspondingto the feature to be detected;

a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having selected

characteristics,

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the

image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the person

and to form a histogram ofthe selected pixels, the controller analyzing the histogram over

time to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and determining from the opening and

closing information on the eye, characteristics indicative of a personfalling asleep.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

In a process of detecting a personfalling asleep, an imageofthe face of the

person is acquired. Pixels of the image having characteristics correspondingto an eye of the
personare selected and a histogram is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is |

analyzed overtime to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and characteristics

indicative of the person falling asleep are determined. A sub-area of the image including the

eye may be determinedby identifying thehead or a facial characteristic of the person, and

then identifying the sub-area using an anthropomorphic model. To determine openings and

closings of the eyes, histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye are analyzed to determined the

width and height of the shadowing, or histograms of movement corresponding to blinking

are analyzed. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep includes a sensor for

acquiring an imageofthe face of the person, a controller, and a histogram formation unit for

forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. Also disclosed is a rear-view

mirror assembly incorporating the apparatus.

FIGURE 1

PADOCSO1/128974 1 January 14, 1999
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In addition to these procedural acts, the applicant may also have to comply with other special requirements applicable in
certain Offices. tt is the applicant's responsibility to ensure that the necessary stepsto enter the national phaseare taken in a
timely fashion. Most designated Offices do not issue reminders to applicants in connection with the entry into the national
phase.

For detailed information about the procedural acts to be performed to enter the national phase before each designated
Office, the applicable time limits and possible extensions of time or grace periods, and any other requirements, see the relevant
Chapters of VolumeIl of the PCT Applicant's Guide. Information about the requirements forfiling a demand for international
preliminary examinationis set out in Chapter!X of Volume | of the PCT Applicant's Guide.

GR and ES became bound by PCT ChapterIl on 7 September 1996 and 6 September 1997, respectively, and may,therefore,
be elected in a demandora later election filed on or after 7 September 1996 and 6 September 1997, respectively, regardless of
the filing date of the international application. (See second paragraph above.)

Note that only an applicant whois a national or resident of a PCT Contracting State which is bound by Chapteril has
the right to file a demand for international preliminary examination.

CONFIRMATION OF PRECAUTIONARY DESIGNATIONS

This notification lists only specific designations made under Rule 4.9(a) in the request. It is important to check that these
designations are correct. Errors in designations can be corrected where precautionary designations have been made under
Rule 4.9(b). The applicant is hereby reminded that any precautionary designations may be confirmed according to Rule 4.9(c)
before the expiration of 15 months from thepriority date.If it is not confirmed, it will automatically be regarded as withdrawn
by the applicant. There will be no reminder and no invitation. Confirmation ot a designation consists of thefiling of a notice
specifying the designated State concerned (with an indication of the kind of protection or treatment desired) and the payment
of the designation and confirmation fees. Confirmation must reach the receiving Office within the 15-month time limit.

REQUIREMENTS REGARDING PRIORITY DOCUMENTS

For applicants who have not yet complied with the requirements regarding priority documents,the following is recalled.

Wherethepriority of an earlier national, regional or international application is claimed, the applicant must submit a copy
of the said earlier application, certified by the authority with whichit was filed (‘the priority document") to the receiving Office
(which will transmit it to the International Bureau) or directly to the International Bureau, before the expiration of 16 months from
the priority date, provided that any such priority document maystill be submitted to the International Bureau beforethat date of
international publication of the international! application, in which case that document will be considered to have been received
by the International Bureau on the last day of the 16-month timelimit (Rule 17.1(a)).

Wherethepriority documentis issued by the receiving Office, the applicant may, instead of submitting the priority
document, request the receiving Office to prepare and transmit the priority documentto the International Bureau. Such request
must be made before the expiration of the 16-month time limit and may be subjected by the receiving Office to the payment
of a fee (Rule 17.1(b)).

If the priority document concerned is not submitted to the International Bureau orif the request to the receiving Office
to prepare and transmit the priority document has not been made (and the corresponding fee,if any, paid) within the applicable
time limit indicated under the preceding paragraphs, any designated State may disregard the priority claim, provided that no
designated Office may disregard the priority claim concerned before giving the applicant an opportunity to furnish the priority
documentwithin a time limit which is reasonable under the circumstances.

Whereseveral priorities are claimed, the priority date to be considered for the purposes of computing the 16-month time
limit is the filing date of the earliest application whosepriority is claimed.
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IMAG)! PROCESSING APPARATUS AND METHOD)

Juventor: Patrick Pirim

5

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

1. Vicld of the Invention

10 The present invention relates generally to an image processing apparatus, and

® . more particularly to @ method and apparatus for identifying and localizing an area in
relative movement in a scene and determining the spced and oriented directionof the aren
in real time.

15-2. Description of the Kelated Art

The human or animal eye is the best known system for identifying and

localizing an object in relative movement, and for determining its spec und direction of
movement. Various cffor(s have been made to mimic the function of the cyc. One type of
device for this purposo is referred to as an artificin! retina, which is shown, for cxamp)e,

20 in Giocoma Indiveri ct. al, Proceedingsof MicroNeuro, 1996, pp. 15-22. (analopartificial
retina), and Pierre-Francois Riicdii, Proceedings of MicroNcuro, 1996, pp. 23-29, (digital

@. | artificial retina which identifies the cdycs of an object), However, very fast and high
capacity niemorics are required for these devices to opcrate in real timc, and only limited

information is obtained about the moving arcas or objects observed Other examples of
25 artificial retinas and similar devices are shown in U S. Patent Nos. 5,694,495 and

5,712,729, .

Another proposed method for detecting, objects in an imageis to sore 4 frame

from a video camera or other observation scnsor in a Hirst (wo-dimensional memory. The

frune is composed of a scquence of pixels representative of the scene observed by the
30 camera at time t, The video signal for the next frame, which represents the scene at timc

{,, is stored in a sccond two-dimensional memory. If an object has moved betweentimes ty

and (,, the distance d by which the object, as represented by its pixcls, has moved in the
scone between1, and t, is determined. ‘The displacement speedis then cqual to d/t, where
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T+-t, + ty. This type of system requires a very argc memory capacity if itis used io obtain

precise speed and oriented direction. Information for the movement of the obicet. ‘here is

also a delay in obtaining the speed and displacement direction information corresponding

to {, | R, where R is the time necessery for the calculations for the period 1, - 1, system.

5 These two disadvantages limit applications of this type of system.

Another type ofprior image processing, system jis shownin }rench Paci No.

2,011,063, of which the inventor hereof is also an inventor. This patent icles to a

‘anethod and apparatus forreal time processing of a sequenced data flowfromthe output

ofa cainera in order to perform data compression. A histogram of signal levels fron the

10 camera is formed using » first sequence classification law. A representative Gaussian

@ function associated with the histogram is stored, and the maximumand minimum levels
ure extracted. The signal levels of the next sequenee are compared with the signal te. ols

for the first sequence using a fixed time constant identical for cach pixc). * Sinary

classification signal is gencratedthat characterizes the nex{ sequence with reference. . the

15 classification law An auxiliary signal is gencrated from the binary sip. vas. is
roprescnitalive of the duration and position of a range of significant values. Fins. the

auxiliary signal is uscd to pencratc a signal localizing the range with thelongest di-31 on,

called the dominant range. These operations are repeated for subseguent sequence che

sequenced signal.

20 This prior process cnables data compression, keeping. oniy ine: -s ing

parameters in the processed flow of sequenced data. In particular, the process i. cap.ce

@ | __ Of processing @ digital video signal in order to extract and localize mi lees one
- characteristic af at teas! onc arca in the image. It is tus possible to classify, for cxaninic,

brightness and/or chrominance levels of the signal and to characterize and Jecaliec an

25~—abject in the image.

U.S. Patent No. 5,488,430 detects and estimates a displacement by scraraicly

dctermining horizontal and vertical changes of the observed arca. Difference signal: are

used to detect movements from right to left or from Icft to right, or froni top te beran: or

bottomtotop, in the horizontal and vertica} directions respectively. Shis is accenytished

30 by carrying out an EXCLUSIVJ' OR function on horxizontal/veriical differencesignals aid

on frame difference signals, and by using a ratio of tie sums of the horizontal/veriical

signals and the sums of frame difference signals with respect to » K x 3 window.

Calculated values of the image along orthogonal horizontal and vertical dircciions arc
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used with an identical repetitive difference K in the orthogonal dircctions, this difference

K beg defined as a fiction of the displacement spceds that arc to be determined. The

device determines the direction of movement alony cach of the two orthogonal) directions

by applying a sct of calculation opcrations to the difference signals, which requires very
5 complex computations. Additional complex computations are also necessary 10 obtain the

speed and oriented direction of displacement (extraction of a square root to obtain the
amplitude of the speed, and calculation of the arctan function to obtain the oriented

direction), starting from projections on the horizontal and vertical axes. This device also

docs noi smooth the pixc] values using a time constant, especially a time constant that is

10 variable for cach pixel, in order to compensate for excessively fast variations in the pixcl

@ valucs.

Extraction from a Sequence of Dipitized Gray-Scale Images," Institute of Electrical and

Finally, Atbcrto Tomita Sates Represcutative. and RokuveIshii, "Nand Shape

lectronics Engincers, Vol. 3, 1994, pp. 1925-1930, detceis movement by subtracting
15 between successive images, and forming histoprams based upon the shape of a human

hand in order to extract the shape of a human hand in a digitized scene. The histogram
analysis is based upon a grayscale inherent to the human hand. }t dacs not include any

means of forming histograms in the planc coordinates . ‘he sole purpose of the methodis

to detect the displaccment of a husnan hand, for cxample, in order to replace the normal

20° computer mouse by a hand, the movements of whicharc identified to control a computer,

It would be desirable to have an imape processing system which has a

@ . relatively simple stracture and requires a relatively small momnory Capacity, and by which
~~ information on the movement of objects within an image can be obtainedjn real-time. 11

would also be desirable to have a method and apparatus for detecting movements that are

not limited {o the hand, but to any objcct (in the widest sense of the term) in a scenc, and25

which docs not usc histograms bascd on the gray values of a hand, but rather the

histograms of different variables representative of the displacement and histograms of

planc coordinates. Such a system would be applicable to many types of applications
requirthe detection of moving, and non-moving objects.

30
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SUMMARY OF‘VINE INVENTION

The present invention is a process for identifying relative movement of an

object in an input signal, the input signal having a succession of frames, cach frame
“wn having a succession of pixcls. For cach pixel of the input signal, the input signal is

smoothed using a time constant for the pixcl in order to generate 2 smoothed input signal.

For cach pixel in the smoothed inputsignal, a binary value corresponding to the existence

of a significant variation in the amplitude ofthe pixel between the current frame and the

immediately previovs smoothed input frame, and the amplitude of the vatiaiton:, are
10 determined.

®@ Using the existence of a significant variation for @ piven pixcl!, the ime
constant for the pixel, which js to be uscd in smoothing subsequent frames of dhe input

signal, is modified. The tinse constant is preferably in the form 2", and is inercased or

Uecreascidl by incrementing, or decrementing p. Jor cach particular pixe) cf the caput

15 signal, two matrices are then formed: a first mawix comprising the binary vcuc: of a

subse ofthe pixels of the frame spatially rclatcd to the particular pixel; and a s.-ond

matrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subset of the pixels of th. fame

spauially related to the particular pixel, Jn the first matrix, itis determingd whol. the

particular pixe] and thepixels alongan oricnted direction relative to the particu.c: vixe}

20 havo binary values of a particular valuc representing significant variation, and fe. such

pixels, it is determinedin the second matrix whether the amplitude of the pixels alors the

@ oriented direction rclative to the particular pixe] varies in # known manner icccinga

™ movement in the oriented direction of the particular pixel and the pixels along the
oriented direction relative to the particular pixel. The amplitude of the variation ofthe

25 pixcls along the oricntcd direction determines the velocity of movement of the particular

pixel and the pixels along the oricnted directionrelative o the particularpixel.

In cach of one or more domains, a histogran of the valucs distributed in the

first and second matrices falling in cach such domainis formed, For a particule: domain,

an area of significant variation is determined from the histogram for that demain,

30=Nistogyams of the arca of significant variation along coordinate axes arc then formed.

lirom these histograms, it is deicrmined whether there is an area in movement for the

particular domain, The doniams are preferably selected from the group consisting of i)
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luminance,ij) speed (V), iii) oricnted direetion (191), iv) time constant (CO), v) hue, vi)
saturation, and vii) first axis (x(m)), and viii) secondaxis (y(m)).

In one embodiment, the first and sccand matrices are square matrices, with the

same odd number of rows and columns, centercd on the particular pixel. In this
5 embodiment, the steps of determining in the first matrix whetherthe particular pixel and

the pixcls along un oricntcddirectionrelative to the particular pixel have binary vatucs of
a parlicular value representing significant variation, and the step of determining in the
second inatrix whether the amplitude signal varies in a predetermined criteria along an
oriented direction relative to the particular pixel, comprise applying nested n x n matrices,

10 where nis odd, centercd on the particolar pixcl to the pixels within cach ofthe first and

@ sccond matrices. ‘The process then includes the further sicp of determining the smallest
nested matrix in whichthe amplitude signal varics along an oricnted direction around the

particular pixel.

In an alternative cmbodiment, the first and sccond matrices arc hexagonal

}5 matrices centered onthe particularpixel. In this embodiment, the steps of delermining in
the first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixels along an oriented direction

relutive to the particular pixe] have binary valucs of a particular value representing
significant variation, and the step of determining in the sccond matrix whether the

amplitude signal varies in a predctermined criteria along an oricnted dircction relative to

20 the particular pixel, comprisc applying nested hexagonal matrices of varying sizc centercd
on the particular pixel to the pixels within cach of the first and sccond matrices. The

@. process then further includes determining the smallest nested matrix in which the
=? amplitude signal varics along anorienteddirection around the particular pixcl.

In a still further cmbodiment of the invention, the first and second matrices

25 are inverted J-shaped matrices with a single row and a single column. In this

embodiment, the steps of determining in the first matrix whether the particular pixel and
the pixcls along an oriented dircctionrelative to the particular pixel have binary values of
a particular valuc represcniing significant variation, and the step of determining in the
second matrix whetherthe amplitude signal varics in & predeterminedcriteria along an

30 oriented directionrelative to the particular pixcl, comprise applying nested n x 1 matrices,
where 1) is odd, to the single line and the single columnto determine the smallest matrix

in which the amplitude varies on a line with thesicopest slope and constant quantification.
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Idesired, successive dcercasing portions of frames of the input signal may be

considercd using a Mallat time-scale algorithm, and the largest of these portions, which

provides displacement, speed and oricntation indications compatible with the valucofp,

is sclected,

5 In a process of smoothing an input signal, for cach pixel of the input signal, i)

the pixcl is smoothed using a time constant (CO) for that pixel, thereby gencraung a

smoothed pixel valuc (1 -O),ii) it is determined whether there exists a significant variation

between such pixe) and the same pixcl in a previous frame, and iii) the time constant (CO)

for such pixcl to be used in smoothing the pixcl in subsequent frames of the input signal is

10 modificd based upon the existence or non-cxistence of a significant variation.

@ The step of determining the existence of a significant variation for 4 given
pixel preferably compriscs determining whether the absolute value of the differences (AB)

betweenthe given pixc) valuc (1) andthe valuc of such pixel in a smoothed pricr trame

(3) exceeds a threshold (SH). The step of smoothing the input signal preicrably

15 comprises, for cach pixcl, i) modifying the time constant (CO) forpixel such dase non

the cxistence of a significant variation as determincdin the prior step, and if} descr oir ing

a smoothed value for thepixel (1.0) as follows:

Pi- dd
LO= Lla— >:0 co

20

» Time constant (CO) is preferably in the form 2", and pis incremented 1 the
event that AB<SEand decremented in the event ABPSE.

In this process, the sysiem generates ay oulpual signal comprising, fo: cach

25 pixel, a binary value (DP) indicating the existence or non-existence of a significant
variation, and the valuc of the time constant (CO). The binary valucs (7) and the time

constants (CQ)are preferably stored in a memory sized to correspond to the frame s1z¢.

A process for identifying an arca in relative movement in an mpui signal

includes the steps of:

30 generating a first array indicative of the existence of significant variation in

the magnitude of cach pixel between a current frame and a prior frame;

generating a sccond array indicative of the magnitude ofsignificant variation

of cach pixel between the current frame and a priorframe;
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establishing a first moving matrix centercd on a pixel under consideration and

comprising pixcls spatially rclated 10 the pixel under consideration, the firs! nioving
matrix (saversing tho first. array for consideration of cach pixel of the current frame; and

determining whetherihe pixel under considesation and cachpixel ofthe pixels
5 spatially related to the pixel under consideration along an oriented direction relative

thercto within the first matrix arc a particular value represenlmg ihe presence of
significant variation, and if so, establishing, in a second matrix within the first matrix,

cemered on the pixel under consideration, and determining whether the wnplitude of the
pixels in the second matrix spatially related to the pixel under consideration along an

10 oriented dircetion relative therclo are indicative of movement slony, such oriented

@ dircetion, the amplitude of the variation along the oriented dircetion being indicative of
the velocity ofmovement,the size of the second matrix being variedto identify the matrix
s17¢ most indicative of mavement.

The process further comprises, in at Icast onc domuin selected fromthe group
15° consisting of i) luminance, ii) speed (V), iii) oriented direction (11), iv) time constant

(CQ), v) hue, vi) saturation, andvii) first axis (x(in)), and viii) second axis {y(m)), and ix)
data characterized by externalinputs, forming a first histogram of the valucs in such

domain for pixcls indicative ofmovement along anoriented directionrelative to the pixel
under consideration. If desired, for the pixcls in the first histogram, histograms of the

20 position of such pixcls along coordinate axes maybe formed, and from such histograms,
an arca of the image mecting criteria of the at Icast onc domain may be determined.

A process for identifying pixels in an input signal in onc of a piurality ofe clasacs in onc of a plurality of domains compriscs, on a frame-by-framebasis:
for cach pixel of the input signal, analyzingthe pixel and providing an output

25 signal for cach domaincontaining information to identify cach domain in which the pixel
is classificd ;

providing a classificr for cach domain, the classificr enabling classification of
pixcls within each domainto selected classes within the domain;

providing, # validation signal for the domains, the validation signal sclecting,
30 onc or more of the plurality of domains for processing; and

forminga histogram for pixels of the output signal within the classes selected

by the classificr within cach domain selected by the validation signal.
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The process furlher includes the steps of forming histograms along coordinate

axes for the pixels within the classes selected by the classifier within cach domuin

sclected by the validation signal, and forming a composite signal corresponding to the
spatial position of such pixels within the franye. Pixels falling within limits /,, 4,, f, dy in

5 the histograms along the coordinate axes are then identified, and a composite signal from
the pixels falling within these limits is formed,

A process for identifying the velocity of movement of an arca of an input
signal conrpriscs: |

for cach particular pixel of the input signal, forming a first matix comprising

10 binary values indicating the existence or non-existence of # significant variation in the

@ amplitude of the pixel signal belween the current frame and a prior frame for a subset of
the pixels of the frame spatially related to such particular pixel, and a second matrix

comprising the ampliudeof such variation;

determining in the first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixels

15 along an oriented dircction relative to the particular pixel havc binary valucs of a

particulary valuc representing significant variation, and, forsuch pixels, detcrmining, in the

second matrix whether the amplitudes of the pixcts along anoriented dircetion relative to

the particular pixel vary in a known manner indicating movement of the pixe) and the

pixels along an oricnted direction relative to the particular pixe!, the amplitude of the

20s variation along the oriented direction determining {he velocity of movement of the

particular pixel.

A process for identifying a non-movingarea jn an input signal compriscs:eS forming histograms along coordinatc axes for pixcls of the input signal
without significant variation betweenthe current frame and a prior frame; and

25 forming a composite signal corresponding to the spatial position of such
pixcls within the frame.

An apparatus foridentifying rclative movement in an input signal comprises:

means for smoothing the input signal using a time constant for cach pixel, thereby

gencrating # smoothed inpul signal;

30 micans for determining for cach pixel in the smoothed input signa) a binary

value corresponding to the existence of a significant, variation in the amplitude of the

pixel signal between the current frame and the imincdiatcly previous smoothed input
frame, and for determining the amplitude of the variation;
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means for using the cxisicnce of a significant variation for a given pixcl to

modify the time constant for the pixel to be used in smoothing subsequent frames of the

input signal;

means for forming 8 first matrix comprising the binary valucs of a subsct of

5 the pixels of the frame spatially related to cach particular pixel, and for forming a second

matrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subset of the pixels ofthe frame
spatially related to such particular pixel;

means for determining, in the first matrix a particular arca m whichthe binary
value for each pixel is a particular vahic representingsignificant variation, and, for such

10 particular arca, for determining in the second matrix whether the amplitude varics along

®@ an oricnicd direction relative to the particular pixel in a known mannerindicating
movement of the pixel in the oricnted direction, the amplitude of the variation along the

oriented direction determining the velocity of movement of the pixel.

An apparatus for smoothing an input signal comprises:
15 means for smoothing cach pixel of the input signe) using # time constant (CO)

for such pixel, thereby pencrating, a smoothed pixel valuc a.0);
means for determining the cxistence of a significant variation for a given

pixel, and modifying the timc constant (CO) for the pixel lo be used in smoothing the
pixcl in subscqucnt framcsofthe input signal based upon the cxistence of suchsignificant

20 variation.

An apparatus for identifying an area jn relative movemcnt in an input signal

@ comprises:

variation in the magnitude of cach pixcl between a current fiame and a prior frame;

means for generating, w first array indicative of the existence of significant

25 means for gencrating « second array indicative of the magnitudc ofsignificant
variation ofcach pixel between the current frame and a prior frame;

means for cstablishing a first moving matrix centered on a pixel under

consideration and comprising pixels spatially related to the pixel under consideration, the

first moving matrix traversing the first array for considcyation of each pixel of the current

30=frame;

means for determining whether the pixel imder consideration and cach pixel
along anoriented dircctionrolative to the pixel under consideration within the first matrix
is a particular value representing the presence of significant variation, and if so, for
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estublishing, a4 second matrix within the first matiix, centcred on the pixel under

considcration, and for determining whether the amplitude of the pixels in the second

maltix arc indicative of movement along an oriented direction rolative to the pixel under
consideration, the anyplitude of thevariation along the oriented direction being indicative

5 of the velocity of movement, the size of the second matrix being vinied to identify the
matrix size most indicative of movement.

An apparatus for identifying pixcls in an input signal im one of a pivality of
Classes i: one of a plurality ofdomains comprises:

means for analyzing cach pixcl of the input signal and for providing ani output

10 signal for cach domaincontaininginformation to identify cach domain in which the pixel

@ is classificd;
id a classifier for cach domain, the classifies classifying pixcls wre. cuch

domain in selected classcs within the domain;

a Jincar combination unit for cach domain, the lincar combiaat oi «nit
15 generating a validation signa) for the domain, the validation signal selecting oo: core

of the plurality ofdomains for processing; and

means for forming. a histogram for pixels of the output signa) wadus ihe

classes selected by theclassifier within cach domainsclecicd by the validation sii:
Anappuratus for identifying the velocity of movement of an area of x ccput

20 signal conyprises:

incans for determining for cach pixcl in the input signa) a bray + -iue

corresponding 10 the existence of a significant variation in the amplitude of the p:xel
®, signal betweenthe current frame and the immediately previous smoothed inpat fame. and

for determining the amplitudeofthe variation,

25 means for forming, for cach particular pixcl of the input signal, « first inatsix

comprising the binary values of a subset of the pixels spatially related to such particular
pixe), and a sccond matrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subse! of the

pixels spatially rclated to such particular pixcl; and

means for determining in the first matrix whether for a particular pixe!, and
30 other pixels along anoriented direction relative to the particular pixel, the binary valac for

cach pixel is a particular valuc representing significant varialion, and, for such particular
pixel and other pixels, determining in the second matrix whether the amplituds varies

along an oricnted direction relative to the particular pixcl in a known mannerindicating
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movement of the pixcl and the other pixcls, the ahplitade of the variation slong the
oriented direction detcrmining the velocity ofmovment of the pixel and theotherpixels.

Anapparatus for identifying a non-moving area in aninput signal compriscs:
means for forming, histograms along coordinate axes for pixels of a current

frame without a significant veriation from suchpixels In 8 priorframe; and

means for forming a composite signal corresponding to the spatial position of
such pixcls within the frame.

BRIERE DESCRIPTION OF THR DRAWINGS
Fig. ] is a diagrammatic illustration ofthe system according to the invention.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the temporal ‘and spatial processing units of the
invention. :

Fig, 3 is a block diagram ofthe (emporal processing unit ofthe invention.
Fig. 4 is 4 block diagram ofthe spatial processing unit of the invention.

Vig. 5 is a diagram showing the processing of pixels in accordance with the
invention.

Fig. 6 illustrates the numerical valucs of the Freeman codc uscd to defennine
movement direction in accordance with the invention. -

lig. 7 illustrates two nested matrices as processed by the temporal wocessing,B oc poral }
unit.

Fig.8 iMustrates hexaponal matrices as processed by the temporai processing
unit.

Vig.9 illustrates reverse). matrices as protessed by the temporal processing
unit. |

}ig.9a illustrates angular sector shaped matrices as processed by the temporal
processing unit. !

Vig. 10 is a block diagram showing the relationship between the temporal and
spatial processing units, and the histogram formation units

Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing the interrclationship between the various
histogram formationunits. |

Fig. 12 showsthe formation of a (wo-dimensional hislopram of a moving arca
from two one-dimensional histograms. |
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Vip. 13 isa block diagramofan individual histopram formation unit,

Fig.14 illustrates the use of the classifier for finding a alignment of points
relative to the direction of an analysis axis. :

Vig.14aillustrates a onc-dimensional histogram.
Fig. 15 the use of the: system of the invention for

'
iNustrates

video- conferencing.

Fig.16 is a top view of the sysicm ofthe invention for video-conferencing.

Vig.17 is a diagramiJustrating histograms fonned on the shape ef the heed of

a participant in a video conference.

Fig, 18 iJlustratcs the system of the invention eliminating, unnecessary
information in # video-conferencing application.

Vig. 19 is a block diapram showing usc of the system of the inventio: for

target tracking. |

Fig. 20 is anillustration of the sysiem of the invention selecting, & tyes for

tracking.

Figs. 24-23 illustrate the system of the invention jocking ou te « sched
target. |

Tip. 24 illustrates the processing of the system using a Mallat diagran:

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OQ): ne INVENTION
i

The present invention is a method and apparatus for detection oF seseive

mavoment ar non-movement of an area within an image. Relative movement, as used
herein, means movement of an area, which may be an “object" in the broadest sense cf the
ferm, ¢.g., @ person, a portion of # person, or any animals oF inanimate abject, i: an
approximatcly motionless environment, or approximate immobility of an area in an
environment thatis at Icast partially in movement. .

Referring to Fiz. 1, image processing system $1) includes an input 12 that
receives a digital video signal S originating fiom a video cwnera or other imaging dovice
13 which monitors a scenc 13a. Imaging device 13 is preferably a conventional CMOS
type CCN) camera. It is, however, forescen that the systemof the invention may be used

; . | .
wilh any appropriate scnsorc, g¢. , ultrasound, IR, Radar, tactile array, clc. , that generates
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an output in the form of an array of information corresponding to information obscrved by

the imaging device. Imaging device 13 may have a direct digital output, or an analog
output that is converted by m A/D converterinto digital signal S.

While signal § nay be « progressive signal, m a preferred embadiment, in
5S which imaging device 13 is a conventional vidco camera, signal § is composed of a

succession of pairs of imerlaced frames, TR, und TR, and TR, and TR‘, each consisting
of a succession of horizontal scanned lines, c.g., Jy).a in TR,, and |,, in TR, Each
line consists of a succession of pixels or image-poims PI, C.B.. Aya 8), aNd AL, Jor linc},4;
al,,, and al,,, for line 1,,, ; al,, and a,, for line 1. Signal S(P1) represents signal S

10 composed ofpixels P).

®@ As knownintheart, S(P1) includes a Same synchronization signal (ST) at the
beginning of cach frame, a line synchronization signal (S).) at the beginning of cachline,

and « blanking signal (23).). ‘Thus, S71) inchides a succession frames, which arc
represcntative of the tine domain, and within cach frame, a sorics of lincs and pixels,

15 which are representative of the spatial domain.

In fic time domain, “successive frames" shall refer to successive frames of the
sume type (i. ¢. , odd frames such as TR,, or even frames such as ‘TR',), and "successive

pixcls in the same position" shall denote successive valucs of the pixels (21) in the same
location in successive frames of the same type, ¢.f., iy of ],, in frame TR, and a,, of I,

20 sin the next corresponding frame TR,. |

Image processing, systcm 11 pencrates ontputs ZI] and SR 14, which arc

@ preferably digital signals. Complex signal “4H comprises a number of output signals
~7 generated by the system, preferably including signuls indicating the existence and

localization of an area or object in motion, and the spred V andthe oriented direction of
25~—displacement D) of pixcls of the image. Also output from the system, if desired, is input

digital video signal S, which is delayed (SR) to inake i synchronous with the output ZH
for the Srame,taking into account the calculation time for the data in composite signal Z11
(one frame). The delayed signal SR is used to display the image received by camcra 13 on
a nonitor or television screcn 10, which may also be used ta display the information

30=conlamed in composite signa) 7)). Composite signal: 731 may also be transmiticd to a
separate processing assembly 10a in which further processing of the signal may be
accomplished. :
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Referring to lig. 2, image processing systomi 11 includes a first assembly J1a,
which consists of a temporal processing unit 15 havinBan assaciaicd memory 16, a spatial
processing unit 17 having a delay unit 18 and sequencing unit 19, and # pixel clock 20,

which generates a clock signal HP, and which BCIVCS as a Clock for tempore) processing
§ wil 15 and sequencing unit 19. Clock pulses 3) are ‘generated by clock 20at the pixe)

raic of the imape, which is preferably 13.5 M112.

Fig. 3 shows the operation of temporal processing unit 15, the function of

which is to smooth the video sipnal and gencale a number of outputs that are utiizcd by

spatial processing, unit 17. During processing, tempordl processing unit 15 retrieves from
. 10°) memory 16 the smoothed pixel values }) of the digital video signal from the immediateiv
e prior frame, and the values of a smoothing time constant C) for cach pixel. As used

hercin, 1.0 and COshall be used to denote the pixel: values (L) and time constants (C)
slored in memory 16 from temporal processing unit 15, and 3] aud Cl shall dcnot. tne
pixcl valucs (1.) and time constants (C) respectively for such values retrioves tom

15. memory 16 for usc by temporal processing unit 15. Temporal processing uns 15
gencrates a binary output signal D) for cach pixel, which identifies whether the pixe: vas

undergone significant variation, and a digital sipnal CO, whieh represents the vesr ied
calculatcd valuc oftime constant C.

Referring to Fig. 3, temporal processing‘unit 1S includes a firsi biocs ‘Sa

20 which receives the pixcls PI of input video signal s. For cach pixel Pl, the temp.ral
processing unit retrieves from memory 16 a smoothie value 1] of this pixc! frevas

@ immediately preceding corresponding frame. wih was caleulated by tcmporal7 processing unit 15 during processing of the immetlatcly prior frame and sicre. in
memory 16 as 1.0. Temporal processing unit 1S caleylates the absolute value AB of the

25~—difference between cach pixc} valuc PI and 11 for ing same pixel position (for example
a,,, of),, in TR, and of 1, in TR: |

AB» |PI-14!

30

‘!cmpora) processing wit 15 is controlled by clock signa} DP from clock. 29 in
° 1 ‘ . . . . : .

order to maintain synchronization with the incoming pixel stream. Test block 15b of

temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB aid a threshold valuc Sli. ‘Threshold Sh
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may be constant, but preferably varies based upon the pixel valuc PJ, and more preferably
varics with the pixc) valuc so as to form a gamma cbirection, Known means of varying
SEto form a gama correction is represented by the pliona) block 15¢ shownin dashed
lincs. Test block [Sb compares, on a pixel-by-pixel (ain digita) signals Al8 and SH in

> order 1o detcrntine a binary signal DP. 1f AB exceeds threshold SH, which indicates that
pixel value P] has undergone significant variation as compared to the smoothed value 1.
of the same pixel in the prior frame, DPis sct 10 "y! for the pixcl under consideration.
Otherwise, DP is set 10 "0"for suchpixel. |

When DP = 1, the difference between thepixe) value PJ and soothed valuc
10 5.3 of the same pixel in the prior frameis considered too great, and temporal processing

®@ unit 15 atlempts to reduce this differencein subsequent frames by reducing the smoothing.
lime constant C for that pixcl. Conversely, if DP 0, temporal processing unit 15

altempis fo increase this difference in subsequent frkmes by increasing the smoothing
time constant Cfor that pixel. These adjustments 10 me constant C as a function of the

15 valuc of DP are madc by block 5c.DP = 1, block 15¢ reduces the time constant by a
unit valuc U so that the new valuc ofthe time constant CO equals the old valuc of the| .

constant C} minus unit valuc V;

i

CO=c3-U |

20

If DP =. 0, block 15c inescascs the time cobstant by a unit valuc U so thatthe
t

@ new valuc of the time constant CO cquals the old valuf of the constant C} pis wait value
v. !

|

25 COCHU |
}

Thus, for cach pixel, block 15¢ receives the binary signal DP from test unit
15b and time constant CJ from memory 16, adjusts C[ up or clownby unit value U,and

gencrates a new Lime constant CO which is stored in momory 16 to replace time constant
30 Ch.

 
Jn a preferred cinbodiment, time constant C, is in the form 2”, where p is

|

incremented or deercmented by unit value U, which preferably equals 1, in black 15c.i!

Thus, if DP = J, block 15c¢ subtracts one (for the cage where U: 1) from p in the time
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constant 2” which becomes 2°'. If DP = 0, block 15¢ adds one to p in time constant 2",

which becomes 2°. The choice of a time constant of the form 2” facilitates calculations
and thus simplifies the structure of block 15c.

Block 15¢ includes several tests fo ensure proper operation of the system.
LO 5S Virst, CO must remain within defined limits. In a pfcferred embodiment, CO must not

become negative (CO > 0) and it must not cxceed a linhit N (CO SN), which is preferably
seven. In the instanec in which C) and CO are jn the form 2", the upper limit N is the
miaximuin value forp.

The vppcr Jimit N may cither be constabit or variable. If Nis variabic, an
. . . . + i

10 optional) input unit 1Sf includes a register or memory that cnables the uscr, or ancther: 1

a controller to vary N. The consequence of increasing N is to inercase the sensitivity of the‘

system (o detecting displacement of pixels, whercas' reducing N improves detection of

high spceds. N may be made to depend on) (N may vary on4 pixel-by-pixci basis, if
desircd) in order to reguiatc the variation of ).O asa function of the lever of Pl to. Ny,

18 {(P],), the calculation of whichis donc in block 15f, Which in this case would receiv: the1

value of Pl from video camera 13.

Finally, a calculation block 15d receives, or cach pixel, the now time constant
COgenerated in block 1$¢, the pixel valucs P) of the incoming video signal S, a-. che
sinoothed pixel valuc 1] of the pixel in the previous franie from memory 16, Calcuisuen

20 block 15d then calculates a new smoothed pixel) valuc |o for the pixel as fallows:

® _ 1Or ld w1-14)/¢o

25 ICO: 2"then

1.O= J.4 ()-1.3)/2"°

whierc “po", is the newvaluc ofp calculated in unit 156 and which replaces previous value
30 of "pi" in memory 16.

The purpose of the smoothing operation js fo normalize variations in the value

of cach pixel P} of the incoming video signal for reducing the variation differences. Hor

cach pixel of the frame, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves 1) and Cl from memery 16,
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| and generates new valucs 1.0 (new smoathed pixel Ivahac) and CO (new tine constant)
that are stored in memory 16 to replace 1.1 and cf respectively, As shown in Fig. 2,
temporal processing unit 15 transmits the CO and bp values for cach pixcl 10 spatial
prucessing unit 17 through the delay unit 18.

5 The capacity of memory 16 agsuiming thet there arc R pixcls in a frame, and

therefore 2R pixcls per complete image, must be af least 2R(cif) bits, where ¢ is the

number ofbits requircdto store a single pixel valuc mW (preferably cight bits), and fis the
| numberofbits required to store a single fime constant, C] (preferably 3 bits). If cach video

imagcis composcd ofa single frame (progressive imube), it is sufficient to use R(c4+S) bits10° rather than 2)(¢ Hf} bits. |
@ Spatial processing unit 17 isuscd to ident fy an arcain relative movement in

i the images from camera 13 and to determine the rs and oriented direction of the| movement. Spatial processing nnit 17, in conjunction with delay unit 18, cooperates with
| a contro] unit 19 that is controlled by clock 20, whith generates clock pulse 11P at the
| 18 pixel frequency. Spatial processing unit 17 receives signals JP, und CO, (where i and j

correspond to the x and y coordinates of the pixel) frqin temporal processing unit 15 and

processes thesc signals as discussed below. Whefcas temporal processing unit 15
| :

processes pixels within cach frame, spatial processiag unit 17 processcs groupings of

4

|
|

|

|
| pixels within the frames.
|

20 Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows the temporal proccssing of successive

| conesponding frame sequences TR, 73, ‘JR, and the spatial processing in the these
)

. frames of aw pixel PI with coordinates x, y, a! mek t. &, and t,. A plane in Vig. 5

corresponds to the spatial processing of a frame, whereas the superposition of framescorresponds to the temporal processing of successive iene
25 Signals DP, and CO, from temporal probessing unit 15 arc distributed by

spatial processing unit 17 into a first matrix 2] contain ng a number of rows and columns
much smaller than the numberoflines }. of the frame and the numberof pixels M per
line. Matrix 2] preferably includes 2] 4 1 lines along tpc y axis and 2m! columns along

the x axis (in Cartesian coordinates), where | an m are small integer numbers.30=Advantageous)y, land m are chosen to be powers of A where for example J is equal to 2°
und m is equal to 2°, a and b being integer numbers! of ubout 2 to 5, for cxamplc. To
simplify the drawing and the explanation, mwill be takenfo be equal ta! (although it may

be different) and m+ 1: 2*» §. Jn this case, matrix 21 will have 2 x 8-1 1+ 17 rows and

oeneeneed|
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17 columns. Fig. 4 shows a portion of the 17 rows Ye Vue. Yass Yuq and 17 columns X,,
X, Xs, Xi, Which form matrix 21.

Spatial processing, unit 17 distributes into] x m matrix 21 the incoming flows

of Py, and CO, from temporal processing, ul 15, i will be appreciated that only a
5 subset of all DP, and CO,, valucs will beincluded il matrix 2], since the frame is much

larger, having J. Hines and M pixels per row (os 312.5 lines and 250-800) pixcls),
depending upon the 1'V standard used.

In orderto distinguish the Lx M matrix of the incoming video signal fron: the

1x m matrix 2) of spatial processing unit 37, the indices i and j will be used io represent

10 the coordinates of the former matrix (which will only be scen when the digital video

signal is displayed on a television screcior monitor) find the indices x and y wil! be used
to represent the coordinates of the latter. At a given instant, a pixc) with en insvantancous

value PJ, is characterizedat the input of the spatial processing unit 17 by signals 12)". and

Co,,. The (2/11) x (2m 1.1) matrix 21 is formed by stamming cach of the 1.x M mitcnces
15 for DP and CO.

In matrix 2.1, cach pixel is defined by hs row number between © anc 16
(inclusive), for rows Y, ta Y;, respectively, and a column number between 0 enc 16

(inclusive), for columns X,to X,, respectively,in the case in which 7 ~ ni =&. In this case,

matrix 2) will be a planc of 17 x 17 + 289 pixels.

20 InVig. 4, clongated horizontal rectangles ¥, to Y,, (only four of which have

bcen shown, i.v., Yo, Y1,¥ 45 and Y,,) and vertical linesX, to X,, (of which onlyfour have

boon shown, i.¢., No, X)%X,5 and X,, ) iNustrate matrik 2) with 17 4 17 image puints or

pixcls having indices defined at the intersection oftan ordinate row and an abscissa

column. For example, the P,, is at the intersection of oom 8 and row 8 as illustrated in

sequencing unit 19: i} zencrates a line sequencesignal SI. at a frequency equal te the

25 Fig. 4 al position ¢, which is the center of matrix 2.1,

In response to the JP and BI. signals fron clock 20 (Hig. 2), a rate contro! or

quotient of 13 § MHZ (for an image with a corresponding numberof pixcis) divided by

the number of columns por frame (for cxample 400) tojdelay unit 18, ii) sencrates a frame

number of rows in the video image, for example 312.5, iii) and outputs the HP clock

signal. Blanking signal 11. is uscl to render sequence.

30_~—ssignal SC, the frequency of which js cqual to the quotient 13,5/400 MHZ divided oy the

: unit 19 non-operational during
synchronization signals in the input image.

|

|

i

|
|

®

|
|
|
|

|

e@
|

|
|

|
|

|
|
|
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A delay unit 18 carrics out tho distributipn of portions of the 1. x M matrix

into matrix 21, Delay unit 18 receives the DP, CO, ahd incoming pixel S(PI) signals, and

distributes these into matrix 21 using clock signal J1P and line scquence and column
sequence signals SL and SC.

In order 1o form matrix 21 from the incoMing stream of DP and CO signals,

the successive rows Y, to Y,, for the DP and CO signgls must be delayed as follows:

row Y,- not delayed ; —

row Y, - dclayed bythe duration of a frame line TP;

row Y,- delayed by 2 7P;

and so on until

row Y,,- delayed by 16 TT’.

The successive delays of the duration of a frame row TP, are carried out in a

cascade ofsixteen delay circuits r,,1>,...1,, that sctve fows Y,,Y,...Y;, , respectively, row

Y, being served dircetly by the DP and CO signals without any delay uponarriving fiom

temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits 1,,1,..2,, may be built up by a delay line

with sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by any scctibnthereof between two successive
outputs being constant and cqual to 77, |

Rate contro! unit 19 controls the scanning of the cntirc 1. x M frame matrix

over matrix 21. The circwar displacement of pixels in prowofthe frame matrix on the 17
x 17 matrix, for example from X, to X,, on row Yo, ig donc by a cascade of sixteen shifl

rcpisicrs d on each of the 17 rows from Y, to Y,, (giving a tota) of 16 x 17 = 272 shin

registers) placed in cach rowbetween two successive pixel positions, namely the mgisier

 

 

do; between positions PJ,. and Pl,,, register dy, betwen positions Pl,, and Pl, cle, Each

register imposes a delay ‘T'S cqual to the time diffcrengs betweon two successive pixcls in

a tow or line, using column sequence signal SC, Becalise rows/ ,,/, ... |, in a frame TR,

(Fig.1), for S(P]) and for DY and CO, reach delay} unit 18 shifled by TP (complete

duration of a row) one afler the other, and delay unit 18 distributes them with gradually

increasing delays of J!’ onto rows Yo, Y,... ¥4, these rows display the DP and CO signals

ata given time for rows 1, /,,...4,, in the same frame|portion. Similarly in a given row,

c.g.. 71, successive pixe) signals a,,, a... . arrive shifted by TS and shift registers d

impose « delay also cqual to TS. As a resuli, the pixpls of the DP and CO signals in a

given row Y,to Y,, in matrix 2), are contemporary, i.c., they correspond to the same

frame postion,
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The signals represening the COs and 1))s in matrix 2] are available al a

giveninstant on the 16x 17 - 272 outputs ofthe shif Pegistors, as wel! as upsiveamof the

registers ahead of the 17 rows, i.¢. registers do,, dy) «4. dy), Which makes a total of 16x

17417 17x 17 outputs for the 17x 17 positions Pod PoyuPggePrare

In order to betier understand the process of spatial processing, the system will

be described with respect to a small matrix M3 contaning 3 rows end 3 columus where

the central eloment of the 9 elements theroofis pixcl|¢ with coordinates x °° 8, y = 6 as

illustrated below:

a boc

dic f (M3)

g hi

In matrix M3, positions a, b, ¢, d, f, g, h. i around the comrai niact ¢

correspond to cight oriented directions rclative to the central pixel The cight dircciions

may be identified using tie Freeman code illustrated ih Kip. 6, the dircetions bemg cuded
0 to 7 starting from the x axis, in stops of 45 °% Jn tht Freeman code, the cight possible

oriented direcuions, maybe represented by 43-bit number since 2? + §.

Considering matrix M3. the 8 directions ofithe Freeman code ure as follows:

3 2 1

ae As 9

§ 6 7

Returning to matrix 2) having 17 x 17 pixéls, a calculation onit 174 exsmines

ul the samc time various nested square second matrices centcrod on ¢, with dimensions 15

x 15,13 x 13, 11x 11,9x9,7% 7, 5x5 and 3 x 3,lwithin matrix 21, the 3.x 3 matrix

being the M3 matrix mentioned above. Spatial progcssing unit 17 determines which

matrix is the smallest in which pixels with DP = 1 arclaligned along a straight line which

determines the direction of movememofthe aligned pixcls.

For the aligned pixcls in the matrix, the system determines if CO varics on

cach side of the centra) position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oricnted

direction and -a in the opposite oricnied dircetion,! where ] <acN. Vor exumple, if
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positions g, e, and c of M3 have valucs -1, 0, +3, then a displaccment exists in this matrix

from right to Icft in the (oricnted) dircction 1 in thé Freeman codc (I'ig. 6). However,

positions g, c, and c must al (he same time have DP} 4. ‘The displacement. speed of the
pixels in motion is greater whenthe matrix, among thé 3 x 3 to 15x 15 nested matrices, in

5 which COvaries from 41 or -1 between two adjacent positions along a directionis larger.

For example, ifpositions g, ¢, and ¢ in the 9 x 9 matrix denoted M9 have values -1, 0, 11

in oriented dircetion 1, the displacement will be fastdr than for valucs -1, 0,49 in 3.x 3

matrix M3 Qtig. 7). The sinalicst matrix for which afine meets the test of DP: 1 for the

pixels in the line and CO varics on euch side ofthe!ccntral position in the direction of
10 alignment, from +4 in an oricnted direction and -a is} the apposite oriented direction, is

chosenas the principal linc of intercst. .

In a further step in the smallest matrix 3x3) the validity of the calculation with

a variation of plus or minus two units (Co) with DP] determines a subpixel movement

ic. onc halfofpixcl per image.

15 In the same way if the variation is of plub or minus 3, the movementis sti})

sloweri.c. one third ofpixel per image.

Onc improvement-for reducing, the powoy of calculation is to test only the

 

valucs which are symetrical relative to the central vdluc. ‘The test DP« ) and CO=tt or

CO--42 and 13 in the smallest matrix allows to simplify the hardware.

20 Since CO is represented as a power ofl? in « preferred embodiment, an
extended range of specds may beidentified using only a few bits for CO, while still

enubling identification of relatively low specds. Varying enead muy be detected becausc,

for example -2, 0, 42 in positionsg, e, ¢ in 3 x 3 matyx M3 indicates a spced halfas fast
us the speed corresponding to 1, 0, 4-1 for the samc positions in matrix M3.

25 ‘Jwotests arc preferably performed on the Fesults to remove uncertaintics, The

first test chooses the strongest variation, in other words the highest time constant, if there

are variations of CO along several directions in onc pf the ncsicd matrices, The second

test arbitrarily chooscs onc of two (or morc) directions along which the variation of CO is

identical, for example by choosing the smallest valuc fthe Freeman code,in the instance

30° whenidentical lines of motion are dirceted in a singlé matrix in differcnt directions This

usually ariscs when the actual direction of displaccnjcnt is approximately between two

succeasive coded directions in the Freeman code, for example between directions 1 and 2
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corresponding to an (oricntcd) dircclion that can be denoted 1.5 (Fig. 6) of about 67.5°

with the x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman code).

The scanning of an entire frame of the digttal video signal S preferably occurs

in the following sequence.‘The first group of pixcls considered is the first 17 rows orlines

5 af the frame, and the first 17 columnsof the frame.| Subsequently, still for the first 17

rows ofthe frame, the matrix is moved column by cohtmn from the Icfl of the frame to the

right, as shownin Vig. 5, ic. from portion TM, at the éxtremeIcfi, then ‘TM,offset by one

column with respect to 'TM,, until 1M, (where M is {he number of pixcls per frame line

or row) at the extreme right. Oncethe first 17 rows haye been considered for each column

10=from Ieft to righi, the process is repeated for rows?to 18 in the frame. This process 
 

 

 

continucs, shifting down one row ata time until the Jagt group oflincs at the bottomofthe

frame, i.c., lines L - 16... L (where Lis the number offines per frame) are considercd.

Spatial processing unit 17 generates the} following output signals for cach

pixel: i) a signal V represciting the displaccment spced for the pixel, based upon the

15 amplitude of the maximumvariation ofCO surroundity the pixel, the valuc of which may

be, for example, represented by an integer in the range)(-7 ifthe speedis in the form of a

power of2, and therefore may’bcstored in3 bits, ii) alsignal D) representing the dircction

of displacement of the pixcl, which is calculated] from the dircction of maximum

variation, the valuc of 19] being also preferably represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7

20 corresponding to the I‘reeman code, stored in 3 bits! iii) a binary validation signal VI.

 
which indicates whether the result of the speed and onented direction is valid, in orderto

be able to distinguish a valid output with V = 0 and DI = 0, from the lack of an ontpnt duc

to an incident, this signal being } for a valid output oy 0 for an invalid output, iv) 2 time

constant signa) CO, storcd in 3 bits, for example, and v) a delayed vidco signal SK

25 consisting of the input video signal § delayed in the delay unit 1& by 16 consecutive line

durations ‘TR and therefore by the duration of the distribution of the signal § in the 17x 17

matrix 21, in order to obtain a vidco signal timed to jnatrix 21, which may be displayed

‘on a television sel or monitor. Also output are the clock signal HP, linc sequence signal
S$). and column sequence signal SC from contro) unit 19.

30 An improvement in the calewlation of the notion where scveral divections are

responsive at the same time consists in testing by group of 3 contiguous directions the

validity of the operations and to sclect only the central) value.
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Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or anlinverled L-shaped matrix (Jig. 9)

may besubstituted for the nested rectangular matrices|in Figs. 4 and 7. In the case shown

in Fig. 8, the nested matrices (in which only the mon central matrices MRI and MR2
have becn shown)are all centered on point MRO which corresponds to the ecntral point of

5 matrices M3, M9inFig. 7. ‘The advantage of a hcxagonal matrix systemis thatit allows

the use of oblique coordinate axes x,, y,, and a breakdowninto triangles with identical

sides, 10 carry out an isotropic specd calculation.

The matrix inJig. 9 is composed of a singlerow(1.,) and a single column (C,)
starting from the central position MR, in which the two signals DP and CO respectively

10 are equal to "I" for DP and increase or deercase by ong unit for CO,ifmovement occurs.
If movementis in thedirection of the x coordinate, the COsignal is identical

in all positions (boxes) in column C,, and the binary signal DP is cqual to'1 in all

positions in row L.,, from the origin MR,, with the value CO,, up to theposition in which

| CO is cqual to CO, 41 or «J inclusive. Jfmovement is fn the direction of the y coordinate,15 the COsignalis identical in all positions (boxes) in rpw 1,and the binary signal DP is 

 

 
 

 

equal to 1 inall positions in column C,, from the origin MR,, with the valuc CO,, up to

the position in which CO is equal to CO, 11 or -J fnelusive. If movement is oblique
relative to the x and y coordinatcs, the binary signal IpPis cqual to 1 and COis equal to
CO,in positions (boxes) of 1., and in positions (boxes) of C,, the slope being determined

20 by the perpendicularto the line passing through the twb positions in which the signal CO,

changes by the valuc ofonc unit, the DP signal alwaysbeing equal to 1.

Fig 9 showsthe case in which DP = 1 and CO, changes valuc by onc unit in

tho two spocific positions 1.,, and C,s and indicates {the corresponding slope P,, In all
cases, the displacement speed is a function ofthe position in which CO changes valuc by

25 onc unit. If CO changes byonc unit in L, or C, only, it|correspondsto the valuc of the CO

variation position. Jf CO changes by one unit in a pogition in 1, and in a position in C,,

the speed is proportional to the distance between MR, and RB, (intersection of the line

perpendicular to C,-1., passing through MR,). .

Fig.9a shows an imaping device with sdnsors locatcd at the crossings of

30 concentric Jines.c and radiallines d, said lincs correspo iding to the rows and columns of a
rectangular matrix imaging device.

Anangular scctor shaped odd matrix nxn Mcis associated to said imaging
device.
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The operation of such imaging arrangement is controlled by a circular: scanning scquencer,
Except the sequencing differences, tho operation of this arrangcmont is

identical to tha! of the square matrix arrangement.

- 5 As shownin Migs 10 - 14, image process}ng system 11 is used in connection
with x histogram processo: 22a for identifying objectk within the input signal basco! upon

uscrepecified criteria for identifying such objects. Al bus 4-7., (See Figs. 2. 10 and 11)

transfors the outpul signals of image processing sys(cm 11 to histogram processor 22a.

Histogram processor 22a generates composite obiprt signal ZU which conitins

10=information onthe areas in relative movement in the stone.

Referring to Fig. 1, histogram processor 228 includes & bus 2: for
cominunicating signals between the various compojents thereof, Vistogran: fercucion
and processing, blocks 24 - 29 reccive the various inpyt signals, i.c., delayed disac' deo

signal SR, speed V, orienteddirections (in Freeman cddc) 19], time constant CC. ge 0 ois

15 x(n) and second axis y(m), which are discussed in (ctail below. The fimenen «ach

histogram formation block is to enable 4 histogram to be formed foi tes li ..ain
associated with that block. For cxample, histogram, formation block 24 reco. che

delayed digital video signal SR and enables a hisiogyhmto be formed for the is. ce

valucs ofthe vidco signa). Since the luminanceof the bignal will generally bo ree c

20° by a numberin the range of 0-255, hislopram formatign block 24 is preferabiy gs... ory

addressable with 8 bits, with cach memory location having a sufficient numbe: of s::.. to

Histogram formation block 25 yeecives, specd signal Voand cheb: a

histogram to be formed for the various speeds present in a frame. In se metccred

25° ombadiment, the speed is an integer in the range 0-7; Histogram formation blac. 2° is
then preferably a memory addressable with 3 bits, wilh cach memory location having a

sufficient numberof bits to correspondto the numberof pixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 26 reecives priented direction signa! 1). and

enablcs a histogram to be formed for the oriented directions present ine franc In a

30 preferred cmbodiment, the oriented direction 1s an inteser in the range 0-7, conesponcing

to the Freeman code. Histogram formation block 26 is then preferably a memory

addressable with 3 bits, with cach memorylocation having a sufficient numberaf bils to

correspond to the number ofpixels in aframe.
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Histogram) formation block 27 reecives time constant signal CO and enablesa

embodiment,the time constant is an integer in thera

histogram to be formed for the time constants of te pixels in a frame In a preferred

ve 0-7, Histoprain formation block

27 is then preferably a memory addressable with { bis. with cach memary location§ having a sufficiont numberofbits to concespond to ind mumbcr of pixels in a frame.
Histogram formation blocks 28 and 2) reccive the x and y positions

respectively of pixels for whicha histogram is to be foymed, and Jorn: histograms for such

pixels, as discussed in greater dctai) below. Mistogram formation block 28 is preferably

addressabl¢ with the numberofbils correspondingto fhe numberof pixels in a line, with

10 each memory Jocation having a sufficicnt number of bits to correspond to the numberof

@ lines in a frame, and histogram formation block 29]is preferably addressable with the
| number of bits corresponding 10 the number oflings in a frame, with cach memory

location having a sufficicnt numberofbits fo concspopd to the numberofpixcls in a dine.

Referring to Figs. 12 and 33, cachof the yistoeram formation blocks 24 - 2915 has an associated validation block 30 - 35 respecli iy which gencrates a validation
signal V1 - VG respectively. In general, cach of the histogram formation blocks 24-29 is
identical to the others and functions in (he sane mannor. For simplicity, the invention will
be described with respect to the opcration of histo, bam formation block 25, it being
appreciated that the remaining histogram formation |blocks operaic in a likc manner.

20 Histogrem formation block 25 includes a histogram fotming portion 25a, which forms the

histogram forthat block, and a classifier 25b, for sclecing the criteria of pixcls for which

the histogramis to he farmed. Histogram forming, postion 25a and classifier 2.5b oncrate

under the contro] of computer sofiware in an integrated circuit 25¢, which extracts certain

25 Referring to Fig. 13, histogram forming portion 25a includes a memory 100,
which is preferably a conventional digital memory. }p the casc of histogram formation

00 is sized to have addresses 0-7,

limits ofthe histogram generated by tho histogram formation block.

block 25 which forms a histogram of speed,=
each of which may store upto the mumber of pixdls in an image. Between frames,

memory 100 is initiated, i.c., cleared of all memory, b selling inif--1 in muluplexors 102
30 and 104. This has the effect, with respect to mulliplcsor 102 of selecting the "O" inpul,

whichis output to the Data In Jinc of memory 100. At tie same time, sctling ini/- 1 causcr

multiplexor 104 to select the Counter input, which jis output to the Address linc of

memory 100. The Counter input is connected to a counjcr(not shawn) that counts through
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all of the addresses for memory 100, in this case O<addresss7. ‘This has the effec: of

placing a zero in al) memory addresses Of memory 109. Memory 100 is preferably cleacd

during the blanking interval between cach frame. Affer memory 100 is cleared, the sai

linc is scf to zero, which in the casc of multiplexer 192 results in the content of the | ata

5 line being sent to memory }.00, and in the casc of mulfiplexor 104 results in the dzta from

spatial processing unit 117, i.c., the V data, bcmg scn( fo the Address hne of memory 100.

Classifier 25b cnables only data having qclecied classification criteriz to be

considered further, meaning to possibly be included in the histograms formed by

histogram formation blocks 24-29. For cxamplc, Leith respect to speed, whic 18
10 preferably a value in the range of 0-7, classificr 25) may be sel to Consider smi ata

within a parlicular speed category or cateporics, c.p.,{speed 1, speeds 3 or 5, snece 2-6,

etc. Classifier 25b includes a rcpister 106 that enables the classification criterss (7 bs set

by the user, or by a separate computer program. Bylway of example, regi iC. all

inchide, in the case of speed, cight registers numbcrad 0-7. By sctiing ators coe 1

18 e.g., register number2, only data that meets the criteri¢ of the selected class, e.4.. sp. +2,

will result in a classification output of "I". Expresged mathematically, for ees. -cn

register in which R(k} = b, where k is the register number and b is the bows: cue

stored in the register:

20 Output! Ridata(V))

So for a data point V of magminde 2, the output af classifier 25b will be "Toss if

R(2)=1. The classiver associated with histogram formation block 24 preferably hc 256

registers, one register for cach possible Juminunce palue of the image. The ons fer

25 associated with histogram formation block 26 preferably has 8 registers, one regis... for

cach possible dircetion valuc. The classifier associated with histogram formation blac: 27

preferably has § registers, one register for cach possible value of CO. The ciassifier

associated with histogram formation block 28 preferably has the same number o7 rvets-2fs

as the number of pixcls per linc. Finally, the classifier associated with histogram

30=formation block 29 preferably has the same numberoffregisters as the number cr Hoes per

frame. The output of cach classificr is communicato to cach of the validation biocks

30-35 via bus 23, in the case of histogram formation blocks 28 an 2%, through

combination unit 36, which will be discussed further below.
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Validation units 30-35 receive the classifitation information in paralic! from

all classification units in histogram formation blocks 24 - 29. Hach validation unit

gcneratcs a validation signa) which is communicatedtq its associated histogram formation

block 24 - 29. The validation signal determines, forjeach incoming pixel, whether the

5 histogram formation block wil) utilize that pixel in forming it histogram, Refeiring again

to Vig. 13, which shows histogram formation block) 25, validation unit 3) inchides a

register block 108 having a register associated with dach histogram formation block, or

more generally, a register associated with cach data domain that the system is capable of
processing, in this oasc, luminance, speed, dircction, CO, and x and y position. The

 
 

 

10 content of eachregister in repister block 108 is a binary valuc that may be sct by a useror

by a computer controller. Hach validation unit reccive via bus 23 the output of each of the
classifiers, in this casc numbered 0 ... p, keeping in mpind that for any data domain,c.g,

speed, the output of the classifier for that data domain will only be “1" if the particular

data point being consideredis in the class of the regis}ers sct to" 1" in the classifier for
15 that data domain. The validation signal from cach validation unit will only be ")" if for

each register in the validation unit that is set (0 "J", ai input of "1" is reecived from the

classifier for the domainofthat register. This may be expressed as follows: -

20 aut = (ing 4 Neg,).(én ! +Reg,)...Cin, 41 Roy, (ity 4 iny...dn, )

where Reg, is the register in the validation unit associhted with input in,. Thus, using the9
classifiers in combination with validation, units 30]- 35, the system may sclect for

processing only data points in any selected classes [within any sclocted domains. Vor
25 example, the sysicm may be uscd to detect only data points having speed 2, direction 4,

and luminance 125 by setting cach of the following régisters to" 1": the registers in the

validation units for speed, dircclion, and luminance; register 2 in the spocd classificr,

register 4 in the directionclassifier, and register 125 ih the luminance classifier. In order
to formthose pixels into a block, the registers in te validation units for the x and y

30=directions would be set to" 1" as well.

Referring again to Fig. 13, validation sipngl V2 is updated ona pixcl-by-pixc]

basis. Hf, for a particular pixc), validation signal V2 is "I", adder 110 increments the

output of memory 100 by onc. Jf, for a particular pixc}, validation signal V2. is "0", adder
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28  100 docs not increments the output of memory, In any case, the output of adder 105 is

stored in memory 100 at the address corresponding {o the pixe) bemg considered Vor

example, asswming that memory 100 is used to formalhistogram of speed, which may be

categorized as speeds 0-7, and where memory 100 will include 0-7 corresponding

na memorylocations,if a pixcl with speed 6 is received, the address input to muluplexoy 104

through the data linc will be 6. Assuming that validatipn signal V2 is "3", he content in

memoryat location G will be incremented. Over the course of an image, memeiy 190 wil)

contain a histogram of the pixcls for the image in! the category associated with the

memory. If, for a particular pixel, validation rignal V2!is "O" becausethat pixel is ro. ma

10 category for which pixcls arc to be counted (e ¢,, bobause that pixel docs not how. the

 corrcel direction, speed, or luminance), that pixel Mill not be waed in fom, the

histogram.

For the histogram formed in memory j100, key characieristie. 3 chat

histogram arc simultancously computed in # unit 11%. Unit 112 inches neve. for

158 each of the key characteristics, which includs the minimum (MIN) of the hist... the

maximum (MAX)of the histogram, the numberof pojnts (NBI'TS)in the histe:0 .. the

position (POSRMAX) of the maximum of the hisipgram, and the mumbe: 2° ints

(RMAX) at the maximum of the histogram. These characteristics are dys: in

paralle} with the formation ofthe histogramas follows

20 For each pixc] with a validation signal V2 0f"1":

(a) if the data valuc of the pixel < MIN (whichis initially set to the =. + au

possible valuc of the histogram), then write data valucan MIN,
®& (b) if the data valuc of the pixcl > MAX (hichis initially set to the 5. .um

possible valuc of the histogram), then write data valucin MAX;

25 (c) if the content ofmemory 100 at the address of the dala valuc of tur vac) >

RMAX (whichis initially sct to the minimumpossible valuc of the histograir. 2.2n i)

write data value in POSRMAX andii) write the memozyoutput in RMAX,

(d) increment NBPTS (whichis initially sot to zero).

At the completion of the formation of the histogram in memory 100 2. us.ond

20=of cach frame, unit 112 will conlam important data characicrizing the hisieeran The

histogram in each memory $00, and the characteristi¢s of the histogramin units 112 are

read during the scanning spot of cach frame by # scparatc processor, and the memories

100 are cleared and units 112 arc re-initialized for progessing the next frame.
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igure 14 shows the determinationofthe pricntation ofan alignment ofpoints
relative to the direction of an analysis axis.

In this figure, the analysis axis extends with an angle relative to the horizontal

side of the sercen and the histogram built along|the analysis axis refers to points
5 concerned by the analysis appearing on the screen.

Forthe histogramcaiculation device five particular valucs are calculated:

MIN, MAX, NBPTS, RAMX,/POSRMAX

The use of these values xllows {0 obtain sqmrapid results. .
For cxample, the calenlation of the ratio NBPTS/RMAXi.c. the number of

10 points involved in the histogram and the numberof faints in the maximal linc allows to

find analignmentofpoints perpendicularto the scanning axis.

The smalicr is R and the most the alignment is perpendicular to the scanning
axis.

One improvement of the calculation for csample for positioning a vehicle on
15 the road is to carryout for cach pixel simultancously a analysis according alt the possible

analysis axis. In an analysis region, the calculation of {he ration R for all the analysis axcs
and the search of the smallest valuc of K allows to|find the axis perpendicular of the
analysed points and conscquently to know the alignnent with a positioning, from the
value POSRMAX,

20 Presently the map is divided by 16 (180°/16).

The use of the moving pixels histogram; direction histogram and velocity

histograms allowsto find by reading POSRMAXthe averal! motion of the scenc (moving

 
camera) and in the classifying unit to inhibit these preponderant classes.

The device thas becomes responsive to cloments which arc subject to relative

25 motion in the image. The use of histograms accordifg to wo perpendicular axes with

these clements in relative motion as validation clomént. allows to detect and track and
objct in relative motion.

The calculation of the histogram according to a projection axis is carried out

in a region dclimited by the associated classifier between points a and b on the analysis
30 axis.

An important improvement is to assoojate anticipation by ercating an

histogram ofthe same points with orientation and intensity of motion as input parameters.
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The nominal valucs O-MVT cozrespondipe (o orientation of the movement

and J-MVTcouresponding to imensity af movement allow to modify the valves a and of

the classifier of the uni( connected to the calculation of the analysis axis for the

calculation for the next frame. This is anticipation. |

As Theresult is gieatly improved.

Fig.}4a shows an cxample of the sucedssive classes CC) 0,0. cach

represenling a particular velocity, for a hypothetical vejocity histoprain, with ther i sag

categorization for up to 16 velocities (15 are shown) in this example. Aisc sho on is

envelope 38, which is a smoothed representation of the histogram,

10 In order10 locate the position of an objcel having, user speciied cutine \cithin

ihe image, histogram blocks 28 and 29 arc uscd to generate histugians for ti. nad y

positions of pixels with the selected criteria. ‘These ate shown in Pig. ite. bes came

along the x and y coordinates. These x and y dala art ontput to moving are: te) on 

 

block 36 which combines the abscissa and ordingle information xinii cm),

18 respectively into a composite signal xy() that is ouupyt onto bus 23, 4 sande ce. ile

histogram 40 is shown in Vig. 12. ‘The various histograms and composite sz. ym)

that arc output to bus 23 are used to determine if there is a moving arca in the ov. to

localize this arca, and/or (o determine its speed andori¢nted direction. eeaus: | aan

relative movement maybe in an observation plane alogg directions xX and y win... not

20 neecssarily orthogonal, (c. pg. , as discussed below with respect to Pips. 12 ars | data

change block 37 maybe used fo convers the x and y dpla to orthogonal couni 5 dala

change block 37 receives oricnlation signals x(m), and:y(m), for x(m). and yee .as

well as pixe! clock signals HP, linc sequence and column sequence signals 3! > SC

{these three siznuls being grouped together in bundle I in Figs. 2, 4, an¢é i. and

25 generates the orthogonal x(m), and y(n), signals thatjare output to histugrans fs. fion

blocks 28 and 29 respectively.

In order to process pixcls only within a juser-defined area, the «-derecuon

histogram formation unit may be set to process pixcis Only in a class of pixels defined by

boundatics, i.c. XMJN and XMAX. Anypixels oulside.of this class will not be piccsesed.

30) Similarly, the y-direction histogram formation unit may be set to process pixcis on. in

class of pixels defined by baundarics YMIN and YMAX. Thus, the system can process

pixels only in a defined rectangle by sctting the XMIN and XMAS, and YMIN and

YMAX valucs as desired. Of course, the classification trileria and validation cntcris from
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the other histogram formation units may be sot in Order to form histograms of only

selected classes of pixcls in selected domains in sclectotl areas.

Fig 12 diagrammatically represents the cajvelopes ofhistograms 3& and 39,

respectively in x and y coordinates, for velocity data. 1) this example, x, and yy represent

§ the x and y coordinates of the maxima of the two histdgrams 38 and 39, whereas /, and i,

for the x axis and J, and J, for the y axis represent the fimits of the range of significant or

intercsting specds, J, and J, being the longerlimits and}/, and /, being the upperlimited of

the significant portions of the histograms. Jamits /,, 447, and 4, may be set by the user or

by an application prograin using the system, may be sft as a ratio of the maximumof the

10 histogram,c.g., %,,/2, or may be set as otherwise desirefl for the particular application.

fhe vertical lincs 1., and L, of abscisses/,and J, and the horizontal lines J.

and L, of ordinales /, and /, form a rectangle that suripunds the cross hatched area 40 of

significant speeds (for all x and y directions). A fewsmaller areas 41 with longerspeeds,

exist closc to the main arca 40, and arc typically ignored. In this example, al) that is

15 necessary fo characterize the arca with the largest yariation of the parameter for the

histogram, the speed Vin this particular case,is to idegtfy the coordinates of the limits f,.

i, 1. and 7, and the maxima x,, and y,,. which may bejreadily derived for cach histogram

from memory100, the data in units 112, and the xy(m) data block.

Thus, the system of the invention gencratcs in real time, histograms of each of

20=the parameters being detected. Assuming that it were Hesired to identify an objcct with a

speed of "2" and a direction of "4", the validation unijs for specd and direction would be

set to "I", and the classificrs for speed "2" and direction "4" would be sect to "I". In

addition, sinee it is desired to locate the objcct(s) with this speed and dircction on the

video image, the validation signals for histogram {q:mation blocks 28 and 29, which

25 correspond to the x and y coordinatcs, would be sct to "I" as well. In this way, histogram

formation blocks 28 and 29 would form histograms Of only the pixcls with the sclected

speed and direction, in real-time. Using the informatibn in the histogram, and especially

POSRMAX,the object with the greatest number of pixels at the selected specd and

direction could be identificd on the video image jin real-time. More gencrally, the

30 histogram formation blocks can localize objects ip real-time mecting user-selected

criteria, and may produce an output signal, c.g., # Jigh{ or a buzzer if an objcct is detected.

Alternatively, the information may be transmitted, ag., by wire, optical fiber or radio
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Telay for remote applications, to « contro] unit, such §s unit 10a in Fig. 1, which may be

near or remote froin imageproccssing sysiem11,

Fig. 15 shows an oxample of usc ofthe bystomof the invention tpoforn

automatic framing of a person moving, for cxamplc, fring a video conference. A video

5 camcora 13 observesthe subject ?, who may or may not he moving. A video signal § Siam

the video camera is transmitted by wire, optical fiber, fadio relay, or other communication

means lo a monitor }0b and to the image processing system of the inventian 1} The

immge processing sysicm determines the position an movement of the subjei }. ead

controls scrvo motors 43 of camera 13 to dircet the opfical axis of the camera tows. ds Use

10 subject and particularly towards the face of the subject, as a function of the dogonon,

specd and directionof the subject, und may vary the zgom, focal distance andéor th.ug

of the camera to provide the best framing and image ofthe subject.

Referring to Tip. 18, the system of the inVontion may be used ta ciel ok
face of the subject in the video signal while climinating superMuous portions of Sass. 2c

15 reecived by the camera 13 above, below, and to tho right and Jef of the Iw. us
subject. Camera 13 has a field of view 123, which is defined between directions ; 25 -d

123b. The sysiem rotates camera 13 using servomotors 43 so that the head i oe

subject is centered on contra! axis 2a within cortical fitld 123, and alse adiusis iu. 0 4

of camcra 13 to ensure that the head T of the subject occupies a desived amoui “

20~—frames of the video signal, preferably as represented by a desired ratio cf ine nen Of

pixels comprising head J to the total numberofpixels perframe.

Yn order to accomplish this, the systemof the invention may focus on the eed

using its Juminance or motion. 3y way of example only, the system will be describes wows

respcot to detecting the head of the user based upon its motion. The poripheral cdc: of

25 ‘the head of the user are detected using the horizontal movements of the head. yr cliei

words, movements right and Jcf, and the vertical mov. ments, in other words, movcrscais

up and down. As the horizontal and vertical motion jof the head is determined by ses

system, it is analyzed using preferred coordinate axcg, preferably Cartesian coordi.ic' os

Ox and Oy, in moving, area block 36 (Hig.) 3).

30 The pixele with greatest movement within the image will normally secu. al

the peripheral cdgcs of the head of the subject, where Even duc to slight movements, tne

pixcls will vary between the iwminance ofthe head of the subject and the laminanes 07 the

background. Thus,if the system of the inventionis set}to identify only pixcls wilh 121,
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end to form a histogram of these pixels, the histogram will detec! movement peaks along

the edges of the face where variations in brightness, and theresore in pixcl valuc,arc the

greatest, both in the horizontal projection along Ox @nd in the vertical projection along

Oy.

3 ‘This is illustrated in Fig.J7 m which aycs Ox and Oy are shown, as arc

histograms 124x, alony Ox, and 124y, alone Oy, ic., in horizontal and vertical

projections, respectively. Histograms 124x and 124y would be output from histogram

formation units 28 and 29 respoctively (ip. 11 ).Pcake 125a and 125b of histogram 124x,

and }25¢ and 125d of histopram 124y, delimit, by thei} respective coordinates 126a, 126b,

10 -126c and 126d, a frame bounded by straight Imes Ya, Yb, Xc, and Xd, which encloses the

face V of the video-conference pariicipant, and which, denote areas 127a, 127b, 127¢ and

127d, which are areas of slight movement of the head T, which will be the areas of

grcatest variation in pixcl intensity during these moverients.

Location of the coordinates 126a, 126b, 126 md 126d, corresponding to the

15 four peaks 125a, 125b, 12S¢ and 125d, is preferably, determined by computer software

treading the x and y coordinate histograms during We spot scanning scquence of each

frame. ‘The location of the coordinates 12Ga, 126b, 136c and 126d of peaks 125a, 125b,

125c and 125d of histograms 124x and 124y make it possible to beticr define and center

the position of the face V of the subject in the image. [n a video conferencing sysicm,the

20 remainder of the image, i.c. the top bottom, right and Jef portions of the image, as

illustraicd in Fig. 18 by the cross-hatched arcas §urrounding the face V, may be

@ eliminaicd to reduce the bandwidth required to transmit the image. ‘The center of face V
= may’ be defcnnined, for cxample, by locating the pixél position of the center of the box

bounded by Ya, Yb, Xe, and Xd (Xe + (Xd - Xep/2), (Ya + (Vb - Ya)/2)) and by

25 comparing this position to a desired position of facc, V on the screen. Servomotors 43

(Fig.13 ere then actuated 10 move camera 13 to better center face V on the screen.
Similarly, if face V is in movement, the sysicm may qeiccl the position of face V on the

screenas it moves, and followthe movement by gencrgting conmmands to servomotors 43.

If desired, the center position of facc¥may be determincd at regular

30s intervals, and preferably in cach frame, and the average value (over time) of coordinates

126a, 126b, 126c and 12.6d used to modify the inevement of camera 13 10 center face V.

With face V cenicred, the systeny may adjust the zoom of camera 13 so that

face V covers a desired amount of the image. ‘The simples method to accomplish this
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zoom functionis to determine the dimensions of (or duinberofpixcis in) the bon bounded

by Ya, Yb, Xe, and Xd. Camera 13 may then be zoomed in or out until desired

dimensions (or pixel count) arc achieved.

Another application of the invention relates to automatic tacking ¢f s te-pel
5 by, for cxumplc, a spotlight or a camera. Using a spotlight, the invention might be usd on

a hchcopter to track a moving target on the ground, or to track a performer ov a siage
during an exhibition, The invention would similarly| be applicable to weapons taping

sysioms. Referring 10 Hig. 19, the system includesacamera 200, which is prefersi ya

conventional CCL camera which communicates an oytput signal 202 16 image ec -sing

10 system 204 of the invention, Hspecially for covert and military appiications, {1 6. be

appreciatcd that the system may be uscd with sensorsich as Radar and IR, imhew eo in

combination with, camera 200, A controlicr 206, Which is preferably a cen. dual

microprocessor-bascd controller, is used to control the various elemems of the sos... ad

to enable uscr input of commands and contro]s, sudh as with computer nies. |. a

1$ keyboard (not shown), or other input device. As in}ihe prior embodiment, es: - 2m

includes one or more servomoators 208 that contro] movement of camera 200 i 22 he

desired target. 1 wil) be appreciated that any appropfiatc means may be. used | ol

the arca of interest of camera 200, including usc of Moving mirrors relative ; ad

camer, and the use of a siccred beam, for example in a Radar system, 10 track te “el

20~~without physically moving the scisor.

In the example shown in Fig. 20, monito{ 212 is shown with five sin... od

objects, which may be, for cxample, vehicles, or performers on a stage, includ our

;~7 background targets 216, and one target to be tracked 2). &. Computer mousc 210 is vec. to

contro! an icon 220 on monitor 212. The user of the system selecis the target for tac ong

25 by moving icon 220 over target 218, and depressing}a predetermincd button an me. ‘se

210. ‘The pixel position of icon 220 is then used as a Blarling position for tracking icczel

216.  

 

 

 

Referring to Fig. 21, the initial pixel starjing position is shown as <. . in

orderto process the pixels surrounding the starting position, image processing evstcie 204

30~—will process the pixcls in successively Jarger arcas sysrounding the pixel, adfusung wc

center of the arca based upon the shane of the object, Junti] substantially he catire terpet

area is being tracked. Tho initial arca is set by controljer 206 to include an ares houned

by x4, Xw Yoo Yn This is accomplished by sctting these boundaries in the classification
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units of x and y histogram formation units 28 and 29) Thus, the only pixels that will be

processed by the systemare those falhng within the Bounded arca. Assuming that in the

example given, the target is in motion. the system may be set to track pixels with DP=1.

Those pixels with DP=1 would normally be Jocated on the peripheral cdges of target 218,

4S unless the target had a strong color or luminance vaiation throughout, in which casc,

inany Ofthe pixels of the (argel would have DP= J. In any case, in ardor to Jocate pixels 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

with DP-1, the validation units would be set 10 dcted pixels withP=]. Thus, the only

pixels (hat will be considered by the system arc thost: in the bounded area with DP-1.

Alternatively, the system may be sect lo dctect a velogity greater than zcro, or any other

10 criteria that define the edgcs of the object.

Histogramsare then formed by x and y higtogram formation units 28 and 29.

In the example shownin Fig. 2), an insignificant numberofpixcls would be identified as

having DP=1, since the selected arca docs not melude the border of target 218, so no

histogram would be forined. The size of the area undef consideration is then successively

15 increased, proferably by a constant sizc K, so that if subscquent itcrations, the pixels

considered would be in the box bounded by x4.445 Xpaacd Yaans Yiunks Where n is the mmber

of the current itcration. .

This process is continucd unti) the histogixn fonned by cither of histogram

formation units 28 and 29 contains meaningfy! infornjation, i, c. , until the box overlaps

20=the boundary ofthe target. Referring to Tig. 22, when {he area under considcration begins

to cross the borders of target 218, the histograms 222 and 224 for the x and y projections

will begin to include pixels in which DP] (or any ¢ther selected criteria to detect the

 
target cdgc). Prior to further cnlarging the arca under oonsidcration, the ecnterofthe arca

under consideration, which until] this point has been tht pixel selected by the user, will be

25—adjusicd based uponthe content of histograms 222 anti 224. In a preferred embodiment,

the newcenter of the area is determined to be (Xaqe 4 Amaxd2s Yan 1 Yuax/2s Where yan

and Xyax are the positions of the minima and maximalof the x projection histogram, and

where Yon a0 Yasax are the positions of the minima and maxima of the y projection

histogram. Shis serves to adjust the arca under considcfationfor the situation in which the

30 initia) starling position is nearer to one edge ofthetarpet than to another. Other methads

of relocating the center of the target box maybe uscd jf desired.

Aller additional iterations, as shown in Fip. 23, if being undersioad that ihe

center of the box bounding the area of consideration) may have moved from the prior
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iteration, the box will be larger than the target in that x AikXyaas XA-ak>Xmany Yank SYainy
and Yas >Yaax» When this oceurs, the entire larg.ct is bounded, and the constant K may
then be reduced, 1a thereby reduce the size of {he tracking box. In a preferred
embodiment, when initially tracking a target, constapt K is preferably relatively large,

a ¢.p., 10-20 pixels or more, in orderthat the system mby lock on the largel expeditiously.
Once a target has been locked onto, K may be reducetl. It will be appreciated thet in the

course oftracking a target, the tracking box will be enlarged and reduced as appropiate to
Inaintain a wack ofthe target, and is preferably adjusted on a frame by- framebasis.

Assuming that the system is 10 be uscd to! train a spotlighi on the ta-po., Jar
10 exarnple from anairborne vehicle or in @ theater, thejcamera is preferab)y syech onived

with the spotlight so that cach ss pointing at the san}c location. In this wey, «re: the
camera has centered the target on its image, the spotlht will be centered on Ue watedh

‘omotors 208 to mainiain ti ot. or

 

 

Having acquired the targct, controller 206 comrols sc

of the target in the center of the image, For example, ff the center of the larger ie sp ow
15 and to the Icft of the centerof the image, the camera is moved downward and tu lic... as

required to center the target. ‘The center of the target may be determining in real ic: tom
the contents of POSRMAXforthe x and histogram formation units.

M will be appreciated that as the target mpves, the targeting, bos ty
with the target, conslantly adjusting the center of the targeting box based up. ac

20 movement of the targel, and cnlarging and reducing fhe sizc of the larpcimbu 7 oe
targeting box may bedisplayed on monitor 212, orjon another monitor as dose. 10

visually track the target.

A similar tracking box maybe used to track an object in an image based on

its characicristics. For cxamplc, assuming it is desired {o track a target moving oly ie. tis
Wwa right in the image. The histogram formation units are set up so that the only veiidavon

units set to "1" are for direction and forthe x and y projections. The classification we. for

direction is sei so that only direction "right"is set to "{". The histograms for the x aii y
projections will then classify only pixels moving to the right, Using, these histaciams a
box bounding the target maybe established. For example, referring to Fig. 12, the vox

30 surrounding the target may be established using /,, 4, f.. and ¢; as the hounds of the pox,
‘Thetarget box maybe displayed on the screen usingt hniques knowninthe art.

After # very short initialization period on|the order of about 10 frames, the

invention determines the relative displacement parameters instantancously afer the end of
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cach frame on which the temporal and spatial pro essing was performed due to the
recursivcncss of calculations according to the inventiod.

The invention, including components I laland 22a is preferably formed on a
single integrated circuit, or on two integrated circuitg. If desired, a Microcontroller, for

5 enabling uscr-input to {he system, ¢.g., 10 program the validation and classification units,
may be integrated on the same integrated circuit.

Ht will be appreciated that the prescnt Jnvention is subject to numcrous

modifications. In an embodiment in which a color éumcra is used, the system of the
invention preferably includes histogram formation ynits for huc and saturation. This

10 cnables classification of targets 10 be made using thesd characteristics as well. Jn fact, the
invention may be modified by adding histogram forpation units for any possible other
measurable characteristics of the pixels. Morcover, whfle the invention has been described

with respectto tracking a single target, it is forosccn tHat multiple targets maybe tracked,
each with uscr-defincd classification criteria, by replitating the various elements of the

15 invention. For example, assuming (he system of {he invention included additional

histogramformation units for huc andsaturation, the system could be programmed, using
aconmoncontrolicr attached to two histogramformatton processors of the type shown in
Fig. 11, to track a single target byits velocity, and/orjeolor, and/or direction, etc. In this

manner, the system could continue to track a targot if, for example, the target stopped and
20 the track based uponvelocity and direction waslost, sipce the target could stil] be tracked

by color.

i will also be appreciated that the limitation of cipht spcecds maybe increased® by using # greater bil count to represent the specds. Morcover, whilc the invention has
been described with respect to detection of eight differpnt dircclions, it may be applied to

25 | detect 16 or more directions by using differ‘ent size mgtrices, ¢.g., sixteen directions may
bedetected in a SxSmatrix, to detect a ercatcr numberof directions. 

 
 

 

Finally, Fig. 24 shows « method oftrackint a wider range of specds V if the

limited number provided by p bits for time constant CO is insufficient. Using Mallat's
dingram(sce article by 8, Mallat "A Theory for multi-esolution signal decomposition"in

30 IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine )(tclligenee, July 1989 p. 674-693),
the video image is successively broken down into halves, idcmificd as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

This creates a compressionthat only processes portioi{s of the image. For example, with

p= 4 (2" =16), the system may determine speeds withitj a wider range.
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If initially, while processing the entire me the system determines tat thespeed of an object execeds the maximum spoed detgrminable with 2'=16 for the time

 

constant, the systemuscs partial observed images J, 2, B, 4,.... until the speed of the object
docs not exceed the maximumspeed within the partial image afer compressian. ‘Te use

5 Mallat compression with wavelets, a unit 13A (Fig. 24) is inserted into the systemshown

in Fig. 1 to perform the compression. For example, this unit could be. composed ef the
"DV 601 Low Cost Multiformat Video Codec” by Analog Devices. Fig. 2 shows an

optional compression unit 134 of this type.

Although the present invention has been] described with respect to cesiain
10 embodiments and examples, variations cxist that ere within the scope of the invectiut as

described in the following claims.
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1. A process for eniyingoiswein an ipput signal in onc of a plurality of
classcs in onc of a plurality of domains, the input fignal comprising a succession of

frames, cach frame comprising a succcssion of pixtls, thc proccss comprising, on a

5 frame-by-frame basis:

for cach pixel of the inputsignal, analyzing the pixel and providing an output

signal for cach domain containing information to ident fy cach domain in whichthepixel

is classificd;

providing a classifier for each domain, the|classifier enabling classification of

10 pixcls within cach domain to sclectcd classes within th domain;

providingavalidation signal for the domdins, the validation signal selecting

one or more of the plurality ofdomains for processing;land

forming a histogramforpixels of the outpyt signal within the classes sclccted

by the classifier within cach domainselected by thevalidation signal.

15 2. The process according to claim J furtherycomprising:

forming histograms along coordinate axe for the pixels within the classes 
 

 
 

 

v,

sclected by the classifier within cach domuin seleaed by the validation signal; and

forming a composite signal corresponding to the spatiq] position of such pixcls within the

frame.

20 3. The praccss according to claim 1 con{prising identifying the velocity of

movement of an arca of un inpul signal, the input fignal comprising a succession of

frames, cach frame comprising a succession of pixels) said identifying, of the velocity of
@ movement comprising |

for cachparticular pixcl of the input signal, forming a first matrix comprising

25 binary values indicating the cxistence or non-existenbs. of a significant variation in the

amplitude of the pixel signal betweenthe current franc and a prior frame for a subset of
the pixcls of the frame spatially related to such paricular pixel, and # second matrix

comprising the amplitude of such variation;

determining in the first matrix whether [he particular pixel and the pixcls

30 along an oriented dircction relative to the partioulpt pixe] have binary valucs of a
particular value represcnting significant veriation, and for such pixels, determining in the

second matrix whether, the amplitudes of the pixels alpng an oriented direction relative to

the particular pixe] vary in a known manner indicating movement of the pixel and the
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pixels along an oricnicd dixcetion relative to the parficular pixel, the amplitude of the

variation along the oricnted direction determining the velocity of movement of the

particular pixcl.

4. ‘The process accarding to claim 3 furthcr comprising:

“St sior to determining the binary values for gach pixel, smoothing cach pixc: of

lhe input signal using a time constant for such pixel, thereby generating a simootiied mnput

signal, the determination of die cxistence of a significant variation in the amplitude c. the

nixel being performed for cach pixel of the smoothed input signal; and using ihe exist noe

of a significant variation for a given pixcl to modify Ue time constan! for fro pune. 1 be

10 used in smoothing subsequent frames of the mput signal.

5. A process according to claim 1 for iddntifying # non-murcias oo... an

input signal, the input signal comprising a succession 4frames, each flame corsarscng &

successionofpixcis, the proccss comprising

forming histograms along coordinatc v for pixels of the car 2a]
15 without significant variation between the current frameland a prior fren, anc

forruing a composite signal corespondin}, to the spatia! pasiuer sch

pixels within the frame.

6. The process according to claini 2 or 5 fupther comprising idenis.; As

falling within limits /,,2,,/,,/4, in the histograms alony the coordinate axes, anc fo Ae

20—composite signal fromthe pixels falling within suchlinjits.

7. The process according to claini 4 further omprising:

prior to the histogram forming step i) smoothing the mput sigag: Je ch

.. pixel thereof using a time constant for such pixel, thqrcby gencrating a smoothie. oat

signal, and ii) determining for cach pixel in the smoothed input signal « binary © uc
25 correspondingto the non-existence of a significant varfalion in the amplitude a7 th. sel

signal between the current frame and the immediately Wrovious smoothed input rane.
&. The process according 10 claim 6 further comprising using the exigccc of

a significant variation for # given pixel to modify th time constant for the yuaci voc

used in smoothing subscquent frames of the input signal.
30 9, A process according to Claim J comping identifying relative mov. ont

in an input sigma}, the input signal comprising a succession of frames, cach frame

comprising a succession of pixcls, whercin the ifentifying of relative movemcnt

comprises :
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constant for suchpixel, thereby gencrating a smoothed input signal;

determining for each pixcl in the smoothed input signal a binary value

corresponding to the existence of a significant variajion in the amplitude of the pixel

5 between the current frame and the immediately previbus smoothed input frame, and the

for cach pixel of the input signal, smoothing the input signal using # timeamplitude of the variation: =
using the existenes of « significant variation for a given pixel, modifying the

time constant for the pixcl to be used in smoothing subsequent frames of the input signal;

for cach particular pixcl of the input signal, formingqfirst matrix comprising the binary

10 values of a subsetof the pixcls of the frame spatially r@lated to such particular pixe), and a

second matrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subsct of the pixels of the

| frame spatially related to such particularpixel;
determining in the first matcix whether the particular pixel and the pixcls

along an oricntcd direction relative to the particule pixe] have binary valucs of a
18 particular value reprosenting significant varintion, and; for such pixels, determining in the

second matrix whether the amplitade of the pixels alohg the oriented direction relative to
the paricular pixcl varies in. a known manner indjcating movement in the oricnicd

dircction of the perticular pixc} and thepixels along the oriented dircetion relative to the

particular pixel, the amplitude of the variation of thelpixels along the oriented direction

20=determining the velocity of movement of the pixcl}and the pixcls along the oricnied

dircction relative to the particularpixel,

in cach of one or more domains, forming4histogramof the valucs distributed

in the first and second matrices falling in cach such dojuain,

for a particular domain, determining from the hislogram for such domain an

25~~arca of siynificant variation;

forming histograms of the areca of signisichnt variation along coordinate axcs;

and determining from the histograms along the coordinate axes, Whether there is an arca
in movement for the particular domain.

10. The process according to one of claims 1 and 9 wherein the domains arc

30 ~—sclected from the group consisting of i) himinance, fi) speed (V), iti) oriented direction

(1}), iv) time constant (CO), v) hue, vi) saturation, v{i) first axis (x(m)), and viii) second

axis (y(m)) and ix) data characterived by cxternal inpuls.
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11. The process according to claim 9 wherdin the first and second matnices are

square matrices with (he same odd number of rows and columns, centered on the

particular pixel.

12. The process according to claim 11 whecin the steps of determining i. tie
5 first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixels plong an oricnted direction reiatve

to the particular pixel have binary values of 4 partictilar valuc represcnting significant

variation, and the step of determiningin the sccond nfatrix whether the amplitude 91, 0a]

varies in a predetermined criteria along an oricnicd flircction relative to the paricetar

pixel, comprise applying nested n x_n matrices, wherepis odd, centered on the yoeuc: var

10 pixel to the pixels within cach of the first and seoond matrices, the procs: rier

comprising:

determining the smallest nested matrix in which the amplitudy sizes’ sen. of

predctcrmined values synictrical relative to the particafar pixel along an oricincs S27 on
around said particular pixcl.

15 13. ‘The process according to ¢elaim 9 whengin the first and second ei... 78
hexagonal matrices centered on the particular pixel. |

14, The process according fo claim 13 whorcin the steps of deisnmiin. : ae
first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixcls plong an oriented divest ve

to the particular pixel have binary values of a partiowar valuc representing 2Mt

20 variation, and the step of determining in the sccond njatrix whether the ampis:.. val

varics in a predetermincd criteria along an oriented Bircetion relative to the vo. Jar

pixel, comprise applying nested hexagonal matrices of varying size centres os Ae

a particular pixcl to the pixels within cach of the first and second ynatriccs, si i. 38
further comprising

25 determining the smallest nested matrix in Which the amplitude signa: vac: of

predetermined valucs synictrical relative to the particular pixel along an oriented citer ton
around said particular pixel.

15. The process according to claim 9 wher¢in the first and sccond saaticcs are

inverted J.-shaped matrices with a single row and a sinple column.

30 1G. The process according to claim 15 whdrcin the steps of determiningishe

first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixelsialong an oricntod direction yelative

to the particular pixel have binary valucs of a parGoular valuc representing sigoificant
variation, and the step of determining in the sccond spate whether the amplitude siynal

|
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varics in » predetermined critcria along an oriented jdircction relative to the particular 
pixcl, comprise applying nested n x n mutrices, whore 1 is odd, to the single line and the

single columnto determine the smallest matrix in wbich the amplitude varics on a line

with the stccpest slope and constant quantification.

$ 17. The process according to claim 9 vie the first and sccond matrices ure
angular scctor shaped matrices reproducing a portion of an cyc.

18. The process accordimg ie claim 17 wo the steps of determining in the
first matvix whether the particwiar pixcl and the pixels. along an orientcd dircctionrelative

to the particular pixcl have binary values of a partigular value representing significant

10 variation, and the step of determining in the socond matrix whether the amplitude signal

varics in a predetermined critcria along an oriented |dircction relative to the particulareo
pixel, comprise applying nesied angular sector shapes) matrices of varying size centered

on the particular pixel 10 the pixels within cach ofjthe first and second matrices, the
process further comprising ‘

15 dctormining the smaticst nested matrix in Which the amplitude signal varies of

predctonminal values symetsical relative to the particular pixcl along an oriented direction
aroundsaid particular pixcl.

19. ‘The process according to claim 9 whefcin the time constant is in the form

2”, the time constant being rcduccd orinercased by inoyementing or decrementing p.

20) 20. The process according to claim 19 whércin successive decreasing portions

of complete frames ofthe input signal arc considered fusing a Mallat time-scale algorithm

and the largest of these portions, which provides djsplaccment, speed und orientation

indications compatible with the valuc of p, is selected.

21. The process according to claim 4, comprising:

25 for cachpixe} of the input signul, 1) smoothingthe pixel using a time constant

(CO) for such pixcl, thereby gencrating a smoothed pixe} value (1.0), ii) determining

whether there exists a significant variation between buch pixel and the samc pixcl in a

provious frame, andiii) modifying the time constant (CO) for such pixel to be used in

smoothing the pixel in subsequent franics of the inpu} signal based upon the existcnce or

30~—non-cxistenceof a significant variation.

22. The process according to claim 2) wherein:

(a) the step of determining the existence Of a significant variation for a given

pixe) compriscs determining whether the absolute valuc of the difference (ATS) between
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the given pixel valuc (PI) and the valuc of such pixe! in a smoothed prior frame (11)

execeds a threshold ($4); and |
meinAnereOmetttins

(b) the slop of smoothing the input signal comprises, for cach pixel, 1)
modifying a lime constant (CQ) for pixel such bascdtuponthe existence of a significant’

5 variation as determined in step (a), and ii) determini} ig a smoothed valuc for the pixel
(1.0) as follows: {

” Ll
LO= L4-4io

j

10 23. The process according to claim 21 wherein the lime constant (CO™ i: in
the form 2", and wherein p is incremented in the event that AB<SH, and wicier 5 1s
decremented in the event AB>SE, :

24. The process according to claim 23 wherein p is increaris.” OF

decremented by onc. ‘

15 25. The process according to claim 22 further comprising gencratin: ©. ul

signal comprising, for cach pixel, a binary valuc] (DM) indicating the oxigen. or
nonexistence of a significant variation, and the value of the time constant (CO:

26. The process according to claim 25 wh¢rein the binary values (25,6 ae

time constants (CO) are stored in a memory sized to correspond to the frame Rive

relative movement in said input signal, through :

 20 27. The proccss according to claim 1 tomprising identifying © os

generating afirst array indicative of the fxistence of significant varie in
ihe magnitude of each pixcl between a current frame and a prior frame;

generating a second assay indicative of thy magnitude of significant vanaion

25 of cach pixel between the current frame and a prioy frame, establishing a first yeoving
matrix centered on a pixcl under consideration and cOmprising pixcls spatially relaic ° to

the pixcl under considevation, the first moving mptrix traversing the firs: ane: for
consideration of cach pixe) ofthe current frame, and

determining whetherthe pixel under consificration and each pixel of the pp. els

30 spatially relatcd to the pixel under considcration ajong an oricnicd direction relaicve
thereto within the first matrix arc a particular vpluc representing the presenc. of

significant variation, and if so, establishing in a sedond matrix within the first matrix,
centered on the pixel under consideration, and detenpining whether the amplitude o: the

i'
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pixels in the sccond matrix spatially related to the sixel under considcration along an
oriented direction relative thereto arc indicative of movement along such oriented

direction, the amplitude of the variation along the orfented direction bcing indicative of

the velocity ofmovement, the sizc of the second matrix being varicd to identify the matrix

5 size most indicative ofmovement.

28. ‘The process according to claisn 27 further comprising:

in af least one domain selected from the proup consisting of i) Juminance,ii)

spcecd (V), iii) oriented direction (191), iv) me constaft (CO), v) huc, vi) saturation, and

vii) first axis (x(m)), and viii) sccond axis (y(m)), and ix) data characterizcd by external

10 inputs, forming at Icast onc histogram of the valucs i) such domain for pixels indicative

ofmovementalong an oriented directionrelative to the pixel under consideration.
a

29, The process according to claim28 further comprising:

for the pixcls in said at Icast onc mepeny forming histograms of theposition of such pixels along coordinate axes.

 

 

15 30. The process according ta claim 29 futther comprising determining from

the histograms along the coordinate axes an arca of the image meccting critoria of the at
Icast one domain. .

31. The process according to claim 27 whhrein the first and second matrices

are square, and the sizes of the second matrix are nested n x n matrices, where n is odd.

20 32. The process according to claim 31 whtrein the matrix most indicative of

movement js the smallest nested matrix containing pikels indicative of movement slong

an oricnted direction relative to the pixel under considofation.

33. The process according to.claim 27 whtrein the first and sccond matrices

are sclected from the proup consisting of hexagona) matrices and inverted L-shaped

25~—smatrices.

34. An apparatus for identifying pixcls in 4n input signal in onc of a plurality
of classes in one of a plurality of domains, the inputjsignal comprising a succcssion of

frames, cach frame comprising a succession ofpixels, the apparatus comprising:

means for analyzing cach pixcl of the inpuf signal and for providing an output

30 signal for each domain containing information to ident{fy cach domain in whichthe pixel

is classified;
4

a classifier for each domain, the conse classifying pixcts within cach
domuinin selected classes within the dumain;

em08mrest
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a linear combination unit for cach domain, the lincai combingtion anit
gcnerating a validation signal for the domain, the valifation signal sclecting ong oy morc
of the plurality ofdomains for processing; and i&;

means for forming # histogram for pixels of the output signal within the
5 classes sclected by the classificr within cach domain adlected by thevalidation signa!

35. The epparatus according to claim 34 fuither comprising:
means for Jorming histograms along coordinate axes for the piaels witsin the

classes scleeted bythe classifics within cach domain sdlocied by the validation sipna: and
means for forming a composite signal corresponding to the spatiat nosis: of

10 such pixels within the frame. !

3G. The apparatus according to claim 34 wherein the domaine aoc = :ccted

from the groups consisting of i) luminance, ii) spcod (V), i4) orlemted direction “*)- iv)
time constant (CO), v) hue, vi) saturation, and vii) first axis (xOn)), and vit seccui. Axis
(y(m)) and ix) data characterized by external inputs. '

1s 37, ‘The apparatus according, 1o claim 34 for identifying show... of'

movement of an area of an input signal, the input gignal comprising 2 sv.ccs. of

frames. cach frame comprising a succcssion of pixcls the apparatus, comprising
moans for determining for cach pixel in the input signal @ b's. Jue

corresponding to the exisicnee of @ significant variation in the amplitude co: . axel

20 signal betweenthe current frame and the immediaiclyprevious smoathed inp: f ind

for determining the amplitude ofthe variation;

means for forming, for each particular pixél of the input signal, ¢ foc. cake
ve comprising the binary valucs of a subsct. of the pixels:spatially related to suchoocs: lar

pixel, and a second mutrix comprising the amplitude dr the variation af the subss+ ¢7 the
25 pixels spatiallyrelated 10 such particularpixel; and

means for determining mthe first matrix jvhether for @ particular mse and
other pixels along an oriented directionrelutive to the particular pixel, the binary vies for
cach piacl js a particular valuc represcnting significan| variation, and, for such sare salar
pixcl] and other pixels, determining in the second miivix whether the amplitude varies

30 along an oriented direction relative to the particular pfxel ina known manny indicating
movement of the pixe) and the other pixels, the amplitude of the variauon aicne the

oriented direction determiningthe velocity ofmovemeat of the pixel and the ofier pisels.
;

i
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38. The apparatus according to claim Ry further comprising means for

smoothing cach pixel of the input signal using a tinf constant for such pixel prior to
detennining a binary valuc for cach pixel, the bina velues being determined on the
smoothed pixels,

5 39. The apparalus according to claim 34 fen identifying a non-moving area in
an input signal, the input signal comprising u secession of frames, cach frame
comprising 4 succession ofpixcls, the apparatus conspijsing:

means for forming histograms along coorplinate axcs for pixcls of « current
frame without a significant variation from such pixels na prior frame; and

10° means for forming a composite signal crsponing to the spatial position of
suchpixels within the franse. |

40. ‘The apparatus according to any one of claims 34 and 39 further

comprising means for identifying pixcls falling, withinilimits ,, 4, 4, 4in the histograms

along the coordinate axes, und forming the composite gignal fromthe pixels falling within
15 suchlimits. |

41. The apparatus according to claim 39 fathercomprising
means for smoothing the input signal uside a time constant for cach pixel,

thereby yenerating a smoothed input signal, and i

means for determining for cach pixel in he smoothed input signal a binary
20 value corresponding to the existence or non-existence of the significant variation in the

ainplitude of the pixel signal between the current frne and the immediately previous
smoothed put frame. .

jt 42. The apparatus according to claim 41 fiuriher comprising means for usingthe oxistence of a significant variation for 4 given vod to modify the time constant for
25 the pixcl to be used in smoothing subscquent frames ofithe input signal. ,

43. A process according to any once of claims 1-33 for tracking 4 target in an
input signal, the input signal comprising a successionOfframes, cach frame comprising a

succession of pixels, the target comprising pixcls in oi}c or more of a plurality of classes

in one or more of a plurality of domains, the process colnprixing:
30 scieciing a pixc) of the target as a starting plxcl;

: ]
on 4 frame-by-frame basis:
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forming a tracking box around the starlibg pixel and for each pixc! of the
inpul signa) in the tracking box forming a histogram @f the pixels in the one or tors of 8

plurahty of classes in the anc or more of a plurality ofHomains,
successively increasing the sizc of the trabking box and for each pixe: oF the

5 input signal, in cach sucecssive tracking box forming } histogramof the pixels in {hs one
or more of a plurality of classcs in the one or morc of§plurality ofdomains:determining when the target js wal rwithin the (racking bas. stopping
the size increasing of said tracking box, and adjusting he centerof the tracking ta: based
upon the histograms. ;

1G 44. A process of tracking @ target in jan input signa’, the tapi “ugnal
comprising # succession of frames, cach frame contprising A succession Of vine, the
target comprising pixcls in one or more of 4 plaralfty of classes in ane or rev of &
plurality of domains, the process comprising, on a ralne-by-frame basis: fersis.. least
one histogramof the pixcls in the one or more ofa pipratity of classesii th os. Laere

15 of a plurality of domains, said at Icast onc histograth referring to classes Gor... said

target, and identifying the target fromsaid at least oncjhistogram.

, 45. The process according to claim 44 fintther comprising diawiny =. “Sing
box around the target.

46. The process according to claims a3 and 45, coniprisinig eco. the
20 tracking box relative to the optical axis of the image. |

| 47, The apparatus according any onc of clhims 33-42, comprising © scram
formation block forming histograms of enced, a manory Storing upord dhe sic er of

sw pixcls in an image, muluplexors controlling sting an clearing of said rite cry, a
classifier enabling only data having selected class}fication criteria to be cous)tered

tz wa further, meaning to possibly be imecluded in histpgrams formed by corres:nding

histogram formation block. |
48. The apparatus of claim 47 whercin the classifier includes a regiaic’ that

enables the classification critcria to be set by the user r by a scparate program.

49. ‘The apparatus according to claim 47, comprising 4 computing vai for
ate

30=comprising the key characteristics for histograms foripicd in said memory said Cosapating

unit including memorics for cach of the key charactéristics which include the miaunwmn

(MIN) of the histogram, the maximum (MAX) of the histograin, the monber ef pointseeoeeeataD:
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4

(NGBPTS) in the histogram, the position (VOSRMAX) of the maximum of the histogram
and the numberofpoints (RMAX)at the maximusn of the histogram.

50. The apparatus according to claims 47-49 further comprising an adder

incrementing output of said memory, said adder being controlled by a validation signal

5 fiom a corresponding validation unit recciving via a bls the output of said classifier so as

to select only data points in any sclectcd classes withia any sclected domains.

$1. The process according to claims 43-46\comprising calculating a histogram

according to a projection axis in a region delimited sy an associated classifier, between

two points on the projection axis, creating a histogram’of the same points with oricntalion

10 and intensity of motion as input paramctcrs and modifying the valucs corresponding to

snid two points ofthe classifier and calculate an anticilated next frame. eeaNED0meONteeoeee
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ABSTRACTOF TURE DI SCI OSURE
A method and apparatus for Jocalizing. anaren in relative movement and for

determining the speed and direciion thereof in real tne is disclosed. Rach pixc} of an
image is smoothed using its own time constant. A binary valuc corresponding to the
existence of a significant variation in the amphtudc of the smoothed pixel from the prior
frame, and the amplitude of the variation, arc determined, and the thnc constant for the
pixc) is updated. For cach particular pixel, wo matriogs are formed that inchide a subset
of the pixels spatially related to the particular pixel. The fivet matrix contains ibe binary
valucs of the subset of pixels. ‘the second matrix confains the amplitude of tie vertaion

of the subset of pixcls. In the first matrix, it is deter fpined whether the pixels alenz an
oriented discction relative 10 the parlicular pixel have binary values reproacrtauy: of
significant variation, ang, for such pixols, it 1s deternjined in the second mative swhctner
the amplitude of these pixels varies in a known yapmucr indicating mMovcniei. 1 AS
oriented direction, Jy cach of scveral domains, a histdpram of the values in tbe Ss ond

second matrices falling in such domain is formed. Uslng the histaprams, 1 is chic aed
whetherthere is an arca having the charactcristics ofthe particular domitin. The 6-1 ins
include luminance, huc, saturation, speed (V), oriented direction (D4), ume cel cant
(CO),first axis (x(m)), and second axis (y(m)). :

Figure 4, :
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La présente invention a pour objet un procédé et un dispositif pour surveiller en
continu 1’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule automobile, afin de détecter et

prévenir une tendance éventuelle a |’endormissement de celui-ci.
On sait qu’une proportion non négligeable, sinon importante, des accidents sur

route résultent de l’endormissement, total ou partiel (somnolence), du conducteur d’un

véhicule automobile (auto particuliére, auto utilitaire, camionnette, camion), avec pour

résultat de nombreux mortset blessés.

On voit donc |’intérét, humain et économique, a éviter l’endormissement d’un con-

ducteur en provoquant une alarme, notammentsonore, dés que celui-ci tend a s’assoupir,
afin de 1’éveiller.

Pour détecter la tendance 4 l’endormissement d’un conducteur, on a proposé sur un

véhicule automobile

- d’unepart, de détecter la variation de l’actionnement du volant par un conducteur qui
tend a s’endormiret

- d’autre part, de détecter la variation des déplacements verticaux des paupiéres d’un
conducteurqui tend 4 s’endormir.

Laprésente invention met en ceuvre une détection du second type (surveillance des
déplacements des paupiéres) et elle est basée sur une constatation physiologique, a savoir
la modification de la durée des clignements des yeux, ainsi qu’éventuellement des

intervalles de temps entre deux clignements successifs, donc la cadence des clignements,

lorsqu’une personne passe de l’état éveillé a l'état de somnolence précédant
’endormissementde celui-ci : la durée des clignements d’ceil d’une personneest de l’ordre

de 100 4 200 ms(millisecondes) lorsqu’elle est éveillée et de l’ordre de 500 a 800 ms

lorsqu’elle somnole, tandis que l’intervalle de temps séparant deux clignements successifs,
qui est sensiblement constant 4 |’état éveillé, varie dans une plage relativement large a
I’état somnolent. C’est la variation de la durée des clignementsquiest essentiellement mise

en ceuvre dans le cadre de I’invention.

Le procédéet le dispositif selon l’invention décélent l’augmentation de la durée des
clignements des yeux du conducteur et déclenchent une alarme, sonore ou autre, lorsque
cette durée dépasse un seuil déterminé, compris en particulier entre 200 et 500 ms, par
exemple égal 4 350 ms, ce seuil étant éventuellement modifiable en fonction de la

physiologie du conducteur.
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Dans la demandede brevet francais N° 96.09420 déposée le 26 juillet 1996 et la de-
mande de brevet international (P.C.T.) PCT/FR97 /01354 déposée le 22 juillet 1997, en
invoquant la priorité de ladite demande de brevet frangais, |’inventeur de ces deux
demandes étant également l’inventeur de la présente invention, on a décrit un procédé et un
dispositif, fonctionnant en temps réel, pour le repérage et !a localisation d’une zone en
mouvementrelatif dans une scéne, ainsi que pour la détermination de la vitesse et de la
direction du déplacement.

Parmi les applications envisagées de ce procédé et ce dispositif, on a décrit, dans
lesdites demandes de brevet, la mise en ceuvre de ceux-ci pour l’observation et la
surveillance d’une zone constituée par la téte d’un conducteur automobile, afin de détecter
et prévenir l’endormissement de celui-ci.

Selon cette application particuliére des procéde et dispositif desdites demandes de
brevet :

- on produisait un signal vidéo représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives des
yeux du conducteur ;

-  ontraitait ce signal vidéo pour, successivementet en continu,
e détecter, dans image des yeux de ce conducteur, les déplacements verticaux des

paupiéres représentatifs du clignement de celles-ci;
e déterminer la cadence de ces déplacements verticauxet

e repérer Jes cadences inférieures 4 un certain seuil, qui correspond sensiblement a la
cadence de clignement a |’état éveillé du conducteur; et

- ondéclenchait une alarme en cas de franchissementde ce seuil vers le bas par lesdites
cadences, afin d’éveiller le conducteur.

La présente invention a pourobjet des perfectionnements aux procédé et dispositif
des demandes de brevet précitées, en ce qui concerne leur application a la surveillance
d’un conducteur automobile, afin de détecter sa tendance éventuelle 4 1’endormissement.

L’invention a tout d’abord pour objet un procédé pour surveiller en continu !’état de

vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une
tendance éventuelle a l"endormissementde celui-ci,

qui consiste

- a produire un signal vidéo représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives d’au
moinsle visage du conducteur;

- A traiter ce signal, successivementet en continu, pour
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e détecter, dans ce signal, la portion correspondant effectivementa l’image dela téte

du conducteur,

e déterminer la valeur d’un parameétrerelatif au clignement des paupiéres, qui se

modifie notablement lors du passage de l’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent du

conducteur de part et d’autre d’un seuil, et

e repérer, en tempsréel, le franchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce seuil
représentatif du passage de 1’état éveillé a |’état somnolent du conducteur; et

- a déclencher, en réponse au franchissement de ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller le

conducteur;

et qui est caractérisé en ce que

-  d’unepart, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique solidaire
d’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile et ayant son axe optique de réception des rayons

lumineux dirigé vers la téte du conducteurlorsquele rétroviseur est correctement orienté ;
et
- d?autre part, le traitement dudit signal vidéo consiste, apres avoir détecté la présence du
conducteur4 sa place, a, successivementet en continu,

e détecter, a partir dedit signal vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux du conducteur,
afin de cadrer le visage de celui-ci dans les trames correspondantes successives du

signal vidéo,

e détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux dansle visage, ainsi
cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,

e déterminer, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives des clignements des
yeux, ainsi cadrés, de celui-ci, ces durées constituant le dit paramétre,

e comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminées, 4 un seuil
représentatif du passage del'état éveillé a l'état somnolent du conducteur, et

e déclencher, lorsque les durées de clignement dépassent vers le haut ledit seuil, une

alarme apteréveiller le conducteur.

Avantageusementledit capteur est placé dans le boitier du rétroviseur derriére la
glace de celui-ci qui est constituée par un miroir sanstain.

De préférence, on détecte la présence du conducteur a4 sa place en déterminant le
nombre de pixels correspondants dans les trames successives de méme nature du signal
vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement significatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au
nombretotal de pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le
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nombre de pixels représentant un déplacement et le nombretotal de pixels par trame
dépasse un seuil représentatif du passage de l’absence de conducteur 4 sa place a la
présence d’un conducteur4 sa place.

Le procédé peut, dans des modes de réalisation préférés, comprendre en outre une
ou plusieurs des caractéristiques suivantes:
- entre les phases de détection des déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrer le visage du

conducteur, et de détection des déplacements verticaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de
celui-ci, on prévoit une phase de cadrage large des yeux en se limitant a une portion du
visage cadré englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat, par application du
rapport anthropométriqueentreladite portion et le visage entier d’une personne;

- simultanément a la phase de détermination des durées de clignement des yeux, on

prévoit une phase de détermination des intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche une alarme renforcée des que ces intervalles de

tempsprésentent une irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé;
- onréactualise en continu les données concernant au moins un des paramétres suivants:

déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des
valeurs normales de ces paramétres pourle conducteureffectivement présent et a 1’état

éveillé ;

- les différentes phases successives du procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes
informatiques successifs portant sur le traitement des valeurs successives des pixels
correspondants des trames de méme nature du signal vidéo obtenu 4 partir dudit
capteur.

La présente invention a également pour objet un dispositif pour surveiller en
continu I’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule automobile, afin de détecter et
prévenir une tendance éventuelle a Lendormissement de celui-ci, qui met en ceuvre le
procédé susvisé et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:
- un capteur optoélectronique, qui, en combinaison avec une électronique associc¢e,

élabore, en réponse 4 la réception de rayons lumineux, un signal vidéo a trames de
méme nature, ou correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant solidaire d’un
rétroviseur du véhicule et ayant son axe optique de réception des rayons lumineux

dirigé vers la téte du conducteur lorsquele rétroviseur est correctement orienté ;
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- des moyenspour détecter la présence du conducteur4 sa place dansle véhicule, et pour

élaborer un signal de présence ;

- des moyens, activés par ce signal de présence, pour détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo,

les déplacements horizontaux de dit conducteur, afin de cadrer le visage de celui-ci

dansles trames correspondantes successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo, et pour

élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage ;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a partir

de la portion des trames successives de mémenature dudit signal vidéo correspondant

au cadrage du visage, les déplacements verticaux dans le visage, ainsi cadré, du

conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci dans ladite portion des trames de ce

signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage des yeux du conducteur;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer, a

partir de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo
correspondantau cadrage des yeux, les durées successives des clignements des yeux du

conducteur ;

- des moyens pour comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminces,

A un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent du conducteur ; et

- des moyens pour déclencher, lorsque les durées des clignements dépassent ledit seuil,

une alarmeapte4 réveiller le conducteur.

Avantageusement, dans ledit dispositif, ledit capteur est placé dans le boitier du
rétroviseur derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir sanstain.

Depréférence, lesdits moyens pourdétecter la présence du conducteura sa place et

pour élaborer un signal de présence sont constitués par des moyens pour déterminer le
nombre de pixels dans les trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo pour
lesquels un déplacement significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre
au nombretotal de pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de déterminersi le rapport entre le
nombre de pixels correspondant 4 un déplacementet le nombre total de pixels par trame

dépasse un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a

l’état de présence d’un conducteura sa place.

Le dispositif peut, dans des modesde réalisation préférés, comprendre en outre un

ou plusieurs des moyenssuivants, 4 savoir :

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans

ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal vidéo correspondant au cadrage du
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visage, une portion réduite correspondant a un cadragelarge, ou grossier, des yeux du
conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immeédiat par application du
rapport anthropomeétrique entre ledit cadragelargeet le visage entier d’une personneet
des moyenspour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant
lesdits moyens pour détecter les déplacements verticaux dansle visage du conducteur,

- des moyens, fonctionnanten paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour déterminer les durées
successives des clignements des yeux et donc activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage
des yeux, pour déterminer les intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
successifs et pour déclencher une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles de temps
présentent une irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé;

- des moyenspourréactualiser en continu les données concernant au moins un des para-
métres suivants : déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées des cligne-
ments des yeux, intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les
approximations des valeurs normales du paramétre impliqué pour le conducteur
effectivement présent et 4 |’état éveillé.

Avantageusement l’ensemble capteur — unité électronique de traitement est réalisé
commedécrit et illustré dans les deux demandesde brevet susmentionnées.

L’invention a également pour objet, a titre de produit industriel nouveau, un rétro-
viseur de véhicule automobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est constitué par une glace
sans tain et en ce qu’il comporte, derriére cette glace, un capteur optoélectronique qui
coopére avec une unité électroniquetelle que décrite dans la demande de brevet frangais
N° 96.09420 déposée le 26 juillet 1996 et la demande de brevet international (P.C.T.)
PCT/FR97 /01354 déposée le 22 juillet 1997, cette unité étant également disposée 4
lintérieur du rétroviseur et étant apte 4 déclencher un dispositif d’alarme dés que ladite

unité détermine que les mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardantla
face avantde ladite glace correspondent 4 une durée des clignements des yeux qui dépasse
un seuil prédéterminé inclus dans l’intervalle temporel compris entre la durée des
clignements d’unepersonneéveillée et celle d’une personne qui somnole.

De préférence ledit rétroviseur porte au moins une diode électroluminescente au
moins dans l’infra-rouge qui est activée au moins losque la luminosité ambiante devient
insuffisante pour éclairer le visage du conducteur, ledit capteur optoélectronique étant
sensible, entre autres, aux radiations infra-rouges émises par ladite diode.
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FEUILLE AYANT RECTIFICATION q

On va décrire maintenant un mode de réalisation préféré d’un dispositif selon

invention, mettant en ceuvre le procédé selon l’invention, ainsi que certaines variantes de

celui-ci, avec référence aux dessins annexés, sur lesquels:

Les figures 1 et 2 sont des vues, respectivement de cote et par-dessus, illustrant
schématiquement la téte d’un conducteur de véhicule automobile et ses axes de vision vers
l’avant et vers larriére.

La figure 3 illustre schématiquementla disposition classique du miroir d’un rétro-
viseur intérieur dans un véhicule automobileet les différents axes de vision du conducteur,

cette figure correspondant a l’état de la technique.

Les figures 4 et 5 représentent respectivement l’ensemble etles articulations d’un
rétroviseur avec le capteur optoélectronique et son électronique associée dansle cadre de
l’invention.

La figure 6 illustre le champ du capteur optodlectronique prévu dansle rétroviseur
des figures 4 et 5.

Les figures 7 et 8 représentent la maniére de cadrer le visage du conducteur en

place.

Les figures 9 et 10 représentent la maniére de cadrer les yeux du conducteur en

place.

Lesfigures 11 et 12 sont relatives 4 la mesure de la durée des clignements des yeux
du conducteur et des intervalles temporels séparent deux clignements successifs.

En se référant tout d’abord aux figures 1 4 6, on va commencerla description

détaillée du mode deréalisation préféré de l’invention par celle du dispositif optique et

mécanique avec le capteur optoélectronique (micro-caméra vidéo ou capteur MOS avec
lentille incorporée) et son ensemble électronique associé, constitué essentiellement par une
ou plusieurs puces, qui transformeI’image captée par le capteur en un signal vidéo qui est
traité afin de détecter une tendance 4 l’endormissement du conducteur en place, observe

par ledit capteur.

Eneffet !’invention utilise essentiellement la variation de la durée des clignements

des yeux d’une personne lors du passage de |’état éveillé a I’état somnolent ou assoupi de
celle-ci : une personneéveillée cligne, a intervalles relativement réguliers, des paupiéres, et
donc descils, en 100 4 200 msenviron, tandis que la durée des clignements de cette

personne 4 |’état somnolent passe a 500 4 800 msenviron, les intervalles entre clignements
augmentantet étant variables.
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Dansle signal vidéo en provenance du capteur optoélectronique a 50 ou 60 trames
correspondantes (de mémenature) par seconde, on réalise une détection toutes les 20 ms
ou 16,66 ms respectivement, ce qui permet de distinguer facilement des durées de 100 a
200 ms ou de 500 a 800 ms (5 4 10 trames pour |’état éveillé ou au contraire 25 a 40 trames

pour |’état somnolent dansle cas de 50 trames de mémenature par seconde) et donc de
distinguer |’état éveillé de |’état somnolent ou assoupi d’une personne.

Pour uneutilisation d’unetelle distinction dans le cas du conducteur d’un véhicule

automobile,il est désirable de visualiser au mieux la face du conducteur, c’est-a-dire de di-
riger |’axe optique d’entrée ou réception dudit capteur vers le visage de celui-ci. Le moyen
prévu dans le mode de réalisation préféré de l’invention consiste a profiter du fait qu’un
conducteur dirige le rétroviseur de son véhicule vers son visage de maniére qu’il ait une
yue vers l’arriére du véhicule par réflexion sur le miroir du rétroviseur.

On rappelle, avec référence aux figures | a 3, le fonctionnement des rétroviseurs
classiques logés a Vintérieur d’un véhicule en position centrale, en étant fixés, avec
possibilité d’ajustementde l’orientation de leur miroir, sur une portion de la carrosserie a
l’intérieur du véhicule.

Les figures schématiques | et 2 monfrent, vue de coté et de dessus respectivement,
la téte J d’un conducteur qui peut observer la rue ou route sur laquelle se trouve son

véhicule, d’une part, devant lui (fléche 1) et, d’autre part, derriére lui (fléches 2a et 25)
grace au miroir 3 du rétroviseur convenablement orienté. Lesdites fléches 1, 2a, 25
représentent le parcours des rayons lumineux, 25 correspondant au rayon réfléchi sur le
miroir 3.

En considérant maintenantla figure schématique 3, qui représente le miroir 3 du

rétroviseur, miroir fixé par un bras 4 sur une portion 5 dela carrosserie 4 Vintérieur du
véhicule, avec possibilité d’orientation, on retrouve les axes de visée ou fléches 1, 2a, 26
des figures 1 et 2. On peut noter que les axes ou fléches 1 et 25 sont paralléles et sont
dirigés suivant la direction de la ue ou dela route.

Sur cette figure 3, on a également représenté, mais en traits interrompus, l’axe
optique 6 perpendiculaire a la face 3a du miroir 3 d’un rétroviseur intérieur qui divise
angle formé par les directions 2a et 2 en deux moitiés égales (angles a et 5 égaux)
d’aprésles lois de la réflexion, et l’axe 7 perpendiculaire 4 P’axe 25 et doncparalléle a la
portion de support 5, l’angle c entre les directions7 et 3a étant égal aux angles 5 eta.
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Ces principes de fonctionnement des rétroviseurs intérieurs étant rappelés, on va
maintenant avec référence aux figures 4 et 5, exposer le montage mécanique permettant de

diriger effectivement l’axe optique d’entrée du capteur optoélectronique vers le visage du
conducteur en place, en profitant du fait que le miroir 3 d’un rétroviseur est orienté par le
conducteur en place, lorsque cela n’est pas déja le cas, pour que Vaxe 2a de visée par le
conducteur soit dirigé vers la téte T de celui-ci. En effet, si l’axe optique d’entrée du
capteur est effectivement dirigé vers la face de conducteur, le signal vidéo produit par
celui-ci contiendra les informations nécessaires pour déterminer la durée des clignements

des yeux de celui-ci.

Tout d’abord dans le cadre du mode de réalisation préféré de Vinvention, le

rétroviseur 8 comprend, contrairement au rétroviseurs classiques, une glace sans tain 9
(figure 4) dont la face 9a dirigée versle conducteur joue le mémeréle que la face 3a du
miroir 3 d’un rétroviseur classique (figure 3), mais qui permet 4 un capteur 10 (constitué

par une micro-caméraélectronique ou un capteur MOS4 lentille incorporée), porté par un
support 11 (tournant avec le miroir sanstain 9), de recevoir au moins |’image du visage du
conducteur en place lorsquele miroir sans tain 9 (avec le rétroviseur 8) est convenablement
orienté par le conducteur pour percevoir la, rue ou la route derriére lui ou est déja ainsi
orienté (commec’est le cas pour le miroir classique 3 de la figure 3).

L’articulation mécanique type Cardan, illustrée sur les figures 4 et 5 (cette derni¢re

figure étant une vueplus détaillée d’une portion de la figure 4), permet l’orientation auto-
matique correcte du support 11, avec le capteur 10, par le conducteurlorsqu’il régle son
rétroviseur ou lorsque celui-ci est déja réglé, et donc de la face réceptrice 10a du capteur
10 pour qu’elle regoive l’image du visage du conducteur en place, son axe optique d’entrée
10B étant dirigé vers la téte du conducteur en place du fait de l’angle entre le miroir 9 etle
support 11 du capteur 10.

A cet effet articulation pour le support 11 comprend deuxtiges 12 et 13 articulées

librement entre elles par une rotule 14a (figure 4) ou un manchon 146 (figure 5.). La tige
12 est fixée a uneportion 5 de la carrosserie par une de ses extrémités et traverse le boitier
du rétroviseur 8 grace a la rotule 15 (constituée par une bille et deux calottes sensiblement
hémisphériques) avant de pénétrer par son autre extrémité dans le manchon 146 ou étre
fixée a la rotule 14a, tandis que la tige 13 porte rigidement, 4 une extrémité, le support 11

du capteur 10 et traverse l’étrier 16 du rétroviseur 8 grace 4 une rotule creuse 17 (a bille
traversée par un canal dans lequel est engagée la tige 13 et tournant dans deux calottes
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10

sensiblement hémisphériques portées par !’étrier 16) avant de rejoindre par son autre
extrémité la rotule 14a ou le manchon 148.

Unetelle articulation, qui maintient en permanence un angle approprié entre le

miroir 9 et le support 11, permet 4 la fois l’orientation habituelle du rétroviseur intérieur
par le conducteuret |’orientation du support 11 du capteur 10 pour que la face 10a de ce
capteurregoive l’image d’au moinsle visage du conducteuren place lorsque le rétroviseur
est convenablementorienté.

Le capteur optoélectronique 10 débite par un conducteur 18 dans une unité
électronique d’analyse 19 (avantageusement constituée par un boitier 4 puce ou puces logé
a Pintérieur du rétroviseur 8) le signal vidéo qu’il élabore 4 partir de Vimage qu’il regoit
sur sa face 10a.

On peut prévoir des diodes électroluminescentes 20 pour émettre, en direction du
conducteur en place, lorsque le rétroviseur est correctement orienté, un rayonnement
infrarouge apte a éclairer au moins le visage de conducteur en place, lorsque la lumiére
d’ambiance (y compris celle du tableau de bord) est insuffisante pour le fonctionnement
correct du capteur 10, qui dans ce cas doit étre sensible au rayonnementinfrarouge, et de
son unité électronique 19; l’excitation, éventuellement progressive, de ces diodes est, par
exemple, contrélée par l’unité électronique 19 grace a une cellule photoélectrique (non
représentée) ou en réponse a des signaux de pixels (dans le signal vidéo) d’intensité
insuffisante (commereprésenté schématiquement par le conducteur 21).

L’alarme activée, en cas d’endormissement du conducteur, par Vunité électronique
19 est illustrée schématiquement en 22 sur le figure 4, sur laquelle on n’a pas illustré les

_alimentations du capteur 10, de l’unité électronique 19 et des diodes 20, pour simplifier

cette figure.

L’unité 19 pourrait, en variante, étre disposée hors du boitier du rétroviseur.
On va maintenantexposerle traitement, dans l’unité électronique d’analyse 19, du

signal vidéo issu du capteur optoélectronique 10 (a micro-caméra électronique ou capteur
MOSaveclentille incorporée suivie d’une unité électronique), ce signal vidéo comportant
une succession de trames correspondantes (de mémenature) a la cadence de 50 ou 60 telles

trames par seconde (soit les trames paires ou bien impaires dansle cas d’un signal 4 deux
trames entrelacées par image, soit les trames uniques dansle cas d’un signal a une seule
trame par image) ; ce traitement a pour objet de réaliser la surveillance de la vigilance du
conducteur en place en déterminant, en temps réel et en continu, la durée des clignements
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11

de ses yeux et en déclenchant, en cas de tendance du conducteur a |’endormissement

(révélée par la variation de cette durée), un signal d’alarmeapte a éveiller celui-ci.

Le procédé et le dispositif, selon la présente invention mettant en ceuvre, pour

repérer et localiser une zone en mouvement (a savoir successivement le conducteur, son
visage et ses yeux, en particulier ses paupiéres) et déterminerla direction et éventuellement
la vitesse de ce mouvement, le procédé et le dispositif selon les demandes de brevet sus-

visées, dont les descriptions sont incorporées dans la présente description détaillée par

référence,il est utile de résumer le processus décrit dans ces demandesde brevet.

Dans ces demandes, le signal vidéo (produit par une caméra vidéo ou autre

capteur), qui comprend une succession de trames de mémenature (constituées par les

trames correspondantes, soit paires, soit impaires, dans le cas d’un systéme vidéo a deux

tramesentrelacées par image, soit les trames successives dans le cas d’un systéme vidéo a

trame unique par image), est traité pour successivement

déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une trameetla

trame correspondante antérieure,

e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles sont

représentatives, l'une, d°une variation significative de la valeur du pixelet, |’autre,
d’une non-variationsignificative de cette valeur, valeurs notées par exemple «1»et

«0» respectivement, et

e  d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, 4 nombreréduit de valeurs possibles, ce

signal étant représentatif de la grandeur decette variation de la valeur du pixel ;

-  répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux DP et co

pour une mémetrame qui défile 4 travers la matrice; et

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses parameétres

(localisation, direction et vitesse).

Cette demiére opération de détection du déplacement met en préférence en ceuvre,

selon ces demandesde brevet précitées,

- la formation d’histogrammes, suivant deux axes, par exemple Ox et Oy orthogonaux,

d’au moinsles signaux DP et CO,répartis matriciellement dans l’opération précédente,
et

- le repérage, dans chacun des histogrammesrelatifs 4 DP et CO, d’un domaine de

variation significative de CO avec simultanément DP = «1».
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La présente invention, réalise successivement, par mise en ceuvre du procédéet
dispositif selon les demandesde brevet précitées, dont on vient de résumer le processus,
- dans unephase préliminaire, la détection de la présence d’un conducteuren place ;

- dans une premiére phase, le cadrage du visage du conducteur dans les trames de méme
nature, ou correspondantes, successivesdu signal vidéo ;

- dans une deuxiéme phase, le cadrage des yeux du conducteur a l’intérieur du cadrage

du visage;

- dans une troisiéme phase, la détermination des durées successives des clignements des

yeux du conducteur, et éventuellement la détermination des intervalles de temps
séparant deux clignements successifs,

- dans une quatriéme phase, la comparaison des durées des clignements a un certain
seuil, avec génération d’un signal d’alarme apte a éveiller le conducteur dés que cette

comparaison révéle le dépassement vers le haut de ce seuil par cette durée, et
éventuellement la comparaison desvariations temporelle des intervalles de temps entre

deux clignements successifs 4 un autre seuil, avec génération d’un signal d’alarme
renforcé dés que cette comparaison révéle le dépassement vers le haut de ce dernier
seuil.

On va décrire maintenantplus en détail la réalisation de chacune de ces cinq phases

par le procédéetle dispositif selon l’invention.

La phase préliminaire, qui détecte la présence d’un conducteur en place et amorce

la premiére phase de cadrage du visage, est déclenchée par un contacteur actionné
manuellement ou autrement, notamment par mise en ceuvre des procédé et dispositif des

demandesde brevet précitées ; elle commence effectivementavec le réglage du rétroviseur

pourorienter la face avant 9a du miroir sans tain 9 de celui-ci (figure 4) vers le conducteur
afin qu’il aper¢goive dans ce miroir la rue ou route derriére lui, au casil y a besoin d’untel
réglage.

La figure6 illustre, entre les directions 23a et 238, le champ 23 du capteur 10, la
téte T du conducteur devant se trouver, du fait du réglage du rétroviseur intérieur 8, tel que

décrit avec référence aux figures 4 et 5, 4 l’intérieur et dans la zone centrale de ce champ

conique 23. Ce champpeut étre relativement étroit, étant donné que les déplacements de la
téte T du conducteur au cours de la conduite sont limités (sauf rares exceptions) ; la

limitation du champ améliorela sensibilité du dispositif étant donné que l'image du visage

du conducteur, qui est regue par la face 10a du capteur correctement orienté en méme
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temps que le miroir 9, occupe alors une place relativement importante dans les trames du
signal vidéo; elle est donc représentée par un nombre depixels qui est unefraction notable
du nombretotal des pixels par trame.

Surla figure 6 on retrouve les directions ou rayons lumineux1, 2a et 26 dela figure

La mise en place du conducteur est avantageusement détectée par les déplacements
de sa téte, en particulier de son visage, pour venir en position de conduite, par mise en
ceuvre du procédé et du dispositif selon les deux demandes de brevet précitées qui
permettent de détecter les déplacements, comme rappelé briévementci-dessus.

En fait l’arrivée du conducteur a sa place et le déplacement de sa téte 7 en résultant

sont révélés par le nombre important de pixels du signal vidéo pour lesquels le signal
binaire DPala valeur «1» correspondant a unevariation significative de la valeur du pixel

entre deux trames correspondantes successiveset le signal numérique CO a une valeur
relativement élevée.

Le rapport du nombredetels pixels (avec DP et CO ayant les valeurs définies ci-
dessus) au nombretotal de pixels d’une trame, lors de la mise en place du conducteur,
dépend de la dimension du champ de vision du capteur de part et d’autre de la téte T en
place pour la conduite. En cas de champ devision étroit (angle réduit entre 23a et 23b
figure 6), on peut considérer par exemple, que si plus de la moitié des pixels «en
déplacement» d’une trame ont un DP et un CO avecles valeurs sus-avancées, il y a mise
en place du conducteur. On peut alors considérer un seuil de 50 % entre le nombre de
pixels «en déplacement» et le nombre total de pixels d’une trame et dans ce cas la phase
préliminaire se termine par la production, lorsque ce seuil est dépassé vers le haut, d’un
drapeau «1» de présence qui amorce la suite du traitement du signal vidéo, en commengant
par la premiére phase. Bien entendule seuil retenu pour le déclenchement du drapeau «1»
peut étre différent de 50 %, en tenant compte du champde vision du capteur 10.

En variante, le drapeau «1» de présence amorcant la premiére phase peut étre

produit par une commande externe4 l’unité électronique 19, mais déclenchantcelle-ci, par
exemple provoquéepar !’actionnementde la clé de contact, le bouclage de la ceinture de
sécurité du conducteuroule fléchissement du siége du conducteur sousson poids.

Lorsque la présence du conducteur a été révélée et le drapeau «1» de présence
généré, la premiére phase de traitement du signal vidéo peut commencer. Elle consiste,
commeindiqué précédemment, 4 cadrer le visage du conducteur dans le signal vidéo en
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éliminant les portions superflues, en haut, en bas, a droite et 4 gauche de la téte dans
l'image percue par le détecteur10.

A cet effet, par mise en ceuvre du procédé et du dispositif selon invention, ce sont
les déplacements horizontaux, c’est-a-dire de la droite vers la gauche et inversement, qui
sont détectés, car la téte d’un conducteur a tendance a se déplacer horizontalementplutét
que verticalement, c’est-a-dire de haut en bas et inversement.

On extrait, donc, du flot des données représentées dans les trames correspondantes
successives du signal vidéo, un signal de déplacementhorizontal, en position, senset éven-
tuellementvitesse, grace 4 la matrice roulante des valeurs de DP et CO,et on l’analyse par
sélection suivant deux axes de coordonnées privilégiés, par exemple les axes classiques Ox
et Oy des coordonnées cartésiennes, par mise en ceuvre des moyens de formation
d’histogrammes des demandesde brevet précitées.

La comptabilisation, en fin de trames, des pixels représentatifs d’un déplacement
horizontal permet de détecter des pics de déplacement le long des bords du visage, pour
lesquels les variations de luminosité, donc de valeur de pixel, sont les plus importantes,
aussi bien en projection horizontale suivant Ox qu’en projection verticale suivant Oy par
exemple.

Ceciest illustré sur la figure 7 sur laquelle on a représenté les axes Ox et Oy, ainsi
que les histogrammes 24x, suivant Ox, et 24y, suivant Oy, c’est-a-dire en projection
horizontale et verticale respectivement.

Les pics 25a et 255, de ’histogramme 24x, et 25c et 25d, de l’histogramme 24y,
délimitent, par leur coordonnés respectives 26a, 26b, 26c, 26d, un cadre limité par les
droites Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd qui renfermele visage V du conducteur entouré par les ondulations
respectives 27a, 27b, 27c, 27d quiillustrent les légers mouvements du conducteurdansles
zonesde plus grandevariation des intensités des pixels, lors de ses mouvements.

Le repérage des coordonnées 26a, 26b, 26c et 26d, correspondant aux quatre pics
25a, 25b, 25c¢ et 25d des deux histogrammes 24x et 24y, permet donc de mieux définir et
cadrer I’emplacement du visage V du conducteur dans la zone Z et d’éliminer, pourla suite
du traitement du signal vidéo, les portions supérieure, inférieure, de droite et de gauche par
rapport au cadre Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb, comme illustré sur la figure 8 par des zones hachurées
encadrantle visage V, ce qui permetd’accroitre la précision, et éventuellement la cadence,
de l’analyse portant sur la zone centrale Z, non hachurée, encadrée par les droites Xc, Xd,
Ya, Yb et contenantle visage V.
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Cette opération de cadrage du visage entier est renouvelée a intervalles réguliers,

par exempletoutes les dix trames du signal vidéo, et les valeurs moyennes (au cours du
temps) des coordonnées 26a, 265, 26c, 26d, sont déterminées, en redéfinissant le cadre,
légérement variable, mais relativement stable, Xe, Xd, Ya, Yb autour du visage V. On
constate donc quela position dudit cadre (avec la zone limitée pourl’analyse ultérieure) est

trés robuste, c’est-a-dire stable au cours du temps.

Un nouveau drapeau «1» de visage cadré est produit aprés établissement du cadrage

du visage V du conducteur.

La production de ce drapeau déclenche la deuxiéme phase, qui consiste a réduire

encoreplus le cadre du traitement, savoir 4 celui des yeux du conducteur.
Cette deuxiéme phase comporte, de préférence, une opération préliminaire

consistant a utiliser, dans l’unité électronique 19, le rapport anthropométrique habituel

entre la zone des yeux et !’ensemble du visage chez un étre humain, notamment dans le

sensvertical, la zone des yeux occupant seulementune portionlimitée du visage entier.

L’unité électronique 19 détermine alors, dans cette opération préliminaire, par ratio

un cadre Z’ plus limité, incluant les yeux U du conducteur, dans le cadre précédent Z du

visage V, limité par Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd, ce cadre Z' étant, commeillustré sur la figure 9 défini

par les droites Ya, YB, Xtc et Xd al’intérieur du cadre Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd (zone Z).
On élimine ainsi les zones hachurées externes (simples hachures) sur la figure 9

pour ne conserver que le cadre Z', ce qui facilite le cadrage définitif des yeux dans la
deuxiéme phase et augmente sa précision et la vitesse de sa détermination.

Aprésla fin de cette opération préliminaire si elle existe, ce qui génére un drapeau

«l» de cadrage grossier des yeux, ou directement aprés la premiére phase de traitement,

c’est-a-dire respectivement en réponse4 l’apparition du drapeau «1» de cadrage grossier

des yeux ou du drapeau «l» de visage cadré respectivement, Vunité électronique 19
effectue la deuxiéme phase de cadrage effectif plus serré des yeux du conducteur en

détectant, dans la matrice des DP et CO, les emplacements de pixels pour lesquels DP = 1

et CO présente une valeur élevée, notamment pour des déplacements dans le sens vertical

du fait que les paupiéres clignent de haut en bas et inversement.

Lorsque le nombrede tels emplacementsde pixels atteint un certain seuil dans le

cadre Ya, Yb, X'c, Xd (zone Z’) dansle cas ot l’opération préliminaire est prévue ou dans

le cadre Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd (zone Z) en l’absence d’unetelle operation préliminaire, ce seuil

étant par exemple de 20 % par rapport au nombretotal de pixels dans le cadre Ya, YB, Xe,
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Xd dans le premier cas et de 10 % par rapport au nombretotal de pixels dansle cadre Ya,
Yb, Xc, Xd dans le second cas, un drapeau «1» de cadrage fin des yeux est géneré ; ce
drapeau indique en fait queles paupiéres du conducteur sont actives, car il est provoqué
par les clignements des yeux du conducteur ; mouvements dansle sens vertical repérés de
la méme maniére que les déplacements horizontaux du visage du conducteur dans la
premiére phase.

Sur la figure 10 onaillustré le cadre éventuel Ya, YB, Xc, Xd, définissent la zone
Z' de cadrage grossier des yeux du conducteur, ainsi que les histogrammes 28x selon l’axe
Ox et 28y suivant l’axe Oy des déplacements verticaux des paupiéres du conducteur, c’est-
a-dire des pixels de la matrice révélant, par leur DP et leur CO, de tels déplacements. Ces
histogrammes 28x et 28y, qui correspondent aux histogrammes 24x et 24y des
déplacements horizontaux du visage du conducteur,illustrés sur la figure 7, déterminent,
par leurs pics 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d, des droites horizontales X"c et X'd et des droites
verticales Y’a et Y'D définissant, a |’intérieur de la zone Z‘ une zone Z”qui encadre les
yeux du conducteur dont les déplacements des bords sont indiqués en 30a et 305 pour un
ceil et 30c et 30d pour |’ autre ceil.

La position du cadre Y'a, ¥'b, X'c, X'd est réactualisée par détermination des
valeurs moyennes au cours du temps, par exemple toutes les dix trames, des coordonnées
des pics 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d et, a partir de la production du drapeau «ly de cadrage fin des
yeux, ce sont seulementles pixels compris dansle cadre limité de la zone Z” qui sont
traités dans la troisiéme phase déclenchée par ce drapeau (la zone Z”’ étant figurée en blanc
surla figure 9).

Danscette troisiéme phase sont détermineesles durées des clignements des yeux, et
éventuellementles intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements successifs, en perfec-
tionnant l’analyse des déplacements verticaux des paupiéres dansla zone Z”par traitement
dans l’unité électronique 19 des portions des trames successives du signal vidéo corres-
pondant a cette zone Z ‘’, ce qui permetune grandeprécision.

Sur la figure 11 onaillustré dans un systeme de coordonnées suivant trois
directions orthogonales entreelles, 4 savoir OQ sur laquelle on a porté CO, c’est-a-dire les
intensités de la variation de la valeur depixel, correspondant au mouvement vertical des
paupiéres, Of sur laquelle on a porté les intervalles de temps entre deux clignements
successifs et Oz sur laquelle on a porté les durées des clignements, donc trois paramétres
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différents permettant de déterminer le passage de l'état éveillé a l'état endormi du
conducteur. Deux clignements successifs C, et C2 sont représentéssurla figure 11.

La figure 12 illustre par la courbe C, sur la portion (a), la variation, dans le temps
suivant Or du nombrede pixels par trame en mouvementvertical significatif (pour lesquels

DP = 1 et CO a une valeur relativement importante), les pics successifs P;, P2, Ps du

nombrede pixels en mouvement correspondant a des clignements.

Les trames correspondantes successives relatives 4 la courbe C sont représentees,

schématiquementet en partie, sur la portion (5) de la figure 12, par destraits verticaux, tels
que 31, dontles pics P,, P2, P3 sont encadrés par des rectangles R,, R2, R3 respectivement,
les deux portions (a) et (b) de la figure 12 étant disposées, l’une sous |’autre, en

synchronisme temporel. Sur cette figure 12 on a représenté enfin les durées des
clignements (5,6,5) et les intervalles de temps (14, 17) entre clignements successifs, en
nombrede trames, valeurs qui correspondent a I’état éveillé du conducteur.

L’unité électronique 19, dans cette troisiéme phase,calcule les durées successives

des clignements des yeux et les intervalles de temps successifs entre deux clignements
consécutifs et fait une analyse statistique bi-dimensionnelle entre les durées successives

des clignements et les intervalles entre clignements. Elle établit si les durées des
clignements dépassent uncertain seuil, par exemple 350 ms,et dans ce cas déclenchent un

drapeau «1» de seuil de clignement dépassé et éventuellement si les intervalles de temps
entre deux clignements successifs sont relativement constants ou au contraire

significativement variables dans le temps, et dans le second cas déclenchent un drapeau
«1» d’intervalles entre clignements variables.

Le premier drapeau sert 4 déclencher une alarme, sonore par exemple, apte a
réveiller le conducteur, tandis que le second drapeau renforce l’alarme, par exemple en

augmentantle niveau sonore.

L’ordinogrammeannexé(page suivante) résumeles différentes phases successives.
Le dialogue avec l’extérieurest réalisé, de préférence en mode série (CAN ~ VAN).

Lerétroviseur des figures 4 et 5 convient aussi bien pour un conducteur occupantle

siége gauche que le siége droit, pour les pays 4 conduite a droite, et peut éventuellement
étre un rétroviseur extérieur, notamment du cété du conducteur.

Commeil va de soi, l’invention n’est pas limitée au mode de réalisation préféré

décrit et illustré, ni a ses variantes mentionnéesci-dessus; l’invention englobe au contraire
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On va décrire maintenant un mode de réalisation préféré d’un dispositif selon

l’invention, mettant en ceuvre le procédé selon I’invention, ainsi que certaines variantes de

celui-ci, avec référence aux dessins annexés, sur lesquels:

Les figures 1 et 2 sont des vues, respectivement de coté et par-dessus, illustrant

schématiquementla téte d’un conducteur de véhicule automobile et ses axes de vision vers
l’avantet vers |’arriére.

La figure 3 illustre schématiquement la disposition classique du miroir d’un retro-
viseur intérieur dans un véhicule automobileet les différents axes de vision du conducteur,

cette figure correspondanta |’état de la technique.

Les figures 4 et 5 représentent respectivementl’ensemble etles articulations d’un

rétroviseur avec le capteur optoélectronique et son électronique associée dans le cadre de

invention.

La figure6 illustre le champ du capteur optoélectronique prévu dansle rétroviseur

des figures 4 et 5.

Les figures 7 et 8 représentent la maniére de cadrer le visage du conducteur en

place.

Les figures 9 et 10 représentent la maniére de cadrer les yeux du conducteur en

place.

Les figures 11 et 12 sont relatives 4 la mesure de la durée des clignements des yeux

du conducteur et des intervalles temporels séparent deux clignements successifs.

La figure 13 représente l’ordinogrammedesphases successives de fonctionnement.
En se référant tout d’abord aux figures 1 4 6, on va commencer la description

détaillée du mode de réalisation préféré de l’invention par celle du dispositif optique et

mécanique avec le capteur optoélectronique (micro-caméra vidéo ou capteur MOSavec

lentille incorporée) et son ensemble électronique associé, constitué essentiellement par une

ou plusieurs puces, qui transforme l’image captée par le capteur en un signal vidéo qui est
traité afin de détecter une tendance a |’endormissement du conducteur en place, observé

par ledit capteur.

En effet l’invention utilise essentiellement la variation de la durée des clignements

des yeux d’une personnelors du passage de1’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent ou assoupi de celle-ci :

une personne éveillée cligne,a intervalles relativement réguliers, des paupiéres, et donc des cils, en

100 4 200 ms environ, tandis que la durée des clignements de cette personne a l'état somnolent

passe 4 500 a 800 ms environ,les intervalles entre clignements augmentantet étant variables.
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différents permettant de déterminer le passage de |’état éveillé 4 l'état endormi du
conducteur. Deux clignements successifs C; et C2 sont représentéssurla figure 11.

La figure 12 illustre par la courbeC,sur la portion (a), la variation, dans le temps
suivant Ot du nombrede pixels par trame en mouvement vertical significatif (pour lesquels
DP = 1 et CO a unevaleur relativement importante), les pics successifs P), P2, P3 du

nombre de pixels en mouvementcorrespondanta des clignements.

Les trames correspondantes successives relatives a la courbe C sont représentées,

schématiquementet en partie, sur la portion (5) de la figure 12, par des traits verticaux, tels
que 31, dont les pics P;, P2, Pz sont encadrés par des rectangles R), R2, R3 respectivement,
les deux portions (a) et (5) de la figure 12 étant disposées, l’une sous Pautre, en

synchronisme temporel. Sur cette figure 12 on a représenté enfin les durées des
clignements (5,6,5) et les intervalles de temps (14, 17) entre clignements successifs, en
nombre de trames, valeurs qui correspondent a I’état éveillé dy conducteur.

L’unité électronique 19, dans cette troisiéme phase, calcule les durées successives

des clignements des yeux et les intervalles de temps successifs entre deux clignements
consécutifs et fait une analyse statistique bi-dimensionnelle entre les durées successives

des clignements et les intervalles entre clignements. Elle établit si les durées des
clignements dépassent un certain seuil, par exemple 350 ms,et dans ce cas déclenchent un
drapeau «1» de seuil de clignement dépassé et éventuellement si les intervalles de temps
entre deux clignements successifs sont relativement constants ou au contraire

significativement variables dans le temps, et dans le second cas déclenchent un drapeau
«1» d’intervalles entre clignements variables.

Le premier drapeau sert 4 déclencher une alarme, sonore par exemple, apte a
réveiller le conducteur, tandis que le second drapeau renforce l’alarme, par exemple en

augmentantle niveau sonore.

L’ordinogrammeannexé4titre de planche 6 (figure 13) résume les différentes

phases successives.

Ledialogue avec l’extérieur est réalisé, de préférence en mode série (CAN — VAN).
Le rétroviseur des figures 4 et 5 convient aussi bien pour un conducteur occupantle

siége gauche quele siége droit, pour les pays 4 conduite 4 droite, et peut éventuellement
étre un rétroviseur extérieur, notamment du cété du conducteur.

Commeil va de soi, invention n’est pas limitée au mode de réalisation préféré

décrit et illustré, ni 4 ses variantes mentionnées ci-dessus; l’invention englobe au contraire
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les modifications, variantes et perfectionnement entrant dans le cadre des définitions de
invention données dans le préambule et les revendications _jointes.
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REVENDICATIONS

_ Procédé pour surveiller en continu I’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule
automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir unetendance éventuelle 4 l’°endormissement de
celui-ci,

qui consiste
- aproduire un signal vidéo représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives d’au

moinsle visage du conducteur,

_ Atraiter ce signal, successiverentet en continu, pour
e détecter, dans ce signal, la portion correspondant effectivement a l’image de

la téte du conducteur,

° déterminer la valeur d’un parametre relatif au clignement des paupiéres, qui
se modifie notablement lors du passage de I’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent du
conducteur de part et d’autre d’un seuil, et

° repérer, en temps réel, le franchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce
seuil représentatif du passage de l'état éveillé a 1|’état somnolent du
conducteur; et

- a déclencher, en réponse au franchissement de ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller
le conducteur ;

et qui est caractérisé en ce que . -
- dune part, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique

solidaire d’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile et ayant son axe optique de
réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte du conducteur lorsque le
rétroviseur est correctement orienté ; et

- d’autre part, le traitement dudit signal vidéo consiste, aprés avoir détecté la
présence du conducteur a sa place, a, successivementet en continu ,
° détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux du

conducteur, afin de cadrer le visage de celui-ci dans les trames
correspondantes successives du signal vidéo,

° détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux dans le
visage, ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,
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e déterminer, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives des
clignements des yeux, ainsi cadrés, de celui-ci, ces durées constituant le dit
parametre,

e comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminées, a un
seuil représentatif du passage de l'état éveillé a l'état somnolent du
conducteur,et

° déclencher, lorsque les durées de clignement dépassent vers le haut le dit
seuil, une alarme apte réveillerle conducteur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur est placé dans le
boitier du rétroviseur derriére la glace de celui-ci qui est constituée par un miroir sans
tain.

Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce qu’on détecte la présence du
conducteur @ sa place en déterminant le nombre de pixels correspondants dans les
trames successives de méme nature du signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement
significatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au nombretotal de pixels par trame
du signal vidéo, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le nombre de pixels représentant
un déplacementet le nombre total de pixels par trame depasse un seuil représentatif du
passage de l’absence de conducteura sa place a la présence d’un conducteur4 sa place.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, ou 3 caractérise en ce qu’entre les phases de
détection des déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrer le visage du conducteur, et de
détection des déplacements verticaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci, on prévoit
une phase de cadrage large des yeux en se limitant 4 une portion du visage cadré
englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat, par application du rapport
anthropomeétrique entre ladite portion et le visage entier d’une personne.
Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en Ce,
simultanément a la phase de détermination des durées des clignements des yeux, on
prévoit une phase de détermination des intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles de
temps présentent une irrégularité qui dépasse unseuil déterminé.
Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’on
réactualise en continu les données concernant au moins un des paramétres suivants:
déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des
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REVENDICATIONS

Procédé pour surveiller en continu l’etat de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule
automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle 4 l’endormissement de
celui-ci,

qui consiste

- a produire unsignal vidéo représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives d’au
moinsle visage du conducteur;

- Atraiter ce signal, successivement et en continu, pour
e détecter, dans ce signal, la portion correspondanteffectivement4 l’image de

la téte du conducteur,

e déterminer la valeur d’un paramétre relatif au clignement des paupiéres, qui
se modifie notablementlors du passage de |’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent du
conducteurde part et d’autre d’un seuil,et

° repérer, en tempsréel, le franchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce
seuil représentatif du passage de 1’état éveillé 4 I’état somnolent du
conducteur; et

- a déclencher, en réponse au franchissementde ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller
le conducteur;

et qui est caractérisé en ce que

- dune part, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique
solidaire d’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile et ayant son axe optique de
réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte du conducteur lorsque le
rétroviseur est correctementorienté; et

- d’autre part, le traitement dudit signal vidéo consiste, apres avoir détecté la
présence du conducteur asa place, a, successivementet en continu ,
e détecter, 4 partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux du

conducteur, afin de cadrer le visage de celui-ci dans les trames
correspondantes successives du signal vidéo,

° détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux dans le
visage, ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,
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° déterminer, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives des

clignements des yeux, ainsi cadrés, de celui-ci, ces durées constituant le dit
paramétre,

° comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminées, a un
seuil représentatif du passage de l'état éveillé a l'état somnolent du
conducteur,et

° déclencher, lorsque les durées de clignement dépassent vers le haut le dit

seuil, une alarme apte réveiller le conducteur.

2 Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur est placé dans le

boitier du rétroviseur derriére laglace de celui-ci qui est constituée par un miroir sans

tain.

Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce qu’on détecte la présence du

conducteur a sa place en déterminant le nombre de pixels correspondants dans les
trames successives de méme nature du signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au nombretotal de pixels par trame
du signal vidéo, afin de déterminersi le rapport entre le nombre de pixels représentant
un déplacementet le nombretotal de pixels par trame dépasse un seuil représentatif du
passage de l’absence de conducteur a sa place a la présence d’un conducteur a sa place.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, ou 3 caractérise en ce qu’entre les phases de

détection des déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrerle visage du conducteur, et de
détection des déplacements verticaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci, on prévoit

une phase de cadrage large des yeux en se limitant 4 une portion du visage cadré
englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat, par application du rapport
anthropométrique entreladite portion et le visage entier d’une personne.
Procédé selon lune quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce,
simultanément a la phase de détermination des durées des clignements des yeux, on

prévoit une phase de détermination des intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles de

temps présentent une irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’on
réactualise en continu les données concernant au moins un des paramétres suivants:

déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des
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valeurs normales de ces paramétres pourle conducteur effectivement présent et 4 [état
éveillé.

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les différentes phases successives du procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes
informatiques successifs portant sur le traitement des valeurs successives des pixels
correspondants des trames de mémenature du signal vidéo obtenu a partir dudit
capteur.

Dispositif pour surveiller en continu état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule
automobile, afin de détecteret prévenir une tendance éventuelle a I’endormissement de
celui-ci, qui met en ceuvre le procédé selon I’une quelconque des revendications 1 4 7
et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:
- un capteur optoélectronique (10), qui, en combinaison avec une électronique

associée (19), élabore, en réponse a la réception de rayons lumineux, un signal
vidéo 4 trames de mémenature, ou correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant
solidaire d’un rétroviseur (8) du véhicule et ayant son axe optique (10b) de
réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte (T) du conducteur lorsque le
rétroviseur est correctementorienté ;

- des moyens pour détecter la présence du conducteur a sa place dans le véhicule, et
pour élaborer un signal de présence ,

- des moyens, activés par ce signal de présence, pour détecter, a partir dudit signal
vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux de dit conducteur, afin de cadrer le visage (V)
de celui-ci dans les trames successives de mémenature dudit signal vidéo, et pour
élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage ; |

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a
partir de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo
correspondant au cadrage du visage, les déplacements verticaux dans le visage,
ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux (U) de celui-ci dans ladite
portion des trames de ce signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage des
yeux du conducteur ;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer, a
partir de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo
correspondant au cadrage des yeux, les durées successives des clignements des
yeux du conducteur;
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- des moyens pour comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi

déterminées, 4 un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état éveillé 4 l’état somnolent

du conducteur; et

- des moyens pour déclencher, lorsque les durées des clignements dépassent ledit

seuil, une alarme (22) apte a réveiller le conducteur.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur (10) est placé
dansle boitier du rétroviseur (8) derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

tain.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8 ou 9,caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour

détecter la présence du conducteur 4 sa place et pour élaborer un signal de présence

sont constitués par des moyens pour déterminer le nombre de pixels dans les trames

successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre au nombretotal de

pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de déterminersi le rapport entre le nombre de
pixels correspondant 4 un déplacementet le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse

un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a |’état de

présence d’un conducteur a sa place.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8, 9 ou 10, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre

des moyens,activéspar ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans

ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal vidéo correspondant au cadrage du

" visage, une portion réduite correspondant a un cadragelarge, ou grossier, des yeux du

conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat par application du

rapport anthropométrique entre ledit cadrage large et le visage entier d’une personne et

des moyens pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant

lesdits moyens pourdétecter les déplacements verticaux dans le visage du conducteur.

Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte des moyens, fonctionnant en paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour

déterminer les durées successives des clignements des yeux et donc actives par ledit

signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminerles intervalles de temps séparant

deux clignements successifs et pour déclencher une alarme renforcée dés que ces

intervalles de temps présentent une irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.

Dispositif selon lune quelconque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte des moyens pour réactualiser en continu les données concernant au
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moins un des paramétres suivants: déplacements horizontaux, déplacements
verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux, intervalles entre clignements

successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des valeurs normales du

paramétre impliqué pour le conducteur effectivement présent et a ]’état
éveillé.

14.Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé
en ce que l’ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10) - unité électronique (19)
produit un signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes
de méme nature a succession de lignes constituées par une succession de

pixels et traite ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:
- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trameet la trame correspondante antérieure,

e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles
sont représentatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du

pixel et, l'autre, d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur, et
e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, 4 nombre réduit de valeurs

possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur de cette variation de
la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux
DP et CO pour une mémetrame qui défile 4 travers la matrice;et

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses

paramétres de localisation et de direction.
15.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile, caractérisé em ce que son miroir est

constitué par une glace sans tain (9) et en cé qu’il comporte, derriére cette
glace, un capteur avec optoélectronique (10) qui coopére avec une unité
électronique (19) également disposée 4 l’intérieur du rétroviseur et en ce que
l’ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10) - unité électronique (19) produit un

signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de méme
nature a succession lignes constituées par une succession de pixels et traite

ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:

- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trame et la trame correspondante antérieure,

e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles .
sont représentatives, |’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du

pixelet, a
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e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, 4 nombre réduit de valeurs

possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur decette variation de
la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux
5 DP et CO pour une mémetramequi défile 4 travers la matrice;

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses

paramétres delocalisation et de direction; et —
- déclencher un dispositif d’alarme (22) dés que ladite unité détermine queles

mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardantla face avant

10 (9a) de ladite glace correspondent 4 une durée des clignements des yeux qui

dépasse un seuil prédéterminé inclus dans |’intervalle temporel compris <q
entre la durée des cliquements d’une personne éveillée et celle d’une

personne qui somnole.
16.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 15, caractérisé en

15 ce qu’il porte en outre au moins une diode (20) électroluminescente au moins
dans l’infra-rouge qui est activée au moins lorsque la luminosité ambiante

devient insuffisante pour éclairer le visage du conducteur et en ce que ledit

capteur optoélectronique (10) est sensible, entre autres, aux radiations infra-

rouges émises par ladite diode.
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REVENDICATIONS

Procédé pour surveiller en continu 1’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule

automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle a 1’endormissement de

celui-ci, .

qui consiste

- a produire un signal vidéo représentatif; en temps réel, des images successives d’au

moinsle visage du conducteur ;

- 4 traiter ce signal, successivement et en continu, pour

° détecter, dans ce signal, la portion correspondanteffectivement a l’image de

la téte du conducteur,

° déterminerla valeur d’un parameétrerelatif au clignement des paupiéres, qui
se modifie notablementlors du passage de I’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent du

conducteurde part et d’autre d’un seuil, et

° repérer, en temps réel, le franchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce

seuil représentatif du passage de 1’état éveillé & 1’état somnolent du
conducteur; et

- a déclencher, en réponse au franchissement de ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller
le conducteur;

et qui est caractérisé en ce que

- d’une part, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique |
solidaire d’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile, dimensionné et disposé pour

recevoir essentiellement l’image du visage du conducteur en place sur son siége et

ayant son axe optique de réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte du

conducteur lorsquele rétroviseur est correctementorienté ; et

- d’autre part, le traitement dudit signal vidéo consiste, aprés avoir détecté la

présence du conducteur a sa place, a, successivementet en continu ,

e détecter, a partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames

successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements

horizontaux du conducteur, afin de cadrer le visage de celui-ci dans les

trames correspondantes successives du signal vidéo,
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° détecter, 4 partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacemententre deux trames

successives de mémenature dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux

dansle visage, ainsi cadré, du conducteur,afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,

° déterminer, 4 partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux

trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives

des clignements des yeux, ainsi cadrés, de celui-ci, ces durées constituant le

dit paraméetre,

° comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminées, a un

seuil représentatif du passage de l'état éveillé 4 l'état somnolent du
conducteur,et

e déclencher, lorsque les durées de clignement dépassent vers le hautle dit

seuil, une alarmeapte réveiller le conducteur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur est placé dans le

boitier du rétroviseur derriére la glace de celui-ci qui est constituée par un miroir sans

tain, axe optique de réception (2a) dudit capteur étant symétrique 4 un axe (2b)
orienté dans le plan vertical médian dudit véhicule, par rapport 4 un axe (6) orthogonal
au dit miroir sans tain.

Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce qu’on détecte la présence du

conducteur & sa place en déterminant le nombre de pixels correspondants dans les
trames successives de méme nature du signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au nombretotal de pixels par trame
du signal vidéo, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le nombre de pixels représentant
un déplacement et le nombretotal de pixels par trame dépasse un seuil représentatif du
passagede l’absence de conducteur a sa place a la présence d’un conducteur a sa place.
Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, ou 3 caractérise en ce qu’entre les phases de

détection des déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrer le visage du conducteur, et de
détection des déplacementsverticaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci, on prévoit

une phase de cadrage large des yeux en se limitant 4 une portion du visage cadré
englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat, par application du rapport
anthropométrique entre ladite portion et le visage entier d’une personne.

_ Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce,

simultanément 4 la phase de détermination des durées des clignements des yeux, on

prévoit une phase de détermination des intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
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successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche une alarme renforcée des que ces intervalles de

tempsprésententune irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’on

réactualise en continu les données concernant au moins un des parametres suivants :

déplacements horizontaux, -déplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des
valeurs normales de ces paramétres pour le conducteureffectivement présent et a l’état

éveillé. =

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que

les différentes phases successives du procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes

informatiques successifs portant sur le traitement des valeurs successives des pixels

correspondants des trames de méme nature du signal vidéo obtenu a partir dudit

capteur.

Dispositif pour surveiller en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule

automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle 4 !’endormissement de
celui-ci, qui met en ceuvre le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 a 7

et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:
un capteur optoélectronique (10), qui, en combinaison avec une électronique associée
(19), élabore, en réponse a la réception de rayons lumineux, un signal vidéo a trames de
méme nature, ou correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant solidaire d’un

rétroviseur (8) du véhicule automobile et dimensionné et disposé pour recevoir
essentiellement l’image du visage du conducteuren place sur son siége et ayant son axe

optique (10b) de réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte (T) du conducteur
lorsque le rétroviseur est correctementorienté, e¢

au moins d’uncircuit intégré comportant

- des moyenspour détecter Ja présence du conducteur a sa place dansle véhicule, et

pour élaborerun signal de présence ;

- des moyens, activés par ce signal de présence, pourdétecter, a partir d’une analyse
des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames successives de méme nature dudit
signal vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux de dit conducteur, afin de cadrer le
visage (V) de celui-ci dans les trames successives de mémenature dudit sigrial
vidéo, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage;
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- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a

partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames successives de
méme nature de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal

vidéo correspondant au cadrage du visage, les déplacements verticaux dansle

visage, ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux (U) de celui-ci dans

ladite portion des trames de ce signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage

des yeux du conducteur;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer, a

partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames successives de
méme nature de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal

vidéo correspondant au cadrage des yeux, les durées successives des clignements

des yeux du conducteur;

- des moyens pour comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi
déterminées, a un seuil représentatif du passage de |’état éveillé a 1’état somnolent

du conducteur 3 et
- des moyens pour déclencher, lorsque les durées des clignements dépassent ledit

seuil, une alarme (22) apte a réveiller le conducteur.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur (10) est placé
dansle boitier du rétroviseur (8) derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

tain, ledit capteur (10) étant porté par une premiére extrémité d’une premiére tige (13)
traversant, a travers unerotule (17), un étrier (16) porté par le boitier du rétroviseur (8),
a Pintérieur de celui-ci, la seconde extrémité de cette tige (13) étant articulée librement,

au moyen d’un joint (14a,14b), a la premiére extrémité d’une seconde tige (12)
traversant, a travers unerotule (15), le boitier du rétroviseur (8), tandis que la seconde
extrémité de ladite seconde tige (12) est fixée a la carrosserie du véhicule (en 5) au

dessus du pare-brise, de maniére que l’axe optique de réception (2a) du dit capteur soit
symétrique 4 un axe (2b) orienté dans le plan vertical médian dudit véhicule, par
rapport a un axe orthogonal (6) au dit miroir sans tain.
Dispositif selon la revendication 8 ou 9,caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour
détecter la présence du conducteur 4sa place et pour élaborer un signal de présence
sont constitués par des moyens pour déterminer le nombre de pixels dans les trames
successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre au nombretotal de
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pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le nombre de
pixels correspondant a un déplacementet le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse
un seuil représentatif du passage de |’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a l’état de

présence d’un conducteur a sa place.

5 11. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, 9 ou 10, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre
des moyens,activés par leditsignal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans
ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal vidéo correspondant au cadrage du
visage, une portion réduite correspondant4 un cadrage large, ou grossier, des yeux du
conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat par application du

10 rapport anthropomeétrique entre ledit cadragelarge et le visage entier d’une personneet
des moyenspour élaborerun signal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant d
lesdits moyens pour détecter les déplacements verticaux dans le visage du conducteur.

12. Dispositif selon 1’une quelconque des revendications 8 a 11, caractérisé en ce qu'il
comporte des moyens, fonctionnant en paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour déterminer

15 les durées successives des clignements des yeux et donc activés par ledit signal de fin
de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer les intervalles de temps séparant deux
clignements successifs et pour déclencher une alarme renforcée dés que cesintervalles
de temps présententuneirrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.

13. Dispositif selon 1’une quelconque des revendications 8 4 12, caractérisé en ce qu'il
20 comporte des moyenspourréactualiser en continu les données concernant au moins un

des paramétres suivants : déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées
des clignements des yeux, intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de
perfectionner les approximations des valeurs normales du paramétre impliqué pour le
conducteur effectivement présentet 4 1’état éveillé.

25 14. Dispositif selon lune quelconque des revendications8 a 13, caractérisé en ce que ledit
ensemble capteur opto-électronique(10) — unité électronique (19) produit un signal
vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de méme nature a
succession de lignes constituées par une succession de pixelsettraite le dit signal video
pour successivement:

30 -  déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une trame et la
trame correspondanteantérieure,
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e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles sont

représentatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du pixel et, l’autre,

d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur, et

e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, a nombre réduit de valeurs possibles, ce

LF) signal étant représentatifde la grandeur de cette variation de la valeur du pixel;

-  répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux DP et CO

pour une mémetrame qui défile a travers la matrice; et

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses parametres de

localisation et de direction.

10 15. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 a 14, caractérisé en ce queledit

e capteur (10), ladite électronique associée (19) et ledit circuit intégré sont constituées
par une puce électronique (chip) disposée a l’intérieur du boitier du rétroviseur(8).

16. Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est constitué par

une glace sans tain (9) et en ce qu'il comporte, derriére cette glace, un capteur opto-

15 électronique (10) qui coopére avec une unité électronique (19), produit un signal vidéo
comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de mémenature a succession de

lignes constitué par une succession de pixels et traite le dit signal video pour

successivement:

- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une trameet la

20 trame correspondante antérieure, |

e e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles sont
représentatives, Pune, d’une variation significative de la valeur du pixel et, l’autre,

d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur,et

e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, a nombre réduit de valeurs possibles, ce

25 signal étant représentatif de la grandeur de cette variation de la valeur dupixel;

-  répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux DP et CO

pour une mémetrame qui défile a travers la matrice ;

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses paramétres de

localisation et de direction ; et

30 - déclencher un dispositif d’alarme (22) dés que ladite unité détermine que les
mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardant la face avant (9a) de
ladite glace correspondent 4 une durée des clignements des yeux qui dépasse un seuil
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prédéterminé inclus dans l’intervalle temporel compris entre la durée des clignements

d’une personneéveillée et celle d’une personne qui somnole..

17. Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 16, caractérisé en ce que

ledit capteur (10)), ladite électronique associée (19) et ledit circuit intégré sont
constituées par une puce électronique(chip) disposée a l’intérieur du boitier du
rétroviseur (8). |

18. Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 16 ou 17, caractérisé en ce

qu’il porte en outre au moins une diode (20) électroluminescente au moins dans |’infra-

rouge qui est activée au moins lorsque la luminosité ambiante devient insuffisante pour

éclairer le visage du conducteur et en ce que ledit capteur optoélectronique (10) est (
sensible entre autres, aux radiations infra-rouges émisespar ladite diode.
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valeurs normales de ces paramétres pourle conducteur effectivement présentet a l'état
éveillé.

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les différentes phases successives du procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes
informatiques successifs portant sur le traitement des valeurs successives des pixels
correspondants des trames de méme nature du signal vidéo obtenu a partir dudit
capteur.

Dispositif pour surveiller en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un veéhicule
automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle a l’endormissement de
celui-ci, qui met en ceuvrele procédé selon |’une quelconque des revendications 1 a7
et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:
- un capteur optoélectronique (10), qui, en combinaison avec une électronique

associée (19), élabore, en réponse a la réception de rayons lumineux, un signal
vidéo a trames de mémenature, ou correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant
solidaire d’un rétroviseur (8) du véhicule et ayant son axe optique (10b) de
réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte (T) du conducteur lorsque le
rétroviseur est correctementorienté;

- des moyenspourdétecter la présence du conducteur4 sa place dansle véhicule, et
pourélaborerun signal de présence ;

- des moyens, activés par ce signal de présence, pour détecter, a partir dudit signal
vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux dedit conducteur, afin de cadrerle visage (V)
de celui-ci dans les trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo, et pour
élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage ;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a
partir de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo
correspondant au cadrage du visage, les déplacements verticaux dans le visage,
ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer lés yeux (U) de celui-ci dansladite
portion des trames de ce signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage des
yeux du conducteur ;

- des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer, 4
partir de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo
correspondant au cadrage des yeux, les durées successives des clignements des
yeux du conducteur;
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- des moyens pour comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi
déterminées, a un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état éveillé a l’état somnolent

du conducteur; et

- des moyens pour déclencher, lorsque les durées des clignements dépassent ledit
seuil, une alarme (22) apte a réveiller le conducteur.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur (10) est placé
dansle boitier du rétroviseur (8) derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

tain.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8 ou 9,caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour
détecter la présence du conducteur a sa place et pour élaborer un signal de présence
sont constitués par des moyens pour déterminer le nombre de pixels dans les trames
successives de méme nature dudit signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre au nombretotal de
pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le nombre de
pixels correspondant 4 un déplacementet le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse
un seuil représentatif du passage de I’état d’absence de conducteur4 sa place a I’état de
présence d’un conducteur4 sa place.

Dispositif selon la revendication 8, 9 ou 10, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre
des moyens,activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans
ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal video correspondant au cadrage du
visage, une portion réduite correspondant a un cadrage large, ou grossier, des yeux du
conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat par application du
rapport anthropométrique entre ledit cadrage large et le visage entier d’une personne et
des moyenspour élaborer unsignal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant
lesdits moyens pour détecter les déplacements verticaux dansle visage du conducteur.
Dispositif selon ’une quelconque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comporte des moyens, fonctionnant en paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour
déterminer les durées successives des clignements des yeux et donc activés par ledit

signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer les intervalles de temps séparant
deux clignements successifs et pour déclencher une alarme renforcée dés que ces
intervalles de temps présententuneirrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.

Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comporte des moyens pour réactualiser en continu les données concernant au
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moins un des paramétres suivants: déplacements horizontaux, déplacements
verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux, intervalles entre clignements

successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des valeurs normales du

paramétre impliqué pour le conducteur effectivement présent et a l'état
éveillé.

14.Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé
en ce que l’ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10) - unité électronique (19)
produit un signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes
de méme nature 4 succession de lignes constituées par une succession de

pixels et traite ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:
- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trame et la trame correspondante antérieure,

e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles
sont représentatives, l'une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du
pixel et, l’autre, d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur, et

e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, 4 nombre réduit de valeurs
possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur decette variation de
Ja valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux
DP et CO pour une mémetramequidéfile 4 travers la matrice; et

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses

paramétres de localisation et de direction.
15.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est

constitué par une glace sans tain (9) et en ce qu’il comporte, derriére cette
glace, un capteur avec optoélectronique (10) qui coopére avec une unité
électronique (19) également disposée4 !’intérieur du rétroviseur et en ce que
l’ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10) - unité électronique (19) produit un
signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de meme
nature a succession lignes constituées par une succession de pixels et traite

ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:
- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trame et la trame correspondante antérieure,

e d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles
sont représentatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du
pixel et,
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e d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté CO, 4 nombre réduit de valeurs

possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur de cette variation de

la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux

5 DP et CO pour une mémetrame qui défile a travers la matrice;

- déduire, de cette répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses

paramétres de localisation et de direction; et

- déclencher un dispositif d’alarme (22) dés que ladite unité détermine que les

mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardant la face avant

10 (9a) de ladite glace correspondent a une durée des clignements des yeux qui

dépasse un seuil prédéterminé inclus dans l’intervalle temporel compris q
entre la durée des cliquements d’une personne éveillée et celle d’une

personne qui somnole.
16.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 15, caractérisé en

15 ce qu’il porte en outre au moins une diode (20) électroluminescente au moins

dans |’infra-rouge qui est activée au moins lorsque la luminosité ambiante

devient insuffisante pour éclairer le visage du conducteur et en ce que ledit

capteur optoélectronique (10) est sensible, entre autres, aux radiations infra-
rouges émises par ladite diode. "
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[® all the competentInternational Authorities
[© the International Searching Authority only
[® the international Preliminary Examining Authority only

to represent the undersigned before:  
in connection with the International application identified below

Title of the invention : Method and apparatus for detection of drowsiness.

Soplicant's or agent's file reference : 048J PCT 361 
International application number(if already available) : PCT/EP99/00300

filed with the following office - EUROPEAN PATENTOFFICE- asreceiving Office and to make or
receive payments on behalf of the undersigned.  

Signature of the applicant(s) (where there are several applicants, each of them must sign, next to each signature, indicate the name of
the person signing and the capacity in which the personsigns, If such capacity Is not obvious from reading the request or this power) :

PIRIM Patrick
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LE all the competentInternational Authorities
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International application number(if already available) « PCT/EP99/00300

filed with the following office - EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE- as receiving Office and to make or
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

The present invention relates generally to an image processing system,

and more particularly to the use of a generic image processing system to detect

drowsiness.

1.Description of the Related Art.

It is well known that a significant number of highway accidents result from

drivers becoming drowsy orfalling asleep, which results in many deaths and injuries.

Drowsiness is also a problem in other fields, such as for airline pilots and power plant

operators, in which great damage mayresult from failure to stay alert.

A numberofdifferent physical criteria may be used to establish when a personis

drowsy, including a change in the duration andinterval ofeye blinking. Normally, the

duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms when awakeand about 500 to 800 ms when

drowsy. The time interval between successive blinks is generally constant while awake,
but varies within a_ relatively broad range when drowsy.

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers. Such

devices are shown, for example, in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,813,99;

5,689,241:5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606;

4,928,090; 4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into

three categories: i) devices that detect movement ofthe head ofthe driver,e.g., tilting; ii)

devices that detect a physiological change in the driver, e.g., altered heartbeat or

breathing, andiii) devices that detect a physical result of the driver falling asleep, e.g., a

reduced grip on the steering wheel. None of these devices is believed to have met with
commercial success.

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383 disclose a generic image processing system that operates to localize
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objects in relative movement in an image and to determine the speed and direction of the

objectsin real-time. Each pixel of an image is smoothed using its own time constant. A

binary value corresponding to the existence of a significant variation in the amplitude of

the smoothed pixel from the prior frame, and the amplitude of the variation, are

determined, and the time constant for the pixel is updated. For each particular pixel, two

matrices are formed that include a subset of the pixels spatially related to the particular

pixel. The first matrix contains the binary values of the subset of pixels. The second

matrix contains the amplitude of the variation of the subset of pixels. In the first matrix,

it is determined whether the pixels along an oriented direction relative to the particular

pixel have binary values representative of significant variation, and, for such pixels,it is

determined in the second matrix whether the amplitude of these pixels varies in a known

manner indicating movement in the oriented direction. In domains that include

luminance, hue, saturation, speed, oriented direction, time constant, and x and y position,

a histogram is formed of the values in the first and second matrices falling in user

selected combinations of such domains. Using the histograms,it is determined whether

there is an area having the characteristics of the selected combinations of domains.

It would be desirable to apply such a generic image processing system to detect

the drowsiness ofa person.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a process ofdetecting a driverfalling asleep in which an

image of the face of the driver is acquired. Pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the driver are selected and a

histogram is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is analyzed over time to

identify each opening and closing of the eye, and from the eye opening and closing

information, characteristics indicative of a driver falling asleep are determined.

In one embodiment, a sub-area of the image comprising the eye is determined

prior to the step ofselecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of an eye. In this embodiment, the step of selecting pixels of the image

having characteristics of an eye involvesselecting pixels within the sub-area of the image.

The step ofidentifying a sub-area of the image preferably involves identifying the head of

Petitioner LG Ex-1028, 0331
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the driver, or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils, and then

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model. The head ofthe

driver may be identified by selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to edges of the head of the driver. Histograms ofthe selected pixels of

the edges ofthe driver's head are projected onto orthogonal axes. These histograms are

then analyzed to identify the edges of the driver's head.

The facial characteristic of the driver may beidentified by selecting pixels of the

image having characteristics correspondingto the facial characteristic. Histogramsof the

selected pixels of the facial characteristic are projected onto orthogonal axes. These

histograms are then analyzed to identify the facial characteristic. If desired, the step of

identifying the facial characteristic in the image involves searching sub-images of the

imageuntil the facial characteristic is found. In the case in which the facial characteristic
is the nostrils of the driver, a histogram is formed of pixels having low luminancelevels

to detect the nostrils. To confirm detection ofthe nostrils, the histograms of the nostril

pixels may be analyzed to determine whether the spacing between the nostrils is within a
desired range and whether the dimensionsof the nostrils fall within a desired range. In
order to confirm the identification of the facial characteristic, an anthropomorphic model

and the location of the facial characteristic are used to select a sub-area of the image

containing a second facial characteristic. Pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to the second facial characteristic are selected and a histograms of the

selected pixels of the second facial characteristic are analyzed to confirm the
identification ofthefirst facial characteristic.

In order to determine openings andclosings ofthe eyes of the driver, the step of

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of an

eye of the driver involves selecting pixels having low luminance levels corresponding to
shadowing ofthe eye. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram over timeto

identify each opening and closing of the eye involves analyzing the shape of the eye

shadowing to determine openings andclosings of the eye. The histograms of shadowed

pixels are preferably projected onto orthogonal axes, and the step of analyzing the shape

of the eye shadowing involves analyzing the width andheight of the shadowing.
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An alternative method of determining openings and closings of the eyes of the

driver involves selecting pixels of the image having characteristics of movement

corresponding to blinking. In this embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram over

time to identify each opening and closing of the eye involves analyzing the number of

pixels in movement corresponding to blinking over time. The characteristics of a

blinking eye are preferably selected from the group consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO

indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movementindicative of a blinking eyelid.

An apparatus for detecting a driver falling asleep includes a sensor for acquiring

an image of the face of the driver, a controller, and a histogram formation unit for

forming a histogram onpixels having selected characteristics. The controller controls the

histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye ofthe driver and to form a histogram

of the selected pixels. The controller analyzes the histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing of the eye, and determines from the opening and closing information

on the eye, characteristics indicative of the driverfalling asleep.

In one embodiment, the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to

identify a sub-area of the image comprising the eye, and the controller controls the

histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of the eye only within the sub-area of the image. In

order to select the sub-area of the image, the controller interacts with the histogram

formation unit to identify the head of the driver in the image, or a facial characteristic of

the driver, such as the driver's nostrils. The controller then identifies the sub-area of the

image using an anthropomorphic model. To identify the head of the driver, the

histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to edges of the head of the driver and forms histogramsof the selected pixels projected

onto orthogonal axes. To identify a facial characteristic of the driver, the histogram

formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the

facial characteristic and forms histograms of the selected pixels projected onto

orthogonal axes. The controller then analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to
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identify the edges of the head ofthe driver or the facial characteristic, as the case maybe.

If the facial characteristic is the nostrils of the driver, the histogram formation unit selects

pixels of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of
the nostrils. The controller may also analyze the histograms of the nostril pixels to

determine whether the spacing between the nostrils is within a desired range and whether

dimensions of the nostrils fall within a desired range. If desired, the controller may

interact with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify

the facial characteristic.

In order to verify identification of the facial characteristic, the controller uses an

anthropomorphic model and the location of the facial characteristic to cause the
histogram formation unit to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial
characteristic. The histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in the sub-area

having characteristics corresponding to the second facial characteristic and forms a
histogram of such pixels. The controller then analyzes the histogram of the selected
pixels corresponding to the second facial characteristic to identify the second facial
characteristic and to thereby confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

In one embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image

having low luminancelevels corresponding to shadowing of the eyes, and the controller
then analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to identify shapes corresponding to

openings and closings of the eye. The histogram formation unit preferably forms
histograms of the shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and the
controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to determine openings and

closings of the eye.

In an alternative embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the

image in movement corresponding to blinking and the controller analyzes the number of
pixels in movement over time to determine openings and closings of the eye. The
characteristics of movement corresponding to blinking are preferably selected from the

group consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative
ofa blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movementindicative ofa blinking eyelid.

PCTIEP 99 /00300
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If desired, the sensor may be integrally constructed with the controller and the

histogram formation unit. The apparatus may comprise an alarm, which the controller

operates upon detection of the driver falling asleep, and may comprise anillumination

source, such as a source ofIR radiation, with the sensor being adapted to view the driver

whenilluminated by the illumination source.

A rear-view mirror assembly comprises a rear-view mirror and the described

apparatus for detecting driver drowsiness mounted to the rear-view mirror. In one
embodiment, a bracket attaches the apparatus to the rear-view mirror. In an alternative

embodiment, the rear-view mirror comprises a housing having an open side and an

interior. The rear-view mirror is mounted to the open side of the housing, and is see-

through from theinterior of the housing to the exterior of the housing. The drowsiness

detection apparatus is mountedinterior to the housing with the sensor directed toward

the rear-view mirror. If desired, a joint attaches the apparatus to the rear-view mirror

assembly, with the joint being adapted to maintain the apparatusin a position facing the
driver during adjustment of the mirror assembly by the driver. The rear-view mirror

assembly mayinclude a source of illumination directcd toward the driver, with the sensor

adapted to view the driver whenilluminated by the source of illumination. The rear-view
mirror assembly may also include an alarm, with the controller operating the alarm upon

detection of the driver falling asleep. Also disclosed is a vehicle comprising the

drowsiness detection device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of the system according to the invention.

 

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the temporal and spatial processing units of the
invention.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram ofthe temporal processing unit of the invention.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram ofthespatial processing unit of the invention.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the processing of pixels in accordance with the
invention.

Fig. 6 illustrates the numerical values of the Freeman code used to determine
movementdirection in accordance with the invention.

0
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Fig. 7 illustrates nested matrices as processed by the temporal processingunit.

Fig. 8 illustrates hexagonal matrices as processed by the temporal processing

unit.

Fig. 9 illustrates reverse-L matrices as processed by the temporal processing unit.

Fig. 10 illustrates angular sector shaped matrices as processed by the temporal

processing unit.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing the relationship between the temporal and

spatial processing units, and the histogram formationunits.
Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing the interrelationship between the various

histogram formationunits.

Fig. 13 shows the formation of a two-dimensional histogram of a moving area
from two one-dimensional histograms.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram ofan individual histogram formation unit.

Figs. 15A and 15B illustrate the use of a histogram formation unit to find the
orientationofa line relative to an analysis axis.

Fig. 16 illustrates a one-dimensional histogram.

Fig. 17 illustrates the use of semi-graphic sub-matrices to selected desired areas

of an image.

Fig. 18 is a side viewillustrating a rear view mirror in combination with the
drowsiness detection system ofthe invention.

Fig. 19 is a top view illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 20 is a schematicillustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig. 21 is a cross-sectional top viewillustrating a rear view mirror assembly
incorporating the drowsiness detection system ofthe invention.

Fig. 22 is a partial cross-sectional top view illustrating a joint supporting the
drowsiness detection system ofthe invention in the mirror assembly of Fig. 21.

Fig. 23 is a top viewillustrating the relationship between the rear view mirror

assembly of Fig. 21 and a driver.

Fig. 24 illustrates detection of the edges of the head of a person using the system
of the invention.

PCT/EP 99/0030
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Fig. 25 illustrates masking outside of the edges of the head of a person.

Fig. 26 illustrates masking outside of the eyes of a person.

Fig. 27 illustrates detection of the eyes of a person using the system of the

invention.

Fig. 28 illustrates successive blinks in a three-dimensional orthogonal coordinate

system.

Figs. 29A and 29Billustrate conversion of peaks and valleys of eye movement

histogramsto information indicative ofblinking.

Fig. 30 is a flow diagramillustrating the use of the system of the invention to
detect drowsiness.

Fig. 31 illustrates the use of sub-imagesto search a complete image.

Fig. 32 illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect nostrils and to

track eye movement.

Fig. 33 illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect an open eye.
Fig. 34 illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect a closed eye.
Fig. 35 is a flow diagram ofan alternative method ofdetecting drowsiness.

Fig. 36 illustrates use of the system to detect a pupil.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention discloses an application of the generic image processing

system disclosed in commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354

 

and PCT/EP98/05383, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference for

detection of various criteria associated with the human eye, and especially to detection

that a driveris falling asleep while driving a vehicle.

The apparatus ofthe inventionis similar to that described in the aforementioned

PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and PCT/EP98/05383, which will be
described herein for purposes ofclarity. Referring to Figs. 1 and 10, the generic image

processing system 22 includesa spatial and temporal processing unit 11 in combination
with a histogram formation unit 22a. Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 includes

an input 12 that receives a digital video signal S originating from a video camera or other

imaging device 13 which monitors a scene 13a. Imaging device 13 is preferably a

PCT/EP 99 /0030C
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conventional CMOS-type CCD camera, which for purposes of the presently-described

invention is mounted on a vehicle facing the driver. It will be appreciated that when used

in non-vehicular applications, the camera may be mounted in any desired fashion to

detect the specific criteria of interest. It is also foreseen that any other appropriate

sensor, e.g., ultrasound, IR, Radar, etc., may be used as the imaging device. Imaging

device 13 may haveadirect digital output, or an analog output that is converted by an

A/D converter into digital signal S. Imaging device 13 may also be integral with generic

image processing system 22, if desired.

While signal S may be a progressive signal, it is preferably composed of a

succession ofpairs of interlaced frames, TR; and TR’, and TR2 and TR’, each consisting

of a succession of horizontal scannedlines, e.g., lia, li2,...sh17 in TRi, and 2) in TR.

Eachline consists of a succession of pixels or image-points PI, e.g., aii, a1.2 and ai for

line |y.1, aliz, and aly722 for line liz ; ali; and aj.2 for line 1,1. Signal S(PI) represents

signal S composedofpixels PI.

S(PI) includes a frame synchronization signal (ST) at the beginning of each

frame, a line synchronization signal (SL) at the beginning of each line, and a blanking

signal (BL). Thus, S(PI) includes a succession frames, which are representative of the
time domain, and within each frame, a series oflines and pixels, which are representative

of the spatial domain.

In the time domain, "successive frames" shall refer to successive frames of the

same type (i.e., odd frames such as TR, or even frames such as TR',), and "successive

pixels in the same position" shall denote successive values of the pixels (PI) in the same
location in successive frames of the same type, e.g., a1.1 Of li. in frame TR, and a1 of hia

in the next corresponding frame TR2

Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 generates outputs ZH and SR 14 toa

data bus 23 (Fig. 11), which are preferably digital signals. Complex signal ZH comprises

a number of output signals generated by the system, preferably including signals

indicating the existence andlocalization of an area or object in motion, and the speed V
and theoriented direction of displacement DI ofeach pixel of the image. Also preferably

output from the system is input digital video signal S, which is delayed (SR) to makeit
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synchronous with the output ZH for the frame, taking into account the calculation time

for the data in composite signal ZH (one frame). The delayed signal SR is used to

display the image received by camera 13 on a monitoror television screen 10, which may

also be used to display the information contained in composite signal ZH. Composite

signal ZH mayalso be transmitted to a separate processing assembly 10a in which further

processing of the signal may be accomplished.

Referring to Fig. 2, spatial and temporal processing unit 11 includes a first

assembly 11a, which consists of a temporal processing unit 15 having an associated

memory 16, a spatial processing unit 17 having a delay unit 18 and sequencing unit 19,

and a pixel clock 20, which generates a clock signal HP, and which servesas a clock for

temporalprocessing unit 15 and sequencing unit 19. Clock pulses HP are generated by

clock 20 at the pixel rate of the image, which is preferably 13.5 MHZ.

Fig. 3 showsthe operation of temporal processing unit 15, the function of which

is to smooth the video signal and generate a numberofoutputs thatare utilized by spatial

processing unit 17. During processing, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves from
memory 16 the smoothed pixel values LI ofthe digital video signal from the immediately

prior frame, and the values of a smoothing time constant CI for each pixel. As used
herein, LO and COshall be used to denote the pixel values (L) and time constants (C)

stored in memory 16 from temporal processing unit 15, and LI and CIshall denote the

pixel values (L) and time constants (C) respectively for such values retrieved from
memory 16 for use by temporal processing unit 15. Temporal processing unit 15

generates a binary output signal DP for each pixel, which identifies whether the pixel has

undergonesignificant variation, and a digital signal CO, which represents the updated
calculated value of time constant C.

Referring to Fig. 3, temporal processing unit 15 includesa first block 15a which

receives the pixels PI of input video signal S. For each pixel PI, the temporal processing

unit retrieves from memory 16 a smoothed value LI ofthis pixel from the immediately

preceding corresponding frame, which was calculated by temporal processing unit 15

during processing of the immediately prior frame and stored in memory 16 as LO.

Temporal processing unit 15 calculates the absolute value AB ofthe difference between
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each pixel value PI and LI for the same pixel position (for example aj.1, of li; in TR; and

of 1y.. in TR2:

AB = |PI-LI

Temporal processing unit 15 is controlled by clock signal HP from clock 20 in

order to maintain synchronization with the incoming pixel stream. Test block 15b of

temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB and a threshold value SE. Threshold SE

may be constant, but preferably varies based upon the pixel value PI, and more preferably

varies with the pixel value so as to form a gammacorrection. Known meansofvarying

SE to form a gammacorrectionis represented by the optional block 15e shownin dashed

lines. Test block 15b compares, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, digital signals AB and SEin

order to determine a binary signal DP. If AB exceeds threshold SE, which indicates that

pixel value PI has undergonesignificant variation as compared to the smoothedvalue LI
of the same pixel in the prior frame, DP is set to "1" for the pixel under consideration.

Otherwise, DPis set to "0" for such pixel.

When DP = 1, the difference between the pixel value PI and smoothed value LI

of the samepixel in the prior frame is considered too great, and temporal processing unit

15 attempts to reduce this difference in subsequent frames by reducing the smoothing

time constant C for that pixel. Conversely, if DP = 0, temporal processing unit 15

attempts to increase this difference in subsequent frames by increasing the smoothing
time constant C for that pixel. These adjustments to time constant C as a function of the

value of DP are made by block 15c. If DP = 1, block 15c reduces the time constant by a
unit value U so that the new value of the time constant CO equals the old value of the

constant CI minusunit value U.

CO=CI-U

If DP = 0, block 15c increases the time constant by a unit value U so that the new

value of the time constant CO equals the old value of the constant Cl plus unit value U.

CO=CI+U

Thus, for each pixel, block 15c receives the binary signal DP from test unit 15b

and time constant CI from memory 16, adjusts CI up or down by unit value U, and

ee
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generates a new time constant CO whichis stored in memory 16 to replace time constant

Cl.

In a preferred embodiment, time constant C, is in the form 2°, where p is

incremented or decremented by unit value U, which preferably equals 1, in block 15c.

Thus, if DP = 1, block 15c subtracts one (for the case where U=1) from p in the time

constant 2? which becomes 2°. If DP = 0, block 15c adds onetopin time constant 2°,

which becomes 2°"'. The choice ofa time constantof the form 2? facilitates calculations

and thus simplifies the structure of block 15c.

Block 15c includes several tests to ensure proper operation of the system. First,

CO must remain within defined limits. In a preferred embodiment, CO must not become

negative (CO > 0) and it must not exceed a limit N (CO < N), whichis preferably seven.
In the instance in which CI and COarein the form 2°, the upper limit N is the maximum

value forp.

The upperlimit N may be constant, but is preferably variable. An optional input

unit 15f includes a register of memory that enables the user, or controller 42 to vary N.

The consequenceofincreasingNis to increase the sensitivity of the system to detecting

displacement of pixels, whereas reducing N improvesdetection of high speeds. N may

be made to depend on PI (N mayvary on a pixel-by-pixel basis, if desired) in order to

regulate the variation of LO as a function ofthe lever of PI, ie., Nia = f(Plijt), the
calculation of which is done in block 15f, which in this case would receive the value of PI

from video camera 13.

Finally, a calculation black 15d receives, for each pixel, the new time constant

CO generated in block 15c, the pixel values PI of the incoming videosignal S, and the

smoothedpixel value LI ofthe pixel in the previous frame from memory 16. Calculation

block 15d then calculates a new smoothedpixel value LO for the pixelas follows:

LO=LI+ (PI - LD/CO

If CO = 2°, then

LO=LI + (PI - LI)/2”°

where "po", is the new value of p calculated in unit 15c and whichreplaces previous

value of "pi" in memory 16.

PCTEP 99 /00300
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The purpose of the smoothing operation is to normalize variations in the value of

each pixel PI of the incoming video signal for reducing the variation differences. For

each pixel of the frame, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves LI and CI from memory

16, and generates new values LO (new smoothed pixel value) and CO (new time

constant) that are stored in memory 16 to replace LI and CI respectively. As shown in

Fig. 2, temporal processing unit 15 transmits the CO and DP values for each pixel to

spatial processing unit 17 throughthe delay unit 18.

The capacity of memory 16 assuming that there are R pixels in a frame, and

therefore 2R pixels per complete image, must be at least 2R(e+f) bits, where e is the

numberofbits required to store a single pixel value LI (preferably eight bits), and fis the

number of bits required to store a single time constant CI (preferably 3 bits). If each

video image is composedofa single frame (progressive image), it is sufficient to use

R(etf) bits rather than 2R(e+f) bits.

Spatial processing unit 17 is used to identify an area in relative movement in the

images from camera 13 and to determine the speed and oriented direction of the

movement. Spatial processing unit 17, in conjunction with delay unit 18, co-operates

with a control unit 19 that is controlled by clock 20, which generates clock pulse HP at

the pixel frequency. Spatial processing unit 17 receives signals DP and COj (where 1

and j correspond to the x and y coordinates of the pixel) from temporal processing unit

15 and processes these signals as discussed below. Whereas temporal processing unit 15

processes pixels within each frame, spatial processing unit 17 processes groupings of

pixels within the frames.

Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows the temporal processing of successive

corresponding frame sequences TR;, TR2, TR; and the spatial processing in the these

frames of a pixel PI with coordinates x, y, at times ti, tz, and t3. A plane in Fig. 5

corresponds to the spatial processing of a frame, whereas the superposition of frames

correspondsto the temporal processing of successive frames.

Signals DP; and CO, from temporal processing unit 15 are distributed by spatial

processing unit 17 into a first matrix 21 containing a number of rows and columns much
smaller than the numberoflines L of the frame and the number of pixels M perline.
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Matrix 21 preferably includes 2/ + 1 lines along the y axis and 2+! columns along the x

axis (in Cartesian coordinates), where / and m are small integer numbers.

Advantageously, / and m are chosen to be powers of 2, where for example / is equal to 2*

and m is equal to 2°, a and b being integer numbers of about 2 to 5, for example. To

simplify the drawing and the explanation, will be taken to be equal to / (althoughit

may be different) and m=]=2°=8. In this case, matrix 21 will have 2 x 8 + 1 = 17 rows

and 17 columns. Fig. 4 shows a portion of the 17 rows Yo, Yu,... Yis, Yis, and 17

columns Xo, X1, ... X1s, Xie which form matrix 21.

Spatial processing unit 17 distributes into / x m matrix 21 the incoming flows of

Dpiand CO, from temporalprocessing unit 15. It will be appreciated that only a subset

ofall DP; and CO, values will be included in matrix 21, since the frame is muchlarger,

having L lines and M pixels per row (e.g., 312.5 lines and 250-800 pixels), depending

upon the TV standard used.

In order to distinguish the L x M matrix of the incoming video signal from the / x

m matrix 21 of spatial processing unit 17, the indices i and j will be used to represent the

coordinates of the former matrix and the indices x and y will be used to represent the

coordinates ofthe latter. At a given instant, a pixel with an instantaneous value PI;is

characterized at the input of the spatial processing unit 17 by signals DP; and COj. The

(2/+1 ) x (2m + 1) matrix 21 is formed by scanning each of the L x M matrices for DP

and CO.

In matrix 21, each pixel is defined by a row number between 0 and 16 (inclusive),

for rows Y, to Yj. respectively, and a column number between 0 and 16 (inclusive), for

columns X, to Xie respectively, in the case in which / = m = 8. In this case, matnx 21

will be a plane of 17 x 17 = 289pixels.

In Fig. 4, elongated horizontal rectangles Y. to Yis (only four of which have been

shown,i.e., Yo, Y1, Yis and Yi) and vertical lines Xp to Xis (of which only four have

been shown,i.e., Xo, X1, Xis and Xi) illustrate matrix 21 with 17 x 17 image points or

pixels having indices defined at the intersection of an ordinate row and an abscissa

column. For example, the Pgg is at the intersection of column 8 and row8asillustrated

in Fig. 4 at position e, which is the center of matrix 21.
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In response to the HP and BLsignals from clock 20 (Fig. 2), a rate control or

sequencing unit 19: i) generates a line sequence signal SL at a frequency equal to the

quotient of 13.5 MHZ (for an image with a corresponding numberofpixels) divided by

the number of columns per frame (for example 400) to delay unit 18, ii) generates a

frame signal SC, the frequency of which is equal to the quotient 13.5/400 MHZ divided

by the number of rowsin the video image, for example 312.5, iii) and outputs the HP

clock signal. Blanking signal BL is used to render sequencing unit 19 non-operational

during synchronization signals in the input image.

A delay unit 18 carries out the distribution of portions of the L x M matrix into

matrix 21. Delay unit 18 receives the DP, CO, and incoming pixel S(PI) signals, and

distributes these into matrix 21 using clock signal HP and line sequence and column

sequence signals SL and SC.

In order to form matrix 21 from the incoming stream of DP and COsignals, the

successive row, Yo to Yjo for the DP and COsignals must be delayed asfollows:

row Yo - not delayed;

row Y;,- delayed by the duration of a frameline TP;

row Y2 - delayed by 2 TP;

and so on until

row Yi6 - delayed by 16 TP.

The successive delays of the duration of a frame row TP, are carried out in a

cascade of sixteen delay circuits r,r2,...115 that serve rows Y1,Y2...Yi6, respectively, row

Yo being served directly by the DP and COsignals without any delay uponarriving from

temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits m,r2,...11 may be built up by a delay line

with sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by any section thereof between two successive

outputs being constant and equal to TP.

Rate control unit 19 controls the scanning of the entire L x M frame matrix over

matrix 21. The circular displacementof pixels in a row of the frame matrix on the 17 x

17 matrix, for example from Xp to Xis on row Yo, is done by a cascadeofsixteen shift

registers d on each ofthe 17 rows from Yo to Yi (giving a total of 16 x 17 = 272 shift

registers) placed in each row between twosuccessive pixel positions, namely the register
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do, between positions PlIo9 and Plo; register doz between positions PIo,, and Plo2, etc.

Each register imposes a delay TS equal to the time difference between two successive

pixels in a row or line, using column sequence signal SC. Because rows h, /2 ... iz ina

frame TR, (Fig. 1), for S(PI) and for DP and CO, reach delay unit 18 shifted by TP

(complete duration of a row) oneafter the other, and delay unit 18 distributes them with

gradually increasing delays of TP onto rows Yo, Y1 ... Yi7, these rows display the DP

and COsignals at a given time for rows /),/: ... /17 in the same frame portion. Similarly in

a given row, e.g., /, successive pixel signals a11, 41.2 ... arrive shifted by TS and shift

registers d impose a delay also equal to TS. Asa result, the pixels of the DP and CO

signals in a given row Yo to Yie in matrix 21, are contemporary, i.e., they correspond to

the same frameportion.

The signals representing the COs and DPsin matrix 21 are available at a given

instant on the 16 x 17 = 272 outputs of the shift registers, as well as upstream of the

registers ahead ofthe 17 rows,i.e., registers doi, dia... digi, which makesa total of 16 x

17 + 17= 17x 17 outputs for the 17 x 17 positions Po.o,Po.1,.--Ps.s..-Pi6.16.

In order to better understand the processofspatial processing, the system will be

described with respect to a small matrix M3 containing 3 rows and 3 columns where the

central element of the 9 elements thereof is pixel e with coordinates x = 8, y = 8 as

illustrated below:

abe

def (M3)

ghi

In matrix M3, positions a, b, c, d, f, g, h, i around the central pixel e correspond

to eight oriented directions relative to the central pixel. The eight directions may be

identified using the Freeman codeillustrated in Fig. 6, the directions being coded 0 to 7

starting from the x axis, in steps of 45-. In the Freeman code, the eight possible oriented

directions, may be represented by a 3-bit numbersince 2=8.

Considering matrix M3, the 8 directions of the Freeman code are as follows:

PCTIEP 99/0030
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Returning to matrix 21 having 17 x 17 pixels, a calculation unit 17a examinesat

the same time various nested square second matrices centered on e, with dimensions 15 x

15, 13x 13, 11 x 11,9 x9, 7x 7, 5.x 5 and 3 x 3, within matrix 21, the 3 x 3 matrix

being the M3 matrix mentioned above. Spatial processing unit 17 determines which

matrix is the smallest in which pixels with DP = 1 are aligned alonga straight line which

determines the direction of movementofthe aligned pixels.

For the aligned pixels in the matrix, the system determines if CO varies on each

side of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oriented direction

and -a in the opposite oriented direction, where 1<a<N. For example, if positions g, e,

and c of M3 havevalues -1, 0, +1, then a displacementexists in this matrix from right to
left in the (oriented) direction 1 in the Freeman code (Fig. 6). However,positions g,e,

and c must at the same time have DP = 1. Thedisplacement speed ofthe pixels in motion
is greater when the matrix, among the 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 nested matrices, in which CO
varies from +1 or -1 between two adjacent positions along a direction is larger. For

example, if positions g, e, and c in the 9 x 9 matrix denoted M9 have values - 1, 0, +1 in
oriented direction 1, the displacement will be faster than for values -1, 0, +1 in 3 x 3

matrix M3 (Fig. 7). The smallest matrix for which a line meets the test of DP=I for the

pixels in the line and CO varies on each side of the central position in the direction of
alignment, from +a in an oriented direction and -a in the opposite oriented direction, is

chosenasthe principalline ofinterest.

Within a given matrix, a greater value of ACO indicates slower movement. For

example, in the smallest matrix, i.e., the 3x3 matrix, CO=A2 with DPs=] determines

subpixel movement i.e. one half pixel per image, and CO=A3, indicates slower
movement, i.e. one third of a pixel per image. In order to reduce the calculation power

in the system andto simplify the hardware, preferably only those values of CO which are

symmetrical relative to the central pixel are considered.
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Since COis represented as a powerof 2 in a preferred embodiment, an extended

range of speeds may be identified using only a few bits for CO, while still enabling

identification of relatively low speeds. Varying speed may be detected because, for

example -2, 0, +2 in positions g, e, c in 3 x 3 matrix M3 indicates a speed half as fast as

the speed correspondingto 1, 0, +1 for the samepositions in matrix M3.

Twotests are preferably performed on the results to remove uncertainties. The

first test chooses the strongest variation, in other words the highest time constant, if

there are variations of CO along several directions in one of the nested matrices. The

second test arbitrarily chooses one of two (or more) directions along which the variation

of COis identical, for example by choosing the smallest value of the Freeman code,in
the instance whenidentical lines of motion are directed in a single matrix in different

directions. This usually arises when the actual direction of displacementis approximately
between two successive coded directions in the Freeman code, for example between

directions 1 and 2 corresponding to an (oriented) direction that can be denoted 1.5 (Fig.

6) of about 67.5- with the x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman code).
The scanning of an entire frame of the digital vidco signal S preferably occurs in

the following sequence. Thefirst group ofpixels consideredis the first 17 rows or lines
of the frame, and the first 17 columns of the frame. Subsequently, still for the first 17

rows of the frame, the matrix is moved column by column from the left of the frame to

the right, as shownin Fig. 5, i.e., from portion TM;at the extreme left, then TM? offset
by one column with respect to TM, until TMq (where M is the number of pixels per
frame line or row) at the extreme right. Once thefirst 17 rows have been considered for
each column from left to right, the process is repeated for rows 2 to 18 in the frame.

This process continues, shifting down one row at a time until the last group oflines at
the bottom ofthe frame, i-e., lines L - 16... L (where L is the number oflines per frame)

are considered.

Spatial processing unit 17 generates the following outputsignals for each pixel: i)
a signal V representing the displacement speed for the pixel, based upon the amplitude of
the maximum variation of CO surrounding the pixel, the value of which may be, for

example, represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 if the speed is in the form of a

PCT/EP 99/0 03 0
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power of 2, and therefore may be stored in 3 bits, ii) a signal DI representing the

direction of displacementof the pixel, which is calculated from the direction of maximum

variation, the value of DI being also preferably represented by an integer in the range 0 -

7 corresponding to the Freeman code,stored in 3 bits, iii) a binary validation signal VL

which indicates whether the result of the speed and oriented direction is valid, in order to

be able to distinguish a valid output with V = 0 and DI = 0,from the Jack of an output

due to an incident, this signal being | for a valid output or O for an invalid output, iv) a

time constant signal CO, stored in 3 bits, for example, and v) a delayed video signal SR

consisting of the input video signal S delayed in the delay unit 18 by 16 consecutive line
durations TR and therefore by the duration of the distribution of the signal S in the 17x

17 matrix 21, in order to obtain a video signal timed to matrix 21, which may be

displayed on a television set or monitor. Also output are the clock signal HP, line
sequencesignal SL and column sequencesignal SC from control unit 19.

Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or an inverted L-shaped matrix (Fig. 9) may

be substituted for the nested rectangular matrices in Figs. 4 and 7. In the case shownin

Fig. 8, the nested matrices (in which only the most central matrices MRI and MR2 have
been shown) are all centered on point MRO which corresponds to the central point of

matrices M3, M9 in Fig. 7. The advantage of a hexagonal matrix system is that it allows

the use of oblique coordinate axes x,, ys, and a breakdowninto triangles with identical
sides, to carry out an isotropic speedcalculation.

The matrix in Fig. 9 is composed ofa single row (L,) and a single column (C,)

starting from the central position MR, in which the twosignals DP and CO respectively
are equal to "1" for DP and increase or decrease by one unit for CO, if movement
Occurs.

If movementis in the direction of the x coordinate, the CO signal is identical in

all positions (boxes) in column C,, and the binary signal DP is equal to | in all positions
in row Ly, from the origin MRy, with the value CQu, up to the position in which CO is

equal to CO, +1 or -1 inclusive. If movement is in the direction of the y coordinate, the
COsignalis identicalin all positions (boxes) in row L,, and the binary signal DP is equal

to I in all positions in column Cy, from the origin MRg, with the value CO, up to the

oe e ee ee
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position in which CO is equal to CO,, +1 or -1 inclusive. If movementis oblique relative

to the x and y coordinates, the binary signal DP is equal to 1 and COis equal to CO, in

positions (boxes) of L, andin positions (boxes) of Cy, the slope being determined by the

perpendicular to the line passing through the two positions in which the signal COy

changesbythe value of one unit, the DP signal always being equal to 1.

Fig. 9 showsthe case in which DP = I and CO, changesvalue by one unit in the

two specific positions Lys and Cys and indicates the corresponding slope Pp. Inall cases,

the displacement speed is a function of the position in which CO changes value by one

unit. If CO changes by oneunit in L, or C, only, it correspondsto the value of the CO

variation position. If CO changes by oneunit in a position in L, and in a position in C,,

the speed is proportional to the distance between MR, and E, (intersection ofthe line

perpendicular to C,- Ly passing through MR,).

Fig. 10 shows an imaging device with sensors located at the intersections of
concentric lines c and radial lines d that correspond to the rows and columns of a

rectangular matrix imaging device. The operation of such an imaging device is

controlled by a circular scanning sequencer. In this embodiment, angular sector shaped n
x n matrices MC are formed, (a 3x3 matrix MC3 and a 5x5 matrix MCS are shown) and

except for sequencing differences, the matrices are processed identical to the square
matrix embodiments discussed above.

As shown in Figs. 11-16, spatial and temporal processing unit 11 is used in

connection with a histogram processor 22afor identifying objects within the inputsignal

based uponuserspecified criteria for identifying such objects. A bus Z-Z, (See Figs. 2,
11 and 12) transfers the output signals of spatial and temporal processing unit 11 to

histogram processor 22a. Histogram processor 22a generates composite output signal
ZH which contains information onthe areas in relative movementin the scene.

Referring to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a bus 23 for

communicating signals between the various components thereof, for receiving input
commands from a controller 42 and for transmitting output signals to controller 42.

Histogram formation and processing blocks 24 - 29 receive the various input signals, i.e.,

delayed digital video signal SR, speed V,oriented directions (in Freeman code) DI, time
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constant CO,first axis x(m) and second axis y(m), which are discussed in detail below.

The function of each histogram formation block is to enable a histogram to be formed for

the domain associated with that block. For example, histogram formation block 24

receives the delayed digital video signal SR and enables a histogram to be formedfor the

luminance values of the video signal. Since the luminance ofthe signal will generally be

represented by a number in the range of 0-255, histogram formation block 24 is

preferably a memory addressable with 8 bits, with each memory location having a
sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 25 receives speed signal V and enables a histogram to

be formed for the various speeds present in a frame. In a preferred embodiment, the

speedis an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block 25 is then preferably a
memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location having a sufficient number

of bits to correspond to the numberof pixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 26 receives oriented direction signal DI and enables a

histogram to be formed for the oriented directions present in a frame. In a preferred
embodiment, the oriented direction is an integer in the range 0-7, corresponding to the

Freeman code. Histogram formation block 26 is then preferably a memory addressable

with 3 bits, with each memory location having a sufficient numberofbits to correspond

to the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 27 receives time constant signal CO and enables a

histogram to be formed for the time constants ofthe pixels in a frame. In a preferred
embodiment, the time constant is an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block

27 is then preferably a memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location

having a sufficient numberofbits to correspondto the numberofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 receive the x and y positions respectively

of pixels for which a histogram is to be formed, and form histogramsfor such pixels, as

discussed in greater detail below. Histogram formation block 28 is preferably

addressable with the numberofbits corresponding to the number ofpixels in a line, with

each memory location having a sufficient numberof bits to correspond to the number of

lines in a frame, and histogram formation block 29 is preferably addressable with the
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number of bits corresponding to the number oflines in a frame, with each memory

location having a sufficient numberofbits to correspond to the numberofpixels inaline.

Referring to Figs. 12 and 14, each ofthe histogram formation blocks 24 - 29 has

an associated validation block 30 - 35 respectively, which generates a validation signal

V1 - V6 respectively. In general, each of the histogram formation blocks 24-29 is
identical to the others and functions in the same manner. For. simplicity, the invention

will be described with respect to the operation of histogram formation block 25, it being

appreciated that the remaining histogram formation blocks operate in a like manner.
Histogram formation block 25 includes a histogram forming portion 25a, which forms

the histogram for that block, andaclassifier 25b, for selecting the criteria of pixels for
whichthe histogram is to be formed. Histogram forming portion 25a and classifier 25b

operate underthe control of computer software in an integrated circuit (not shown), to
extract certain limits of the histograms generated by the histogram formation block, and

to control operation of the various components ofthe histogram formation units.

Referring to Fig. 14, histogram forming portion 25a includes a memory 100,

which is preferably a conventional digital memory. In the case of histogram formation
block 25 which forms a histogram of speed, memory 100is sized to have addresses 0-7,

each of which may store up to the number of pixels in an image. Between frames,

memory 100is initiated,i.e., cleared of all memory, by setting inif=l in multiplexors 102
and 104. This has the effect, with respect to multiplexor 102 of selecting the "0"input,

which is output to the Data In line of memory 100. At the same time, setting inif=l
causes multiplexor 104 to select the Counter input, which is output to the Addressline of
memory 100. The Counter input is connected to a counter (not shown) that counts

throughall of the addresses for memory 100, in this case O<address<7. This has the
effect of placing a zero in all memory addresses of memory 100. Memory 100 is

preferably cleared during the blanking interval between each frame. After memory 100is
cleared, the inif line is set to zero, which in the case of multiplexor 102 results in the

content of the Data line being sent to memory 100, and in the case of multiplexor 104

results in the data from spatial processing unit 117, i.e., the V data, being sent to the

Addressline of memory 100.
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